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DESTRUCTION NOTICE
WHY

— To prevent the enemy from using or salvaging this equipment
for his benefit.

WHEN — When ordered by your commander.
HOW — 1. Smash—Use sledges, axes, handaxes, pickaxes, hammers,
crowbars, heavy tools.
2. Cut—Use axes, handaxes, machetes.
3. Burn—Use gasoline, kerosene, oil, flame throwers, incen
diary grenades.
4. Explosives—Use firearms, grenades, TNT.
5. Disposal—Bury in slit trenches, fox holes, other holes.
Throw in streams. Scatter.
USE ANYTHING IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE FOR DESTRUCTION OF
THIS EQUIPMENT.
WHAT — 1- Smash—Teletypewriter typing unit, base, motor unit, key-,
board, cover, and chests.
2. Cut—All power and signal cords and wiring.
3. Burn—Technical Manuals, records, and teletypewriter
chests.
4. Bury or scatter—Any or all of the above pieces after
smashing, breaking, and burning.

DESTROY EVERYTHING

SAFETY NOTICE

Severe shock may result from contact with current-carrying parts of
this equipment. Be sure that the power is off before touching terminals and
conductors with bare hands. All test leads should be insulated.
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PART ONE
INTRODUCTION
Section I.

DESCRIPTION

I . General

a. SCOPE. This manual furnishes descriptive
information and detailed maintenance and re
pair instructions for Printer TG-7-A and Tele
typewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B. This equip
ment is normally installed with related tele
typewriter equipment and is not capable of
operating except when used with other equip
ment. Throughout TM 11-352 references will be
made to the related Technical Manuals which
provide detailed information on planning lay
outs, installation, operation, and maintenance of
the various teletypewriter sets or systems, in
which, or with which, one or more Printers
TG-7-A or Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG37-B are commonly used.
TM No.
11-354

11-358
11-355
11-355B
11-2009
11-2004
11-2005

Technical Manual
Telegraph Printer Sets (Tele
typewriter) EE-97 and
EE-98, Teletypewriter
Sets EE-97-A, EE-98-A,
and EE-102
Telegraph Central Office Set
TC-3
Telegraph Terminal CF-2-A
(Carrier)
Telegraph Terminal CF-2-B
(Carrier)
Telegraph Terminal CF-6
(Carrier)
Repeater Set TC-18 (Ter
minal, Telegraph)
Repeater Set TC-19 (Inter
mediate)

Additional information concerning other re
lated Technical Manuals is furnished in ap
propriate sections throughout this manual, and

appendix II lists the Technical Manuals for
other equipment, sets, and systems with which
Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B
and TG-37-B are also used.
b. CHARACTERISTICS. Printer TG-7-A and
Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B are
portable field teletypewriters designed to inter
change typewritten messages by electrical
means between two or more points. With the
exception of minor modifications and changes,
the main parts of the keyboard and typing
units are identical with those in standard Tele
type Model 15 page-printing machines. The
line signal circuit has been modified for use
with an external line relay and the power sup
ply circuit has been changed, making it possi
ble to operate the series governed motor on
either 115-volt direct current, 115-volt, 25-cycle
alternating current Oa-c), or 115-volt, 50-60
cycle alternating current. A mechanical motor
control feature is provided whereby the motors
of all teletypewriters connected in the same
circuit may be started by opening the signal
line (depressing the SEND-REC-BREAK key)
and stopped by transmitting the upper case
"H" signal combination from the keyboard of
any teletypewriter. Two rugged wooden chests
are furnished with each teletypewriter. The
larger chest provides a convenient operating
table for the teletypewriter and the smaller
chest is used as a seat by the operator. After
necessary power supplied and terminal equip
ment such as line relays, are connected, these
teletypewriters may be used to send or receive
messages over direct-wire circuits and various
types of carrier and radio channels. Like other
model 15 machines, these teletypewriters will
both send and receive but will complete but one
of these functions at a time. The machines are
as easy to operate as an ordinary typewriter
and are capable of sending or receiving up to
60 words per minute.

c. NOMENCLATURE. Printer TG-7-A and
Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B are
referred to in this Technical Manual as tele
typewriters. Such nomenclature refers to any
one or all of the above three models. The term
teletypewriter chest, when used in this manual,
includes, if applicable, the chest furnished with
Printer TG-7-A, in addition to the chests
furnished with Teletypewriters TG-7-B and
TG-37-B.

Quan
tity

1

Pkg.
No.

Signal Corps
slock No.

1/3

4TBI>114/110 . Typing unit

3
1

6M1175

ata

1

3E41B3-3

2. Table of Components

The principal parts and units with their asso
ciated Signal Corps stock numbers are listed
below. The list is arranged to show which items
are packed in each of the three shipping con
tainers used for export shipment.
a. PRINTER TG-7-A (SIGNAL CORPS STOCK
No. 4T2.13A-1) (fig. 1). Older teletypewriters
are stock numbered 4T2.13-1 (par. 9).
Quan
tity

1

Pkg.
Xo.

Signal Corps
stock No.

Item

1/3

4TBP108/210

Typing unit

Remarks

machines.
3
1

6M1175
2/3

1

4TBB47

3E4163-3

Ribbon, black,
Underwood.
Teletypewriter
base.
Cord, 6 ft 2-conductor.

1
1
1

.111-1
3E1485
4TBK24JX

Cord CD-484
Cord CD-485

1
1

4TMU27
4TC146

Motor unit

3 cords listed below
are furnished as
part of the base.
tached to power
selector unit and
terminates In 2
prong male plug.

4TBB40

3E14S4 ... .
3E14S5
4TBKZUX

Item

Ribbon, black
Underwood.
Teletypewriter
biise.
Cord, G ft 2-conductor.

Cord C D-4S4
Cord C D-485

1

4T 103628
4T 103370

3/3

4T103368

1

4T103443
4T91750
4T103286

Copy holder -

4T105229

250 v.
Chest CH-50-B
TM 11-352

,
1

3/3

4T105367

1 running spare.

Chest CH-«2-B....

c. TELETYPEWRITER TG-37-B (SIGNAL CORPS
STOCK No. 4T2.23A-1). Older teletypewriters
are stock numbered 4T2.23-1 (par. 9) .
Quan
tity

Pkg.
No.

Signal Corps
stock No.

1
3

1/3

4TBP118/221
6M1175

1

2/3

4TBB49

3E4163-3

:l l l-l
3E1485
4TBK23KS
4TMU27
4TC146
Packed in Chest
CH-50-A.

4T103443
4T91750
4 T 103286

Chest CH-B2-A

b. TELETYPEWRITER TG-7-B (SIGNAL CORPS
STOCK No. 4T2.28A-4) (frontispiece). Older
teletypewriters are stock numbered 4T2.28A-1,'
A-2, or A-3. (See par. 9.)

Packed with Chest
CH-50-B.

Note. This list is fr'r general information only. See appropriate
publications for information pertaining to requisition of spare parts.
Stock numbers are indicated in this table for identification purposes
only.

Red shell plug

Note. This list in for general information only. See appropriate
publication* for information pertaining to requisition of spare parts.
Stock numbers are indicated in this table for identification inn pnst>
only.

tached to power
selector unit and
terminates in 2
prong mule plug.
Black shell plug.

writer).
1
1
2

4T103443
4T91750
4T103286

1
1
1

3 cords listed Mow
are furnished as
part of the base.

See par. 6 for older
machines.

Item

4T105229

1

3/3

4T105367-

Remarks

Typing unit
Underwood.
Teletypewriter
base.
Cord, ft ft 2-conductor.

writer) .

250 v.
Speed indicator
Chest CH-50 A
TM 11-352

See par. 9 for older
machines.

4TMU27
4TC146

machines.

1
1
I

Remarks

Cord CD-484
CordCD-485 . ..

3 cords listed below
are furnished as
part of the base.
tached to power
selector unit and
terminates in 2
prong male plug.
Red shell plug.

. Motor unit
Cover (teletype
writer) .
Front cover plate
Fuse, 1.6 amp,
250 v.
Chest CH-50 -(*)
TM 11-352 .
Packed in Chest
CH-50- C).
Chest CH-62-O...

Note. This list ia for general information only. See appropriate
publications for information pertaining to requisition of spare parts.
Stock numbers are indicated in tbis table for identification purpose*
only.
(«) This symbol refers to Chests CH-50-A, CH-50-B, CH-62-A,
and CH-62-B.

3. Description of Printer TG-7-A

a. GENERAL. Printer TG-7-A is a model 15
(Teletype Corporation) page printing teletype
writer which has been modified by the Army
for tactical (field) use. Originally manufac
tured at a time when it was necessary to rush
the development of tactical equipment, a num-

of the printer. It is securely fastened to the
bottom of the associated chest CH-50-A by
four bolts. A pad-of felt is placed between the
base and the bottom of the chest to which it is
fastened. The line relay mounting brackets and
resistor assembly, wiring, and motor control
relay are mounted on the base but are used

BASE OF CHEST CH - 5O-A

Figure 1. Printer TG-7-A set up ready for use.

her of parts and some wiring were left in place
although they are seldom used. When it is set
up and ready for use this model is 20 inches
wide, 19 inches long, 42 inches high, and
weighs approximately 225 pounds. It consists
principally of a base, motor unit, keyboard, typ
ing unit, cover, and chests.
b. BASE. The base is a metal casting designed
to furnish secure mounting for the other units

only when the teletypewriter is converted for
use with other than tactical teletypewriter sets
or systems. The SEND-REC-BREAK key is the
double lever type key mounted on the front of
the base and extends through an opening in the
cover. The OFF-ON switch on the front of the
base serves to manually start and stop the
motor. It is reached through an opening in the
cover. The power selector unit with a resistor

LINE RELAY
MOUNTING
BRACKETS

POWER
CORD

BASE OF CHEST
CH-50-A

• :
TL53674S:

Figure 2. Printer TG-7-A base.

assembly and switch is attached to the right
side of the base. The switch is used to regulate
the resistors of the power selector unit so that
the teletypewriter may be operated on either
115-volt, alternating-current (a-c), 50-60-cycle,
115-volt direct-current (d-c) or 115-volt a-c,
25-cycle power sources. Three cords are at
tached to the power selector unit and are used
to connect the teletypewriter to other teletype
writer equipment and a power source. The
sending cord which terminates in a black-shell
plug, and the receiving cord which terminates
in a red-shell plug are used to connect the tele-

typewriter;'- }.o other teletypewriter equipment.
The juo?/;eJ7;^rd"jterminates in a two-prong male
plug and i^tsra&jlx) connect the teletypewriter
to a power outlet. A power leads filter designed
to suppress radio frequency induction in the
external power wiring is available for installa
tion on Printer TG-7-A. MWO SIG 11-353-1,
furnishes instructions for installing the power
leads filter (Signal Corps stock No. 4T102874)
on the base above the terminal block. The filter
is installed in the position illustrated in figure
8 which shows the same filter furnished with
Teletypewriter TG-7-B.

SPEED
ADJUSTING
LEVER

TL53675S

Figure 3. Printer TG-7-A motor unit.

c. MOTOR UNIT. The motor unit is mounted
on the rear of the teletypewriter base and is
held securely in place by three removable
screws. It consists of a governed series motor,
a filter for suppressing radio interference, and
a lamp for illuminating the target on the gov

ernor. All these parts are bolted to a mount
ing plate. The complete unit is taken off the
base by removing the three screws holding the
mounting plate to the teletypewriter base and
lifting straight up.

'KEYBOARD
TRANSMITTER!

SPRING
CONTACTS

GEAR

FKNURLED
1 SCREW

: POLAR
^NEUTRAL
'KEY

Figure 4. Printer TG-7-A keyboard.

d. KEYBOARD. The keyboard is designed so
that it mounts into the front of the base and
is held in place by two knurled screws. It con
sists of key levers, space bar, spring contacts
for making electrical connection to the base, a
polar neutral key (not wired in circuit) which
is used for polar or neutral operation, and a
keyboard transmitter all fitted on a cast metal

frame. The gear of the keyboard transmitter
meshes with the main shaft. The key levers
are equipped with standard communication key
tops (alphabet, numerals 1 to <#>, and customary
punctuation marks). To remove the keyboard,
loosen the two knurled screws and slide it out
from the base.

RIBBON FEED
MECHANISM

MOTOR STOP
MECHANISM

Figure 5. Printer TG-7-A typing unit assembled with base and keyboard.

e. TYPING UNIT. The typing unit is mounted
on the teletypewriter base and held in place
by three large thumbscrews. The main shaft,
selector unit, typebar carriage, and other op
erating parts and assemblies are contained in
the typing unit. The motor stop mechanism is
attached to the front of the typing unit. The
type bar carriage, equipped with an automatic
ribbon feed mechanism and standard communi
cation type pallets, moves back and forth on
the front track above the vane assembly. Paper
feeds through the platen assembly from a roll

of paper mounted on the rear of the typing
unit. A crank fits on the left end of the platen
roll and extends through a hole in the teletype
writer cover. Most of these parts and assem
blies are shown in figure 5. The typing unit is
normally adjusted to print 72 characters on a
line at a speed of 368 operations per minute
(opm) which is about 60 words per minute.
It may be adjusted for 404 opm when operated
with British teletypewriter systems as dis
cussed in appendix I.

Figure 6. Typing unit bolted to mounting frame cm base of chest.

f. COVER. A removable metal cover incloses
the motor unit, typing unit and base. The cover
is constructed to allow easy access to the vari
ous switches and units of the printer which
must be reached during normal operation. Felt
padding which lines the inside of the cover
protects the operating parts of the teletype
writer. A copyholder is attached to the front
of the cover. (See fig. 1.)
g. CHESTS. The two wooden chests for trans
porting the Printer TG-7-A are designated
Chests CH-50-A and CH-62-A. (See fig. 17.)
Chest CH-50-A is used to transport the tele

typewriter base, keyboard, and cover. A metal
compartment on the base of the chest holds the
tuning fork used to check motor speeds. (See
fig. 2.) Chest CH-62-A is equipped with a
wooden block drilled to receive the platen crank
and the wrench used for tightening the typing
unit mounting bolts. Spring clips hold the
crank and wrench in place. The mounting
frame for the typing unit is attached to the
base of the chest by four Lord mountings which
are designed to absorb some of the shock re
ceived during transportation. The typing unit
is secured to this mounting frame by three
bolts.

POWER
SELECTOR
UNIT

FELT PAD

TL53728S:

.'-••.-..
Figure 7. Teletypewriter TG-7-B base, keyboard, and typing unit assembled.

4. Description of Teletypewriter TG-7-B

o. GENERAL. Teletypewriter TG-7-B is simi
lar to Printer TG-7-A with a few exceptions.
Slight differences in the appearance of the
units and assemblies result from the omission
of certain parts and wiring that were provided
but not used in Printer TG-7-A. Improvements
have been made in the power supply circuit
to permit operation of the motor on 115-volt
a-c 40-cycle power sources when desired. The

component parts of Teletypewriter TG-7-B
discussed below are interchangeable with those
of Printer TG-7-A. The additional descriptive
information furnished in this paragraph also
applies to Printer TG-7-A but is furnished
here because Teletypewriter TG-7-B is the
most commonly used of the three teletypewrit
ers discussed in this manual. See appendix I,
for information on interoperation with British
teletypewriters.

.HOLE FOR

THUMB SCREW
POWER LEADS
FILTER.

I ' • .v W
MOUNTING
SPACE FOR
MOTOR

POWER SELECTOR
UNIT

TL5J776S

Figure 8. Teletypewriter TG-7-B base less motor unit.

b. BASE. The base of Teletypewriter TG-7-B
may be easily recognized by comparing it to
the base of Printer TG-7-A, as the line relay
mounting brackets and resistor assembly, its
wiring, and the motor control relay provided
with the latter have been omitted. The base is
constructed and fastened to the bottom of car
rying Chest CH-50-B with a felt pad between
the base and the chest in the same manner that
Printer TG-7-A base is fastened to the base
of its chest. The SEND-REC-BREAK key on
the left, and the motor OFF-ON switch on the
right, are the same as the key and switch used
with Printer TG-7-A. The power selector pro
vides for different resistor combinations per
mitting operation on 115-volt a-c 50-60 cycle,
115-volt d-c or 115-volt a-c 25-cycle, and 115-volt
a-c 40-cycle power sources. The sending cord
equipped with a black-shell plug, the receiving
cord equipped with a red-shell plug, and the
power cord and plug are identical with the

10

cords and plugs used with Printer TG-7-A and
interchangeable with the cords used with many
other models of teletypewriters.
c. MOTOR UNIT. Identical motor units
equipped with a governed series motor and
filter are used with Printer TG-7-A, and Tele
typewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B.
d. KEYBOARD. With the exception of certain
minor changes, the keyboard provided with
Teletypewriter .TG-7-B is identical with the
keyboard provided with Printer TG-7-A. The
keyboards may be interchanged without modi
fication as the polar neutral key provided with
Printer TG-7-A, and omitted from Teletype
writer TG-7-B, is not required for normal tac
tical operation.
e. TYPING UNIT. With the exception of minor
changes in small parts due to substitution of
materials or improvements in design, Teletype
writer TG-7-B and Printer TG-7-A typing
units are similar. While certain parts are not

KEYBOARD
TRANSMITTER

Figure 9. Teletypeun-iter TG-7-B keyboard.

Figure 10. Front view of Teletypewriter TG-7-B typing unit.

II

MAIN
SHAFT

STUD

- figure IT,, Rear view of Teletypewriter TG-7-B typing unit.

interchangeable, the complete typing units
could be exchanged if another typing unit of
the same model were not available* The three
thumbscrews which hold the typing unit in
place when it is mounted on the base can be
seen in figure 11. The location of the main
shaft, selector unit, paper spindle which holds
the roll of paper, signal bell, and end-of-line
bell can also be seen in figure 11. The type bar
carriage is a separate assembly which is
mounted on rollers and moves back and forth
across the front of the typing unit.
->,-j.ji
. .'*

COVER. The^ same metal cover furnished
is provided with Tele
with Printer TG?*typewriter

12

g. CHESTS. The two wooden chests furnished
as part of the Teletypewriter TG-7-B are the
same as those furnished with Printer TG-7-A,
and are designated Chests CH-50-B and
CH-62-B. .''<•«*
' -

5. Description of Teletypewriter TG-37-B

Teletypewriter Tct-37-B is identical with Tele
typewriter TG-7*B with the exception of the
type pallets^j^p keytops which include the
weather syn^ppls necessary for transmitting
weather dafaifvTeletypewriter TG-37-B is com
monly referrea to as the weather teletypewriter
to distinguish it from the teletypewriters w-hich
print only the standard characters and symbols
used for ordinary messages.

c. GENERAL. The figures 12 and 13 show the
differences between the characters and symbols
used for weather reports and those used for
ordinary messages. Printer TG-7-A and Tele

typewriter TG-7-B are equipped with the com
munication keyboard shown in figure 12. Tele
typewriter TG-37-B is equipped with the
weather keyboard shown in figure 13. All of
the differences are in the characters printed
and the functions performed when the platen
is in the figures position.

©©©©©©©©©©
0©©©©®©©0©Q

b. DIFFERENCES IN EARLIER AND LATER
MODELS. (1) The differences in the manufac
turer's code numbers of items furnished with
earlier and later models are given in the follow
ing chart :

6. Differences in Models

NOTE: OLDER TELETYPEWRITERS
PRINT AN 0 INSTEAD OF t

E 6iS

--

TL537JIS

Figure 12. Illustration of standard
communication keyboard.

Item

Printer
TO-7-A

Teletype
writer
TG-7-B

Teletype
writer
TG-37-B

Teletype
writer
TO-7-B
(Russian)

Complete teletype
writer:
2.13-1, 2.22A-1. 2.28A-1, A- 2,
A-3
2.13A-1.- . . 2.28A-4 .

•

229-1

223A-1

230-1

BB45
BB49

BB49
BB49 ..

•
BB49

BB49
BB49

BK24FX
BK24JX

BK23JX.
BK23JX..

•
BK23KS

BK29KO
BK29KO

Base:
.

Keyboard:

Typing-unit:

NOTE: OLDER TELETYPEWRITERS
PRINT AN 0 INSTEAD OF 0

TLSSTSES

late models
Speed indicator

BP 108/97 .
.. BP108/210
103628

§
BP114/210
BP48/136
BP114/210-.. BP118/221 BP48/136
104983
t

Figure 13. Illustration of weather keyboard.

MANUFACTURERS
CODE NO

TL53733S;

Figure U. Typical illustration of manufacturer's code number designation.
13

(2) Earlier models of teletypewriters were
furnished with covers equipped with an oldstyle lid stop arm and bracket which was sub
ject to breakage. MWO SIG 11-352-1, fur
nishes instructions for replacing the old-style
parts with the new stop arm (Signal Corps
stock No. 104572). The manufacturer's code
numbers for the various models of teletype
writer covers do not indicate whether the oldor new-style stop arm is included. Additional
information will be found in the related topics
concerning covers in section XIII and appendix
III.

Component

Printer
TG-7-A

1. Type pallets

Standard on
type basket.
Standard
2. Keytops
3. Number of 72
one line.
4. Line relay Installed on
mounting
base.
with asso
ciated resist
ors, spark
suppression

(3) The ribbon reverse mechanism furnished
on earlier models has been replaced with an
improved mechanism. The improved mechan
ism has been installed on many teletypewriters
in accordance with the instructions furnished
in TB 11-352-1. Information concerning the
improved mechanism is included in the related
topics throughout this manual.
c. DIFFERENCES IN EQUIPMENT AND OPER
ATING FEATURES. The chart below furnishes a
ready reference of the differences in the
Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B
and TG-37-B previously described.

Teletypewriter
TO-7-B

Teletypewriter
TG-37-B

Component

Standard on
type basket.

Weather on. type
basket.

7. Automatic
remote motor
control.

72...

76.

Omitted

Omitted.

resistor assembl v and
switch.

9. Tuning fork
Omitted

Omitted.
10. Chests

kev
relay for
separate line
motor con
trol.

14

Installed on
base.

Omitted

Omitted.

Operated by
hitting figures
kev upper
case H.
115-volt d-c
1 15-volt 25-cycle
a-c.
US-volt 50-60cycle a-c.
(See figure 5.)
Packed with

Teletypewriter
TO-7-B

Teletypewriter
TG-37-B

Operated by Operated by
hitting figures
hitting figures
kev upper
key upper case
case H.
blank & H.
115-volt d-c
115-volt 25-cyclc Same as TO-7-B
a-c.
115-volt 40-cycle See figure 7
a-c.
115-volt 50-60cycle a-c.
(See figure 7.)
Omitted.
Omitted

cover and
unit (Chest
CH-50-A)

and radio
filter.
Installed on

Printer
TG-7-A

CH-50-A
CH-62 4

CH-50-B
CH-62-B

CH-50-C)
CH-62-' ')

;

ORANGE
DISK
Figure 15. Typical packaging for export shipment.

7. Packaging Data for Export- Shipment

a. Each teletypewriter is packed in 3 boxes.
The sizes and weights of each box may vary
from time to time. The data furnished below
Item

Package No. 1/3
Package No. 2/3
Package No. 3/3

Outside dimensions
(in.)

31 '^ X 28H X 28H
36M x2»X xSOM
KH X23H x23.

Volume
(cu. ft.)

Gross weight
(lb.)

14.9
19.0

181
2S4

8.1

92 •

was obtained from one particular shipment,
and may be used as a guide.
b. A watertight metal container, similar to
the container shown in figure 26, protects the
equipment packed in boxes No. 1/3 and No. 2/3.
As a further protection against moisture and
possible rusting of the equipment, bags of
silica gel (desiccant) are placed inside the
watertight metal containers. A special, heavy,
foil-lined paper moistureproof-vaporproof bar
rier protects the chest packed in box No. 3/3.
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Figure 16. Complete teletypewriter packed in two shipping boxes.

8. Packing Data for Domestic or Short Dis
tance Shipments

Listed below are the contents and approximate
weights, dimensions, and volumes of two ship
ping boxes used whenever the equipment may
require additional protection from the weather
and handling during shipment and storage.
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This arrangement is not considered satisfactory
for oversea shipment.
Pkg.
No.

Contents of box

1/2
212

Chest CH-50-O.
Chest CH-62-C).

Weight
Ob.)
153
97

Width Length
(In.)
(to.)
23H
22

23H
21

Height
(In.)
22
20

Volume
(cu. Jt.)
8.4
5.4

9. Packing Data for Local Transportation and
Storage

The two wooden chests provided with each tele
typewriter are rugged and reasonably weather
proof. Figure 37 shows how the cover of the
chests is fastened to the base by four latches.
The chart below shows the dimensions and
weights of the two chests when packed.
Item

Chest CH-50-O
Chest CH-62-O

Weight
(lb.)

138
87

Width Length
(in.)
(to.)

20 H
19

25K
18

Height
(In.)

19
17

Volume
(cu. ft.)
5.3
3.3

Section II.
GENERAL FUNCTIONING OF EQUIPMENT
I0. Functioning of Transmitting and Receiving
Mechanisms

a. TRANSMITTING MECHANISM (fig. 18). The
sending contacts in the keyboard transmitting
mechanism are used to send electrical code im
pulses which cause all teletypewriters con
nected in the same circuit to print a copy of
the message sent by the keyboard operator.

Figure 17. Complete teletypewriter packed for
transportation and storage.

KEYBOARD
TRANSMITTER
GEAR

Figure 18. Transmitting mechanism.
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I 2. Common Features of Connecting Facilities
and Equipment

Figure 19. Receiving mechanism.

b. RECEIVING MECHANISM (fig. 19). The se
lector magnet in the receiving mechanism is
controlled by the code impulses received from a
transmitting mechanism and translates them
into related mechanical movements of certain
parts. The selection of a particular combination
of positions for these parts determines the
character to be printed or the function (such
as carriage return or line feed) to be completed
by the typing unit of the teletypewriter.

o. A simplified schematic diagram of two in
terconnected teletypewriters is shown in figure
21. The opening and closing of the sending con
tacts in either teletypewriter operates both re
ceiving relays, which in turn operate both
selector magnets. Teletypewriter circuit con
nections involving wire, radio, or carrier ter
minal equipment are all designed for neutral
operation in d-c circuits to each teletypewriter.
Therefore, the sending contacts and selector
magnet function the same with all types of
connecting facilities or equipment. In any con
nection the armatures of all selector magnets
are pulled up (operated) when a current of
approximately 60 milliamperes flows through
their windings (marking interval) and are re
leased when no current flows (spacing inter
val).
6. The type of circuit used between two or
more teletypewriters varies depending on the
distance and type of facilities available. How
ever, the general functioning of Printer TG7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37B is always the same, as explained in a above.
Figure 22 illustrates a number of the facility
and equipment lay-outs with which the tele
typewriters are designed to operate. In each
case the circuit between Teletypewriter TG7-( ) and associated line unit, telegraph
switchboard, telegraph repeater, or carrier
telegraph terminal has a current of approxi
mately 60 milliamperes when the circuit is
closed (marking) and no current when the cir
cuit is opened (spacing).

I I . General Theory of Teletypewriter Trans
mission

Figure 20 is a diagrammatic illustration of the
keyboard transmitting mechanism on one tele
typewriter sending a series of current (mark
ing) and no-current (spacing) impulses. These
impulses are received by the selector units in
the receiving mechanisms on the typing units
at both the distant and sending teletypewriters.
A motor unit provides each teletypewriter with
the mechanical power required to operate vari
ous parts in the transmitting and receiving
mechanisms. The speed at which the parts
operate is determined by the speed of the motor
and the ratio of the gears which connect the
motor to a main drive shaft.
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I3. Five-Unit Start-Stop Teletypewriter Code

The signaling code used to transmit messages
between teletypewriters consists of five select
ing impulses used in various combinations of
current and no-current intervals and two syn
chronizing impulses. These synchronizing im
pulses consist of one start and one stop impulse.
Each group of five selecting impulses is pre
ceded by a start (no-current) impulse and
followed by a stop (current) impulse. These
start and stop impulses are used to maintain
synchronism between the sending and receiving
teletypewriters as described in paragraph 14.
Figure 23 shows graphically the complete fiveunit start-stop teletypewriter code.

º

SENDING

MARKing
MPuu
SEs
CURRENT

spacing
T
cuRRENT
no
wºulses

Diagrammatic
20.
Figure
teletypewriter
of
illustration
transmission.

RECEIVING

PRINTER TG-7-A OR
TELETYPEWRITERS
TG-7-B OR TG-37-B

CONNECTING CIRCUITS
AND EQUIPMENTS

PRINTER TG-7-A OR
TELETYPEWRITERS
TG-7-B OR TG-37-B

CONTACTS

TL53722-S

figure 21. Simplified schematic diagram of interconnected teletypewriters.

TLSSTOT-S

Figure 22. Block diagram of typical facility and equipment lay-outs,
f
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I4. Synchronism

PLATEN POSITION

All teletypewriters equipped with the same
type of gear combination and motor can be ad
justed to operate at the same average speed.
Figure 24 shows the motor governor, which
controls the speed of the teletypewriter within
very close limits. The remaining small differ
ences in speed could still cause the receiving
mechanism to get out of step gradually with
the transmitting mechanism, except for the
control exercised by the start and stop impulses
in the teletypewriter code. This control is ac
complished by designing the receiving mech
anism to complete one revolution for each
group of five selecting impulses quickly enough
to have time to stop and wait for the next start
impulse. Small variations in speed cause the
receiving mechanism to wait only a few thou
sandths of a second more or less than the nor
mal waiting period before the next start im
pulse. This arrangement keeps all teletype
writers connected in the same circuit in exact
synchronism by insuring that the receiving
mechanisms j^re always in the right position at
the beginning^ each group of five selecting
impulses.
Section III.

ASSEMBLY AND DISASSEMBLY

Note. The information in this section is intended to
preseti^the unpacking procedures applicable to the sev"eral packing arrangements currently in use. The differ
ent arrangements encountered will depend upon whether
the equipment has been packaged for overseas shipment,
packed for domestic (other than overseas) shipment or
simply arranged in the carrying chests for transporta
tion and storage by the using organization.
[-22 4- 22 4r 22 -L 22 4- 224- 22 4- 31 -I

I5. Unpacking Oversea Packing Cases
IMPULSE LENGTHS IN MILLISECONDS
AT STANDARD SPEED OF 60 WORDS
PER MINUTE
SPACING IMPULSES
MARKING IMPULSES
* FIGS BLANK H FOR MOTOR STOP ON TG'37-B
TL 53786-S

Figure 2S. Five-unit start-stop teletypewriter code.

a. GENERAL: ' Teletypewriter equipment may
be easily damaged during unpacking. When
unpacking, cut metal bands, remove blocks and
wedges, tops, sides, etc., of the cases in the exact
sequence shown for the type of packing in
volved.
(1) The1 packing cases should be sorted out
by complete sets and unpacked in a location
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Figure 2&. Governor end of motor unit.

where the equipment will not be subject to dust,
dirt, or moisture entering the apparatus.
(2) Packing cases for teletypewriter equip
ment have an orange band painted around them
to indicate that the case contains Signal Corps
equipment. Each of the three cases required
for one complete teletypewriter is marked with
a round orange disk and stenciled with the
package numbers 1/3, 2/3, and 3/3 respectively.
These package (case) numbers are listed in
paragraph 2 as a reference for the contents of
each oversea shipping container. The marking
on each of the three cases used in typical over
sea shipment of one teletypewriter is illustrated
in figure 25.
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Open the largest case first and use it as a
workbench to set the equipment on as it is un
packed and assembled.
b. UNPACKING OVERSEA SHIPPING CONTAIN
ERS. Inside the two larger cases will be found
watertight sheet metal containers, and in the
smaller case, a cardboard carton similar to
those shown in figure 26. The wooden packing
cases should be opened as follows :
(1) Cut the steel straps and fold the sharp
ends back as a safety precaution. (See fig. 25.)
(2) Remove the nails, using a nail puller,
from the top of the packing case. Prying the
top or sides off the case may result in damage
to the equipment.

STRAPS CUT
AND FOLDED
BACK

Figure 25. Typical marking on oversea shipping containers.

(3) Carefully remove the top and one side
of the case. (See fig. 27.)
(4) Lift out the cardboard carton or sheet
metal container and remove all excelsior or
other packing material which may be sticking
to the container.
c. OPENING CARDBOARD CARTON AND WATER
PROOF PAPER BARRIER. No special instructions
are required for opening the carton and re
moving Chest CH-62-(*) from its waterproof
paper barrier as illustrated in figure 43.
d. OPENING SHEET METAL CONTAINERS. (1)
Open the top of the sheet metal container by
forcing the edge of the side away from the
soldered seam. Use soldering iron to wipe off

excessive amounts of solder. Do not use a torch
as the contents of the container are inflam
mable. Two methods of opening the soldered
seam are illustrated in figures 28 and 29.
(2) After the soldered seam is opened com
pletely around, pry the top of the cover out. In
figure 30 is shown the cover removed from the
larger metal container. After the silica gel and
protective cardboard packing is removed from
the top, lift or draw out Chest CH-50-(*)
from the container.
(3) The top removed from the smaller
metal container and the typing unit in its pro
tective crate being removed is shown in figure
31.
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Figure 26. Typical oversea packaging containers.

Figure 28. Opening metal container ivith wooden block.

Figure 27. Arrangement of metal container
in wooden case.
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Figure 29. Opening metal container with screwdriver.

SILICAS
GEL

Figure 30. Removing Chest CH-50-(*) from
metal container.

I6. Uncrating Typing Unit

Avoid possible damage to the typing unit by
uncrating in the exact sequence of steps listed
below.
a. With typing unit in upright position, re
move two wedgelocks from each side. (See fig.
32.)
b. Remove two wood screws from each of
four vertical corner members and remove outer
crate.
c. Remove two wood screws holding wooden
top frame to wooden front frame.
d. Remove wooden top frame from typing
unit.
e. Remove wooden front frame from typing
unit.

Figure 31. Removing typing unit from
metal container.

f. Remove the tie cord and paper packing
from type bar carriage (fig. 33).
g. Detach parts bag and remove paper roll
spindle, crank, and ribbon spools and assemble
on unit. (See fig. 34.)
h. Remove carriage fastening clips from
both ends of carriage, detaching right end first.
i. Remove wire holding bell at rear of unit.
j. Lift typing unit from wooden base when
ready to assemble teletypewriter.
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UNCRATING
INSTRUCTIONS

WOOD
SCREWS

Figure 32. Typing unit crate.
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PAPER
PACKING
TIE CARD

WOODEN
BASE

CARRIAGE
FASTENING
CLIPS

Figure 33. Typing unit crate with top and front frame removed.
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LEFT HAND
CARRIAGE
FASTENING
LIPS

BRIGHT HAND
ARRIAGE
Jp: FASTENING
£:: CLIPS

Figure ,1'4. Contents of parts bag.

I 7. Unpacking Domestic Packing Cases

a. Teletypewriters packed for domestic
(other than overseas) shipment may be re
ceived in two shipping cases similar to the one
shown in figure 35. Cut the metal straps and
remove the nails and cover as described in
paragraph 15.
b. No special instructions are required to
open the cartons used to protect the chests. In
some instances heavy packing paper may be
used in place of the cartons shown in figure 36.
I8. Unpacking Carrying Chests

Figure 35. Typical packing case for domestic shipments.
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a. The carrying chests used with Printer
TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B and
TG-37-B are especially designed to permit the
teletypewriter to be assembled and connected
for use in a very few minutes. Removing the
cover consists of unfastening four latches and
lifting the cover straight up. Figure 37 shows
the covers of the two carrying chests removed.
b. The typing unit is fastened to the base of
Chest CH-62-(*) by three special clamps. A

Figure 36. Protective cartons for Chests CH-50-(*) and CH-62-(*).

ER OF CHEST
CH-50-(*)

TELETYPEWRITER
COVER

BASE OF CHEST CH-50-(*)

Figure 37. Chests CH-62-(*) and CH-50-(*) with covers removed.
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Figure 38. Close-up of special clamps holding typing unit to base of chest.

PLATEN CRANK
ROLL OF PAPER
CHEST CH-62-8 COVER
AC-OC SWITCH
MAIN SHAFT GEAR

CHEST CH-62-8 USED AS
SEAT FOR OPERATOR

Figure 39. Outline of teletypewriter set up for use.
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GUIDE HOLE
FOR STUD

Figure 40. Lowering typing unit on to base.

close-up view of two clamps is shown in figure
38. A few of the earlier models were fastened
with mounting screws in place of the clamps
illustrated.
c. No special clamps or fasteners are re
quired for the contents of Chest CH-50-(*) as
all parts remain in the same general position
when the teletypewriter is assembled ready for
use. Instructions for assembling the teletype
writer are furnished in paragraph 19.
I9. Assembly Instructions

a. GENERAL. The same procedure is used in
setting up Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters
TG-7-B and TG-37-B for operation. Teletype
writer TG-7-B will be used for illustrations.

Figures 39A and 39B show (in outline) Teletpewriter TG-7-B set up ready for use. Fig
ures 39C and 39D show the teletypewriter
place in Chest CH-50-B and Chest CH-62-B
and ready for transportation or limited storage.
b. ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE. The teletypewriter
can be quickly and easily set up for operation
by performing the work in the following se
quence :
(1) Place the cover of Chest CH-50-B on
end with open side towards the intended posi
tion for the operator.
(2) Place the base of Chest CH-50-B and
the teletypewriter equipment mounted on it on
top of the chest cover as shown in figure 39B.
(3) Remove teletypewriter cover from the
31

THUMB
SCREWS

BASE

Figure 41. Typing unit fastened to base.

base of Chest CH-50-B. This leaves the tele
typewriter base accessible for mounting the
typing unit.
(4) Loosen the wingnuts on the special
clamps to remove the typing unit from the base
of Chest CH-62-B. (Earlier models of Printer
TG-7-A require the removal of three mounting
screws with a special wrench carried in the
chest.) Remove the typing unit by lifting it in
the manner illustrated in figure 40. The small
metal projections used as hand holds are con
structed as part of the typing unit frame.
Note. Holding the typing unit in this manner prevents
injury to the fingers and damage to delicate parts of
the teletypewriter mechanism.

(5) Place the typing unit on the base as
shown in figure 41 by lining up the holes for
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the three thumbscrews and lowering the typing
unit straight down so that the studs will enter
the guide holes. Rock the typing unit gently
back and forth once or twice to work the gears
into mesh. The fiber gear on the main shaft is
easily damaged by being forced against the
steel pinion on the motor. To insure that the
gears are properly meshed, rotate the motor
shaft by hand for a few turns before fastening
the typing unit to the base.
(6) Remove the platen crank and three
thumbscrews from accessory box on base of
Chest CH-62-B.
(7) Place the three thumbscrews in the as
sociated holes in the frame and tighten them
firmly in place. The location of two of the

BASE OF CHES1
CH-62-C*)

,..:.,,.

THUMBSCREWS

Figure 42, Contents of Chest CH-62-(*) accessory bo.r.

thumbscrews on the left side of the base is
shown in figure 41. The remaining thumbscrew
is placed in a corresponding place on the right
side of the base.
(8) Remove the carriage fastening clips
from both ends of type bar carriage, detaching
right end first.
(9) Place the teletypewriter cover over the
typing unit, making certain that the cover lo
cating studs on the base enter the channels on
the cover sides. Rock cover gently to front and
rear until it settles upon the felt base pad.
(10) Insert the platen crank in the hole near
the top of the left side of the cover and push it
into place on the end of the platen shaft.
(11) Latch Chest CH-62-B cover on Chest
CH-62-B base. Position chest as shown in fig
ure 1 to be used as a seat by the operator.
Note. In prescribing the above assembly procedure, it
is assumed that the teletypewriter was in normal work
ing order when it was packed in the chests. When the
exact condition is not known complete the checks, ad

justments, and repairs listed in paragraph 20 before
completely assembling the teletypewriter.
20. Physical Checks

a. During or immediately after the assem
bly of the teletypewriter, and in all cases before
the teletypewriter is connected to other equip
ment, check the following items.
(1) General physical inspection of entire
teletypewriter to determine that no damage has
occurred during shipment. (When damaged
apparatus is received, complete repairs when
possible in accordance with instructions in part
five or return the equipment for replacement
as directed by the local commander.)
(2) Entire teletypewriter to determine that
no excelsior or packing material has entered
the moving parts. (See par. 34, for cleaning
instructions when necessary.)
(3) All mechanical parts for lubrication.
(See section VII for lubrication instructions.)
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(4) Motor, fuse, switches, cords and plugs
to make sure that all connections and moving
parts are in good physical condition. (See part
three, and part five for additional information.)
6. At least one teletypewriter ribbon will be
furnished with each teletypewriter. See para
graph 25 for instructions on placing new rib
bons.
c. Paper is not normally supplied as part of
the teletypewriter but will be furnished in
varying quantities packed with other parts of
teletypewriter sets and systems. (See par. 24,
for instructions on installing paper.)
2I. Disassembly and Repacking

a. GENERAL. Remove the teletypewriter from
service and disconnect or remove all wiring
and cording from associated equipment before
starting to disassemble. To arrange the equip
ment in the chests as shown in figures 39C and
39D the teletypewriter is disassembled as fol
lows:
(1) Remove cover of Chest CH-62-(*).
(2) Remove platen crank from platen shaft
and place in accessory box on Chest CH-62-(*)
base. (See fig. 42.)
(3) Remove teletypewriter cover.
(4) Remove the three knurled thumbscrews
securing the typing unit, and place the thumb
screws in accessory box. (See fig. 42.)
(5) Remove the typing unit from the tele
typewriter assembly, place on Chest CH-62-(*)
base, as shown in figure 38, and tighten the
wingnuts on the three special clamps.

by the clips where it cannot shift in either
direction is shown in figure 33.
(7) Replace teletypewriter cover.
(8) Wrap power and line cords around copy
holder, as shown in figure 39C.
(9) Place each chest cover over proper base,
and latch.
b. REPACKING FOR SHIPMENT. (1) The exact
procedure for repacking for shipment will de
pend upon the material available and the con
ditions under which the equipment is to be
shipped. The unpacking instructions given in
paragraphs 15 and 17 will be followed in re
verse order.
(2) Whenever practical, place a dehydrating
agent such as silica gel inside the chests. Pro
tect the chests with a waterproof paper barrier
similar to that shown in figure 43. Seal the
seams in the paper barrier with waterproof
sealing compound or tape. Pack the protected
chests in a padded wooden case, providing at
least 3 inches of excelsior (or like material)
padding between the paper barrier or protec
tive cartons and the packing case. (See fig. 27.)

Note. Some early models were equipped with mounting
screws requiring a wrench. These were also carried in
the accessory box when they were not in use.

(6) Press carriage-return lock bar (at left
rear of typing unit) and return the type-bar
carriage to approximately the center of the
typing unit. Hook a special fastening clip on
the left roller of the type-bar carriage and
hook the other end of the clip on the frame.
Hook another fastening clip on the right roller
and draw the type bar carriage as far right as
it will go and snap the other end of the clip on
the frame. The type-bar carriage held securely
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PAPER
BARRIER

Figure 43. Typical paper barrier.

PART TWO
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Note. For information on destroying this equipment to prevent enemy use, see the destruction notice at the
front of this manual.

Section IV. CONNECTIONS
AND PREOPERATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS
Note. The instructions in this section are limited to
general information which applies to the more common
uses of the teletypewriter with other equipment and
those connections which are required to test the equip
ment when other equipment is not involved.

22. Power Supply and Ground Connections

a. GENERAL. Determine the kind of current
and voltage of the power supply before con
necting the power cord. To position the power
selector switch, loosen the clamping screws in
the locking clamp, move the selector handle to
the desired position, and tighten the clamping
screws. (See fig. 8.) The power selector switch
on Printer TG-7-A is not .equipped with a
clamp.
b. TELETYPEWRITERS TG-7-B AND TG-37-B
POWER SUPPLY. Teletypewriters TG-7-B and
TG-37-B may be operated from either dc or ac
with the frequencies and voltages listed below :
(1) Power selector switch in top position;
115-volts, 40-cyde ac.
(2) Power selector switch in middle posi
tion; 115-volts, dc or ac 25 cycles.
(3) Power selector switch in bottom posi
tion; 115-volts, 50-60 cycle ac.
c. PRINTER TG-7-A POWER SUPPLY. Printer
TG-7-A may be operated from dc or ac with
the following frequencies and voltages :
(1) Power selector switch in top position;
115-volts dc or ac 25 cycles.
(2) Power selector switch in bottom posi
tion; 115-volts, 50-60 cycles ac.
d. GROUNDING ARRANGEMENTS. A ground is
required at each teletypewriter installation to
minimize hazard to equipment and personnel
from lightning and other sources of high volt
age, to reduce crossfire interference, and to

complete the d-c path for ground-return tele
graph circuits. It is important that each item
of equipment be connected to a loiv-resistance
ground by conductors capable of carrying more
than the maximum current which may come in
contact with any part of the teletypewriter
system. Ground connections should be made as
prescribed in the installation procedure of the
technical manual for the set or system with
which the teletypewriter is being installed.
23. Connections to Other Equipment

a. The teletypewriter sending and receiving
circuits are usually connected to the associated
equipment by placing the plug with the black
shell in the send jack and the plug with the red
shell in the receive jack of the line relay, tele
graph switchboard, carrier telegraph terminal
or other equipment with which the teletype
writer is being used. A typical jack is illustrated
in figure 44.
b. When the teletypewriters are used in
large signal centers or for special purposes, the
connections may be wired directly to the ter
minal block in the teletypewriter in place of
using the cord and plug connections. A typical
connection to the terminal block is shown in
figure 45. See part five for information on local
test connections.
24. Installing Paper in Teletypewriters

a. Open the front (glass) and rear (metal)
top covers. Push back the retaining plates (fig.
46) and remove the spindle. Insert the spindle
in a new roll of paper. The round spring on the
spindle should be on the right-hand side of the
roll as viewed when facing the teletypewriter.
b. With the paper feeding from underneath
the roll, place the spindle in the right-hand
groove and then in the left-hand groove. Push
the retaining plates forward to lock the spindle
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Figure 44. Typical jack connection to associated equipment.
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Figure 45. Terminal block connections for send and receive circuits.

in place. Feed the paper over the paperstraightener rod and fold the end of the paper
to square it off. Bring it up between the platen
and under the paper fingers by turning the
platen crank, and do not disturb the ribbon.
Push back the pressure-roller-release shaft
arm, straighten the paper as in an ordinary
typewriter, and pull the arm forward.
c. Close the rear cover and roll the paper up
over it, using the platen crank. Close the front
cover.
25. Installing Ribbons in Teletypewriters

a. Make sure that the new ribbon has a hook
fastened to each end and a reversing eyelet se
curely fastened at each end about 4 inches from

the hooks. The spool may be either metal or
fiber, but it must have small holes placed
around the center hole to engage the ribbon
spool driving pin on the ribbon-spool shaft.
b. Engage the hook of the ribbon in the hub
of the empty spool and wind a few turns of the
ribbon on it. Be certain that the reversing
eyelet has been wound on to the spool in this
process.
c. Pacing the machine, place the ribbon
spools on the shaft so that the ribbon feeds
from the back of each spool without twisting.
Turn each spool slightly on the shaft until the
spool engages the driving pin on the ribbonspool shaft.
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Figure 46. Installing paper in teletypewriter.

d. Thread the ribbon forward around both
ribbon rollers, through the slots in the ribbon
reverse arms, across the ribbon carrier, and
under the carrier hooks. (See fig. 47.) Be sure
that the ribbon remains in the slots and that
both reversing eyelets are between the ribbon
spools and the ribbon reverse arms. Check to
eliminate slack in ribbon.
26. Checking and Adjusting Motor Speed
Note. See appendix I for information on checking and
adjusting motor speed for interoperation with British
teletypewriter equipment.

a. GENERAL. Printers TG-7-A and Teletype
writers TG-7-B and TG-37-B are all equipped
with the same type series governed motors. The
motors of all teletypewriters in the same cir
cuit or net must be set to operate at the same
speed before satisfactory operation is possible.
The speed of the motor may be checked by the
use of a tuning fork (speed indicator) and tar
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get or by an alternate (timing) method. The
governor, mounted on the end of the motor
shaft, similar to a flywheel, uses centrifugal
force to open a set of contacts connected in the
motor circuit, and thus controls the normal op
erating speed of the motor. Detailed function
ing of the governor is explained in section X.
Wiring diagrams for the complete teletype
writers include wiring diagrams of the motor
circuit. The normal speed of the motor may be
varied by turning the speed adjusting wheel
which extends through an opening in the face
of the governor, by means of an adjusting
lever. A breaking or a releasing action takes
place and the speed of the motor varies accord
ingly.
b. DESCRIPTION OF TARGET AND TUNING
FORK. A target of alternate black and white
spots is painted around the outer rim of the
governor and is used with a speed indicator

REVERSING
EYELET

RIBBON SPOOL
SHAFT
RIBBON
REVERSE
ARMS

Figure 47. Installing ribbon in teletypewriter.

(tuning fork) to check the motor speed visu
ally. Although the number of spots on a target
varies, the methods of using the target in set
ting motor speeds remain unchanged. Tuning
forks, made of flexible metal and equipped with
a slit shutter on one end, are constructed to
vibrate at certain speeds, By striking the side
of the tuning fork against the hand, the shutter
is made to vibrate. By holding the slit on the
shutter close to the eye, the spots on the target
may be viewed. This is called scanning. When
the proper fork is used for scanning, the spots
will appear to be motionless or moving slowly
in the same direction in which the governor is
turning. The 87.6 cycle tuning fork is normally
used in adjusting the speed.
c. CHECKING AND ADJUSTING WITH TARGET
AND TUNING FORK. Before attempting to adjust
the speed of the motor, allow the motor to run
from 3 to 5 minutes. Always adjust motor

under normal load condition. To provide a nor
mal load (operating) condition, depress the
space bar and hold it down.
(1) Using the 87.6 vibrations per second
(vps) tuning fork, strike it against the palm
of the hand to start it vibrating.
(2) Scan the target by holding it as close to
the eye as necessary to view the target.
(3) Adjust the speed, by means of the ad
justing bracket and lever (fig. 48) until the
target, as viewed through the tuning fork, ap
pears to stop. The motor is then synchronized
at its proper speed (1800 rpm).
(4) If the spots appear to be moving in the
same direction in which the motor is turning,
the speed is too fast. Decrease the speed by
momentarily pressing and releasing the gov
ernor adjusting bracket. (See fig. 48.)
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GOVERNOR
AOJUSTINGl
BRACKET

Figure 48. Checking and adjusting motor speed by target and tuning fork.

(5) If the spots appear to be moving in an
opposite direction from which the motor is
turning, the speed is too slow. Increase the
speed by momentarily pressing and releasing
the speed adjusting lever. (See fig. 3.)
Note. Because it is difficult to adjust the governor so
that the spots on the target appear to stand still, adjust
the governor so that the spots appear to stop or to
travel very slowly in the direction of rotation of the
motor. If the spots appear to be jumping back and forth
or to disappear suddenly, there is probably governor
contact trouble. Turn off the target lamp (if one is
u»ed) when the speed has been checked.

d. CHECKING AND ADJUSTING BY THE TIMING
METHOD. The tuning fork for checking motor
speeds of Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37B is furnished. as a component of Tool Equip
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ment TE-50. If the proper tuning fork is not
available, the following alternate method may
be used.
(1) With the motor switch on, and the
proper connections made to a power source,
operate the CARRIAGE RETURN and LINE
FEED keys on the keyboard.
(2) Print the numbers 1 through <£ in
groups of 10 characters across the entire page.
(3) Operate the CARRIAGE RETURN and
LINE-FEED keys.
(4) Depress the space bar and hold it down
for 10 seconds. This should be accurately timed
with a watch. At the end of 10 seconds, release
the space bar and operate any numeral key.

•

F;

TEST
MESSAGE
BELL SHOULD
RING HERE

I

NUMBER
PRINTED
AT END OF
10 SECONDS

Figure 49. Checking motor speed by timing method.
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(5) Compute the number of spaces the typebar carriage traveled during the 10 second in
terval. If the motor is correctly timed, the typebar carriage will have traveled 61 spaces. If
the number of spaces is more or less than 61,
adjust the governor as follows:
(a) More than 61—Decrease the speed of
the motor.
(6) Less than 61—Increase the speed of the
motor.
e. RECHECKING MOTOR SPEED. A quick recheck of the motor speed can be made on a tele
typewriter which is known to be otherwise prop
erly adjusted. After the motor is warmed up,
start with the type bar carriage at the returned
(extreme left) position and check the time
which elapses after the space bar is depressed
until the margin bell rings. The speed of the
motor is correct when the margin bell rings at
the end of 11 seconds.
27. Setting Range Finder

a. The procedure for setting of the range
finder is the same after arrangements have
been made to connect the selector magnet (cord

with red-shell plug) in a circuit where a long
series of alternate R and Y impulses may be
received. The R and Y impulses may be trans
mitted from the local keyboard through the
cord with red-shell plug or received from other
teletypewriter equipment. In all cases, the cur
rent in the selector magnet should be approxi
mately 60 milliamperes. An explanation of the
use of a local test circuit which may be used to
provide the necessary current when no other
teletypewriter equipment is available is given
in section XII. Specific numerical settings of
the range finder for initial and periodic line
ups of complete sets and systems are furnished
in the Technical Manuals for the sets and
systems.
b. After arrangements have been completed
to receive a continuous series of alternate R and
Y impulses in the selector magnet, proceed as
follows to check and adjust the setting of the
range finder:
(1) Loosen the index-arm thumbscrew of
the range-finder mechanism (fig. 50) and move
the index-arm toward the zero on the scale
until errors begin to appear in the printed let
ters R and Y.

Figure 50. Range-finder mechanism.
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(2) Move the arm slowly back toward the
high end of the scale until the errors disappear.
(3) Note the low-limit scale reading.
(4) Move the arm toward the high end of
the scale until errors again begin to appear.
(5) Move the arm slowly back toward the
low end of the scale until the errors disappear.
(6) Note the high-limit scale reading.
(7) A teletypewriter, in good condition,
should give a lower scale reading between 10
and 15, and an upper scale reading between 85
and 90. Add the low and high readings and
divide the result by two to find the scale reading
for best operation. (For example, a low reading
of 15 plus a high reading of 90 gives 105,
which, when divided by 2, gives a scale setting
of 52.5, for best operation.)
(8) Set the index arm at the scale reading
for best operation (as determined above) and
tighten the thumbscrew securely.
28. Local Operating Tests

a. GENERAL. Detailed instructions for line
up procedure required for each set or system
will be furnished in the related Technical
Manual. The tests given in this paragraph are
limited to those required to test the teletype
writer regardless of the equipment with which
it is used. The method used to connect the tele
typewriter in a local test circuit is given in
section XII. The testing procedure listed below
assumes that all connections, fuses, etc., have
been placed and a visual inspection has been
made to insure that the teletypewriter has been
properly lubricated and no damaged parts can
be seen. The cover is left off the teletypewriter
until the operation is determined to be satis
factory.
b. OPERATING TESTS. Complete the tests in
the sequence shown and see section XII for
corrective action when any difficulty is encoun
tered.
(1) Start the motor by moving motor switch
to ON position.
(2) Check and adjust the motor speed as
described in paragraph 26.
(3) Place SEND-REC-BREAK key in SEND
position and test and set the range finder as
described in paragraph 27.

(4) Turn the crank to be sure that the paper
feeds evenly and does not tear. Continue to ob
serve paper feeding during remainder of tests.
(5) Operate the carriage-return and line
feed keys. Test the line feed for both single and
double spacing between lines by operating the
single-double line-feed lever to the desired
.position.

(6) Type at least three consecutive copies of
the test paragraph, "THE (space) QUICK
(space) BROWN (space) FOX (space)
JUMPED (space) OVER (space) THE (space)
LAZY (space) DOG (FIGS) ' (LTRS) S
(space) BACK (space) (FIGS) 123456789,*.
(LTRS) (CAR RET) (CAR RET) (LINE
FEED) followed by the upper case characters
remaining on weather symbol or communica
tion type keyboards."
(7) Observe the action of the ribbon-feed
mechanism while typing to be sure it oscillates
and feeds each time a character is typed.
(8) Hold the space bar down to check the
continuous spacing feature of the keyboard.
(9) Test the manual carriage-return feature
by operating the carriage-return lock bar.
(10) Test the setting of the margin warning
bell by typing CAR RET, LINE FEED, FIGS
followed by 123456789</> repeated until it can
be determined that the margin bell on Printer
TG-7-A and Teletypewriter TG-7-B (com
munication keyboards) rings on the 66th char
acter and Teletypewriter TG-37-B (weather
keyboard) rings on the 70th character. (See
fig. 49.)
(11) Test the remote motor control stop
feature by typing CAR RET, LINE FEED,
FIGS, and STOP (upper case H).
(12) Test operation of the signal bell by
typing FIGS AND BELL (upper case S).
(13) Test the remote control "start" feature
by a 2- or 3-second BREAK signal (SENDREC-BREAK key held in extreme downward
position).
(14) With the SEND-REC-BREAK key in
the REC position test the keyboard to be sure
that the sending mechanism is inoperative and
nothing can be typed (transmitted).
(15) With the SEND-REC-BREAK key in
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the SEND position, type two consecutive blank
characters to determine that the send-receivebreak mechanism will automatically move to
the REC position.
(16) With the SEND-REC-BREAK key in
SEND position type one blank character alter
nately with other letter or number characters
to determine that single blank characters do

not affect the SEND position of the SENDREC-BREAK key.
(17) Place the cover on the teletypewriter
and test the opening and closing of all doors.
(18) Try the cutting edge of the glass win
dow by tearing off sections of paper in the same
manner that messages are removed from the
typing unit.

SEND
\
RECEIVE I KEY
BREAK

MOTOR / ON

SWITCH! OFF

A • (. s : : o .; ;. F ..) (G A H ) I j X K j U / C'" J

Q) COMMUNICATION KEYBOARD

Figure 51. Teletypewriter arranged for local operating tests.
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PART THREE
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
Note. The preventive maintenance instructions in this part will serve as a guide for any of the installations or
groups of equipment for which this equipment is designed.
Do not attempt unauthorized maintenance on this equipment.

Section V.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES
29. Meaning of Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance is a systematic series
of operations performed at regular intervals on
equipment when the equipment is not in the
operating circuit. Preventive maintenance op
erations are designed to eliminate major break
downs and unwanted interruptions in service,
and to keep the equipment operating at top
efficiency. To understand what is meant by pre
ventive maintenance, it is necessary to distin
guish it from trouble shooting and repair. The
prime function of preventive maintenance, is
to prevent break-downs and, therefore, the
need for repair. The prime function of trouble
shooting and repair is to locate and correct
existing defects. The importance of preventive
maintenance cannot be over-emphasized. The
entire system of teletypewriter communication
depends upon each set's being in operation
when it is needed and upon its operating effi
ciently. It is vitally important that teletype
writer operators and repairmen maintain their
equipment properly.
Note. Most of the operations in this section are first
echelon (operator) and second echelon (organization
repairmen) maintenance. Some operations in section
VII, lubrication, and section VIII, moistureproofing, are
third or higher echelon maintenance.

30. Description of Preventive Maintenance
Techniques

a. GENERAL. Most of the mechanical and elec
trical parts used in teletypewriter equipment
require routine preventive maintenance. Those
requiring maintenance differ in the amount and
kind required. Because hit-or-miss mainten
ance techniques are not reliable, definite and
specific instructions are needed. This section

contains these specific instructions and serves
as a guide for personnel assigned to perform
the six basic maintenance operations : Feel, In
spect, Tighten, Clean, Adjust, and Lubricate.
Throughout this manual the following lettering
system is used for the six operations :
P—Feel
I—Inspect
T—Tighten

C—Clean
A—Adjust
L—Lubricate

The first two operations, completed with the
aid of necessary tools and test equipment,
establish the need for the other four. The se
lection of operations is based on a general
knowledge of field needs. For example, dust
encountered on dirt roads during cross-country
travel filters into the equipment no matter how
much care is taken to prevent it. Rapid changes
in weather (such as heavy rain followed by
blistering heat), excessive dampness, snow, and
ice tend to cause corrosion of exposed surfaces
and parts. Without frequent inspections and
the performance of necessary tightening, clean
ing, adjusting, and lubricating operations,
equipment becomes undependable and subject
to break-down.
b. FEEL (F). The feel operation is used most
often to check rotating machinery, such as the
motor, cams, shafts, etc., and to determine if
electrical connections, bushings, etc., are over
heated. Feeling indicates the need for lubrica
tion or the existence of similar types of defects
requiring correction. Many motors used in
teletypewriter equipment operate at relatively
high temperatures. The maintenance man must
become familiar with the normal operating
temperatures of the equipment in order to be
able to recognize signs of overheating.
Note. It is important that the feel operation be per
formed as soon as possible after shut-down and always
before any other maintenance is done.

c. INSPECT (I). Insepection is the most im
portant operation in the preventive mainten
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ance program. The inspector must now how
to check for required clearances, tensions, and
adjustments of the various types of mechanical
assemblies. A careless observer will overlook
the evidences of minor trouble. Although these
minor defects may not interfere with perform
ance of the equipment, valuable time and effort
can be saved if they are corrected before they
lead to major break-downs. Make every effort
to become thoroughly familiar with the indica
tions of normal functioning, in order to be able
to recognize the signs of defective equipment.
Inspection consists of carefully observing and
checking the individual units systematically
with tools, gauges, etc., (when they are re
quired). Notice state of cleanliness, lubrication,
amount of wear, adjustment and placement,
tightness, clearance, tension, overheating, and
moisture accumulation. Inspect for the condi
tions as follows:
(1) Cleanliness, by carefully examining all
surfaces of the units for accumulation of dust
and dirt and excessive oil or grease. Parts,
connections, and joints should be free of dust,
corrosion, and other foreign matter. In tropical
and high-humidity locations, look for fungus
growth, mildew, and moisture accumulation.
(2) Inadequate or excessive lubrication.
(3) Excessive wear, as indicated by loose
fittings, bearings, etc.
(4) Adjustment and placement, by determin
ing that all mechanical and electrical parts are
properly adjusted and in their original posi
tions.
(5) Tightness, .by testing any connection,
assembly, or mounting that is normally fast
ened in a rigid position.
Caution: Before tightening any screws, bolts,
or nuts, determine whether or not they are
part of some adjustment. If so, tighten in ac
cordance with detailed requirement and adjust
ment procedures given in part five, and check
all related adjustments.
(6) Clearance between specified points, by
feeling, sighting, or inserting gauges as speci
fied for item inspected.
(7) Spring tensions, by using the appropri
ate special spring scale in the exact manner
shown in the illustration accompanying each
spring tension requirement.
(8) Overheating, as indicated by discolora
tion, blistering, or bulging of the parts or sur
face of the container; by leakage of insulating
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compounds; and by oxidation of metal contact
surfaces.
d. TIGHTEN (T) . This operation applies only
to soldered connections, bolts, screws, and fas
teners holding items rigidly in place. Solder
loose or broken soldered connections. Correct
tightening procedure requires the use of the
proper type and size of tools. Do not tighten
screws, bolts, and nuts carelessly. Fittings
tightened beyond the pressure for which they
are designed will be damaged or broken.
Caution: Do not tighten parts or apparatus
requiring clearance or tension' adjustment.
e. CLEANING (C). (1) This operation as ap
plied to external surfaces of chests, boxes, cov
ers, panels, frames, etc., is the normal cleaning
process.
(2) Cleaning equipment interiors including
delicate electrical and mechanical parts re
quires detailed specific instructions for each
assembly and unit. This cleaning is normally
performed as part of the preventive mainten
ance routines described in paragraphs 34 to 42.
(3) Detailed cleaning instructions for major
overhauls are given in part five.
(4) Scheduled items marked with letter "C"
need not be cleaned each time they are in
spected. Under some conditions, however, it
may be necessary to complete the cleaning of
a unit before starting the; other operations.
Clean all parts only when inspection shows
that it is necessary.
/. ADJUST (A). Adjustments are made only
when they are necessary to restore normal op
erating conditions. Use extreme care in select
ing the proper tools and gauges before making
adjustments. Many adjustments must be made
in a particular sequence. Each adjustment must
meet all requirements for clearance, spring
tension, speed, and other tolerance limits. If
one adjustment is changed, all related adjust
ments must be checked. This check may involve
a certain amount of duplication, but there are
no practical short cuts when making overlap
ping functional adjustments. Detailed instruc
tions for specific requirements and adjustments
are given in part five.
g. LUBRICATE (L). Lubrication refers to the
application of oil or grease to all rotating shafts
and bearings, cam rollers, sliding surfaces, and
other moving parts. It may include the applica
tion of oil to metal surfaces on parts of the
equipment. All lubrication should be completed
in accordance with instructions in section VII.

3I. Introduction to Preventive Maintenance
Procedure

a. The preventive maintenance procedure in
this section is divided in two classes, work
which can be completed while the teletype
writer remains in service, and work which re
quires that the teletypewriter be taken out of
service.
(1) The first class of work is limited to the
operations performed on the teletypewriter ex
terior, that portion of the keyboard which is
accessible while the teletypewriter is in service,
and the carrying chests. Instructions for this
work are given in paragraphs 32 and 33.
(2) The second class of work includes the
operations which require that the cover, typing
unit, type-bar carriage, keyboard, and motor
unit be removed from their mounting surfaces
before the preventive maintenance work is
started.
(3) Detailed information on the different
individual test requirements and adjustments
of complicated parts and mechanisms are not
included in this section. The preventive main
tenance check list in section VI includes refer
ences to the related instructions in require
ments and adjustments, section XIV, which
apply to the preventive maintenance procedures
included in this section.
b. See section VII for lubrication instructions
and section VIII for moistureproofing and fungiproofing instructions.
c. Preventive maintenance procedures for
common classes of parts have been grouped as
follows :
Paragraph

Cords, cables, and wiring
Terminal blocks and slip connections
Keys and switches

35
36
37

d. Detailed preventive maintenance instruc
tions are arranged by paragraphs as follows:
Paragraph

Preparation for preventive maintenance in
spection (teletypewriter out of service) ....
Typing unit less type-bar carriage
Type-bar carriage
Keyboard
Motor unit
Base

34
38
39
40
41
42

e. When worn, bent or defective parts are
found, they should be repaired or replaced as
discussed in part five.
/. After all preventive maintenance work in
cluding lubrication has been completed and the

teletypewriter has been assembled, make the
following test and adjustments:
(1) Motor speed.
(2) Range finder setting.
(3) Local operating tests.
Note. ALWAYS CHECK RELATED ADJUST
MENTS WHEN ANY ADJUSTMENT IS MADE.
32. Preventive Maintenance for Chests

a. INSPECT. Inspect the chests for excess
dirt, cracks, missing or broken screws, bolts,
or nuts; bent, rusted, or otherwise damaged
latches, and worn or damaged Lord mountings
(found on Chest CH-62-(*) only).
b. TIGHTEN. Tighten all loose screws, bolts,
and nuts.
c. CLEAN. Clean the outer surfaces of the
chests with a piece of clean cheesecloth mois
tened slightly in water. Moisten the cloth with
a little dry-cleaning solvent (SD) to remove
oil, grease, or gummy deposits. Clean the inner
surfaces of the chests with a dry brush or with
cheesecloth as mentioned above. Oil may be
used to remove rust from the metal surfaces
of the chests.
33. Preventive Maintenance for Teletype
writer Exterior (Teletypewriter in Service)

a. GENERAL. The instructions given below
apply to the exterior surfaces of the teletype
writer (teletypewriter cover) and the section
of the keyboard which is accessible without re
moving the cover.
b. COVER. (1) Inspect. Inspect the cover for
broken cover glass, loose screws, broken or
damaged hinges, damaged copyholder, and
scratches. '
(2) Tighten. Tighten all loose screws.
(3) Clean, (a) Wipe the cover glass with a
clean piece of cheesecloth dipped in water. Pol
ish it with a piece of clean, dry cheesecloth.
(6) Remove dust and dirt from the outside
surfaces of the cover by wiping it with a piece
of clean cheesecloth moistened slightly in
water. Moisten the cloth with a little dry-clean
ing solvent (SD) to remove oil, grease, or
gummy deposits.
(c) Remove dust from the inside of sur
faces of the cover by using a brush. Clean
cheesecloth may be used but the lint has a
tendency to cling to the inside padding and
may cause damage to the moving parts of the
teletypewriter. If this operation necessitates
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the removal of the cover, perform the neces
sary work when the teletypewriter is taken out
of service for a routine as outlined in para
graph 34.
c. KEYBOARD. The operations performed on
the keyboard while the teletypewriter is in
service consists of cleaning the outer surfaces
of the keyboard, the key tops, and key levers
as described in paragraph 40.
34. Preparation for Preventive Maintenance
Inspection (Teletypewriter out of Service)

a. For a thorough preventive maintenance
inspection the teletypewriter must be taken out
of service and partially disassembled as out
lined in b below.
6. Take the following preparatory steps to
facilitate inspection of the various units and
parts.
(1) When a table, bench, or box is not avail
able use the cover of either chest, Chest CH50-(*) or CH-62-(*) , as a workbench. If prac
ticable, lay the cover of the chest upright on
several thicknesses of newspaper, cloth or other
material to protect the edges from scuffing and
also to serve as a catch for small parts which
may fall during disassembly of the equipment.
(2) Disconnect the power and connecting
cords.
(3) Remove the teletypewriter cover and
place it where it will not be damaged.
(4) Fold a length of cheesecloth into a pad
about 18 inches square and six or eight layers
thick. If necessary, four or five thicknesses of
any clean, lint-free cloth can be used.
(5) Place the cloth pad on the workbench.
(6) Remove the keyboard and place on sev
eral thicknesses of paper or cloth.
(7) Remove the roll of paper and the paper
spindle from the typing unit. Remove the rib
bon from the type-bar carriage.
(8) Remove the typing unit from the base
and place it in its upright position on the paper
or cloth.
(9) Remove the type-bar carriage from the
typing unit and place it on a piece of newspaper
or cloth to catch any oil or grease that may
be on the parts. See related topics in section
XIII for complete instructions on removal of
the type-bar carriage.
Caution: Be extremely careful in handling
the typing unit and type-bar carriage. Units
that have been dropped require a major over

haul and thorough testing before being put back
into service. Lift the typing unit as shown in
figure 40.
35. Cords, Cables, and Wiring

a. GENERAL. The preventive ' maintenance
procedure given in this paragraph applies to
the wiring located in the base, on the typing
unit, keyboard, and motor unit. Wiring includes
all cords, cables, and wiring placed at factory,
at signal depot, or by installers and mechanics.
Wires which are tied together with cords are
sometimes referred to as wiring harness. Wir
ing on equipment operated in all kinds of
weather and moved on all kinds of roads gets
severe punishment. Watch its condition closely.
6. INSPECT. (I) (1) Inspect the wiring for
cracked or deteriorated insulation, frayed or
cut insulation at the connecting and supporting
points, and improper placement which strains
wire or connections. Watch for kinks and im
proper supports.
(2) Inspect all ground connections for dirt,
rust, corrosion, and loose connections. An open
or loosely connected grounded point may interfer with the operation of the equipment, and
may also nullify the protection for operating
personnel.
c. TIGHTEN (T). Tighten loose fasteners,
cable clamps, wiring connections. Solder loose
or broken soldered connections.
d. CLEAN (C). Clean connector straps when
they are dirty or corroded. The easiest way to
clean a dirty connector is to remove it, scrub
it with a brush dipped in dry-cleaning solvent
(SD) , and dry it thoroughly with a cloth. Clean
corroded connectors with #000 sandpaper. It
is important that the entire contact surface of
the connector be clean.
36. Terminal Blocks and Slip Connections
Terminal blocks, which are used as receiving,
connecting, and distributing points for electri
cal circuits, consist of a strip of insulation and
one or more types of connecting devices. These
connecting devices may be either soldered ter
minals, screw terminals, contact springs or con
tact lugs. They require little preventive main
tenance, especially if the wiring has not been
changed.
a. CLEAN (C). Clean the terminal blocks,
when necessary, with a dry brush. Wipe off
excessive moisture with a clean dry cloth. When

necessary, use a cloth moistened with dry-clean
ing solvent (SD) to clean the insulation strips.
Wipe thoroughly with a cloth and then brush
the block to remove all lint. Remove and clean
corroded, loose, or dirty connecting devices
with a piece of crocus cloth. Carbon tetrachloride should be used to clean the electrical con
tacts of all connecting devices.
6. INSPECT (I). Inspect terminal blocks for
cracks, breakage, dirt, and loose connections or
mounting screws. Carefully examine connec
tions for mechanical defects, dirt, and corro
sion.
c. TIGHTEN (T). Tighten loose screws, lugs,
and mounting bolts. Use a screw driver of the
correct size. Do not exert too much pressure.
Solder any loose or broken soldered connections.
d. ADJUST (A). Adjust the spring tension of
the contact springs when necessary. To in
crease the spring tension, grasp the spring near
its point of attachment with either a spring
bender or a pair of duckbill pliers. Twist the
pliers or spring bender slightly in the direction
in which tension is desired and move the tool
continuously along the slight bow in the spring.
Try the action of the contact after each adjust
ment. Be careful to keep all soldered connec
tions intact.
Note. Loose soldered connections should be repaired
only by an experienced mechanic. See related topics in
section XII.

37. Keys and Switches

a. GENERAL. All keys and switches on the
teletypewriters are grouped as a common class.
No specific information is provided for any
particular key or switch.
6. INSPECT (I) . Inspect the mechanical action
of each key or switch and look for signs of
dirt, or corrosion of the key or switch ; examine
the action of the switch by flipping the control
knob or toggle, or by pressing the key lever
and noting the freedom of movement and the
amount of spring tension. Check to see that
the contacts are clean.
c. CLEAN (C). Wipe* off excessive moisture
with a clean, dry cloth. Clean the exterior sur
faces of keys and switches with a stiff brush
moistened in dry-cleaning solvent (SD) and
polish the surfaces with a piece of cloth. Clean
corroded and dirty contacts when necessary,
with the burnishing tool. When contacts have
deep pits caused by burning or arcing, use the

contact file to resurface them, and polish with
a burnishing tool.
d. TIGHTEN (T). Tighten loose screws, lugs,
and mounting bolts. Remove loose connections
which are dirty or corroded and clean them
before tightening, or soldering. Solder any
loose or broken soldered connections.
e. ADJUST. (A). Adjust keys and switches in
accordance with specifications given in section
XIV.
38. Typing Unit Less Type-Bar Carriage

a. CLEAN (C). To simplify description of the
cleaning procedures, instructions for cleaning
the type bar carriage, which is a major assem
bly of the typing unit, are given in paragraph
39 b'elow. To clean the remainder of the typing
unit, proceed as follows:
(1) Place the typing unit on the workbench.
Remove all old grease and oil that has gathered
dirt and dust. Use a piece of clean, dry cheese
cloth or other lint-free cloth folded over the
end of Screw driver TL-44 to get between the
vanes, inside of the printing bail, between the
function levers, and into other hard-to-reach
places.
(2) Use a clean area of the cheesecloth as
soon as one area becomes soiled with oil or
grease. Loop a piece of cloth over the fingers
and wipe all readily accessible surfaces.
Caution: Do not wipe dirty grease or other
foreign matter into bearings. Remove as much
of the dirty grease as possible with the tip of
the screw driver or an orange stick. Wipe each
bearing with a piece of clean cheesecloth.
(3) Loosen both range-finder retaining
screws. Remove the left-hand screw completely
and slip the range finder off the remaining
screw (with the slotted screw hole). Use a
clean piece of cheesecloth folded over the end
of a screw driver to remove oily deposits of
dirt, dust, paper lint, etc., from the outer sur
faces of the selector mechanism and range
finder.
(4) Flush the selector mechanism by pour
ing a small amount (about 1 tablespoonful) of
dry-cleaning solvent (SD) between the sepa
rator plates. Repeat the flushing process if
necessary.
6. INSPECT (I). Check the following parts
for deficiencies as indicated :
(1) Frame casting for cracks or other dam
age.
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(2) Loose, broken or missing mounting
screws.
(3) All levers, vanes, rollers, bearings,
shafts, and gears to determine that all parts
move freely and are not bent, broken, or exces
sively worn.
(4) Missing, broken, or distorted springs.
(5) Main shaft and associated gears, bear
ings, cams, clutches, and springs for binding,
excessive wear, or other damage.
c. TIGHTEN (T). Tighten loose screws, bolts,
or nuts if they are not part of some adjustment.
d. ADJUST (A). Make all necessary adjust
ments in accordance with detailed requirements
in section XIV.
e. LUBRICATE (L). See section VII for in
structions on lubrication.
/. REMOVE. Remove the typing unit from the
workbench and place on paper to protect the
treated unit.
39. Type-Bar Carriage

Place the type-bar carriage on the workbench.
a. CLEAN (C). (1) Fold a piece of clean
cheesecloth into a pad about 8 inches wide and
four or five layers thick.
(2) Insert the pad between the type bars
and the backstop to catch the dirt and excess
dry-cleaning solvent (SD).
(3) Wipe the faces of the type bar pallets
with a piece of cheesecloth moistened in drycleaning solvent (SD). Be careful not to bend
the type bars. After the pallets are dry, brush
them with a dry, typewriter brush (part of
Tool Equipment TE-50). Repeat the process if
necessary. Tilt the type-bar carriage and flush
the segment slots with dry-cleaning solvent
(SD).
6. INSPECT (I). Inspect the type-bar carriage
for the following:
(1) Missing mounting screws, bolts, and
loose parts.
(2) Frame for cracks or other damage.
(3) Each bell crank, code bar, and type bar
to determine that all parts move freely and are
not bent or broken.
(4) Each type bar for missing or damaged
pallets.
(5) Levers, gears, shafts, and bearings for
signs of excessive wear, loose parts, or damage.
(6) Missing, broken, or distorted springs.
c. TIGHTEN (T). Tighten all loose screws,
bolts, and other parts which are not involved
in an adjustment.
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d. ADJUST (A). Make all required adjust
ments in accordance with instructions in sec
tion XIV.
e. LUBRICATE (L) . See section VII for instruc
tions on lubrication.
/. REMOVE. Remove the type-bar carriage
from the workbench and place on paper.
40. Keyboard

Place the keyboard on the workbench.
o. CLEAN (C). Do not disassemble the key
board for ordinary cleaning. Refer to part five
for major overhaul cleaning. For routine clean
ing follow the procedure outlined below:
(1) Clean the key tops with a cloth slightly
moistened with water. Wipe off excessive mois
ture with a clean, dry cloth.
Caution: Do not use dry-cleaning solvent
(SD) or carbon tetrachloride on rubber key
tops.
(2) Remove all oil, grease, dust, and dirt
from the outside surfaces of the keyboard by
wiping it with a clean cheesecloth.
(3) Clean between the key levers and around
the transmitting mechanism with a stiff brush.
6. INSPECT (I). Inspect the keyboard for the
following :
(1) Casting for cracks or other damage.
(2) Loose, broken, or missing mounting
screws.
(3) All levers, pawls, latches, and cams to
determine that all parts move freely and are
not bent, broken, or excessively worn.
(4) Broken, missing, or illegible key tops.
(5) Missing, broken, or distorted springs.
(6) Transmitting shafts and associated
gear, clutch, and bearings for binding and wear.
c. TIGHTEN (T). Tighten only those loose
parts which are not part of an adjustment.
d. ADJUST (A). See section XIV before mak
ing any adjustments.
e. LUBRICATE (L) . See section VII for lubrica
tion instructions.
/. REMOVE. Remove the keyboard from the
work bench and place on paper.
4I. Motor Unit
Note. Normally the motor unit will not be removed
from the base during preventive maintenance routines.

a. INSPECT (I). Check the following parts as
outlined.
(1) Motor and motor unit base for cracks
and other damage.
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TETRACHLORIDE:
CARBON
metal
8-oz.

to
70110-v,
TL–117:
IRON
SOLDERING

No.
Teletype
vps;
96.19
FORK:
TUNING

orop
6
4OILER:
x
d36"
1
spout;
feed
force
34”
z;

334";
5%
I-236;
UNIT
TEST
74
3TOMMY.
x
includes
34

fluted
5
No.
for
Bristol;
socket;
WRENCH:

contact.
FILE:
No.
WECo
wide;
};"
cleaning;
relay
TAPE:
75
spring.
SBENDER:
34”
blade;
834"
or
8”
TL–44:
76
CREWDRIVER

adjustable
TL–111:
WRENCH
34”
end;
single

13%.”
or
13"
handle;
wood
insulated
tip;

103628.
No.
Teletype
vps;
87.6
FORK:
TUNING

wide.
34”
cotton;
friction;
TL-83:
TAPE

Fover-all.
bulb.
includes
TL–122:
73
LASHLIGHT

34”.4
6
steel;
bar;
M-129:
3MAGNET
x

diagonal-cut ing;
TL-103:
PLIERS
5".

nose.
long-chain
TL–126:
PLIERS

wide.
34”
rubber;
TL–192:
TAPE
side-cut ing;
TL–13:
PLIERS
6”.

contact.
STONE:
lamp.
target
and
lamp
neon

core.
resin
M-31:
SOLDER.

plug.
and
cord
with
100-w;

oz.
4
riveting;
HAMMER:

88975.
No.
Teletype
grease;
GUN:

half-round;
FILE:
6”.
smooth;

ItemStock
No.
SCREWDRIVER,
hex.

6”.
cut;
second
flat;
FILE:
...—

fork.
tuning
for
CASE:

fork.
tuning
for
CASE:

grade.
technical
can;
6”.
bill;
duck
PLIERS:

This
*
1945.
April
6–TE-50,
Sig
pamphlet
Catalog
Supply
Signal
ASF
based
is
and
1945
May
15
on
compiled
was
list

34”. WRENCH:
socket;
WRENCH:
%".
socket;

socket;346".
WRENCH:
long. WRENCEI:
6”
capacity;
34”-34”. WRENCH:
open;
34”-º". WRENCH:
open;
34”-9%". WRENCH:
open;
0.385”. WRENCH:
open;
34”-º". WRENCH:
open;
open;%”-34”.

SetScrews.

over-all.

control.
104984.

BKS-6528.
contact.
URNISHER:

TE–50
equipment
tool
in
contained
materials
and
1Tools
Corps
Signal
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Ref.
CorpsItemNNo.2
Signal
No.
stock
o.2

_

TSCLR-E2W1D:R2I3V4E"R
tip;
%"
blade;
sScCrReEwW-DhoRlIdViEnRg:;
%"
blade;
10”
cylindrical; GAUGE:
of
set
GAUGE:
0.060".
to
0.030”
0.025". wire;
to
0.006"
wire;
assembly;
of
set
GAUGE:
0.080”.
to
0.065”
wire;
assembly;
of
set

34”
x
634”
376A;
No.
WECo
dental;
MIRROR:

SCREWDRIVER:
5%”
tip;
$6"
blade;
134"

SCREWDRIVER:
4%"
tip;
%"
blade;
2"

over-all.
4"
wood;
file;
TL–14:
HANDLE

0.010".
to
0.002”
flat;
assembly;
of
set
GAUGE:

CHE SECLOTH:
wide.
36”
bleached;

tBRUSH:
style.
yopetwhrbirtuesrh;
KS-6320.
No.
WECo
STICK:
ORANGE

perforation
GAUGE:
wheel.
feed
of

holding.
finger
bail;
locking
TOOL:

bond.
Seal
Bell
cleaning;
PAPER:
11”.
x
9”
#000;
flint;
sand;
PAPER:
11”.
x
9”
crocus;
emery;
CLOTEI:

2.
No.
oval;
tool;
sash
BRUSH:

locating.
armature
GAUGE:
11”.
x
9’
#0;
emery;
CLOTH:
SCREWIDFIVER:
hex.
push.
spring;
pull. HOOK:
spring;
HOOK:

over-all.
1354”
tip;
tape.
GAUGE:

over-all.
6%"

oz. SCALE:
32
lb.
12
oz. SCALE:
8
SCALE:

6”.
steel;
RULE:

empty.
ROLL:
TOOL

bending. STONE:
finger
TOOL:
carborundum.

-

Reference
1
52.
figure
to
refer
numbers

TL-29.
KNIFE

gauge.
PIN:
CS-78.
CASE

CASE:
tools.
small
for

over-all.

over-all.

:

-
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(2) Loose, broken, or missing mounting
screws.
(3) Feel the motor to determine if it is over
heated.
b. TIGHTEN (T). Tighten loose screws and
bolts which are not part of an adjustment.
c. CLEAN (C) . When cleaning the motor unit,
do not remove the motor unit base unless ab
solutely necessary.
(1) Remove all oil, grease, and other foreign
matter from the outer surfaces of the motor
unit by wiping with a dry cloth.
(2) Remove the motor brushes occasionally.
Clean the brushes and the inside of the brush
holders with a cloth moistened with dry-clean
ing solvent (SD). During this operation check
the condition of the carbon brushes.

b. INSPECT (I). Inspect for the following:
(1) Casting for cracks and other damage.
(2) Loose, broken, or missing mounting
screws.
(3) See paragraphs 35, 36, and 37 for other
points to be inspected.
c. TIGHTEN (T) . Tighten loose screws, bolts,
and other parts not involved in adjustments.
Other points to be tightened are given in para
graphs 35, 36, and 37.
d. ADJUST (A). See section XIV for the re
quired adjustments.
e. LUBRICATE (L) . See section VII for points
to be lubricated. '
/. REMOVE. Remove the base from the work
bench.

Note. Scratch an identifying mark on the upper sur
face of each carbon brush upon its removal in order to
facilitate replacing the brush into its proper brush
holder after cleaning. Replace brushes only when it is
evident that they will not last until the next scheduled
routine.

43. Preventive Maintenance Tools, Materials,
Schedules, and Records

(3) Clean any accumulations of grease, dirt,
or other foreign matter from the outside sur
faces of the governor shell by wiping with a
piece of clean, dry cheesecloth. Dampen the
cloth with dry-cleaning solvent (SD) to remove
any gummy deposits. Also, clean the governor
brush springs, mounting bracket, and the speed
adjusting bracket. Fold a piece of cloth over the
end of the screw driver to clean the hard-toreach places.
Caution: Do not take the governor apart for
cleaning only, unless there is reason to believe
it is very dirty internally and the dirt may be
a source of trouble.
d. ADJUST (A) . Make necessary adjustments
to all parts as prescribed in section XIV. For
check and adjustment of motor speed see para
graph 26.
e. LUBRICATE (L). Lubrication instructions
are contained in section VII.
42. Base
Note. Normally the base and motor unit are treated
at the same time to prevent misalignment of the motor
which often results when the motor unit is removed and
not properly replaced.

Place the base on the workbench.
a. CLEAN (C). Wipe all oil and grease from
the base. Use a piece of cheesecloth folded over
the tip of a screw driver to get into hard-toreach places. Be careful not to break any of the
leads of the base wiring.

Note. Before starting preventive maintenance, have
on hand all tools and materials needed in performing
the operations listed in the preventive maintenance
check list.

c. TOOLS. All required tools are furnished
with Tool Equipment TE-50 (fig. 52), which
is especially designed for maintenance of tele
typewriter equipment.
The list of tools and materials contained in Tool
Equipment TE-50 is as shown on page 52.
b. MATERIALS. All materials listed below may
be secured through regular supply channels.
Item

Orange stick (WECo code No. KS-6320)
Cheesecloth, bleached 36" wide
Cloth, emery; crocus, 9" x 11" sheets (spec No. 42C56-Navy) .
Carbon tetrachlorlde
Oil, Lubricating, Preservative, Special, U. S. Army spec
No. 2120
Grease, Lubricating, Special, Ordnance spec No. AXS-637..
Paper, cleaning, Bell Seal bond, %" z 2J4" (WECo code
No. KS-7188)
Paper, sand' flint #0000 9" r 11" sheets, Federal spec No.
P-P-11I. Solvent, Dry Cleaning, Federal spec No.
P-S-661a...

Signal Corps
stock No.

6X7360
8A805
6Z2000
SO 184.1
6G 1318.1
6G673.7
6M750

6Z7500-0000

Note. Gasoline will not be used as a cleaning fluid
for any purpose. Solvent, Dry Cleaning, is available as
a cleaning fluid through established supply channels.
Oil, Fuel, Diesel, may be used for cleaning purposes
when dry-cleaning solvent (SD) is not on hand. Carbon
tetrachloride will be used as a cleaning fluid only in the
following cases : where inflammable solvents cannot be
used because of the fire hazard, and for cleaning elec
trical contacts including relay and SEND-REC-BREAK
key contacts, plugs, commutators, etc.
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SHEET NO. /

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE ROUTINE SCHEJ
YEAR

/f*O~

SET NO. AND EQUIPMENT

JANUARY
DATE
SCHEDULED

5. 76- 7- 6
SERIAL

NO.

ou WESTS

Set .5

AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS OF
OPERATION DAILY

24

DATE
SCHEDULED

L TS- 7.B
SCMI1M.

MO.

ON

CHCSTS

3/7( 9

AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS OF
OPERATION DAILY

,3
* J

7. T6-37-B
itRiM.

NO. ON

DATE
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
BY

CHESTS

AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS OF
V^
OPERATION DAILY^,
•——_. i
-***^

1831
1
J

DATE
COMPLETED
COMPLETED
BY

DATE
SCHEDULED
DATE
COMPLETED
8-~_ COMPLETED
_^
BY

10

20

30

f

20

30

£
— *? *t
— <4
IS

30

FEBRUARY
10

—

20

28

MARCH/

10

IS

28

~

—

28

—

SI

9HK TnK

—
-

30

—

—

*f

<*>n

••".j
—~«.

20

IS

3
f
\
rj
\

C3

, 24 HOURS DAILY
OPERATION

12 HOURS DAILY
' OPERATION

8 HOURS DAILY
OPERATION

TL 53725- S

Figure 53. Typical preventive maintenance routine schedule.

c. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULES
AND RECORDS. Prepare a chart showing the
various teletypewriters in the installation, the
average number of hours of operation daily,
the dates routines are scheduled, the dates the
routines are completed, and initials or other
designation of person completing routine. If
desired, one chart can cover the entire teletype
writer set, of which the teletypewriter is a part.
Base the schedule upon accurate information
and revise it from time to time as conditions
change. The record form used may cover time
intervals of 1 month, 2 months, or any other
interval desired by the officer in charge of the
installation. A typical preventive maintenance
routine schedule for a teletypewriter installa
tion is shown in figure 53. The recommended
time intervals for equipment routines are :
Equipment in operation 12 to 24 hours
daily—Routine every 10 days.
Equipment in operation 8 to 12 hours daily
—Routine every 15 days.
Equipment in operation 8 hours or less
daily—Routine every 30 days.
The above time intervals for equipment rou
tines are based on operating conditions which
prevail when the temperature is moderate and
air is relatively free of dirt, sand, and excessive
amounts of dust and moisture. When equip
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ment is being operated in localities where there
are extreme temperatures, excess moisture,
dust, dirt, or sand, or other adverse conditions,
the routine schedules should be established on
whatever intervals are necessary to keep the
equipment in satisfactory operating condition.
Section VI.
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST
44. Preventive Maintenance Check List for
Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG7-B and TG-37-B

The following check list is a summary of the
preventive maintenance to be performed on the
teletypewriters. The time intervals shown on
the check list may be reduced at any time by
the local commander. However, for best per
formance of the equipment, the operations must
be performed at least as frequently as called
for in the check list. The echelon column in
dicates which operations are first echelon main
tenance and which operations are second eche
lon maintenance. Operations are indicated by
the letters of the word FITCAL. For example,
if the letters ITA appear in the Operations col
umn, the item to be treated must be inspected
(I), tightened (T), and adjusted (A).

Section VII.
Item Opera
No. tions'

Par.
No.

Item (routine)

c

I
3
3
4.
6
6

IT
IA
C
IT
IA

7

IT

8

IA

•
10
11

IA
I
I

12
13
14
11
U
17
IS

I
IA
IA
IA
ICA
IOA
L

It
»
11

o

Cover

_

.

Chests
Chests
.
Range flnder setting
Typing unit (leu typi-bar carriage)
General over-all mechanical con
dition
Armature trip-off eccentric screw
adjustment
Selector armature end play
Function bail cam roller
Function lever bail roller pivot
bearings
Dash pot
Left-hand margin adiustment —
Slip cornier! inns
Entire mechanism

When
per
formed

Eche
lon

33
33
26
32
32
27

Daily

X

1st
2d
lit
1st
2d
2d

38

X

2d

282

X

2d

233

x

38
38

X
X

2d
2d
2d

38

x

268
343

x
x
X
x
x
x

Daily
Daily

335
38,247
36,367

48

Type-bar carriagi

a

ITA
IA
L

as

OIT

M

ICA
ITC
L

;i
M
V
1'!

C
ITA
ITCA

n
31

•
M

ITC
ITC
1C
ITC
L

38
3«,184
General mechanical condition
Ribbon mechanism
• . . . 195-198
Entire mechanism...
48,184
Keyboard
General over-all mechanical con
dition
Transmit ting contacts
Entire T"e<rhftn(sm

Bait
All mechanical parts
.
General mechanical condition
SEND-REC-BREAKKey
Switch (motor)
.
. .
Terminal blocks and slip con
nections
Wiring
Entire base mechanism

x

40

X

2d

36,346
35,36

X

2
2d
2d

42

x

42,364367
42,368373
37
36

X

2d
3d

X

2d

X
X

2d
2d

35

X

35
48

x
X

2d
2d
2d

X
X
X
X

2d
2d
2d
2d

X

2d

X
X

2d
2d

at

ICA

Governor

40
41

ITC
L

Switch and wiring
Motor unit

.

x

48

M
•7
M

.

X

x
x

Motor unit
Exterior of motor unit
41
General mechanical condition—
41
Motor pinion gear .
41
Motor brushes and commutator. 152,154
....

x

M
2d
2d
M

C
FIT
IT
ICA

w

45. Recommended Lubricants
The following table lists the lubricating mate
rials necessary in servicing the teletypewriters :
Approved symbols

2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
2d
M

383
41, 374380
.. 35,37
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NOTE—X In When performed column is determined by average
houri of use:

Normal temperature* Tropical temperature*
Up to 8 hours per day
every 30 days
every 15 days
S to 12 hours per day
every 15 days
every 10 days
12 to Z4 hours per day
every 10 days
every 7 days
>F, Feel :^, Inspect ; T, Tighten : C, Clean ; A, Adjust ; L, Lubricate.

LUBRICATION

Note. A War Department Lubrication Order is not
issued on Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B
and TG-37-B.

OL
PS
OE 10

Standard nomenclature
Grease, Lubricating, Special
"Oil, Lubricating, Preservative, Special
'Oil, Engine, SAE 10

• When the temperature is so high that special preservative
lubricating oil (PS) 'runs off the parts, engine oil, SAE 10 (OE 10).
may be used in place of it.

46. Detailed Lubrication Instructions

a. GENERAL. The location of the parts of the
teletypewriter to be lubricated are shown in
figures 54 through 65. The type of lubricant
to be used and the specific instructions for
lubricating each part are given in paragraph
48 following. The lubrication instructions listed
are based on normal operating conditions, with
the equipment in service for an average of 8
hours a day. Under these conditions the lubri
cation interval is once every 30 days. See pre
ventive maintenance check list, (par. 44).
When equipment is operated more than 8 hours
a day, reduce the intervals. When equipment
is operated in tropical climates, a further re
duction in the interval is required. Do not lubri
cate the equipment with the motor running.
Caution: Do not apply lubricants in excess
of the quantities recommended. Wipe off ex
cess oil.
6. METHODS OF APPLYING GREASE. (1) Fill
ing of grease gun. Fill the grease gun furnished
as part of Tool Equipment TE-50 in the fol
lowing manner:
(a) Unscrew the lubricant tube from the
cap casting.
(6) Place the open end of the lubricant tube
over the opening in the filling washer in the
can of proper lubricant. Press down on the
lubricant tube until the tube is filled.
Note. If the cans of lubricant on hand are not
equipped with filling washers, press the metal follower
against the back end of the lubricant tube and fill the
lubricant tube by using a clean wooden paddle or the
fingers. Tamp the lubricant down solidly in the tub*
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by pounding the closed end sharply against the palm
of the hand. Continue to add lubricant and tamp until
the tube is completely filled.

(c) Screw the lubricant tube back into the
cap casting just enough to hold the tube in
place. Insert a rod, screw driver, pencil, or
similar object through the perforated end of
the lubricant tube and press the metal follower
into the tube to expel any air that may be
trapped in the tube. When the lubricant begins
to ooze past the threads, tighten the lubricant
tube securely into the cap casting.
(d) Operate the handle back and forth sev
eral times until lubricant is pumped from the
nozzle. The grease gun is then ready for use.
If the lubricant does not flow from the nozzle
in a solid stream when the handle is operated,
it is an indication that all the air has not been
expelled from the lubricant tube. Invert the
gun and pound the cap casting end against the
palm of the hand to jar the lubricant into the
pump cylinder.
(2) Greasing pressure fittings. To grease
parts that are equipped with pressure fittings,
place the nozzle of the grease gun squarely
against the grease fittings and operate the
handle.
Caution: Test the grease gun before greas
ing pressure fittings to determine how much
grease is injected for each full operation of the
handle. DO NOT OVERLUBRICATE EQUIP
MENT.
(3) Greasing flat surfaces. To grease flat
surfaces, hold the nozzle of the grease gun
against the surface, tilted at an angle of ap
proximately 45°. Operate the handle until suf
ficient grease is ejected. If the surface is long,
operate the handle slowly and at the same time
move the nozzle of the gun along the surface
to form a continuous ribbon of lubricant. The
lubricant may be pumped out onto the fingers
or the end of a screw driver for transfer into
hard-to-reach places that cannot be reached
directly with the grease gun.
c. METHODS OF APPLYING OIL. (1) Filling of
oiler. Fill the oiler furnished as part of Tool
Equipment TE-50 by unscrewing the top and
remove the pump. Fill the tube with proper
lubricant and replace the pump. Tighten the
top.
(2) Use of oiler. After filling the oiler, or
when starting to use the oiler after it has been
standing for some time, operate the pump
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handle until oil is forced out of the nozzle and
then adjust the stop beneath the pump handle
for the desired flow of oil. Turn the adjusting
stop in a counterclockwise direction to reduce
the flow of oil and in a clockwise direction to
increase the flow of oil.
Note. The adjustable stop beneath the pump handle
may be moved to one side to make the stop inoperative.
(3) Use of wire for applying oil. A piece of
#22 B & S gauge wire dipped Vis inch into the
oil and immediately touched to the lubrication
point is an approved method of applying 1 or
2 drops of oil. The main advantage of this
method is that it avoids overlubrication.
47. Preparation for Lubrication

a. GENERAL. To thoroughly lubricate the tele
typewriter it must be taken out of service and
partially disassembled as outlined in c below.
6. GREASE GUN. Fill the grease gun and oiler
(part of Tool Equipment TE-50) as outlined
in paragraph 466 and c.
c. PREPARATION. Take the following prepara
tory steps to facilitate lubrication of the vari
ous parts and units.
(1) Disconnect the power during the lubri
cating process.
(2) Remove the cover.
(3) Remove the roll of paper and paper
spindle from the typing unit.
(4) Remove the typing unit from the base,
then remove the type bar carriage.
(5) Remove the keyboard.
d. OLD LUBRICANTS. Remove all old grease
and oil with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth. Wrap
the cloth around the end of a^screw driver or
an orange stick to remove old lubricants in
hard-to-reach places.
e. LUBRICATION. Lubricate the teletypewriter
in accordance with the charts given in para
graph 48 below. Items need not be lubricated
in the sequence given in the charts, but all
points listed must be lubricated.
48. Lubrication Charts for Teletypewriters
The charts in this paragraph list the points to
be lubricated on the teletypewriters, the type
of lubricant, and the quantity to be applied.
The item numbers listed are grouped to include
all the points of lubrication on each Vinit of
the teletypewriter. The same numbers are
shown on the accompanying illustrations.

•

Figure 54. Lubrication points for motor unit and base.

TL5392I—S
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Figure 55. Lubrication points for bottom of keyboard.

a. MOTOR UNIT AND BASE.
Item
No.
1
2

Lubri
cant

Name of part

Motor pinion . .
Motor bearing oilers (2).

b. LUBRICATION ON BOTTOM OF KEYBOARD.

. ...

Method and
quantity

OL
OE

5

a
7

58

Motor speed lever-pilot screw
Operating lever shoulder screw
Lower contact lever shoulder screw
Stop lever shoulder screw
Send-Rec-Break Lever mounting screw.

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Name of part

101
102

each.
3
4

Item
No.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

103
104
105

Universal bar pilot screw on bearings

Lubri
cant

PS

1 or 2 drops.
Do.
Do.
Do.

PS

Do.

PS
PS
PS

Keylevers on keylever Iliaft and in rear
comb.
Locking levers between pins in selector
bars.

Method and
quantity

toe

106

I I7

I
107

112

115

109
TL53929S
•

Figure 56. Lubrication points for top of keyboard.

c. LUBRICATION ON TOP SIDE OF KEYBOARD.
Item
No.

106
107
108
108
110
111
112
113
114
115

li6
117

Name of part

Space bar loop on space bar loop shaft...
Keyboard shaft (2 oil cups)
CftTns, on surfaces

....

Locking loop-pilot screw bearings and
rollers.
Contact lever pivoting shaft and guid
ing comb.
Locking levers in locking lever comb

Lubri
cant

PS
PS
PS
PS
OL
PS
PS

PS
' PS
Tripod and intermediate lever pawls. .. PS
Keyboard transmitter gear
PS
Repeat space rod on each bearing point
PS
and points of contact.

Method and
quantity

Do.
Fill cups.
Apply a light
&lm.
1 or 2 drops at
each point.
Do.
1 or 2 drops.
Do
Do.
Apply sparingly.
1 or 2 drops.

d. TYPE BAR CARRIAGE ASSEMBLY.
Item
No.

501
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
223

Name of part

Type bars at segment slot.
Code bars at posts
Code bar bell cranks on wearing surfaces.
Pull bar bail on guide rollers and guide
surface.
Plunger surface and rollers .
Carriage support rollers
Ribbon reverse bail
Ribbon feed pawl operating lever
Ribbon feed pawl pivot screw

..

Ribbon lockout bar at type bar segment
slot.
Ribbon feed shaft on upper and lower
bearings.
Ribbon feed mechanism
Ribbon spool shafts on bushings (re
move spools) .
Ribbon reverse shafts, upper and lewer
bearings, arms, pawls, and levers.
Margin bell pawl
Ribbon shift lever and roller . ..
Oscillator lever shoulder screw and
carriage casting slot.
Type bar carriage rack, space shaft
pinion and travel.
Ribbon feed shaft detent
. .

Lubri
cant

Method and
quantity

PS
PS
PS
OL

1 or 2 drops.
Do
Do.
Apply sparingly.

GL
GL
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Do.
Do
1 or 2 drops.
Do.
Do
Do.
Do.
Do
Do.

PS

Do.

PS
PS

Apply sparingly
to gears.
2 or 3 drops.

PS

1 or 2 drops.

PS
PS
PS

Do.
Do.
Do.

rs

Do.

OL
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216

202
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TL53926-S
Figure 57. Lubrication points, front and back of type bar carnage.
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Figure 58. Lubrication points, bottom of type bar carriage.
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Figure 59. Lubrication points for bail unit assembly.

e. TYPING UNIT.
Item
No.

301
302
303
304
305
30«
307
308
309
310
311
312

Name of part

Bail assembly shall hearings (2 oil cups)
Between spacing pawls
Fund inn bail and printing bail operat
ing arm bearings.
Function lever bail roller (two bearings).
Roller surface
Function bail and printing bail operat
ing arm and rollers.
Printing bail blades where plunger
operating roller engages blades.
Printing bail, adjusting screw head
Function levers in vane frame slot
Function levers in slot in break mech
anism plate.
Push bars and latch bars in function
lever comb.
Sixth vane extension spring in slot in
letters push bar.

313
314

62

Send-Uec-Break mechanism intermedi
ate lever mounting screw, and reset
lever pivot screw (care must be taken
not to get oil on friction spring washer
of Send- Rec- Break mechanism "T"
lever).

Lubri
cant

Method and
quantity

Item
NTo.

PS
PS
PS

Fill cups.
1 or 2 drops.
1 or 2 drops at
each point.
Apply sparingly.

315

grease.
Apply sparingly.

318

OL
PS

1 or 2 drops.

319
320
321

OL
PS
PS

Apply sparingly.
1 or 2 drops.
Do.

322

GL
GL

316
317

323
PS

Do.

PS

1 or 2 drops.

PS
PS

Do.
Do.

324
325
326

327
328

329

Name of part

Vanes front edges where bell cranks
slotted ends slide in engagement with
vanes.
Siith vane detent roller
Locking function lever. . .. .
Spacing shaft in upper bearing; lever
bearing fill oil cup.
Carriage return clutch members prongs.
Spacing gear (lower).. . _
Carriage return latch bar at point of
engagement with latch.
Carriage return clutch release fork and
operating lever bearings.
Carriage return push bar and latch bar
operating lever shoulder screw.
Carriage return locking bar bell crank
link shoulder screw.
Carriage return spring drum bearing
Carriage return spring release lever
shoulder screw.
Clutch release fork link shoulder screw..
Locking bar bell crank upper cross bar
casting shoulder screw.
Locking bar and locking bar bell crank
shoulder screw.

Lubri
cant

Method and
quantity

PS

1 or 2 drops.

PS
GL
PS

Do.
Apply grease in
notches.
1 or 2 drops.

PS
OL
OL

Do.
Apply sparingly.
Do.

PS

1 or 2 drops.

PS

Do.

PS

Do.

PS
PS

Do.
Do.

PS
PS

Do.
Do.

PS

Do.

- TL53932S.!

Figure 60. Lubrication points, bottom of typing unit.

Item
No.

Name of part

Locking bar latch and left band side
frame shoulder screw.
331 Dashpot piston rod rubbed over surface
of piston .
332 Dashpot lever mounting screw, and
roller mounting pilot screw at point
of contact with left hand margin
adjusting screw.
333 Type bar carriage assembly on upper
and lower track surfaces.
334 Carriage return spring through oil holes
in drum.
335 Spacing stop lever and shoulder screw...
336 Carriage return operating lever stop
screw.
337 Bell striker arm and arm operating lever
bearings.
338 Bell push bar and latch bar shoulder
screw.
339 Bell latch bar at point of engagement
with latch.
330

Lubri
cant

PS

Method anil
quantity
1 or 2 drops.

Item
No.

340
•

PS

1 drop.

341

OL

Apply sparingly.

342
343

PS

1 or 2 drops.

344

PS

Do.

345
346

OL
OL

Apply sparingly.
Do.

PS

1 or 2 drops.

PS

Do.

OL

Apply sparingly.

347
351

Nttrao of part
The "figures" and "letters" push bar
shoulder screw.
Bell crank lever and operating lever
shoulder screw.
Bell crank lever and operating lever
joint.
Shift vertical link, lower and detent
lever shoulder screw.
Line feed push bar and bell crank lever
shoulder screw.
Bell crank lever mounting shaft
Vertical link and bell crank lever, lower
end, shoulder screw.
Margin bell shaft, 2 bearings
Main Shaft

Lubri
cant

Method and
quantity

PS

1 or 2 drops.

PS

Do.
Do.

PS
'
PS

Do.

PS

Do.

PS
PS

Do.
Do.

PS
PS

Do.

Hold right end
of teletypewriterupabout
0 inches and re
move oil plug.
Fill shaft until
oil runs out of
the left end.

63

stiss segs.

Figure 62. Lubrication points of main shaft.
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RANGE FINDER

376
•SIDE VIEW OF RANGE FINDER

Figure 63. Lubrication points for selector mechanism.

Item
No.

352
353
354
355
356
357

358
359
360

Name of part

Main clutch throw-out lever pivots

Lubri
cant

Method and
quantity

Item
No.

PS
OL
PS
PS

Oil freely
Apply sparingly.
Saturate with oil.
1 or 2 drops.

361

362
363
364
365
375
376

Locking lever cam, felt washers on
selector cam assembly.
Selector cam sleeve on each cam peak
OE
Main shaft right ball bearing
OL.PS

Thrust bearing on end balls

OL.PS
PS
PS

Do.
Apply 1 or 2
drops of PS,
turn shaft;
apply thin coat
of GL; turn
shaft a few
turns; apply 1
or 2 drops of
PS.
1 or 2 drops.
Permit oil to flow
between
prongs of driver
member of
spacing clutch
and worm gear
sleeve.

377
.378
379
380
381

Lubri
cant

Method and
quantity

Spring which compresses friction
washers of selector cam assembly.

PS

Cam unit and spacing clutch in oil holes.
Main clutch earning surface
Main shaft cam surfaces
..
Spacing escapement ratchet teeth
Armature bearings (2)
Trip latch plunger, trip latch and bell
crank lever and stop lever of range
finder assembly.
Swords and selector levers between
separating plates.
"T" levers on all points of contact . ..
Armature locking lever .
_
Locking wedge at point of engagement
with locking lever.
Motor stop pawls shoulder screw and
lever bearings.

PS
PS
OL
OL
PS
PS

Apply sparingly
to coils (oil will
flow between
prongs of nut
on main shaft
and friction
disk which en
gages thisnut).
1 or 2 drops.
Do.
Apply sparingly.
Do.
I or 2 drops.
Do.

Name of part

PS

Do.

PS
PS
PS

Do.
Do.
Do.

PS

Do.
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413

415

412

: 413

412

408

Figure 64. Imbrication points back of typing unit.

Item
No.
382

401
402
403
404

405
406
407
408

409

66

Name of par!
Release lever bearings, contact lever
bearing and where contact lever pro
trudes through break mechanism
plate.
Shaft bearings in each shaft hub
Line feed detent Icver mount ingshoulder
screw .
Line feed detent roller.. . . .
Single-double lint-teed lever between flat
spring and denting cam and where
single-double line feed lever fits into
groove in platen shaft hub.
Line feed pawl and line feed lever
shoulder screw.
Shift detent roller.
Platen unit pivot bearings . .
Line feed and shift vertical links..
Paper knife supporting arms and paper
guide bearings.

Lubri
cant
PS

Method and
quantity
Do.

Item
No.

Paper straightener lever bearings
Paper straightener rod supporting lever
bearings.
412 Pressure roller release shaft and crank
bearings.
413 Pressure roller release cams crank and
shoulder screws.
414 Pressure roller shafts on bearing surface.
415 Pressure roller sleeves
416 Letters and figures stop screws
417 Platen friction disk assembly, felt washer
(separate disks).
418 Paper spindle bearings
419 Line feed check lever shaft bearings
420 Line fci-d detent ratchet. .
421 Left end of platen shaft before installing
platen.
410

411

PS
PS

1 or 2 drops.
Do.

PS
PS

Do.
Do.

PS

Do.

OL
PS
PS
PS

A pply sparingly.
1 or 2 drops.
Do.
Do.

Name of part

Lubri
cant

Method and
quantity

PS
PS

1 or 2 drops.
Do.

PS

Do.

PS

Do.

PS
PS
PS
PS

Do.
1 drop on each.
Grease ends.
Saturate with oil.

PS
PS
GL
PS

1 or 2 drops.
Do.
Apply sparingly.
1 or 2 drops.

Figure 65, Lubrication points front of type unit.

f. MOTOR UNIT BEARINGS. (1) The motor
bearings are packed with grease before the
motor leaves the factory and under ordinary
operating conditions need no additional lubri
cation for approximately 2 months. At the reg
ular lubricating intervals one or two strokes
of the plunger of the gun should apply sufficient
grease to each bearing.
(2) To lubricate, press the nozzle of the gun
against the ball oiler pressure fitting and force
the grease into the hole by pushing on the
plunger of the gun. Care should be taken that
the bearings are not overloaded. Overloading
will result in the grease oozing out of the end
castings and being thrown on other parts of
the mechanism. After lubricating, the motor
should be run for a few minutes and then any
excess grease that has been forced out of the
ends of the castings should be wiped off. Each

time that the gun is used for lubricating a
motor bearing, the plunger should first be de
pressed slightly to make sure that grease will
be delivered.
Section VIII. MOISTUREPROOFING
AND FUNGIPROOFING
49. General

When operated in tropical areas where tem
perature and relative humidity are extremely
high, Signal Corps equipment requires special
attention. These are some of the problems met :
a. Resistors, capacitors, coils, chokes, etc.,
fail because of the effects of fungus growth
and excessive moisture.
b. Electrolytic action, often visible in the
form of corrosion, takes place in resistors, coils,
67

chokes, etc., causing eventual break down.
c. Hook-up wire and wiring harness insula
tion break-down. Fungus growth accelerates de
terioration.
d. Moisture forms electrical leakage paths on
terminal blocks and insulating strips, causing
flash-overs and crossfire.
50. Treatment

A moistureproofing and fungiproofing treat
ment has been devised which, if properly ap
plied, provides a reasonable degree of protec
tion against fungus growth, insects, corrosion,
salt spray, and moisture. The treatment in
volves the use of a moisture- and fungi-resistant
varnish applied with a spray gun or brush.
See TB SIG 13, Moistureproofing and Fungiproofing Signal Corps Equipment, for a de
tailed description of the varnish-spray method
of moistureproofing and fungiproofing and the
supplies and equipment required in this treat
ment.
Caution: Varnish spray may have poisonous
effects if inhaled. To avoid inhaling spray, use
respirator if available; otherwise, fasten
cheesecloth or other cloth material over nose
and mouth. Never spray varnish or lacquer
near an open flame. Do not smoke in a room
where varnish or lacquer is being sprayed. The
spray may be highly explosive.
•

5I. Printer TG—7-A and Teletypewriters
TG-7-B and TG-37-B

a. PREPARATION. Make all repairs necessary
for proper operation of the equipment.
6. DISASSEMBLY. When disassembling equip
ment, do not interchange the components from
one machine to another.
(1) Unhook the four catches at the base of
the Chest CH-50-(*) and remove the cover of
the chest. (Cover is not to be treated.)
(2) Lift off the teletypewriter cover. (Cover
is not to be treated.)
(3) Loosen the two knurled screws holding
the keyboard and remove the keyboard. (Key
board is to be treated.)
(4) Remove the four machine screws secur
ing the guide plates at each end of the bottom
of the keyboard base and remove the plates.
(Plates are not to be treated.)
(5) Remove the four nuts and washers on
the under side of the base of Chest CH-50-(*)
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and remove the teletypewriter base. (Base of
Chest CH-50-(*) is not to be treated.)
(6) Remove the four machine screws and
lockwashers securing the power resistor assem
bly to the mounting brackets on the right-hand
side of the base and remove the resistor and
grill assembly. Do not disconnect the cord.
(7) Remove the eight bolts and lockwashers
securing bottom cover plate to the teletype
writer base and remove the plate. (Plate is not
to be treated.)
(8) Loosen the screws securing the two
cable clamps beneath the teletypewriter base
and swing the clamps away from the cable.
(9) Loosen the two machine screws secur
ing the resistor cover at "the top of the polar
relay mounting bracket on the left-hand rear
of the teletypewriter base and remove cover.
(Cover is not to be treated.)
Note. This applies to Printer TG-7-A only. The polar
relay mounting bracket is not provided with Teletype
writer TG-7-B and TG-37-B.

(10) Loosen the two machine screws secur
ing the ON-OFF motor switch cover on righthand front of the teletypewriter base and slide
the cover off. (Cover is not to be treated.)
(11) Tighten down all the terminal connect
ing screws.
(12) Unhook the four catches at the base of
Chest CH-62-(*) and remove the cover.
(Cover is not to be treated.)
(13) Remove the four cap screws securing
the typing unit to the base of the chest, using
the wrench provided with the equipment, or
loosen the three wingnuts and mounting clamps
securing the typing unit on later models of
Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B. Sepa
rate base of chest and the typing unit. (Base
of the chest is not to be treated.)
c. CLEANING. Clean all dirt, dust, rust, and
fungus from the equipment to be processed.
Clean all oil and grease from the surfaces to
be varnished.
(1) When the wiring is in good electrical
condition but covered with an oil film too heavy
to be removed, do not apply coating material
to the wiring. If possible, replace the wiring.
(2) When wiring that is faulty or oil-soaked
is replaced, treat the new wiring with coating
material if the wire has not been treated with
a fungicidal lacquer during manufacture.
Caution: Unless cleaning is done very care
fully and thoroughly, the effectiveness of the

moistureproofing and fungiproofing operation
will be impaired.
d. MASKING. No masking of the equipment
is required.
e. DRYING. Dry the teletypewriter base, key
board, and typing unit assemblies at 160° F,
for a period of from 2 to 3 hours.
/. .VARNISHING. (1) Use a brush to apply
three coats of moistureproofing and fungiproofing varnish (Lacquer, Fungus-resistant, spec
No. 71-2202 (stock No. 6G1005.3), or equal).
Allow each coat to air-dry 15 to 20 minutes at
the temperature specified in e above before ap
plying the next coat.
(2) Apply varnish immediately after the
equipment is dried. If varnish is not applied
immediately, moisture may condense on the
equipment. Varnish applied over moisture peels
off readily after the varnish has dried.
(3) Apply the varnish by brush to all
soldered connections, screw terminal connec
tions, terminal blocks, accessible edges of phen
olic and fibre insulation, resistors, capacitors,
magnet coils, retardation coil, and all wiring
and wiring harness insulation which is free
from an oil film.
Caution: DO NOT ALLOW COATING MA
TERIAL TO GET ON THE ELECTRICAL
CONTACTS, COMMUTATOR SEGMENTS,
MAGNET POLE FACES, MAGNET ARMA

TURE, OR OTHER PARTS WITH CRITICAL
ELECTRICAL OR MECHANICAL RE
QUIREMENTS.
g. REASSEMBLY. (1) Reassemble the equip
ment and adjust for proper operation.
(2) Make a complete operational check of
the equipment and lubricate if necessary to be
sure it is in good operating condition.
(3) If the unit does not operate after re
assembly, check the electrical connections for
presence of varnish coating. Varnish coating
on electrical connections acts as an insulating
material. Recheck the reassembly operation.
Component parts may have been improperly
replaced or power leads connected to the wrong
terminals.
h. MARKING. Mark the letters MFP and the
date of treatment near the nameplate on the
typing unit and on the base of the teletype
writer near the SEND-REC-BREAK key.
Example: MFP—6 Apr 45
52. Moistureproofing and Fungiproofing after
Repairs

If, during repair, the coating of protective var
nish has been punctured or broken, and if com
plete treatment is not needed to reseal the
equipment, apply a brush coat to the affected
part. Be sure the break is completely sealed.
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PART FOUR
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

(Not used)
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PART FIVE
REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS
Note. Failure or unsatisfactory performance of equipment used by Army Ground Forces and Army Service
Forces will be reported on WD AGO Form 468 (Unsatisfactory Equipment Report) ; by Army Air Forces, on
Army Air Forces Form 54 (Unsatisfactory Report). If Form 54 is not available, prepare the data according; to
the sample form reproduced in figure 66.

Section IX.

GENERAL REPAIR PROCEDURE

53. Outline of Repair and Adjustment
Procedure

Service failures can be kept to a minimum by
careful handling of the equipment during in
stallation, by completing preventive mainte
nance as specified in part three, and by thor
oughly investigating and correcting all troubles
which are encountered. When service faults are
discovered, a definite plan of corrective main
tenance procedure will reduce both the length
of time the equipment is in trouble and the
amount of work required to complete the re
pairs. An outline of the information furnished
in part five for assistance in locating and cor
recting defects in various parts and circuits
follows :
a. DETAILED FUNCTIONING OF EQUIPMENT.
Section X includes a complete explanation of
the purpose and operation of the various parts
and circuits. An understanding of how the
various mechanisms function will greatly assist
in determining when the equipment is oper
ating correctly and when it requires repairs or
when it is not practical to attempt repairs and
therefore should be replaced.
b. TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT. Sections V
and XI describe the tools and test equipment
normally required to accurately check all of the
clearances, spring tensions, speed of rotation,
and other adjustments to determine that the
entire teletypewriter is functioning properly.
c. TROUBLE LOCATING. Section XII describes
methods of isolating and locating different
troubles and provides step-by-step analysis
procedures in the form of trouble analysis
charts.
d. REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT. Section XIII
furnishes recommended procedures for the re

pair and replacement of those parts and units
which experience the most wear.
e. REQUIREMENTS AND ADJUSTMENTS. Sec
tion XIV groups in one section all of the test
requirements and adjustment values required
to make a complete check and adjustment of
entire teletypewriter mechanism.
54. Unsatisfactory Equipment Report

a. When trouble in equipment used by Army
Ground Forces or Army Service Forces occurs
more often than repair personnel feel is normal,
War Department Unsatisfactory Equipment
Report, WD AGO Form 468, should be filled
out and forwarded through channels to the
Office of the Chief Signal Officer, Washington
25, D. C.
6. When trouble in equipment used by the
Army Air Forces occurs more often than repair
personnel feel is normal, Army Air Forces
Form 54 should be filled out and forwarded to
the Commanding General, Air Technical Serv
ice Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, in
accordance with AAF Regulation 15-54. If
form is not available, prepare the data accord
ing to the sample form reproduced in figure 66.
Section X.
DETAILED FUNCTIONING OF EQUIPMENT
55. Introduction to Detailed Functioning of
Equipment

a. This section explains in detail the purpose
and functional operation of the various parts
and assemblies. Appropriate illustrations and
reference diagrams are included to clarify the
different operations which combine to change
the action of typing on the keyboard into par
ticular groups of electrical impulses, also the
related operations which in turn translate the
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electrical impulses into a typewritten message.
Information in this section is particularly in,
,
...
...
, . „ .
tended to assist in setting up and following

(tcm
^nijers.a! b£r ' '.......................... " 5:
Vertical locking levers ..................... 65
Typing unit:

through the complete Sequence of functional
operations in the different assemblies and units.

Blank function (keyboard locking mechanism) 101
Carriage return ........................... 89

The information is arranged by actions or
functions of the parts or subassemblies describing how they rotate or move to accomplish a
given purpose. To simplify the tracing of successive and overlapping actions and functions
a number of step-by-step sequence of operation
,
,
-ii TIM- -i ii. • *
4.•
charts are furnished. While the information m
this section parallels in some respects the in-

f™££? shift^^ "^ °perati°n ..........
F^t^n b il
Function suppression ".!'."!!*."'.'."!!!""!
General ................
Letters (shift) ...........................
Line feed ................
Locking function lever .....................
Locking cam and locking lever .............
Main shaft ...............................

.

JJ
86
88
70
91
•?„
78
74
60

formation in section XIV, each section is in-

Main-shaft clutch throw-out lever ...........

75

tended for a different purpose. All of the test
and adjustment procedures involved in repair,
.,
.
.
ing teletypewriters have been grouped together
for ready reference in the requirements and

Margin signal bell ................ .........
Motor control (remote) ....................
Operation of functions ....................
orientation of selecting mechanism (range
finder) ................

80
99

adjustment section, and no testing or adjusting
data is furnished in this section.

Overlap of selecting cycle and printing or
function cycle .......................... 84

b. The information furnished in the individual paragraphs of this section applies particularly to Printers TG-7-A, and Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B, assuming that

S^^Lt^ 'levers' ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Printing ................
Ribbon-feed mechanism ....................
Ribbon lock-out ...........................

they are in normal operating condition with an

Ribbon oscillator mechanism ................ 83

...

,

,

85

72
K
76
81
103

external line relay and necessary power sup-

Ribbon-reverse mechanism .................

plies properly connected. Information is not
furnished on all the possible modifications and

Signal bell ................ 98
Single-double line feed ............. •........ 96

optional features which might be encountered
when these teletypewriters are connected with
...
.,
.
, ,
.
teletypewriter equipment used by foreign nations. See general functioning of equipment,
section II, when information is required on the
basic features of the five-unit start-stop teletypewriter code including the fundamental plan
of synchronism on which the satisfactory oper-

ation of teletypewriter systems depends.

Selector unit (pulling magnet) ............. 82
71

Sixth vane ................
Spacing • • • • • .............................
Spacing function ..........................
Type bar carriage printing mechanism .......
Unshift-on-space ..........................
Motor unit:
General ................
BaseG°Vern°r ................

92
79
93
77
94
58
59

^Send-receiver-break key ................... 100

Sequence charts:

56. Detailed Functioning of Equipment Index

Blank function (fig. 108) .................. 101
Carriage return (fig. 96) .................. 89

The special index listed below groups the functioning of the parts and subassemblies by their
closest physical relationship to the larger assemblies and units of the teletypewriters.

fjJ^J gfSff. ^e'1S.}. ~~" '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Motor control (remote) (fig. 104 j ..........
Printing mechanism (fig. 82) ..............
Selecting mechanism (fig. 78) ..............

95
99
78
73

itm
Paragraph
Introduction to detailed functioning of equipment. . 55
Detailed functioning of equipment index .......... 56
Basic principles of operation .................... 57
GenralTranSmHt!ngUnit).:..
61

Signal bell (fig. 101) ......................
Spacing operation (fig. 85) ................

98
79

57. Basic Principles of Operation
O- FIVE-UNIT START-STOP TELETYPEWRITER

Lock-loop cani ...
Polar-neutral key (Printer TG-7-A only) ____
Selector bars .............................
f^Tre eat81* *" keyboard functioning- • ' •
surtstop*cam' ! i!'.!! !!!"!
Transmitting cam sleeve ....................

CODE. See paragraph 13 for illustrations and
explanation of the various combinations of impulses transmitted from the keyboard and received by the typing unit.
b- SYNCHRONISM. See paragraph 14 for discussion of the relationship >etween the speed

67
102
63
jj
'
62
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GOVERNOR
ADJUSTING
BRACKET

TARGET
ADJUSTING
LEVER

GOVERNOR

MOTOR
PINION

MOTOR
ADJUSTING
SCREW
INNER DISK
BRUSH SPRING

OUTER DISK
BRUSH SPRING

Figure 67. Motor Unit.

of the motors, gears used, and the start-stop
features of the teletypewriter code, all of which
must be coordinated before the receiving mech
anism and transmitting mechanism will operate
in unison, insuring that the impulses will be
received and translated correctly. The detailed
descriptions and operation of the selector cam
sleeve in paragraph 60 includes an explanation
of the part played by the design of the selector
cam sleeve in synchronizing the receiving mech
anism to the incoming code impulses.
58. Motor Unit
a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The purpose
of the motor unit is to supply mechanical power
through the rotation of the main shaft to the
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various power-driven parts of the keyboard
(sending mechanism) and typing unit (receiv
ing and printing mechanisms) and to control
the speed at which the parts will move. The
motor unit includes a motor base, mounted on
a bracket (fig. 67), a lamp, and a switch used
to illuminate the speed target on the governor.
The series-governed motor is the same type
used in other tactical teletypewriter equipment
and is especially designed to provide depend
able service under tactical field conditions. The
governor controls the speed of the motor within
close limits of 1,800 rpm regardless of slight
variations in the voltage of the power supply.
The functioning of the governor is described
in paragraph 59.

6. OPERATION. The motor will operate con
tinuously at 1,800 rpm as long as either ac or
dc of 105—125 volts is connected to it. The use
of a tuning fork with the target on the rim of
the governor to test the speed of the motor is
discussed in paragraph 26c; another method
described in paragraph 26d can be used when
the teletypewriter is functioning normally.
This method requires a watch for timing how
many characters or functions are completed by
the teletypewriter operating at top speed in a
period of 10 seconds. After it has been deter
mined by test that the motor is running either
too slow or too fast, the speed adjusting wheel
on the governor is turned until the desired
speed is secured.
59. Governor

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The governor
(fig. 68) is attached to the end of the motor
shaft opposite to the end which mounts the
pinion and resembles the flywheel of an ordi
nary motor. A speed-adjusting wheel extends
through the governor cover and is turned by
means of the governor adjusting bracket and
speed adjusting lever. A target of alternate
black and white spots is painted around the
outer rim of the governor and is used with a
speed indicator (tuning fork) to check the
motor speed visually. When viewed through the
shutters of the speed indicator, the spots on
the target should appear stationary. This gov
ernor and an associated resistor control the
speed of the motor. The associated resistor is
connected across the governor contacts.
b. OPERATION. (1) When the governor con
tacts are opened (by centrifugal force of the
contact arm overcoming spring< tension) the
resistor is connected in series with the motor
windings. The voltage applied to the motor
windings minus the amount of voltage drop
across the resistor is less than the external

voltage supply. The reduced voltage results in
a slower motor speed.
(2) When the governor contacts are closed,
the resistor is short-circuited, and the full ex
ternal voltage supply is applied to the motor
windings. This results in an increase in motor
speed.
(3) The speed at which the governor con
tacts open and close is controlled by the degree
of tension in the spring. The speed of the motor
is regulated by turning the speed-adjusting
wheel to which the spring is fastened in a di
rection which will increase or decrease the
tension of the spring.
60. Main Shaft

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The mainshaft assembly mounted on and extending hori
zontally across the typing unit is an assembly
of gears, bearings, cams, and clutches arranged
to distribute power from the motor to the me
chanically operated parts of the teletypewriter.
The complete assembly determines the speed of
rotation and timing of the various cam actions
in both the keyboard and typing unit for any
given rpm of the motor furnishing the driving
power.
6. OPERATION. When the motor is turning,
continuous rotation of the shaft results from
the main-shaft gear, located near the right end
of the shaft, being meshed with the motor
pinion gear. Power is then distributed from
the shaft to the various parts of the teletype
writer through clutches, cams, and gears. (See
fig. 69.) The selector cam sleeve fitted over the
left end of the main shaft provides power for
the selector unit through the medium of a fric
tion clutch, formed by two pairs of steel disks
separated by a felt washer. Operation of the
main-shaft clutch under control of the selector
unit causes the function bail cam and the print
ing bail cam to rotate with the main shaft. Tht
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Figure 68. View of governor.
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Figure 69. Main shaft.

function bail cam and the printing bail cam in
turn operate the function bail and the printing
bail in the typing unit. The main-shaft spacing
gear meshed with the spacing shaft gear in the
typing unit provides power to the spacing
mechanism and is described in paragraph 79.
The transmitting shaft driving gear furnishes
power for the keyboard transmitting shaft.

is depressed, the driven member of the clutch
moves into mesh with the driving member,
causing the transmitting cams to revolve and
thereby open and close the sending contacts. At
the end of the revolution, the driven member of
the clutch is disengaged by the clutch throwout lever and the transmitting cams stop until
the next key or space bar is depressed. (See
fig. 71.)

6I. Keyboard (Transmitting Unit)

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The keyboard
transmitting unit includes the sending contacts
and all of the associated mechanism required
to change the action of depressing a typing key
into a particular group of five marking and
spacing impulses preceded by a start impulse
and followed by a stop impulse. The power to
rotate the transmitting mechanism is secured
through the transmitting shaft gear (fig. 70)
meshed with the driving gear on the main
shaft. (See fig. 69.) The motor, therefore, fur
nishes the power to operate the moving parts
of the transmitting mechanism and determines
the speed with which they operate. The pur
pose and operating action of the transmitting
cam sleeve, selector bars, universal bar, vertical
locking levers, start-stop and locking cam, and
space repeat feature are described in separate
paragraphs of this section.
6. OPERATION. The transmitting cams are
normally held stationary because the clutch
members (driven and driving) on the transmit
ting shaft are held apart by the clutch throwout lever. When either a key or the space bar
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62. Transmitting Cam Sleeve

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The seven
cams in the keyboard transmitting unit are all
arranged as a single cam sleeve mounted on the
transmitting shaft. (See fig. 71.) Each cam is
round in shape and has a notch which receives
an extension on the related contact lever. The
driven clutch member is slipped over the trans
mitting shaft and is connected by long notches
so it can slide into engagement with the driving
clutch member. When engaged the driving
clutch member furnishes the necessary power
to revolve the transmitting cams. The design
and mounting of the cams is such that the start,
marking, spacing, and stop impulses transmit
ted by the sending contacts are of the desired
length.
b. OPERATION. When the depression of a key
or the space bar engages the clutch, the trans
mitting cam sleeve immediately starts to re
volve. This forces the individual cams one after
the other to operate the sending contact riding
on the related cams.
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63. Selector Bars

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. Beneath the
key levers are five selector bars extending
across the width of the keyboard. The selector
bars are provided with saw-tooth notches (fig.
72), shaped according to the requirements of
the signaling code. These bars rest on rollers
and are guided at each end so that they may be
easily moved endwise to engage and position
the vertical locking levers.
b. OPERATION. When either a key or the
space bar is depressed, the key levers strike the
slanting sides of the selector bar notches. The
downward pressure on these saw-tooth notches
moves the selector bars either to the right or to
the left. Each selector bar engages a vertical
locking lever near its right end and positions
the lever to correspond with the code impulse
to be transmitted.
64. Universal Bar

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The universal
bar (fig. 71) is mounted on pivots and extends
horizontally across the bottom of the keyboard
unit where all keys and the space bar will strike
it when they are depressed. It is connected
through the trip-off pawl to the clutch throwout lever.
6. OPERATION. When any key or the space
bar is depressed, in addition to setting the se

lector bars by moving them to the right or the
left as described in paragraph 63, they also
cause the universal bar to rotate on its pivots
in such a manner that the trip-off pawl operates
the intermediate pawl, which releases the
clutch throw-out lever, and the sending cams
(fig. 72c) start turning.
65. Vertical Locking Levers

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. Each of the
five vertical locking levers are mounted with
their lower ends firmly engaging a recess in the
right end of a selector bar. (See fig. 72.) The
vertical locking levers are designed to control
the movement of a contact lever in a manner
which permits the contacts to close when the
contact lever is in one position and prevents
them from closing when it is in the opposite
position.
b. OPERATION. When the selector bar moves
the upper end of the locking lever to the left
for a spacing impulse, the locking lever engages
the contact lever and prevents the contact lever
from rising into the indent of the turning cam
and holds the circuit open for that impulse.
(See fig. 72a.) When the selector bar moves the
locking lever to the right for a marking im
pulse, the locking lever does not interfere with
the movement of the contact lever. (See fig.
726.) Then, 'as the cam turns, the contact lever
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Figure 72. Vertical locking lever.
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rides on the surface of the cam, rises into the
indent, and the contact lever closes its contact,
sending out a marking impulse. As the five
transmitting cams turn, the impulses, either
marking or spacing, are transmitted in suc
cession.
66. Start-Stop Cam

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The start-stop
cam (fig. 71), has the same general appearance
as the other cams and controls the sixth contact
lever which opens and closes a contact to pro
duce both the start and stop impulses.
b. OPERATION. The start-stop contact is
opened at the beginning of each revolution of
the camshaft to transmit the start (spacing)
impulses and is held open during the transmis
sion of the five selecting impulses. After the
fifth impulse has been transmitted the startstop contact is closed, sending the stop (mark
ing) impulse to the line. The contact remains
closed until a key or the space bar is depressed
and the transmitting cycle is started again.

67. Lock-Loop Cam

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The lock-loop
cam (fig. 71), is slightly larger than the other
cams and is located on the end of the transmit
ting cam sleeve nearest the clutch. This cam
and the associated lock-loop controls the key
board locking levers in such a manner that only
one selection can be made at a time.
6. OPERATION. As the transmitting cam
sleeve completes a revolution, the lock-loop and
the keys and space bar may be operated to set
up a new selection. As soon as the selection is
completed and the transmitting cam sleeve
starts turning, the lock-loop cam moves the
lock-loop to its down position which holds the
locking levers in position while the impulses
are being transmitted.
68. Sequence Chart for Keyboard Functioning

Figure 73 is a chart showing the sequence of
operation for the parts and subassemblies of
the keyboard transmitting unit as described in
preceding paragraphs of this section.

Key lever depressed
I

Five selector oars positioned
Five

.
T
loaning levers

positioned

I
Five contact levers
latched or unlatched

Universal oar moves aown
Trip-ott pa*i operates

T~
Intermediate pawi operates
Clutcn tnrow-out

lever releases

~T
Clutcn engages
Transmitting cam assembly
starts revolving

LOCK-IOOP holds loeKing levers

Start-stop contact opens line
Sending contacts function
Start-stop contact Closes line

LOCK-IOOP releases locmng levers

Clutcn tnrow-out lever engages
~1
"
Clutch disengages

~T
Transmitting cam assembly stops
at end ot I revolution
(unless another Key lever
is immediately depressed)

TL 539I2S
Figure 73. Sequence chart for keyboard functioning.
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69. Space Repeat

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The keyboard
is equipped with a space-repeat device which
permits the transmission of continuous spaces
as long as the space bar is depressed. The spacerepeat rod is the connecting link between the
space key lever and the intermediate pawl.
b. OPERATION. When the space key lever is
depressed, a space-repeat rod (fig. 71), which
is connected to the key lever extension will
rotate the intermediate pawl. (See fig. 71.) The
intermediate pawl will, in turn, hold the clutch
throw-out lever out of engagement with the
throw-out cam on the clutch driven member.
Thus, the transmitting cam sleeve will be per
mitted to revolve continuously until the space
key lever is released. For instructions on the
adjustment of the space-repeat device see sec
tion XIV.
c. OPERATION FOR SINGLE SPACE. Normally,
when the space bar is depressed, the spacerepeat rod attached to the key-lever extension
(fig. 71) moves the intermediate pawl forward,
which holds the clutch throw-out lever out of
engagement with the projection on the driven
clutch. Thus, the transmitting cam sleeve can
revolve continuously until the space bar is re
leased. When adjusted for a single space, the
space bar functions in the same manner as the
key levers and must be released and again de
pressed for each space.
70. Typing Unit (General)

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The typing
unit includes in one assembly all of the mech
anism required to convert the code impulses
into a typewritten page-form message. The de
tailed functioning of the various parts and
subassemblies of the typing unit are arranged
to group the individual functions which occur
as a train of actions. The detailed information
and associated illustrations are arranged in
separate paragraphs immediately following
this paragraph.
b. OPERATION. The functional operations dis
cussed in paragraphs 85 to 99 concerning the
typing unit may be summarized as follows. All
mechanically operated parts of the typing unit
receive their driving power from the mainshaft assembly which is directly connected
through the main-shaft gear to the pinion lo
cated on the end of the motor shaft. As long as
the motor is running, power is immediately
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available through the various clutches, cams,
and gears to move and rotate the various parts
of the typing unit at the speed required to syn
chronize their action with the code impulses
received by the selector magnet. The selector
magnet through the associated selecting mech
anism determines whether one of the type bars
is to be thrown against the platen, causing a
character or symbol to be printed or one of
functions listed below to be completed.
Platen line feeds.
Typing carriage spaces.
Typing carriage returns.
Platen shifts from letters to figures.
Platen unshifts from figures to letters.
Blank.
Signal bell operates.
Mechanical motor stop opens.
The charts and lists showing the sequence of
operations for the different trains of action are
furnished as appropriate with the associated
text material.
7I. Selector Unit

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The selector
unjj; located on the left end of the typing unit
(figs. 74, 75, and 76) consists of a selector mag
net, a selector armature, five selector levers,
five swords, five T-levers, a selector mounting
plate with posts and springs, and the range
finder assembly. The selector mechanism is de
signed to translate the marking (current) and
spacing (no-current) impulses received from
the line into a series of mechanical motions
which will cause the vanes on the front of the
typing unit to be positioned in accordance with
the character or function assigned to each com
bination of five selecting impulses. The selector
mechanism is controlled by the armature of the
selector magnet which receives the code im
pulses from the line. Normally, the armature
of this magnet is pulled up and the stop arm is
against the stop lever which in turn is held by
the trip latch. Because the stop arm which is
a part of the selector cam sleeve is engaged
with the stop lever, the cam sleeve does not
revolve. (See fig. 75.)
6. OPERATION. When a start impulse, which
is spacing (no-current), is received, the arma
ture is released and pulled away from the mag
net pole pieces by the armature spring. The
trip latch is moved out of engagement with the
stop lever, releasing the stop arm, and allowing
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Figure 74- Selector unit.

the cam sleeve to revolve with the shaft. Each
of the vanes in turn is operated by a selector
cam through a T-lever, a sword, and a selector
lever. (See fig. 76.) The train of action result
ing from the positioning of the vanes is dis
cussed in paragraph 73.
72. Orientation of Selecting Mechanism
(Range Finder)

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. Directly asso
ciated with the selector magnet is a rangefinder assembly (fig. 74). A stop lever, trip
latch, index arm, scale, and thumbscrew are
the principal parts of the range finder. The
range finder is designed to adjust the relation
between the start of the selector cam sleeve and
the time the selector cams operate the selector
levers. Adjusting the range finder for most
favorable operation of the selecting mechanism
is sometimes described as either orienting or
taking the range of the teletypewriter.

b. OPERATION. The index arm is moved to-ward first one and then the other end of the
scale to determine exactly where the teletype
writer fails to print. Midway between these
points is the most favorable position to utilize
the receiving margin of the selector mechanism.
The index arm is held, when set, by a thumb
screw. See paragraph 27 for information on
when and how to test and set the range finder.
73. Example of Selector Unit Operation

As an example of how the selector unit oper
ates, assume the code for the letter E is re
ceived. Upon the reception of the start impulse
(no-current impulse), the armature moves
away from the magnet and pushes the triplatch plunger (fig. 75), which causes the triplatch bell crank to move the trip-latch out of
engagement with the stop lever, releasing the
stop arm. The selector cams start to revolve
and the No. 1 selector cam engages No. 1 se
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lector lever, when the first impulse (marking
or current) of the letter E has been received
from the line. The magnet armature is pulled
up, bringing the upper end of the armature
extension up into the path of the upper sword
arm. When the No. 1 cam engages the No. 1
selector lever, this lever is turned counterclock
wise, carrying with it the sword which strikes
the upper end of the armature extension and is
turned clockwise about its pivot. (See fig. 76,
point A.) The sword is then positioned so that

2, 3, 4, and 5 vanes are moved so that the front
edges are up. With the front edges of the vanes,
the corresponding code bars are moved right
by the connecting bell cranks to the unoperated
position. With the front edges of the vanes in
lower position, the corresponding code bars
are moved left to the operated position. With
the No. 1 code bar to the left, and Nos. 2, 3, 4,
and 5 code bars to the right, one notch in each
code bar is opposite the E pull bar. The sixth
cam (fig. 79), releases the main-shaft clutch,
BELL CRANK
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TRIP LATCH PLUNGER

THUMB SCREW
INDEX ARM

STOP LEVER
STOP ARM
SELECTOR LEVERS

SELECTOR CAM SLEEVE
Figure 75. Cross-section of selector unit.
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Figure 78. Side view of selector unit.

when the No. 1 cam clears the selector lever,
the selector-lever spring moves the sword
against the T-lever and brings the front edge
of the No. 1 vane down. Since no current is
received while Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 cams are en
gaging their selector lever, the magnet arma
ture is released and the armature extension
moves down so that the lower end of the arma
ture is in the path of the lower sword arm. (See
fig. 76.) As the Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 cams engage
the Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 selector levers, the Nos.
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allowing the printing bail and function bail to
make one complete revolution. The printing
bail cam permits the printing bail to be pulled
forward by its spring. The E pull bar pulled
down by its spring into the path set up by the
code bars, and the pull-bar bail moved by the
printing bail, carries the pull bar forward,
causing the type bar to strike the platen, print
ing the letter E. A sequence chart for the oper
ation of the selecting mechanism is shown in
figure 78.

74. Locking Cam and Locking Lever

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The locking
cam has five high and five low portions on its
periphery against which the locking lever is
held by its spring. (See fig. 77.) The purpose
of the cam and locking lever is to hold the
armature extension arms firmly in position
while the swords are being positioned by strik
ing the armature extension arms.
b. OPERATION. During that part of each code
impulse when the swords are being positioned
by striking the armature extension arms (at
the time when any cam is operating the cor
responding selector lever), a low portion of the
locking cam is in contact with the locking lever.
The armature extension is then held firmly in
position by the U-shaped extension of the locking
lever engaging the locking wedge on the arma
ture extension. When the locking lever is riding
on the high portion of the locking cam, the
locking-lever extension is held away from the
locking wedge and the armature is free to move
in response to the impulse being received.

insures that printing or function will not be
performed before all the impulses are received.
6. OPERATION. The sixth cam on the selector
cam sleeve releases the main-shaft clutch allow
ing the printing and function-bail cams to make
one complete revolution. (See fig. 79.) At the
end of each revolution of the printing and func
tion-bail cams, the clutch-stop arm engages the
cam surface on the driven clutch member and
moves it out of mesh with the driving clutch
member. Immediately after the fifth impulse
has been received, and just as the fifth selector
lever is sliding down from the peak of its cam,
the peak of the sixth cam strikes the clutch
throw-out arm and moves the clutch-stop arm
out of engagement with the projection on the
driven clutch member. The spring then moves
the driven clutch member into mesh with the
driving member. Immediately after the comple
tion of the selection of any character or func
tion, the printing and function-bail cams (fig.
79) turn one revolution, which causes the print
ing of that character or the operation of that
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Figure 77. Locking lever operation.

75. Main-Shaft Clutch Throw-out Lever

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The mainshaft clutch throw-out lever (fig. 79) consists
of the clutch-stop arm, throw-out lever spring,
and throw-out arm. It is designed so that the
extension of the clutch-stop arm rides on the
driven clutch member of the main shaft and the
throw-out arm rides on the sixth cam. The
clutch throw-out lever cams the driven clutch
member out of engagement with the driving
clutch member. After caming the driven mem
ber out of engagement with the driving mem
ber it blocks the rotation of the printing and
function-bail cams until all five impulses have
been received by the selector mechanism. This

function. Any character or function may be
selected while the printing of the previous se
lection is taking place.
76. Printing

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. On the bail
mounting shaft are mounted the printing bail,
the printing-bail operating arm, the function
bail, and the two spacing escapement pawls.
The printing-bail spring, attached to the right
end of the printing-bail casting, holds the print
ing bail against the upper end of the bail-oper
ating arm and holds the operating-arm roller
against the printing-bail cam on the main shaft.
The tension of the spring causes the printing
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Start (no-current) impulse received
Armature of selector magnet releases

|
Trip-latch plunger operates

Trºp-I atch be 1-crank operates
Trip latch operates
Stop

lever un I atches

Stop arm releases

Selector cam sleeve starts revolving

T
No. 1 impulse operates armature or armature remains released depending
on whether No. 1 Impulse is mark 1ng (current) or spacing (no-current)
Lock 1 ng I ever drops off high part

of lock Ing cam

Armature extension ſocked (operated or released
depending on 1 mpulse received)
No. 1 selector I ever rides up on No.
No.

1 sword

drawn

1 selector cam

back

º

Sword h its f l ange of armature extension and is positioned

|
Sword moves forward (spring action)

|
No. 1

T-1 ever operates

No. 1 vane operates
No. 1 be | | crank operates
No. 1 code bar positioned

NOTE: The Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 Impulses operate the correspond l ng

parts of the selecting mechanism as described above for the No.
Impulse.

Stop (current) impulse received
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Trip latch released
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lever I atched
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Figure 78. Sequence chart for operation of selecting mechanism.
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Figure 79. Section of main shaft.

bail to follow the upper end of the operating
arm and moves the pull-bar bail forward. The
position of the printing-bail cam determines
the position of the printing bail (fig. 82) , except
as noted in paragraph 77. The purpose of this
mechanism is to control the completion of the
operating (printing or function) cycle which
follows immediately after the selecting cycle.
6. OPERATION. The actual printing of charac
ters is not caused by the printing bail but by
the pull-bar bail which the printing bail con
trols through the pull-bar plunger roller. The
roller (when the type-bar carriage is in place)
is set between the printing-bail blades (figs.
80 and 93), allowing the carriage to move from
left to right, and the pull-bar bail to be moved
backward and forward by the printing bail re
gardless of the position of the type-bar car
riage. At the end of each revolution of the
printing-bail cam, the printing-bail operatingarm roller comes to rest on the high portion of
its cam. The printing bail is then in its extreme
rear position, carried there against the tension
of the printing-bail spring.
77. Type Bar Carriage Printing Mechanism

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The printing
mechanism on the type bar carriage consists
essentially of a pull-bar bail, pull bars, type
bars, and necessary mounting parts. The actual
printing is done mechanically, that is, the type
bars are thrown at the platen by the pull-bar
bail. Located between the printing bail blades
(when the type-bar carriage is mounted in
place) is a plunger roller (fig. 80) which ex
tends downward from the pull-bar bail plunger.
Thus the movement of the printing bail applies
a reciprocating motion to the pull-bar bail for
the purpose of actuating the pull bars.

6. OPERATION. The type bar to be selected is
determined by the setting of the five code bars,
which are moved into position by the bell
cranks (fig. 80) under the control of the vanes.
The code bars (fig. 84) are so arranged that
notches on their upper sides will be lined up,
permitting the selected pull bar to move down
into the path of the pull-bar bail. As the pullbar bail moves forward, it will allow all pull
bars to rest on the code bars under the tension
of the pull-bar springs. The selected pull bar
will drop into the notch set up for it in the
code bars, which will position it lower with
respect to the bail than the other pull bars. As
the pull-bar bail continues on its forward
stroke, it will engage a notch on the selected
pull bar, but will clear all unselected pull bars.
The forward movement of the selected pull bar
will cause its associated type bar to strike the
platen. Before the pull-bar bail reaches the
limit of its forward travel, a stripper plate
(fig. 91), located below the pull bars, cams the
selected pull bar off the bail and momentum
carries the type bar against the platen. As the
roller on the printing-bail arm rides to the high
part of its cam to complete the printing cycle,
the printing and pull-bar bails will be moved
to their rear position. The pull bars will then
be raised clear of the code bars so that they are
free to respond to a new selection.
78. Locking Function Lever

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The locking
function lever is the first on the right of the
function levers, which are mounted behind the
vanes. The locking function lever (fig. 81)
locks or holds the vanes in the selected position
until a character is printed or a function has
been performed.
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Figure 81. Locking function lever.

b. OPERATION. When the printing bail moves
forward, the function-lever bail roller moves
downward off the high parts of the functionlever rear arm, allowing the locking functionlever spring to pull the lever against the rear
edges of the vanes. The locking function lever
engages each vane, whether in the marking or
spacing position, locking the vanes in the se
lected position until the printing-bail cam has
revolved completely. The operation of the re
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maining function levers is described under the
related functions. A sequence chart for the
operation of the printing mechanism is shown
in figure 82.
79. Spacing

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. Proper spac
ing between characters requires the type-bar
carriage to be moved with each character
printed. The type-bar carriage is moved by the

No. 6 cam ot selector cam Sleeve operates clutcn throw-out lever
1
Main-snatt clutcn members engage
1
Bail-cam unit starts revolving
Print ing-bai i oper ating arm operates

r
Printing bai 1 moves forward
Pui i-bar bail plunger roller

rides forward between printing-bail blades

1
Pull -bar bail moves forward, allowing
an pun Cars to position against code bars
Selected pun oar drops into code-ba r siot and into path ot pull-bar bail
Continued forward movement of pull -bar bail engages selected pull bar
"1
Selected pull Oar moves forward
Type bar (geared to pun bar) forced up and bacK
~1
IStnpper plate disengages c uii bar from pull-bar baii
when type bar is approxi mateiy 1 inch from platen
Type bar nits platen u Oder its own momentum
and returns to normal p osition (spring return)
1
Printing bail moves bacnward
Pun -bar bail moves b acKward, positioning
all pui i bars awa i from code bars

r
NOTE: LoCKing function lever (ext reme right function lever) locus'
all vanes in selected po sition during printing.
Clutcn stop-arm engages witn cam surface on driven clutcn member
Main-shaft clutcn members moved out of mesh

Ti_ 539I4S
Figure 82. Sequence chart for printing mechanism.

spacing gear which is meshed with the spacing
rack (fig. 84) and is facilitated by three car
riage support rollers, two of which operate on
the front track and one on the rear track (figs.
83 and 84). The spacing rack is mounted on
the rear of the type-bar carriage casting and
the pinion is attached to the upper end of the
spacing shaft. The spacing shaft, extending
downward, passes through the spacing shaft
gear. Just above its lower bearing the spacing
shaft mounts the carriage return clutch, the
lower member of which is rigidly attached to
the shaft. The return-clutch members are in en
gagement at all times except when the carriage
is being returned from the end of a line. The

function of the clutch is described in paragraph
89. The spacing shaft gear meshes with the
spacing pinion on the main shaft as previously
described in paragraph 60. Spacing is con
trolled from the printing bail through the me
dium of the escapement pawls.
b. OPERATION. The spacing action is as fol
lows : with the printing bail in its rear position,
the rear escapement pawl is engaged with one
of the teeth on the spacing escapement ratchet,
thus holding the ratchet and spacing gears
stationary. (See fig. 866.) As the printing bail
starts to move forward, the escapement pawl
operating arm strikes the lower end of the rear
pawl, thereby moving it out of engagement
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RIBBON OSCILLATOR EXTENSION

RIBBON CARH:ER
ADAPTER PLATE
CODE BARS
RIBBON OSCILLATOR
_^ RIBBON SHIFT LEVER

ADAPTER PLATE
MOUNTING SCREW

X
SHIFT LEVER ROLLER

RIBBON SHIFT LEVER BRACKET

CARRIAGE SUPPORT ROLLER

TYPE BAR SEGMENT

FLANGED ROLLER
RIBBON LOCKOUT BAR

SPACING RACK

, TL53796S :

Figure 84. Rear view of type bar carriage.

with the tooth on the escapement ratchet. At
the same time the front escapement pawl moves
against the ratchet and into the path of another
tooth which it will engage after the ratchet has
traveled one-sixth of a space. The printing op
eration then takes place. Near the end of the
return stroke of the printing bail, the operating
arm lifts the front escapement pawl out of en
gagement with the escapement ratchet and at
the same time the rear pawl moves against the
ratchet. This action will allow the spacing
mechanism to revolve sufficiently to space the
carriage five-sixths of a space at the end of
which the rear escapement pawl will engage a
tooth on the ratchet. The remaining one-sixth
of a space will be added preceding the printing
of the next character as described in the fore
going. A sequence chart for the spacing opera
tion is shown in figure 85.

Printing bai I moves forward

T
Escapement-pawi operating arm raises rear
escapement pawl from escapement ratchet

front escapement pawl moves into path of escapement ratcnet
~T~
Type-Oar carriage moves 1/6 space

~T
HT
Dai I moves

Printing operation tanes
Printing

place

Dacuwara

~T
Escapement-pawl operating arm raises
front escapement pawl frox escapement ratchet

~T
Hear escapement pawi moves into patn of escapement ratchet

~T
Type-par carnage moves remaining 5/6 space

TU539I5S
Figure 85. Sequence chart for spacing operation.
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When the type-bar carriage reaches the end
of a line, the right margin adjusting screw (fig.
86) moves the spacing stop lever into the path
of a projection on the spacing stop sleeve, thus
blocking rotation of the spacing mechanism
and preventing further spacing of the carriage.

cam which pivots the shaft, thus moving the
bell hammer away from the bell, against the
tension of its spring. When the bell pawl has
been spaced beyond the cam, the bell hammer
will be released and its spring will cause the
hammer to strike the bell.

RIGHT MARGIN ADJUSTING SCREW

TYPE BAR CARRIAGE
PRINTING BAIL
BAIL MOUNTING SHAFT
iCING ESCAPEMENT
,WL- REAR

SfftCING STOP LEVER
N SHAFT
SPACING ESCAPEMENT
RATCHET

(SPACING ESCAPEMENT
IPPAWL- FRONT
SPACING STOP SLEEVE
SPACING GEAR
MAIN SHAFT—

FUNCTION BAIL
(SRftCING ESCAPEMENT R4WL
lOPERATING ARM
®

TL53687-S

Figure 86. Spacing stop mechanism.

MARGIN BELL PAWL
MARGIN BELL CAM

MARGIN BELL HAMMER SPRING

MARGIN BELL CAM SHAFT

MARGIN BELL HAMMER
MARGIN BELL

TL53688-S

Figure 87. Margin-bell mechanism.

80. Margin Signal Bell

8I. Ribbon-Feed Mechanism

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. A margin bell
is mounted in a vertical position on the right
side of the typing unit (figs. 87 and 88) to act
as a warning to the operator as the type-bar
carriage approaches the end of the line. A bell
hammer which strikes the bell is attached to
the margin bell camshaft. An adjustable cam
is fastened on the camshaft and forces the shaft
to pivot when depressed.
b. OPERATION. The margin-bell pawl on the
type-bar carriage will depress the margin-bell

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The type-bar
carriage ribbon mechanism consists of two rib
bon-spool cups together with associated parts.
(See figs. 84 and 89.) The entire assembly re
sembles the ribbon mechanism of any standard
typewriter. Each ribbon-spool cup is mounted
on a bracket, with a vertical ribbon-feed shaft
and a ribbon-reverse shaft. The vertical ribbonfeed shaft makes contact with the horizontal
ribbon-feed shaft. The end of the ribbon-feed
lever engages the notched extension on the
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pull-bar bail plunger. (See fig. 89.) The ribbonfeed pawl, which moves the ribbon-feed ratchet,
is attached to the ribbon-feed lever. The ribbonreverse mechanism is described in paragraph
82.
b. OPERATION. With each operation of the
pull-bar bail plunger, the ribbon-feed ratchet
and the ribbon-feed ratchet gear are advanced
one tooth. The shaft mounting the ribbon-feed
ratchet and the ribbon-feed ratchet gear impart
motion to the ribbon-feed shaft, through the
ribbon-feed shaft gear. The left or right rib
bon-feed shaft gear meshes with the left or
right vertical ribbon-feed shaft gear. The ver
tical ribbon-feed shaft causes the ribbon-spool
shaft to revolve. The ribbon-spool shaft then
turns the ribbon spools.
82. Ribbon-Reverse Mechanism

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The ribbonreverse mechanism consists of the ribbon-re
verse arm, ribbon-reverse shaft and their asso
ciated parts. (See figs. 84 and 90.) This mech
anism is provided to automatically reverse the
ribbon when an eyelet near the end of the rib
bon becomes engaged with the ribbon-reverse
arm.
b. OPERATION. Assuming that the ribbon is
being wound on the right ribbon spool and is
almost unwound from the left ribbon spool, the
eyelet, fastened near the end of the ribbon, en

gages and moves the left ribbon-reverse arm.
The arm, fastened to the left ribbon-reverse
shaft, moves the left ribbon-reverse pawl into
the path of the ribbon-reverse bail. (See fig.
90.) As the ribbon-reverse bail moves toward
the rear, it engages the left ribbon-reverse
pawl, moving the ribbon-feed shaft to the left.
The ribbon-feed shaft gear on the right is dis
engaged and the gear on the left is engaged.
The ribbon is then wound on the left ribbon
spool. The reversing operation takes place the
same way on the right side of the assembly
when the eyelet near the right end of the rib
bon engages with the right ribbon-reverse arm.
83. Ribbon Oscillator Mechanism

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The normal
position of the ribbon, as on a typewriter, is
below the printing line in order not to obscure
the printing. The raising of the ribbon for
printing and the lowering of the ribbon after
printing is done by the ribbon-oscillator as
sembly. (See fig. 92.) The ribbon-oscillator
mechanism consists of a shift lever, ribbon
shield, oscillator arm, oscillator-arm spring,
oscillator-arm extension, shift-lever roller, and
shift-lever spring all mounted on the ribbonoscillator bracket.
b. OPERATION WITH PLATEN IN LETTERS PO
SITION. The ribbon-oscillator arm extension,
fastened to its arm by an adjusting screw, is

PULL BAR BAIL PLUNGER

RIBBON FEED LEVER

RIBBON FEED RATCHET GEAR
RIBBON FEED PAWL
DETENT

RIBBON FEED RATCHET

RIBBON FEED SHAFT GEAR

BEVEL GEAR
TL53689-S

RIBBON FEED SHAFT

Figure 89. Ribbon-feed mechanism.

RIBBON REVERSE SHAF
RIBBON REVERSE ARM

BEVEL GEAR
RI3BON FEED SHAFT
VERTICAL RIB80N FEED SHAFTRIBBON REVERSE BAIL
RIBBON REVERSE PAWL
TL53690-S

Figure 90. Ribbon-reverse mechanism.
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moved to the rear by an extension on the pullbar bail plunger, and rides in a slot in the
carriage casting. When the pull-bar bail moves
forward, the ribbon-oscillator arm spring
raises the arm, causing the ribbon shield, at
tached to the front end of the arm, to raise the
ribbon into the path of the type pallet. When
the pull-bar bail moves to the rear, it exerts
pressure on the ribbon-oscillator arm extension,
causing the mechanism to bring the ribbon
below the printing line.
c. OPERATION WITH PLATEN IN FIGURES PO
SITION. The height to which the ribbon oscilla
tor raises the ribbon is determined by the
position of the ribbon-shift-lever roller. Both

the oscillator arm and the extension are pivoted
on the ribbon-shift lever. The shift-lever spring
holds the shift-lever roller against the slide
bar, which is mounted on the under side of the
platen assembly. When the platen shifts to the
figures position, the shift-lever roller moves up
with the slide bar and allows the shift-lever
spring to pull the ribbon-oscillator assembly
and ribbon to the raised printing line.
84. Overlap of Selecting Cycle and Printing
or Function Cycle

The normal speed of tactical teletypewriters in
use throughout the Army is 368 operations per
minute. Through the use of an overlap arrange

PAPER FINGEB
PAPER FINGER SHAtT

PLATEN

SHAFT

wen STRAVHTENER mx> -

PLATEN

CARRIAGE SUPPORT ROLLER
PLATEN PRESSURE ROLLERS
CARRIAGE RETURN SPWNG DRUM
RIBBON SPOOL
REAR CARRIAGE TRACK

PAPER POLL

PLUNGER GUIDE TYPE
POLLEttS
BAR

PULL BAR BAIL PLUNGER
PULL BAR BAIL
HlL BAR
STRIPPER PLATE
CARRIAGE GUIDE SCRE*
MAIN SHAFT GEAR
FRONT CARRIAGE TRACK
PRtNTKG BAIL CA«

BELL

CRANK

PULL BAB BAIL PLUNGER ROLLER
CARRIAGE RETURN CLUTCH
PRINTING BAH. OPERATING

ARM

CARR1AOE RETURN OPERATING LEVER
CARRIAGE RETURN CLUTCH FORK
STOP SCREW
CARRIAGE RETURN RESET BAR

FUNCTION a«lR BAIL

PRINTKG BAIL MOUNTING SM«TT

CARMAGE RETURN LATCH BAR

FUNCT

TURN FUNCTION LEVER

Figure 91. End view of typing unit.
RIBBON SHIFT 1
LEVER ROLLER}
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RIBBON CARRCR
SHIFT LEVER
LLER SLIDE BAR

RIBBON SHIFT LEVER
RIBBON OSCILLATOR

RIBBON SHIFT LEVER SPR
IRIBBON OSCILLATOR
[EXTENSION
RIBBON SHIFT LEVER BRACKET
BAR BAIL PLUNGER
LEFT ARM
SHOULDER SCREW

-PULL BAR BAIL

PULL BAR BAIL PLUNGER

'.PLUNGER ROLLER

Figure 92. Ribbon oscillator mechanism.
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bail, attached to the printing bail, holds the
function levers away from the vanes. As the
printing bail moves forward, the function-lever
bail roller moves down off the high portion of
the rear arm of the function levers permitting
the function-lever springs to pull their levers
against the vanes. The forward arms of the
function levers are notched so that when a func
tion combination is set up on the vanes, the
selected function lever moves forward farther
than the other function levers. The function
lever extension then moves the selected push
bar upward and into the path of the function
bail.

ment, the teletypewriter can perform a printing
or function operation while the next selection
is being set up on the keyboard transmitter
unit, transmitted and stored in the receiving
mechanism by setting the swords in the new
selection order. Tension springs on the selector
levers supply the energy required to complete
the selection for the next printing or function
operation, when the mechanism is unlocked
after a completed operation. Chart A shows the
relationship between the operation of the pre
vious selection and the setting up of the next
selection when the teletypewriter is operating
at 368 opm.

Chart A
Operation of previous 'selection

Selector-cam sleeve stopped

Locking "f previous selection

Not locked . .

Impulses of next selection
being received anil or stored

STOP
START

Positioning of next selection on vanes.
bell cranks ami co:le bare

—!

z
T-

Selector-cam sleeve assembly
starts revolving for the next
selection.

i
—

Printing-bail and function-bail cams
start to revolve—printing and
function bails start moving.

Locking function lever
starts forward to en
gage vanes.

Pull-bar bail engages selected pull
bar, or function bail engages a
push bar.
Letter printed or function operation
performed.
Printing and function bails start
returning to normal position.

Locked

Locked

2

Same as above.

n

Locked

3

Same as above.

o
z

Printing and function bails nearly
normal.

Unlocked

4

Vanes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are set
simultaneously.

Printing and function bails normal
—main shaft clutch throw-out
lever engaged by sixth cam.

Not locked

5

Xo. 5 vane is positioned.

Sword positioned and new selec
tion stored.

1
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D
O
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85. Operation of Functions

86. Function Bail

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. There are two
types of operations which can be performed by
the typing unit. The first embodies those me
chanical actions which are directly necessary
to the actual printing of a character. The sec
ond type of operation, which embodies mechani
cal action supplementary to the printing of a
character, or which alters the position of vari
ous mechanisms, is known as a function. Ten
functions which generally are found on stand
ard models and which may be added to as
desired, are : bell, blank, carriage return, figures
(shift), letters, line feed, motor stop, and space.
The completion of these functions is accom
plished through separate function levers located
behind the vanes in the front of the typing unit.
6. OPERATION. When the printing bail is in
its normal (rear) position, the function lever

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The function
bail is mounted on the bail-mounting shaft. It
is used to operate some of th6 functions, and
is moved by the function bail cam. The function
bail has a blade attached to its lower extremity
which engages the function push bars.
b. OPERATION. The function-bail spring holds
the function-bail cam roller against its cam at
all times. After the printing bail and the func
tion-lever bail move far enough to release the
function levers, the function-bail roller starts
to ride up on the high part of its cam. The
function-bail blade moves toward the rear, en
gaging and operating any function push bar
that may have been moved into its path by the
selected function lever. The function-bail roller
then rides to the low portion of the functionbail cam, and the function-bail returns to its
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PRINTING BAIL BLADES

PRINTING BAIL

BLOCKING EXTENSION
FUNCTION BAIL SPRING

FUNCTION LEVER
REAR ARM

FUNCTION BAIL CAM
FUNCTION LEVER SPRING
FUNCTION BAIL
SHIFT FUNCTION LEVER
SHIFT PUSH BAR
FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION

FUNCTION BAIL BLADE

TL53693-S

Figure 93. Function lever mechanism.

forward position. The bail cam unit on the
main shaft has not yet completed its revolution
at this point, so the function-bail roller comes
to rest. The roller conies to rest beyond the low
part, at a point about one-half of the distance
to the high part.

Num
ber on
bottom

1
2
3
4
g
6
7

87. Position of Function Levers

Desig
nation
on top
(none) .
OR

no

Figures shut
Bell
(Vacant)

s

(Sixth vane detent)
g
10 Blank
11 Letters shift

The position of the function levers in the func
tion lever comb are listed below showing the
designations seen from top and from bottom of
the typing unit.

MOUNTING SCREW

Function lever

..

T...

12

SHIMS

BELL
(none).
TAB
(none).
(none).
BP
BL
--- LTRS
LF
STOP

-MOUNTING SCREW
-FUNCTION LEVER BAIL
IAGE RETURN
FUNCTION LEVER

LINE FEED
FUNCTION

FUNCTION LEVER BAIL ROLLER
SIXTH VANE DETENT ROLLEF

SIXTH VANE EXTENSION

SIXTH VANE DETENT SPRING

LETTERS PUSH BAR

SPRING PLATE

TL53692-S

Figure 94. Function levers.
Note. When in the selected position, the carriage return, line feed, figures, letters, signal bell, and motor stop func
tion levers will be in the path of the blocking plate extensions on the function-lever bail. This will prevent the printing
bail from moving forward far enough to permit the type-bar carriage to space. Paragraph 79 describes spacing
in detail.
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88. Function Suppression

For normal communications operation, the tele
typewriter is arranged to suppress printing
and spacing on both upper and lower case blank
combination. For weather report service, this
is true for only the lower case blank combina
tion. Also carriage return and line feed are
normally operative on both upper and lower
case combinations ; however, on weather report
service this is true only on the lower case car
riage return and line-feed combinations.
89. Carriage Return

ft. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. Carriage re
turn is one of the functions performed by the
teletypewriter. The carriage return function
lever is the second function lever from the
right. A complete description of the function
levers is contained in paragraph 85. The car
riage return function returns the type-bar car
riage to the left-hand margin of the page. A
spring drum (fig. 91) supplies the motive force
to pull the type-bar carriage to the left of the
platen by means of the draw strap. The draw
strap is connected behind the extreme right end
of the type-bar carriage casting and to a post
on the spring drum.
b. OPERATION. (1) When the carriage-return
function lever (second from the right) moves
into engagement with the vanes, the functionlever extension moves the carriage-return latch

bar (fig. 95) upward out of engagement with
its latch. This releases the carriage-return op
erating lever which, actuated by its spring,
moves the carriage-return clutch fork upward
so as to disengage the upper carriage clutch
member from the lower member. The spacing
shaft is then free to rotate independently of the
spacing shaft gear and thereby permits the
type bar carriage to be returned to its extreme
left position by the carriage-return spring
(within the carriage-return drum) through the
medium of the draw strap. (See fig. 88.)
(2) The notch on the reset bar will then be
engaged by the function bail and the reset bar
will be moved toward the rear. As the reset bar
and the carriage-return latch bar are both
pivoted on the same operating lever screw, the
latch bar will be reset into engagement with
its latch. (See fig. 95.) In the meantime, the
function-lever bail will have been returned to
its upper position and the carriage-return func
tion lever extension will have been moved down
below the latching surface of the carriage-re
turn latch bar.
(3) As the carriage-return clutch fork dis
engages the carriage-return clutch, it also actu
ates a lock bar (fig. 95) which is linked to it.
The sliding motion of the lock bar permits a
shoulder on its upper edge to pass under and
engage a lock-bar latch mounted above the lock
bar. Engagement of the lock-bar latch will

DASHPOT LEVER
LOCK BAR LATCH
LOCK BAR

[CARRIAGE RETURN
[OPERATING LEVER SPRING
CARRIAGE RETURN OPERATING
SPACING SHAFT
LEVER

CARRIAGE RETURN
OPERATING LEVER
SCREW

CARRIAGE RETURN CLUTCH FORK
CARRIAGE RETURN CLUTCH
— FUNCTION BAIL
[CARRIAGE RETURN
FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION

CARRIAGE RETURN LATCH BAR
CARRIAGE RETURN RESET BAR
CARRIAGE RETURN LATCH BAR LATCH
TL53695 -S

Figure 95. Carriage-return mechanism.
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cause the carriage-return clutch to be held dis
engaged until the carriage has fully returned
to the extreme left position.
(4) Just before the carriage reaches its ex
treme left position, a left margin adjusting
screw (fig. 86) attached to the carriage, strikes
the front end of a centrally pivoted dashpot
plunger into the dashpot air chamber and
thereby absorbs the shock. (See fig. 95.)
(5) At the end of its travel, the dashpot lever
strikes the lower end of the lock-bar latch, thus
releasing the lock and allowing the carriagereturn clutch members to engage.
(6) With the carriage-return latch bar in
engagement with the latch-bar latch, and the
driven and driving members of the spacing
clutch in engagement, the carriage-return
mechanism is* in position to receive the next
carriage-return selection. A sequence chart for
the carriage return function is given in figure
96.

90. Figures (Shift)

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The figuresshift function lever, third from the right, when
selected, starts the train of action which moves
the platen to the figures printing position. For
a description of the function lever and its op
eration see paragraph 85. The force to move
the platen comes from the function bail through
the push bar, shift link, and shift lever to the
rear end of the platen assembly.
Note. The shift detent holds the platen assembly
firmly in either the figures or letters position.

6. OPERATION. Selection of the figures func
tion lever raises the figures shift push bar, so
as to bring its notch into the path of the func
tion-bail blade. (See fig. 97.) This push bar,
when moved by the function bail, will rotate
the right end of a shift link to which it is con
nected, toward the rear of the teletypewriter
and the left end of the link toward the front.
(See fig. 97.) As the shift link pivots, a shift

Carriage-return function lever selected
Carriage-return latch bar unlatches

~r
Carnage-return operating lever releases

~T
Carri age- return clutch fork moves upward
Carriage-returnandclutch,
gear, diand
sengages,
lock barunlocking
latches spacing shaft

Type-bar carriage returns (spring action)
Function bail moves carriage-return reset bar toward rear
Carriage-return latch bar latches
Dash pot absorbs shock
Dash-pot lever unlatches lock bar
Carriage return clutch engages
TL 53916 S
Figure 96. Sequence chart for carriage return.

c. MANUAL CARRIAGE RETURN. To permit
hand operation of the carriage return, the lock
bar extends beyond its latch (fig. 95) and can
be reached through a hole in the left side of
the cover. Pressure on the lock bar disengages
the spacing shaft clutch and causes the typebar carriage to return to the left-hand margin
of the page

lever, which is connected to its left end, will
rotate counterclockwise and exert a downward
pull on a shift vertical link which extends up
ward from the shift lever to the platen bracket.
The rear of the platen assembly will be moved
downward and held there by its detent while
the platen roll will rise to the figures (shifted)
position.
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PLATEN CASTING
LINE FEED PAWL
LINE FEED RATCHET

SHIFT DETENT

PLATEN ROLL

SHIFT
STOP POST

LINE FEED LEVER
SHIFT
VERTICAL LINK
LETTERS PUSH BAR
LINE FEED VERTICAL LINK
LINE FEED PUSH BAR

LINE FEED FUNCTION LEVER
SHIFT LEVER

UNE FEED BAIL

FUNCTION BAIL

SHIFT

UNK EXTENSION}
SHIFT LINK
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Figure 97. Platen-shift and line-feed mechanism.

9I. Letters (Shift)

93. Spacing Function

The letters push bar is connected to the left
side of the shift link. When the letters push
bar is operated by the function bail, the action
on the platen assembly will be reversed, thus
bringing the platen down to the letters position.

Spacing other than that accompanied by print
ing (such as spacing between words, etc.) is
accomplished in the same manner as that de
scribed in paragraph 79, except that there is
no pull bar to be selected.

92. Sixth Vane

94. Unshift-on-Space

The sixth vane controls the operation of the
signal bell and the motor stop functions through
their function levers. The lower end of the
spring attached to the sixth vane fits into the
notch in the forward end of the letters push bar.
With the platen in the letters position, the rear
edge of the sixth vane moves up, blocking the
signal-bell and motor-stop function levers from
engagement with the vanes. When the FIG
URES key is depressed, the letters push bar
moves forward causing the rear edge of the
sixth vane to go to the lower position, allowing
the signal-bell or motor-stop function lever to
be selected and operated.

The teletypewriter may be arranged to shift
the platen to the letters position on both the
space and letters combination by means of the
space function lever. (See fig. 98.) When the
unshift-on-space feature is not required, the
unshift-on-space cut-out lever is moved into en
gagement with the space function lever projec
tion, making it inoperative. If the unshift-onspace cut-out lever is moved out of engagement
with the space function lever projection, the
space function lever extension moves upward
on a space combination and raises the lettersunshift push bar into the path of the function
bail. (See fig. 97.) The platen is then shifted
to its letters position.
FUNCTION LEVER VERTICAL EXTENSION

LETTERS FUNCTION LEVER

LETTERS PUSH BAR
SfftCC FUNCTION LEVER EXTE

UNSHFT ON SPACE CUTOUT LEVER
TL53697-5

Figure 98. Unshift on tpaee cut-out lever.
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95. Line Feed

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The feeding
of paper, like other functional operations of
the teletypewriter, is done mechanically
through a train of parts. The train starts with
the first function lever on the left and continues
through the push bar, line-feed bell crank, ver
tical link, feed lever, feed pawl, and feed ratchet
(fig. 97). Motion is supplied the train by
the function bail which transfers it to the
platen by the feed ratchet which is attached
to the left end of the platen. To maintain proper
line interval when feeding paper, a train con
sisting of the check lever, check lever shaft,
check post, check screw, detent ratchet, and
detent assembly is provided. Operation of the
check lever, check-lever shaft, check post and
check screw stops the turning of the platen.

The detent ratchet, attached to the end of the
platen, and the detent arm assembly hold the
platen in position for printing.
6. OPERATION. (1) When the line-feed func
tion lever, second from the left, is selected, its
lower extension raises the line-feed push bar
into the path of the function-bail blade. (See
fig. 93.) When the function bail moves toward
the rear of the teletypewriter, the line-feed
push bar rotates the line-feed bail, thus pulling
the line-feed vertical link downward. Down
ward movement of the vertical link will operate
the line-feed lever which, in turn, will move
the line-feed pawl into engagement with the
line-feed ratchet and thereby rotate the platen
one line space. When the line-feed function
lever is returned to its normal position by the
function-lever bail, the upper extension of this

Line-feed function lever selected
Line-feed
pusn bar lifted into path
bail blade
_.
- of ___function
...
-^
Function bail moves toward rear
Line-feed push bar operates
Line-feed bell crank rotates

~r
Line-feed vertical link moves down
Line-feed I ever operates

~T
Line-feed pawl engages line-feed ratchet
Platen rotates 1 or 2 lines (depending on
position of single-double line-feed lever)
Backward movement of line- feed pawl operates check lever

~T
Line- feed check lever shaft rotates
~]
Line-feed check post and check sere* positioned to prevent overtravei of platen

T
Line-feed detent roller rests between two teeth
on line-feed detent ratchet, holding platen properly centered
Function lever bai I returns to normal position

~T
Line-feed function lever moves back

~T
Upper extension of line-feed function lever strips
line-feed push bar off function bail blade
Line-feed mechanism returns to unoperated position
TL539I7 S

Fiugre 99. Sequence chart for line feed.
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function lever will strip the line-feed push bar
off the function-bail blade.
(2) After each line feeding operation, a
roller on the detent-lever (fig. 83) locates itself
between two teeth on a detent ratchet, thus
regulating the space between lines, and holding
the platen firmly in position during each line of
printing. A sequence chart for the line-feed
function is shown in figure 99.
96. Single-Double Line Feed

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The line-feed
ratchet is attached to the left-hand end of the
platen (fig. 97) and is designed for either single
or double line-feed operation. Several saw-tooth
notches on the ratchet are provided to receive
the adjustable line-feed pawl.

are provided. (See fig. 91.) The paper-straightener rod is used to guide the paper as it is
unwound from the roll. It is also used as a
slack rod to prevent the paper from tearing.
The pressure rollers hold the paper firmly
against the platen to prevent slippage while
line feeding.
98. Signal Bell

o. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The signal
bell mounted horizontally at the rear of the
typing unit (fig. 100) is provided as an audible
signal to attract the operator's attention. It is
connected to its associated function lever by
means of levers and the bell hammer. The bell
hammer will strike the signal bell once each
time the related typing key is depressed on the

SIGNAL BELL HAMMER

SIGNAL BEU

SIGNAL BELL HAMMER ARM
SIGNAL BELL HAMMER BACKSTOP

SIGNAL BELL HAMMER]
ARM EXTENSION

SIGNAL BELL RESET BAR
SIGNAL BELL
OPERATING LEVER
FUNCTION BAIL

NAL BELL FUNCTION
- EXTENSION

(SIGNAL BELL
LATCH BAR LATCH
SIGNAL BELL LATCH BAR

SIGNAL BELL
OPERATING
LEVER SCREW

TL53698-S

Figure 100. Signal bell mechanism.

b. OPERATION. The single-double line-feed
lever, in its lower position, allows the line-feed
pawl to engage two teeth, causing the platen
to turn a double line space. When the singledouble line-feed lever is in its upper position,
the line-feed pawl can engage only one tooth
on the line-feed ratchet, which turns the platen
a single line space.
97. Paper Feeding

To facilitate paper feeding, a paper-straightener rod and a series of platen pressure rollers
100

keyboard of any teletypewriter operating in
the same circuit.
b. OPERATION. (1) When the bell-function
lever is selected, its extension (fig. 100) raises
the bell-latch bar from its latch. This releases
the bell-operating lever, which is rotated by
the spring connected to it and strikes the bellhammer arm extension causing it to throw the
bell hammer against the bell.
(2) The bell-reset bar and the bell-latch bar,
both pivoting on the bell-operating lever screw,
are reset by the function bail as it returns to

its rear position and the blade engages the
notch on the reset bar. A sequence chart for the
signal bell function is shown in figure 101.
Bell function lever selected
(platen in figures position and sixth vane up)
Bel I latch bar unlatcncs

HT
~T
strikes signal

Bell operating, lever rotates
Bell hammer

pell

T
Function bail resets pell reset Oar and pell latch par

TL 539I6S
Figure 101. Sequence chart for signal bell.

99. Mechanical Motor Stop

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. Mechanical
motor stop is a functional operation of the
teletypewriter. The motor-stop function lever
(fig. 102) is selected when the STOP (upper
case H) key lever is depressed. For a descrip
tion of the function lever see paragraph 85.
This function not only stops the motor of the
sending teletypewriter but will also automati
cally stop the motor of all teletypewriters op
erating in the same line signal circuit. All
motors may be restarted by momentarily open
ing the line-signal circuit.
b. MOTOR-STOP OPERATION. (1) When the
motor-stop function lever is selected and moves
forward, its lower-rear extension raises the
motor-stop lever. This latches the inner motorstop pawl onto the thick part of its latch on
the armature extension. (See fig. 105.)

(2) Simultaneously, the front extension of
the motor-stop function lever closes the lefthand motor contacts, and as the rear extension
of the motor-stop contact lever moves up, the
front extension moves down against the tension
of its spring. This opens the right-hand motorstop contacts.
(3) As both pairs of contacts are wired in
multiple, the motor will not stop until the
motor-stop function lever is returned to its
normal position and the left-hand contacts open.
These contacts hold the motor circuit closed
until the receiving selector cam sleeve comes
to rest, which insures the disengagement of the
main shaft clutch before the motor stops.
c. START MOTOR OPERATION. (1) To start the
motors again, the line must be opened for a
short interval by depressing the break lever.
(See fig. 106.) This moves the upper contact
extension against the line contact insulator. The
line is opened, the selector armature extension
is moved downward by the armature spring,
and the upper end of the motor-stop lever, hav
ing moved forward a slight distance, is again
stopped when its outer pawl catches the cut
away portion of the motor-stop pawl latch.
(2) When the line signal circuit is closed
again, the armature moves to its operated posi
tion, the outer motor-stop pawl unlatches the
armature extension, and the motor-stop func
tion lever returns to its normal position. The
extension on the lower portion of the motorstop function lever, which has been holding the
motor-stop contact lever away from the right-

#£&r tarn

Figure 102. Keyboard locking mechanism in unoperated position. TL53700-S
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TL53940S
Fioure 103. Keyboard locking mechanism in operated position.

hand motor-stop contacts, will now permit the
spring to move the front extension of the motorstop lever upwards, closing the motor-stop con
tacts.
*
d. KEYBOARD LOCKING OPERATION. When the
motor-control function is operated, the forward
end of the motor-stop function lever moves
downward against the lower screw on the reset
lever and closes the keyboard-control contacts,
locking out the keyboard transmission. The re
set lever in turn moves the contact-operating
lever as described in paragraph 101.
e. MOTOR-STOP RELEASE LEVER. The motorstop release lever eliminates the possibility of
the selector-cam sleeve coming to rest with the
armature locking lever in the low part of its
cam. (See fig. 105.) For example, immediately
after the FIGS and H keys have been depressed
and before the motor has stopped, if the line
accidentally opens releasing the selector mag
net armature, the selector-cam sleeve should
revolve beyond the stopping point, and it is
possible that the armature locking lever might
come to rest in an indent in its cam. If the
cam stops in this position, the armature ex
tension is not free to respond to the next open
line interval, making it impossible to operate
the mechanical motor control. To avoid such a
condition, a mechanism is arranged so that
when the locking lever is in an indent in the
locking cam, the motor-stop release lever is not
permitted to latch onto the armature-extension
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latch. This is done by means of the motor-stop
release lever. When the locking lever is in an
indent, it comes into contact with the releaselever stud which holds the eccentric at the upper
end of the motor-stop release lever against the
lower end of the outer motor-stop pawl, pre
venting the pawl from latching with the motorstop pawl latch. Thus the motor stop cannot
function and the motor continues to rotate until
the selector cam is stopped from rotating by
the stop lever, and the locking lever is on the
long, high part of its cam. A sequence chart for
the remote motor control function is shown in
figure 104.
I00. Send-Receive-Break Key

a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The send-receive-break key is mounted on the front lefthand corner of the base and extends through a
slot in the front of the cover. (See fig. 106.)
The key has three positions : SEND, REC (re
ceive) , and BREAK. With the key in the SEND
position, sending and receiving are both pos
sible, while in the REC position only receiving
is possible. The BREAK position is to send
break signals to the distant operator or for
starting teletypewriters equipped with mechani
cal motor control mechanism. The associated
contacts and parts are discussed in paragraph
99.
b. MANUAL OPERATION. The send-receivebreak key can be moved to the SEND or REC
position by pushing the send-receive lever up

Motor-stop function lever selected
|
Lower rear sxter.sion of motor-stop
function lever moves upward

I
Front extension of motor-stop
function lever moves downward

Motor-stop lever raises
I
;
i
Inner motor-stop
Rear extension of
pawl engages
motor-stop contact
motor-stop latch
lever movss up

I
Reset lever
moves downward
I
Contact operating
lever closes keyboarc
control contacts

Left-hand
motor- stop
contacts close

Front extension of
motor-stop contact
lever opens right-hand
motor-stop contacts

Motor-stop function lever moves backward

~T
Front extension of motor-stop function lever moves upward

~T
left-hand motor-stop contacts open

T
Motor stops

Operation of send-recei v«-break key to BREAK opens line signal circuit

T
Armature of selector magnet releases

T
Inner motor-stop pawl disengages from motor-stop pawl latch

i~~'
Outer motor-stop pawl engages wi tn motor-stop pawl latch
I
Release of send-receive-break key closes
Armature of

~T~
selector magnet

line

operates

T~
Outer motor-stop pawl disengages from motor-stop pawl latch

~T
~T
Right-hand motor-stop contact

Motor-stop lever returns to normal position
closes

Motor starts

TLS39I9S
Figure 104. Sequence chart for remote motor control.

or down. The latch lever stops the key in the
REC position when it is being moved downward. To send a break, push the latch lever,
which releases the send-receive-break key and
permits it to move into the. BREAK position.
When the pressure is removed, the key moves
back into the REC position.
c. MECHANICAL OPERATION. The SENDREC-BREAK key is operated mechanically to
the REC position by two successive depressions
of the blank key, or if the line is opened for a
time interval equivalent to at least two revolu-

tions of the keyboard camshaft. The associated
contacts and parts are discussed in paragraph
101.
1QI. Blank Function (Keyboard Locking
Mechanism)
ft. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The keyboard
locking mechanism is composed of a set of six
contacts, the upper contact lever, lower contact lever, contact lever spring, send-receivebreak levers, latch lever, and stop lever plate,
all mounted on a bracket at the front left-hand
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R MOTOR STOP PAWL

INNER MOTOR STOP PAWL

MOTOR STOP RELEASE LEVER

MOTOR STOP PAWL LATCH

MOTOR STOP LEVER

ARMATURE EXTENSION

MOTOR STOP FUNCTION LEVER
SIXTH VANE
SIXTH VANE SPRIN8
RIGHT HAND MOTOR
STOP CONTACT
RESET LEVER
LOCKING CAM
LOCKING LEVER
RELEASE LEVER STUD
EXTENSION
REAR EXTENSIONS
LETTERS PUSH BAR

LEFT HAND MOTOR
"STOP CONTACT

MOTOR STOP CONTACT LEVER

FRONT EXTENSIONS
TL5370I-S

Figure 105. Mechanical motor-stop mechanism.
-

UPPER CONTACT LEVER

KEYBOARD SHORT CIRCUITING CONTACTS

3 CONTACT SPRING
BREAK LEVER

CONTAC
SPRINGS

FIBRE INSULATOR

!SMITTER-DISTRIBUTOR
ROL CONTACTS

TL53699-S

Figure 106. SEND-REC-BREAK key.

corner of the base. The SEND-REC-BREAK
key is operated mechanically to the REC posi
tion by two successive depressions of the blank
key, closing the keyboard control contacts, and
short-circuiting the sending contacts of all tele
typewriters on the circuit. Sending by any key
board is impossible until the send-receive-break
key of that teletypewriter is restored by hand
to the SEND position. The procedure above also
serves as a break-in feature, permitting a re
ceiving operator to stop a transmission from
a distant station whether the message is coming
104

from an automatic tape transmitter or a handoperated keyboard.
b. MECHANICAL OPERATION. (1) As the blank
function lever moves forward after selection,
its extension moves downward, carrying with
it the left arm of the T-lever.
(2) The left arm of the T-lever is moved
downward, which also moves the reset lever
and intermediate lever to the left. This places
the lower end of the intermediate lever under
the blank function lever extension, and it is
held there by its spring.

TL5394IS

Figure 107. Mechanical motor-stop contacts.

Blank function lever selected
|
Left_ _arm of T- I ever moves
down
_
^ lever positioned
Lower end of intermediate
below blank function- lever extension
Blank function lever again selected

1

~T
Intermediate lever operates
Reset lever rotates
Operating lever rotates

T
Keyboard control contacts close

T
Contact lever latches operating lever

~T
Send-recei ve-break key moves to REC
NOTE: The above actions make
up the complete break function
(two successive break selections).
Character selected

Universal function I ever operates
^
Right arm of T- I ever moves down

T
Lower end of intermediate lever
positioned out of path of
blank function-lever extension
NOTE: The above action takes
place if one selection of
blank is followed by a char
acter sel ection.
TL 53920 S

10H. Sequence chart for blank function.
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(3) As the function lever bail returns to its
normal position the blank-function lever exten
sion moves upward, permitting the toe of the
intermediate lever to be positioned below the
blank-function lever extension, by the inter
mediate lever spring.
(4) The blank key is again depressed and
the blank-function lever extension again moves
downward, carrying with it the intermediate
lever.
(5) As the intermediate lever moves down
ward, it moves the reset lever downward, which
in turn moves the right arm of the operating
lever downward and its upper arm to the right.
(6) The movement of the upper arm of the
operating lever to the right allows the keyboard
control contacts to close by means of the tension
in the contact spring, and at the same time
releases the operating pawl whose spring moves
the send-receive key to its lower position.
(7) As the printing bail operating arm
roller rides up onto the high part of the print
ing bail cam, the function-lever bail is moved
upward, which causes the function-lever bail
roller to engage the cam surface of the rear
arm of the blank-function lever, moving the
blank-function lever out of engagement with
the vanes. Thus, the blank-function lever is re
turned to its normal position and the operation
of the blank function has been completed. A
sequence chart for the blank function is shown
in figure 108.
c. MANUAL OPERATION. The keyboard mech
anism may be locked out by operating the
SEND-REC-BREAK key by hand to the REC
position. The sending circuit is shorted out as
described in a above.
I02. Polar-Neutral Key (Printer TG-7-A Only)
a. DESCRIPTION AND PURPOSE. The polarneutral key provided on the keyboard furnished
with Printer TG-7-A is a two-position key
mounted on top of the keyboard at the left of
the transmitting contact assembly. (See fig. 4.)
It is designed to change from polar operation
to neutral operation or vice versa by operating
the key when Printer TG-7-A is wired for use
with an internal polar relay.
Note. Printer TG-7-A is equipped with a relay
mounting bracket which, in normal operation, is not
completely wired into the internal circuits. See the
wiring diagram for Printer TG-7-A for the changes
necessary to permit use of an internal line relay.
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b. OPERATION. When an internal line relay is
used and the polar-neutral key is in the neutral
(pulled-out) position, the circuit is closed
through the bias (2-7) winding of the polar
relay. Placing the key in the polar (pushed-in)
position opens the circuit through the bias
(2-7) winding.
I03. Ribbon Lock-out

The ribbon lock-out (fig. 84) is for locking the
ribbon below the printing line when stencils
are to be cut. When the ribbon lock-out bar is
moved inward manually it engages the ribbonoscillator extension, holding the oscillator as
sembly in the lower position, with the ribbon
below the printing line, to allow the type bar
pallets to strike directly against the stencil and
makes an impression on the stencil material.
Section XI.

TEST EQUIPMENT

I04. Test Sets

a. GENERAL. Any of the commonly used voltohm-milliammeters are satisfactory for testing
the current flow in, and continuity, insulation
or resistance of the electrical circuits in the
teletypewriter. The subparagraphs below give
a brief description and the purpose of the test
sets most frequently used by teletypewriter re
pairmen.
b. TEST SET TS-2/TG. Test Set TS-2/TG
(fig. 109) is a portable motor-driven unit ar
ranged to transmit normal or distorted signals
for testing teletypewriter circuits and checking
the efficiency of start-stop selector units on tele
typewriters. It sets up two types of distortion,
marking or spacing bias, and marking or spac
ing end distortion. Any one of four test signals :
R, Y, SPACE, or a test message, may be trans
mitted continuously by the test set. For a de
tailed description of this test set, see TM
11-2208.
c. DISTORTION TEST SET TS-383/GG. Distor
tion Test Set TS-383/GG (fig. 110) is a motordriven unit normally used in the larger repair
shops. In addition to the characters and func
tions transmitted by Test Set TS-2/TG, Dis
tortion Test Set TS-383/GG will transmit the
Y, T, 0, M, V, and LETTERS characters and
functions. These transmissions are sent either
undistorted or with a controlled degree of dis
tortion up to approximately 100 percent. Dis-

BIAS-END
DISTORTION KNOB_

T,»68vs

Figure 109. Teat Set TS-£/TG with chest cover open.

tortion Test Set TS-383/GG is also designed
to receive and analyze distortion in the trans
mitting circuit of a teletypewriter. See TM
11-2217 for a complete description of this test
set.
d. MULTIMETER TS-380/U. Multimeter TS380/U (Signal Corps stock No. 3F7127) (fig.
111) is a small portable volt-ohm-milliammeter
designed for the measurement of a-c and d-c
voltage, d-c current, and resistance. Figure 111
shows the Multimeter TS-380/U which is typi
cal of the many different meters supplied with
various tool equipments.
e. TEST UNIT I-236. Test Unit I-236 (fig.
112) is designed to check the continuity of tele
typewriter circuits, to differentiate between a-c

and d-c voltages, to check fuses, and to test
capacitors. See TM 11-2056 for a complete
description of this test unit.
I05. Additional Tools

a. GENERAL. The detailed repair instructions
in section XIII refer to the use of certain tools
which are not furnished as part of Tool Equip
ment TE-50. These additional tools, or their
equivalents, are usually available in higher
echelon maintenance kits intended for use
where extensive teletypewriter repairs are
completed. In some instances where the tools
are not available, suitable substitutes may be
improvised. See paragraph 37 and figure 52 for
a complete listing and illustration of tools fur107

DISTORTION
SELECTOR
SWITCH ~
SIGNAL
SWITCH

MESSAGE
SELECTOR
SWITCH

Figure 110. Distortion Test Set TS-383/GG.

•

Figure 111. Multimeter TS-:J80/U.
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: MAZDA LAMP El

SWITCH SW2
TEST LEADS

TL5054ISJ

Figure 112. Top view of Test Unit I-2SS.

nished in Tool Equipment TE-50. The addi
tional tools are listed in b below.
6. LIST OF ADDITIONAL TOOLS. Figure 113 il
lustrates the bearing puller which is included
among the additional tools referred to in the
test and repair instructions. The Signal Corps
stock numbers of the tools are listed in the table
below.
Signal
Corps
stock
No.

Name of tool

%

4T84020

Bearing puller

6R48290

Undercutter, mica

4T74S03

Hand wheel .

6R4774-6

Description

Pliers, short-nose

Designed for removing all types of tele
typewriter motor armature bearings.
Designed for cutting commutator scgments.eter with extension which screws onto
right end of main shaft.
Heavy, 6" long, 1" wide; general use.

c. DRILLS, TAPS, DIES, CLAMPS, ETC. A set
of various sizes of drills (carbon or high-speed
steel) and either a hand drill or an electrical
drill should be available for making new parts
or reworking old parts. A set of taps and dies
for several common sizes of screws and bolts
should also be available. Clamps may be any
type of suitable size.
d. WELDING AND BRAZING EQUIPMENT. In
emergencies, many broken parts may be welded
or brazed. However, this procedure is very dif
ficult and should be performed only by person
nel thoroughly skilled in welding and brazing
techniques.
,
Caution: Welded or brazed parts must be
properly aligned and free of excessive build-ups
which would reduce clearances below the mini
mum requirements.
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TL54475-S
Figure 113. Bearing puller.

Section XII.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

I06. Introduction to Trouble Shooting

a. GENERAL. There are several factors to con
sider before proceeding with the actual locating
of trouble. No definite rules can be laid down
as to the exact procedure to be followed because
of wide variations in the experience of the per
sonnel working with the equipment. The in
formation and trouble-analysis charts in this
section are intended to provide both a stepby-step procedure for the inexperienced and a
ready reference for the experienced trouble
shooter. In all cases, the origin of the trouble
report or the manner in which the trouble was
detected will determine the procedure to be fol
lowed.
b. SOURCE OF TROUBLE REPORTS. Figure 114
is an example of a typical trouble record. Trou
bles reported may be divided into two classes :
(1) Troubles that are reported in such a
manner that they may be due either to a fail
ure of the teletypewriter or a failure in other
equipment or connecting facilities. In some
cases, these troubles may be intermittent and reTELETYPEWRITER TROUBLE RECDRD
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Figure 114. Typical trouble record.
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quire extensive routine checks of all equipment
and facilities before they can be definitely lo
cated. The substitution of teletypewriters or
units known to be in good condition is fre
quently the fastest method of proving which
part of the circuit is the source of the intermit
tent trouble.
(2) Troubles which are readily apparent or
which are definitely identified by a trouble re
port as being located in. a particular part or
unit.
c. TROUBLES DETECTED BY INSPECTION. Trou
ble found during routine check of the equip
ment or while inspecting the equipment during
a major overhaul will usually be definite in
nature. In some cases, however, these troubles
may require detailed analysis using special test
ing equipment discussed in section XI.
d. TROUBLE ANALYSIS. Thorough knowledge
of the sequence of operation for each function
ing element in the teletypewriter is of funda
mental importance in analyzing trouble. The
trouble shooter must be able to prove quickly
whether trouble is in a particular assembly or
in other parts of the teletypewriter. The ap
pearance of a particular operating failure may
immediately indicate the exact location of the
faulty adjustment or the damage; if not, it will
be necessary to determine with exactness these
functions which are operating properly and
those which are failing to do so.
e. PROCESS OF ELIMINATION. By determining
which of the transmitting, receiving, and com
mon functions of the teletypewriter do and
which do not operate properly, the trouble
shooter will eliminate the possibility of wast
ing considerable time and effort. The troubleanalysis chart listing the most commonly ob
served faults is of considerable assistance in
determining the best sequence and testing pro
cedure for a particular condition. By sending
to and receiving from a second teletypewriter,
the trouble is proved to be in either the trans
mitting, receiving, or common functions. A local
or dummy testing circuit can also be used when
a second teletypewriter is not readily avail
able. When a definite observed fault has been
found, see paragraph 107, for the related list
of indicated conditions and select the items
that would logically be the cause of the fault.
/. LOCALIZING TROUBLE. When it has been
determined either by observation or testing
which of the units or functions are causing

the trouble the next step is to isolate or localize
the trouble in a particular electrical circuit or
mechanical element. The trouble-analysis charts
listed in paragraph 107 provide reference data
I07. List of Trouble Conditions for Printer
TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7—B
and TG-37-B
Para Chart
graph

for both electrical and mechanical failures. In
formation on the best procedures for locating
the more common troubles are furnished in
paragraphs 126 and 133.
Teletypewriter operates correctly except :
Para Chart
graph

Condition

Observed fault

Observed fault

Condition

118

K

119
120

L
M

131

N

122
123

O
P

124

Q

oscillate.
108
109

A
B

110
111
112

C
D
E

113
114
115
116
117

F
O
fj
I
J

Fails to start.
Runs open.
Starts
Cannot send.
Runs closed
Cannot receive.
Runs closed
Range finder has poor range.
Prints
Scrambled letters or occasional errors.
Prints
Fails to shift or unshift.
Prints
Fails to line feed properly.
Prints
Prints
... Fails to space properly.
Prints
. .. Fails to carriage return properly.

correctly.)
Letter S does not print (signal bell oper
ates with platen in letters position) .
More or less than 72 characters per line
or margins uneven.
character.

125

I 08. Trouble-Analysis Chart A—Teletypewriter Fails To Start
Reference data
Item
Vo.

1

2
3
4
6
6
7
8

Items to be inspected
or checked

Power source -

Possible trouble

Corrective action

Open, low voltage, Use another power
poor voltage regu
source.
lation.
Fuse motor ckt
Fuse open or missing. Replace with good
fuse.
Motor-stop contacts
Clean check tension
Open or dirty
and continuity.
Motor-stop mechanism Contacts do not close Adjust
Governor contacts
Open dirty or burned Clean or replace and
away.
adjust.
Rasp onnr.ftnts
Open contacts be Clean and adjust cont.
tween base and typ
ing unit.
Motor (internal)
Open windings, poor Replace brushes or
brushes.
motor.
Main shaft __
_ .. Clutches dry, or bear
Locate and correct
ings frozen tight.
trouble in typing
unit.

Detailed
function

Repairs

Adiustments

.-

Par. 247.

Par. 199
Par. 99
Par. 59

Par. 152

Par. 239
Par. 382.
Par. 367

Par. 58

Par. 153

Par. 60

Par. 172, 173.

Par. 383.

Note. See figures 116 to 119 inclusive, for schematic diagrams of the teletypewriters.
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I 09. Trouble-Analysis Chart 6—Motor Starts but Teletypewriter Runs Open
Reference data
No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

or checked

Possible trouble

Detailed
function

External circuits.
a. Line to outside
Line open or shorted
b. D-c voltage source . . No voltage, voltage
low, or wrong pol
arity.
c. Line unit
Jacks dirty, or line
fuse blown, or open
wiring. Switches in
wrong position .
.Space received instead
d. Signal turn-over
of mark.
Wiring
_
. Damaged or exces
sively oil soaked.
Selector magnet circuit Circuit open or shorted
Keyboard transmitter
circuit.
Selector trip-off eccen
tric screw.
Main-shaft clutch
throw-out lever.
Base contacts

Corrective Action

Circuit open
Operates trip-latch
when armature is
in mark position.
Loose spring
Contacts dirty or open

Repairs

Adjustments

Inform wire chief.
Replace fuse; or re
verse polarity.
Replace fuse, correct
switch positions, or
replace unit.

TM 11-359

TM 11-359

Reverse line leads if
on polar operation.
Repair or replace.

See TM 112005.

Check back from re
ceiving plug.
Check back from
black SEND plug.
Adjust

Par. 132 .
Par. 131
Par. 71

Par. 252.

Adjust

Par. 75

Par. 218 219.

.

Par. 367.
Par. 169

Clean and adjust

Par. 366.

Par. 367.

I I0. Trouble-Analysis Chart C—Teletypewriter Runs Closed but Cannot Send
1

SEN D-REC-BREAK
key.
Transmitter contacts
and wiring.
Transmitter plug

Key in receive posi
tion.
Contacts or wiring
shorted.
Plug shorted

4

Trip-off pawl eccentric
screw, (keyboard).

B

Trip-off pawl spring. .

Trip-off pawl does not
engage intermediate
pawl.
Spring weak or broken

6

External connections... Send jack shorted, or
defective relay in
Line Unit BE-77( )•

2
3

Move key to SEND
position.
Locate and remove
short circuit.
Remove short or re
place plug.
Readjust
eccentric
screw.
Readjust or replace
spring.
Check operation with
another Line Unit
BE-77-( ).

Par. 100

Par. 368-373

Par. 131
Par. 131.

Par. 169

Par. 346, 347.

..

Par. 64

Par. 357.

Par. 64

Par. 359.

TM 11-359-

III. Trouble-Analysis Chart D—Teletypewriter Runs Closed but Cannot Receive

1

External equipment

2

Selector armature
spring.
Selector armature

3
4
5

Selector trip-off eccen
tric screw.
Main-shaft clutch
throw-out lever.

6

Vanes

Improper relay ad
justment. Improper
switch positions.
Spring loose or
broken.
Armature pivots bind
ing.
Does not operate triplatch plunger.
Not operated by sixth
cam of selector
cams.
Vanes stuck in LTRS
or FIGS position.
Bell cranks not on
vanes properly.

See TM on external
equipment.
Adjust or replace

Par. 235.

Loosen and adjust

Par. 71

Par. 233.

Adjust

Par. 71

Par. 252.

Adjust

Par. 75

Par. 218, 219

Adjust clearances

Par. 77, 85

Par. 228.

Note. See figures 115 to 119 inclusive, for schematic diagrams of the teletypewriters.
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TM 11-359.

I I2. Trouble-Analysis Chart E—Teletypewriter Prints but Range Finder Has Poor Range
Reference data
Item
No.

Items to be inspected
or checked

Possible trouble

Detailed
function

1

Motor

Speed incorrect

2

Motor governor

3

Line current

Governor contacts
burned.
Too low or too high

4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Selector armature
spring.
Selector armature
pivots.
Binding of swords Tlevers vanes bell
cranks, or code bars.
pell cranks
Selector cam sleeve
Teletypewriter at other
end of circuit.
Selector mechanism

Corrective action

Adjust with tuning
fork.
Clean or replace

Adjustments

Repairs

Par. 148.

. Par. 26.

Par. 160

Par. 59

Par. 382.

TM 11-359.

Improper tension

Adjust to 60 ma or
use line relay and
adjust bias.
Adjust

Par. 71

Par. 235.

Too tight

Adjust

Par. 71

Par. 233.

Adjustments too tight
wrong lubricant or
dirt in moving parts.
Improper adjustment
Worn
Teletypewriter slow
or fast.
Improper adjustment

Clean and adjust

Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.

Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.

Readjust
Replace
Request check motor
speed.
Make complete ad
justment.

71
77
85
77 85
71

Par. 71

232.
228.
316.
316.
217.

Par. 231-238,
249-253.

.

II3. Trouble-Analysis Chart F—Teletypewriter Prints but Scrambles Letters or Prints Occasional
Errors
1

Line current

Too low or too high

2

Runge finder assembly

Improper setting

3

Keyboard sending con
tacts.
Motor speed
a. Too high.

Contacts dirty or im
properly adjusted.
Shorted governor con
tacts, or governor
adjustment.
Governor adjustment
Contacts burned.
Kxcessive main-shaft
friction clutch drag.

4

b. Too low.

5

Adjust to 60 ma or
adjust line relay
bias if using receive
relay.
Adjust to center of
operating limits.
Clean and adjust

TM 11-359

Adjust speed with
tuning fork.

Par. 59

Adjust speed with
tuning fork.
Clean or replace. Lub
ricate miin-shaft
gears, and clutches.

Par. 59

Par. 160

Par. 59

Par. 172 173

Par. 249-252.

Par. 72
Par. 169

Par. 346, 347.
Par. 26.
Par. 26.
Par. 382.

See also chart E. Items
1 to 10 inclusive.

I4. Trouble-Analysis Chart G—Teletypewriter Prints but Fails To Shift or Unshift

1 Figures and letters Improper adjustment Adjust - .
2

stop-screws.
Shift detent . _

3
4
5

Function bail spring
Shift link turnbuckle
Letters and figures
function levers.

6

Function bail blade

_

Detent spring too
strong.
Spring too weak
Turnbuckle loose
Improper spring ten
sion, or spring
broken .
Blade broken or
chipped.

. _ . _ Par. 90,91 ..

Par. 256, 257.

Adjust

Par. 90, 91 .

Par. 265.

Adjust tension
Adjust turnbuckle
Adjust or replace

Par. 90 91

Par. 229.
Par. 263.
Par. 258.

Replace

Par. 86

Par. 261.

Note. -See figures 115 to 119 inclusive, for schematic diagrams of the teletypewriters.
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| 15. Trouble-Analysis Chart H-Teletypewriter Prints but Fails To Line-Feed Properly
Reference data

º

Item ºf..

Possible trouble

Corrective action

-

P.
1

sºuble line-feed

Repairs

Adjustments

Wrong adjustment----| Adjust-------------- Par. 96------------------- Par. 270,271.

etent.

2

Line-feed function lever Spring broken or miss- | Replace-------------|-------------|------------spring.

Par. 258.

ing.
Link turn- || Adjustment---------- Adjust-------------- Par. 95------|------------- Par. 273.

3

lº.

4

Line-feed detent spring- Missing or broken----|Replace-------------

uckle.

Par. 95------------------- Par. 275.

5 | Line-feed detent------- Adjustment---------- Adjust.

6 | Pressure roller release | Wrong position or
Cain.
wrong adjustment.

Adjust--------------|-------------|------------- Par. 282.

7 | Pressure roller springs- Missing or broken----|Replace-------------|-------------|-------------

Par. 283.

8 Line-feed check screw--| Adjustment---------- Adjust-------------- Par. 95------------------- Par. 277.
9 || Line-feed check lever--| Adjustment---------- Adjust-------------- Par. 95------------------- Par. 279.

10 | Line-feed check lever

Missing or broken----|Replace, and adjust--|-------------|-------------

Par. 280.

spring.

11 | Line-feed pawl spring-- Missing or broken----|Replace-------------|-------------|-------------

Par. 276.

12 || Function bail blade----| Blade chipped or

Par. 261.

Replace------------- Par. 86-------------------

broken.

| 16. Trouble-Analysis Chart l—Teletypewriter Prints but Fails To Space Properly
1 | Space function lever

Broken or missing----|Replace-------------|-------------

-------------

Par. 259.

Spring.

- 2 | Spacing escapement Arm bent or screw Replace and adjust----| Par. 79------|------------- Par. 291.
pawl operating arm.
missing.
3 || Spacing rack---------or rack | Replace------------- Par. 79------|------------- Par. 317.

Tººns.
roken.

4 | Right margin adjusting | Improper adjustment- Adjust-------------- Par. 79------------------- Par. 336.
screw.

5 | Carriage guide screw.--| Screw binding-------- Adjust-------------- Fig. 91------------------- Par. 315.
6 | Carriage support rollers | Rollers bind--------- Adjust or replace----- Fig. 91------|------------- Par. 216.
7 || Spacing lever stop | Adjustment---------- Adjust-------------- Par. 79------------------- Par. 313.
bracket.

8

Carriage return lock- | Adjustment---------- Adjust--------------

Par. 89------|------------- Par. 304,305.

bar latch.

9 | Left

margin

adjust-

Screw too far in------ Adjust-------------- Par. 89------------------- Par. 335.

ment Screw.

10 || Spacing stop-lever
spring.

Broken or missing----| Adjust--------------|-------------|-------------

Par. 314.

| 17. Trouble-Analysis Chart J–Teletypewriter Prints but Fails To Carriage Return Properly
1 | Carriage-return drum

Weak

tension,

un-

Tighten, engage, or re-

Par. 89------|-------------

Par. 320.

J.

spring.
hooked. or broken.
2 | Carriage-return draw- Unhooked or broken. A just, or replace----| Par. 89-----strap.
3 | Carriage guide-screw.--| Binding------------- Adjust-------------- Fig. 91------|------------4 || Carriage-support roller | Rollers binding------- Lubricate, adjust or | Fig. 91------|------------bearings.
replace.
5 | Carriage-return func- Missing or broken----| Replace-------------|-------------|------------tion-lever spring.
6 | Carriage-return reset Missing or broken----| Replace-------------|-------------|------------bar spring.

7 | Carriage-return opera-

Missing, broken, or

Replace-------------|-------------|-----

- -

- - - -

- -

Par. 315.
Par. 316.
Par. 309.
Par. 308.
Par. 310.

ting-lever spring.
weak.
8 || Carriage-return latch- || Bent or rounded edge. Repair or replace. Ad- Par. 89------|------------- Par. 302, 303.
bar latch.
Adjustment.
just.
9 || Reset-bar spring------- Missing or broken----| Replace-------------|-------------|------------- Par. 308.
10 || Carriage-return opera- || Stop does not allow Adjust-------------- Par. 89------|------------- Par. 307.
ting lever stop.
lever to disengage
clutch.

11 || Spacing-shaft lower | Improper clearance be- Adjust--------------|-------------|------------- Par. 221.
bearing bracket adtween gears.
justment.
12 | Spacing-rack adjust- | Rack binding-------- Adjust--------------|-------------------------- Par. 317.
ment.

13 | Function bail blade----| Chipped or broken----| Replace------------- Par. 86------------------- Par. 261.
Note. See figures 115 to 119 inclusive, for schematic diagrams of the teletypewriters.
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II8. Trouble-Analysis Chart K—Teletypewriter Prints but Ribbon Remains Motionless or Does
Not Oscillate
Reference data
No.

or checked

1

2
8
4

Possible trouble

Corrective action
Detailed
function

Repairs

Adjustment!

Ribbon spool-shaft and
feed-shaft spur gears,
and vertical and hori
zontal feed-shaft
bevel-gears.
Vertical feed-shaft
collar.

Gear setscrews loose
or missing. Spur
gears do not mesh.

Adjust, tighten and re
place missing parts.

Par. 81

Par. 196, 197.

Collar Iru >.s(>

Par. 81 .

Par. 199.

Horizontal feed-shaft
detent-spring.
Ribbon

Adjust collar for cor
rect spring compres
sion.
Replace, adjust

Missing- or improper
adjustment.
No slug near end to Replace ribbon ...
operate ribbon-re
verse arm.
Improper link position Adjust

Par. 81

Par 193

Ribbon-reverse shaft
link adjustment.
6 Ribbon feed-pawl Loose or missing
spring.
7 Ribbon oscillator-lever Spring loose or broken.
spring.
8 Ribbon oscillator-lever Broken or caught in
slot.
In locked-out position
9 Ribbon lock-out bar
10 Ribbon spool .
Not seated on spool
shaft and pin.

Par. 25.
Par. 82

Replace

Par 202
Par. 190.

Replace

Par. 83

Par. 207.

Replace, adjust

Par. 83

Par. 337.

Change position
Adjust

Par. 83

Par. 338
Par. 25.

I I9. Trouble-Analysis Chart L—Teletypewriter Prints but Ribbon Does Not Reverse

1 Ribbon reversing eye

Replace ribbon

2

Adjust

Par. 81

Par. 193.

Adjust and tighten

Par. 81

Par 199.

Adjust and tighten .

Par. 82

Par. 202.

Replace and check ten Par. 82
sion.

Par. 203.

3
4
5

Missing or too near
lets.
ribbon end.
Ribbon feed-shaft de Spring adjustment
tent spring.
Vertical ribbon-feed Collar loose
shaft collar.
Ribbon-reverse link
Improper angular ad
justment.
Ribbon-reverse pawl Missing or broken
springs.

Par. 25.

120. Trouble-Analysis Chart M—Teletypewriter Prints but Bell Does not Operate (Letter
Prints Correctly)

1 Bell function-lever Missing or broken
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Replace

spring.
Sixth vane

Vane binds or connec Adjust or replace de
ting links missing or fective parts.
broken.
Function-bail blade
Missing or broken
Replace
Bell hammer arm
Arm binds at pivots Adjust pivots
Bell operating-lever Missing or broken
Replace
spring.
Bell reset-bar spring. . Missing or broken
Replace
.
Adjust
Bell hammer backstop Adjustment
Signal bell latch bar
Bar worn or latch ad Replace, adjust
justment.

Par. 301.
Par. 92

Par. 227.

Par. 86
Par. 98.
Par. 98

Par. 261.

Par. 98...
Par. 98
Par. 98 -

Par. 300.
Par. 298.
Par. 291.

Par. 299.

I2I. Trouble-Analysis Chart N—Teletypewriter Prints but Letter "S" Does not Print and Signal
Bell Operates when Platen Is in Letters Position

I Sixth vane'

3

Signal bell function
lever.
Bell latch-bar latch

4

Bell latch bar

2

Vane is binding. Vane
extension out of ad
justment or broken.
Broken or chipped at
sixth vane.
Alissing bent or bro
ken.
Defective

Adjust

Par. 93

Par. 227.

Replace

Par. 98

Replace

Par. 98

Par. 291.

Replace

Par. 98

Par. 291 .

Note. See fiitures 115 to 119 inclusive, for schematic diagrams of the teletypewriters.
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122. Trouble-Analysis Chart O—Teletypewriter Prints but Motor Stop Fails To Operate
Reference data

º

item.º.e.'

Possible trouble

..

Corrective action

P.
1

Sixth vane------------ Binds or does
operate.

not

Repairs

Adjust-------------- Par. 92------

Adjustments

Par. 227.

-------------

-

Bracket loose-------- Adjust-------------- | Par. 99------|------------- Par. 240.

2 || Motor-stop lever
bracket.

3 || Motor-stop pawl spring
4 || Motor-stop pawl back-

Missing or broken----| Replace------------- Par. 99------------------- Par. 245.
Adjustment----------| Adjust--------------, Par. 99------------------- | Par. 243.

stop.

5 || Motor-stop pawl back- || Binds stop pawls----- Adjust-------------- Par. 99------------------- Par. 242.
stop screw.

6

Motor-stop
lever eccen- Adjustment---------- Adjust-------------- Par. 99------ ------------tric.

Par. 241.

t

7 || Motor-stop release

Eccentric adjustment- Adjust-------------- Par. 99------------------- Par. 244.

lever.

8 || Contact spring-------- Incorrect tension or

Adjust contact clear- -------------|------------- |

contact clearance.

9 || Motor-stop contacts-- - Contacts fused,
shorted internally,
or effectively
shorted by wiring.

10

Motor-stop

function

Par, 247.

ance or tension.

Par. 99------ ------------- | Par. 327,328.

Open motor-stop contacts, locate and
clear shorts.

-

º

Tension adjust. Spring Adjust or replace--------------------------------

Par. 247.

lever spring.
missing or broken.
11 | Heavy motor-stop con- Adjustment---------- Bend to proper clear- -------------------------- Par. 327, 328.
tact springs.
ance.
12
Function bail blade---- Chipped or broken---- Replace------------- Par. 86------------------- Par. 261.
-

|23. Trouble-Analysis Chart P-Teletypewriter Prints More or Less than 72 Characters per Line,
or Margins Are Uneven
1

Left

Screw loose or missing. Tighten or replace.

margin adjusting

screw.

Par. 89------ |-------------

Par. 335

Adjust in or out
until left margin is

|

even.

2

Right margin adjusting
screw.

Adjustment or wrong Adjust for 72 charac- Par. 79------|------------- | Par. 336.
position.
|
ters per line. Adjust
for even right mar
gin.
Loose or missing----- Replace------------- Par. 79------------------- Par. 209
º

-

-

3

Right margin detent

4

Carriage-return spring- Incorrect spring ten-

5

Dashpot.-------------- Went

spring.
sion.

Adjust--------------

Par. 89------ ------------- Par. 320

-

screw

adjust-

Adjust, lubricate - - - - - Par. 89 ------|------------- Par. 343

ment. Piston bind
ing.

6 || Spacing stop lever----- Binds--------------- Lubricate, adjust----- Par. 79------ |------------- Par. 313, 314.
-

124. Trouble-Analysis Chart Q–Teletypewriter Prints but Margin Bell Fails To Operate on 66th
Character
1 | Bell hammer spring----| Missing or broken----|Replace------------- |

Par. 80______

------------- |

Par. 294.

2

Margin-bell cam------- Adjustment---------- Adjust-------------- Par. 80------ ------------- Par. 340.

3

Margin-bell pawl spring Missing or broken----| Replace-------------

4

#. pawl ------

5

Par. 80------|------------- Par. 209.

Binding or missing---- Adjust or replace----- Par. 80.
Bell hammer arm shaft- Binding------------- Adjust-------------- Par. 80------

-

-

- -

-

- -

- - - - - -

Par. 293.

-

125. Trouble-Analysis Chart R–Teletypewriter Prints but Emits Grinding Noise
1

Typing unit mounting

Screws loose---------

Tighten-------------

Par. 19.

-

screws.

2 | Main-shaft bearings----

Pººl

broken or

Replace and lubricate-

urned.

3 | Motor-mount adjusting Improper drive gear

|
i

Adjust----------------------------------------

4 | Transmitting shaft----- Fiber gear worn or
bearings worn.

Replace worn parts--- Par. 61------'-------------

5 | Transmitter clutch | Clutch clearance----- Adjust-------------- Par: 61------------------throw-out lever.
|

6

Main-shaft clutch ' Improper clutch clearthrow-out lever.

Adjust--------------

Par. 75-------------------

ance.

Note. See figures 115 to 119 inclusive, for schematic diagrams of the teletypewriters.
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Par. 331.

| -

clearance.

Screws.

Par. 349.
Par. 350.
-

Par. 218.

I26. Localization of Electrical Troubles

a. GENERAL. Electrical circuits in the tele
typewriter are provided with connecting ter
minals at points where it will be necessary to
connect or disconnect circuits or units. Do not
disturb the wiring any more than necessary in
testing and inspection. The majority of elec
trical troubles will be found at contacts in
switches and jacks or where the insulation on
wire or between metal parts has been damaged.
The repairman must be familiar with the use
of schematic and wiring diagrams and must
use them while making point-to-point checks
of the teletypewriter circuits until the fault is
located. Schematic wiring diagrams of external
equipment to which the teletypewriter is con
nected will furnish information which will be
of great assistance to the repairman in setting
up circuits for testing and localizing the tele
typewriter trouble. Detailed procedure for
localizing electrical troubles are furnished in
paragraph 128 for the power circuit and in
paragraphs 129, 130, and 131 for the signal
circuits.
b. TESTING PROCEDURE. The actual procedure
for locating electrical troubles will vary, de-=
pending on whether the work is being done by
lower echelons using Test Unit I-236 or by
higher echelons where more accurate testing
equipment may be available. The basic princi
ples remain the same for any given trouble but
certain troubles such as part of a resistor
shorted out or small variations in voltage cannot
be accurately tested with Test Unit I-236. All of
the more common troubles can be located with
this test unit and the information in paragraph
127 and following paragraphs is arranged to
start with the use of Test Unit I-236 and then
give additional information for use by higher
echelons involved in major overhauls of the
equipment. When available, a milliammeter or
& voltohmmeter may be used to indicate the
location of electrical trouble.
c. TESTING CAPACITORS. Three possible trou
ble conditions that may occur in capacitors in
the power and signal circuits are opens, shorts,
and leakage (leakage is flow of current through
a partially shorted capacitor). Detailed instruc
tions for the use of Test Unit I-236 for testing
capacitors are furnished in TM 11-2056. Two
alternate testing methods are the spark test
described in (1), (2), and (3) below, and the
ohmmeter method described in (4) below.

Caution: Be extremely careful to avoid per
sonal injury from shock when handling charged
capacitors or leads connected to power supplies
that are in operation.
(1) When Test Unit I-236 is not available,
capacitors may be tested by the spark test. In
the spark test the capacitor is charged and then
discharged by shorting the capacitor terminals
with a screw driver and observing any spark
that occurs or by connecting the terminals of
the capacitor to a telephone headset or test re
ceiver and listening for any click that occurs.
Instructions for making the spark test are given
in (2) and (3) below:
(2) For capacitors with a value of 0.1 mf
or greater, disconnect the capacitor leads from
the equipment and connect to a d-c power
source of 90 volts or higher by means of suit
able insulated test leads. After the capacitor
has been connected to the d-c power source for
a few moments, remove one of the test clips
from the power supply; ALSO, REMOVE THE
OTHER END OF THE SAME TEST LEAD
FROM THE CAPACITOR before turning off
the power supply to prevent shorting the ca
pacitor either through the bleeder resistor in
the power supply or by accidentally shorting
the leads. After giving the capacitor a charge,
wait for 1 to li/g minutes and then short-circuit
the capacitor terminals with a screw driver. A
spark should be seen if the capacitor is in good
condition. If the capacitor is open, or partially
or completely shorted, no spark will be seen.
(3) Fdr capacitors with a value less than
0.1 mf, disconnect the capacitor leads from the
equipment and charge as in (2) above. Wait
30 to 40 seconds after disconnecting the capaci
tor from the charging power supply and then
connect the tips of a telephone headset or a
test receiver across the terminals of the capaci
tor. A click should be heard in the receiver if
the capacitor is in good condition. If the capaci
tor is open, or partially or completely shorted,
no click will be heard. Be careful not to touch
the bare metal on the tips of the headset cord
when making this test.
(4) The ohmmeter method generally may be
used to test capacitors having a value of 0.01
mf or more. When a good capacitor of sufficient
size is connected to an ohmmeter, the needle
will kick up-scale and then show open circuit.
If the needle does not kick, the capacitor is
open. A shorted capacitor gives a steady meter
117

reading somewhere between zero and infinity,
depending upon the resistance of the short.
d. TESTING RESISTORS AND CHECKING CIR
CUIT CONTINUITY. Resistors may be tested and
circuit continuity may be checked with Test
Unit I-236 (par. 127) or with an ohmmeter.
Before measuring resistance or making con
tinuity tests with any instrument that fur
nishes its own testing battery, completely dis
connect the teletypewriter from external power
and signal circuits, since false measurements
may result and there is danger of damaging
the measuring instrument. In most cases, re
sistances may be measured and circuit continu
ity checked without disconnecting any of the
circuit elements. However, parts of circuits
that are connected in parallel must be isolated
before accurate tests or checks may be made.
Connect individual circuits to the proper power
supply for making point-to-point voltage checks
and current flow tests. DO NOT ATTEMPT
TO MEASURE RESISTANCE WITH AN
OHMMETER WHILE CURRENT FROM
THE POWER SUPPLY IS FLOWING IN
THE CIRCUITS.
e. CIRCUIT FOR TESTING. Localizing electrical
troubles in the signal circuit requires some
means of providing a normal 60-milliampere
current in the closed circuit (consisting of the
send and receiving circuits connected in series) .
A test made using this arrangement is called
operating in a local or dummy circuit, thus
distinguishing it from a regular connection to
a second teletypewriter. Inspections made after
a major overhaul may be completed in a local
circuit by using either a second teletypewriter
as a standard for comparison, or by using spe
cial test equipment as described in paragraphs
129 and 104.

structed instruments normally used in higher
echelons for major overhauls of teletypewriter
equipment. To avoid duplicating information,
the detailed discussions on localizing various
electrical troubles are written to describe the
use of the different test sets while b and c below
explain how Test Unit I-236 is used by lower
echelons in localizing electrical trouble.
b. VOLTAGE CHECKING. In localizing power
troubles (par. 128), Test Unit I-236 is used
in place of the a-c voltmeter in making on-line
voltage checks of the various parts of the power
circuit. The test leads of Test Set I-236 should
be placed on the same terminals as required
in checking with a voltmeter. The switches
on Test Unit 1-236 should be as follows : SW1
should be in the INT. V. position, and SW2
should be in the NEON & MAZDA position.
For tests that indicate no voltage or low volt
age, neither light will light. Voltages less than
normal-line voltage can be compared by ob
serving the change in brightness of the Mazda
light on the line voltage and then on the voltage
being tested.
c. CHECKING CONTINUITY. The continuity
tests used in localizing electrical trouble in the
signal circuits (par. 129), can be made with
Test Unit I-236 in place of the ohmmeter as
follows: Place SW1 on EXT. V., and SW2 on
NEON, and place the power plug of the Test
Unit I-236 in a 115 volt a-c or d-c power
source. Place the test leads on the same ter
minals as required in the ohmmeter tests. Open
circuits are indicated by the neon light not
lighting. Shorts or high resistance between the
leads are indicated by the neon light lighting.
If the voltage used is 115 volts dc and SW2 is
placed on NEON & MAZDA, resistances of
greater than 200 ohms will cause the neon bulb
not to light.

I27. Use of Test Unit 1-236 for Localizing
Electrical Trouble

I28. Localization of Electrical Power Trouble

a. GENERAL. Test Unit I-236 furnished as
part of Tool Equipment TE-50 is described
in detail in TM 11-2056. Its uses in locating
electrical troubles in the signal and power cir
cuits are described in this paragraph as com
pared with the voltmeters and ohmmeters
which will be used by higher echelons. Test
Unit I-236 is particularly designed as a light
weight durable test set for use by lower eche
lons. It is used to test continuity and voltages
in place of the separate more delicately con

Power troubles may show up in various ways.
If the teletypewriter motor does not run or
cannot be brought up to proper speed, the trou
ble may be either external or within the tele
typewriter. The following step-by-step proce
dure is used to locate the trouble.
a. TESTING LINE VOLTAGE. Using Test Unit
I-236 or an a-c voltmeter if the power supply
is ac, or a d-c voltmeter if the power is dc,
check the line voltage. If the line voltage is
between 110 and 125 volts, with the teletype
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writer connected and the motor switch on, the
trouble is within the teletypewriter.
b. TESTING TELETYPEWRITER POWER CORD
AND PLUG. The trouble may be within the tele
typewriter power wiring, or in the connection
between the cord and the power outlet. Leave
the power cord connector in the power outlet.
With the teletypewriter cover removed, meas
ure the voltage across terminals 21 and 33.
(See schematic wiring diagram, fig. 115.) If
the voltage is noticeably less than the voltage
at the power outlet, the trouble is between the
machine and the power source. If the trouble
cannot be found in the cord connector or in
the connection between the connector and the
power outlet, then there is an open in the cord.
c. TESTING LINE VOLTAGE-DROPPING RESIS
TORS AND POWER SELECTOR SWITCH. When the
power selector switch is in the 60-cycle posi
tion, the line voltage-dropping resistors are
shorted out of the circuit. When the switch is
in the d-c and 25-cycle a-c position, the maxi
mum resistance is in series with the motor cir
cuit. The voltage to the motor is the line voltage
less the voltage drop, across the series resistors,
MOTOR

UNIT

CONTACTS,!^

0 1
- r^MF

^|4

1 IAf°

e

and should never be less than 80 volts. When
the switch is in the 50/60-cycle position, the
voltage to the motor should be almost the same
as the line voltage. To check the continuity of
the line resistors, measure the voltage across
terminals 21 and 23. (See fig. 115.) If the
voltage measured is zero, there is an open in
the resistor leads or the power selector switch
leads.
d. CHECKING MOTOR STOP CONTACTS IN TYP
ING UNIT. Remove the typing unit and check
the continuity of the motor stop circuit by
measuring with an ohmmeter the resistance
between contacts 9 and 10 of the typing unit.
The resistance should be less than 1 ohm. Short
contacts 9 and 10 of the base unit. If the motor
runs, the trouble is in the contact adjustment
between the typing unit and the base.
e. CHECKING MOTOR FUSE. Short terminals
9 and 10 of the base unit, turn the ON-OFF
switch to ON, and momentarily short the fuse
socket terminals. If the motor runs, replace
the fuse.
/. TESTING FOR VOLTAGE AT MOTOR TERMI
NALS. Short terminals 9 and 10 of base unit,
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remove keyboard, and test for voltage across
terminals 13 and 15 of base unit. If base unit
wiring is not defective, the voltage should be
at least 80 volts. If the line voltage is 50/60cycle ac, and the power control switch is set
on 50/60-cycle position, the voltage should be
only one or two volts less than the line voltage.
Check the voltage across terminals 13 and 15
of the motor. If the voltage is less than that
measured in the base above, then the contacts
are defective. If the proper voltage exists on
the above motor terminals, the motor is faulty.
g. TESTING FOR OPEN GOVERNOR CONTACTS.
If there is a voltage between terminals
13 and 15 of the motor, short the governor
brush springs. If the motor speeds up, check
the brush spring tension. The trouble will prob
ably be in dirty or burned governor contacts
or a broken governor spring.
h. TESTING FOR OPENS IN WIRING WITHIN
BASE UNIT. If no voltage can be measured be
tween terminals 13 and 15 of the base unit, the
trouble can be localized by placing one volt
meter lead on terminal 21 and the other lead
on each of the following terminals in turn:
terminals of fuse, ON-OFF power switch ter
minals, terminals 10, 9 (short terminals 0 and
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10 when making tests with typing unit re
moved), 22 (on Printer TG-7-A only), 14, 13.
23, and 33. Faults occur between the terminal
where there is the first indication of voltage,
and the preceding terminal. It is necessary to
follow the appropriate wiring diagram closely
when locating trouble in the above manner.
?'. LOCATION OF CROSSES. Crosses between
the motor circuit and either send or receive
circuits, or both, may be the result of damaged
insulation on adjacent leads and the bare cop
per wire making contact, or the terminals of a
part in one circuit making contact with the
terminals of a part or a lead with damaged
insulation in the other circuit. Test for crosses
as follows :
(1) Disconnect the teletypewriter from all
external power and signal circuits.
(2) Connect one lead of Test Unit I-236 or
an ohmmeter to one terminal of the power plug.
(3) Touch the other lead of Test Unit I-236
(or ohmmeter, whichever is used) to the tip
and sleeve of the send (black) plug and the tip
and sleeve of the receive (red) plug.
(4) Connect the lead of the Test Unit I-236
to the other terminal of the power plug and
repeat the process.

(a) Any indication of a closed circuit sig
nifies a cross.
(6) The position of the test leads that gives
the greatest indication, usually, shows which
sides of the circuits are crossed.
(5) Check these portions of the circuits
carefully to locate the exact point of the cross.
j. LOCATIONS OF GROUNDS. Grounds in the
motor circuit may be the result of insulation
being worn off leads and the bare copper wire
making contact with the frame of the equip
ment, defective capacitors, and terminals of
capacitors, resistors, or other parts touching
the frame of the equipment. Test for grounds
as follows :
(1) Disconnect the teletypewriter from all
external power and signal circuits.
(2) Connect one lead of Test Unit I-236 or
an ohmmeter to the frame of the equipment.
(3) Touch the other lead to the terminals of
the power plug.
(a) Any continuous indication signifies a
ground on the motor circuit. (Disregard the
few minor flashes of the neon lamp on Test Unit
1-236 or the slight kick of the needle on the
ohmmeter when the test leads are first con
nected to the equipment, since this is due to
initial charging of capacitors in the circuit.)
(6) The terminal that gives the greatest in
dication, usually, shows which side of the
power circuit is grounded.
(4) See TM 11-2056 and paragraph 127 for
instruction on the use of Test Unit I-236, also
to paragraph 126 for methods of testing capaci
tors, resistors, and circuit continuity.
I29. Isolation of Trouble in Send or Receive
Circuits

a. GENERAL. The actual connections used to
arrange the send and receive circuits for test
ing will vary depending upon the equipment
with which the teletypewriter is being oper
ated. When no associated equipment is avail
able to provide a 60-milliampere test circuit, a
dummy circuit may be set up as described in
b to e below.
6. USE OF BATTERY, RESISTOR, AND MILLIAMMETER TO SET UP A TEST CIRCUIT. Because of
the resistance of the wiring and the selector
magnets, a battery supply of at least 12 volts
must be used. It is preferable to use a higher
voltage and external protective resistance so
that shorting out any part of the signal circuit

will not cause excessive current to damage the
milliammeter. The test circuit must consist of
the following circuit elements connected in
series : the send and receive circuits, a d-c
power source not to exceed 125 volts, a milliam
meter, and a variable resistor whose resistance
is sufficient to limit the current to 60 milliamperes (ma).
Caution: When shorting any part of the
series circuit, make sure that sufficient resist
ance is left in the circuit to avoid damaging the
milliammeter. For example, using 110-volt
power source, there must always be 1,833 ohms
in the series circuit to limit the current to 60
ma. or there must be 16% ohms for every volt
of power source voltage.
c. SETTING UP DUMMY TEST CIRCUIT. Figure
117 shows a dummy test circuit which may be
used to localize electrical trouble when other
teletypewriter equipment is not available.
d. SETTING UP TEST CIRCUIT WITH LINE
UNIT BE-77-( ). The following steps are
used in connecting the line unit as a dummy
circuit.
(1) Connect power plug of Line Unit BE77- ( ) to a d-c power source such as Rectifier
RA-87 (115 volts dc).
(2) Connect the send and receive plugs of
the teletypewriter to the send and receive jacks
of the line unit.
(3) Turn line rheostat of line unit to IN.
(4) Place relay switch of line unit to RE
LAY OUT OF CIRCUIT.
(5) Place power control switch of line unit
to LOCAL.
(6) Adjust line rheostat until line unit meter
reads 60 ma with the meter key in the MA
position.
Note. Step (4) above connects the send and receive
plugs in series when they are inserted into the line
unit jacks. These line unit jacks are of the closed cir
cuit type; therefore, removal of either plug leaves the
remaining plug in a closed circuit.

e. SETTING UP TEST CIRCUIT WITH SWITCH
BOARD BD-100. Following is one of the methods
which can be used in connecting Switchboard
BD-100 as a dummy circuit. The send and re
ceive plugs are not inserted directly into the
OPERATOR'S PRINTER jacks because the
internal circuits of Switchboard BD-100 do not
provide the series circuit furnishing 60 milliamperes required for the test. Instead, the send
and receive plugs of the teletypewriter are
wired in series and connected to a pair of line
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terminals. This set-up permits the line current
in the series circuit to be adjusted to 60 milliamperes as indicated by the meter on Switch
board BD-100.
(1) Fasten the shells of the teletypewriter
send and receive plugs together with friction
tape so that the tip and sleeve of each plug is
exposed but held apart.
(2) Short the sleeves of both plugs together
by wrapping 3 or 4 turns of cleaned bare copper
wire around both plug sleeves. Twist the ends
tight to hold the wire in place.

(7) Press the LINE CURRENT key corre
sponding to the line connected.
(8) Adjust the line current to 60 ma by
adjusting the corresponding line rheostat.
I30. Circuit Continuity Tests

a. When the test circuit is connected, current
should flow, indicating that the send and re
ceive circuits of the teletypewriter are closed.
If no current flows, then an open must be pres
ent in either the send or receive circuit. To test
the continuity of the receive circuit, short the
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Figure 117. Schematic diagram of teletypewriter dummy circuit.

(3) Connect the plug tips to a vacant pair of
line terminals of Switchboard BD-100 by a
piece of 2-conductor insulated wire having test
clips on one end. Snap one test clip on the tip
of the red cord and the other clip on the tip of
the black cord. Be sure the clips do not short
the tip and sleeve of the plugs.
(4) Turn the line rheostat of the corre
sponding line to the IN position.
(5) Place the line current supply switch to
LINE CURRENT SUPPLIED BY SWITCH
BOARD position.
(6) Place the meter key to LINE CUR
RENT.
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send plug, and to test the send circuit, short the
receive plug (par. 1296). See paragraphs 131
and 132 for information on locating opens in
the send and receive circuits.
b. When the circuit is closed, send RY's and
test sentences with the keyboard to check the
operation of the teletypewriter as a unit. If the
teletypewriter operates without error, then the
teletypewriter is trouble free. If the send cir
cuit is shorted internally, the teletypewriter
will run closed but will not transmit. If the
receive circuit is shorted, the teletypewriter
will run open. Results of these tests will defi
nitely indicate whether the trouble is the send
or receive circuit.

I3I. Localization of Trouble in Send Circuit

a. GENERAL. Trouble within the send circuit
can be localized by the use of Test Unit I-236,
an ohmmeter, or a voltmeter and battery in
series. The send circuit consists of the black
send plug and cord, break contacts, keyboard
slip contacts and sending contacts in series, and
the lockout contacts and base slip contacts in
parallel with the circuit.
b. LOCATION OF OPENS. With the typing unit
removed, attach test leads to the black send
plug and short various parts of the send circuit
in which the open might occur. When shorting
some part of the circuit results in a low resist
ance indication in the test set, the open is
within the part of the circuit shorted. Follow
ing are tests which will localize trouble to the
most probable causes.

KEYBOARD

(3) SEND-REC-BREAK key. Short the
break key. If the resistance reading is unaf
fected, the break key is operating properly.
(4) Base wiring. If the above tests fail to
locate the trouble, place one end of the shorting
wire on the sleeve of the black plug, and the
other end on the following terminals in turn:
terminal 32, break contacts; contact 54, key
board contacts (with keyboard in place) ; con
tact 55, terminal 34, and the tip of the plug.
The trouble will be found between the point
where the test set indicates a short and the
point where the test set indicates open.
c. LOCATION OF SHORTS. (1) General. Short
circuits may be located in a similar manner as
in locating open circuits in b above, except the
circuit is opened at the various points of test.
The test set is connected across the tip and
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Figure 118. Schematic diagram of send circuit.

(1) Plug or Cord Circuits. Short terminals
32 and 34. (See fig. 118.) If test set does not
indicate a short, the plug or cord circuit is
open.
(2) Keyboard. Remove keyboard. The slip
contacts in the base are normally open but the
contacts close when the keyboard unit is re
moved. If meter indicates a closed circuit,
trouble is in the keyboard. Replace keyboard
and short the sending contacts and the retarda
tion coil. The part of the circuit that was ef
fectively removed by the short, and which
makes the rest of the circuit continuous when
shorted, is open.

sleeve of the send plug for all teats. The short
will be found between the point in the circuit
which, when clear, opens the send circuit, and
the next point where breaking the circuit does
not open the send circuit.
(2) Base wiring. To determine whether or
not the trouble is in the base wiring, remove the
typing unit and keyboard and open the key
board slip contacts in the base. If this action
removes the short, the trouble is not in the base
wiring. If the short persists, make a point-topoint check by opening the circuit at the fol
lowing points in turn: terminal 32, break con
tacts, transmitter lockout contacts, contacts 54
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and 55, terminal 34, and send plug. The short
can be found by following the procedure given
in (1) above.
(3) Keyboard. Remove keyboard. Shorts
within the keyboard can be checked by placing
the test leads across terminals 54 and 57 and
measuring the resistance as the transmitter
contacts are opened.
d. LOCATION OP CROSSES. See paragraph 128i
for the discussion of crosses between the motor,
send, and receive circuits.
<?. LOCATION OF GROUNDS. Grounds in the
send circuits may be the result of the same con
ditions described under the discussion of the
motor circuit in paragraph 128;. Except for the
following change, perform the same test to lo
cate grounds in the send circuit : touch the lead
of Test Unit I-236 (or the ohmmeter, which
ever is used) to the tip and sleeve of the send
plug instead of to the terminals of the power
plug. All other conditions discussed in para
graph 128/ apply to the send circuit.
I32. Localization of Trouble in Receive Circuit

a. GENERAL. Trouble within the receive cir
cuit can be localized by the use of Test Unit
I-236 or an ohmmeter. The receive circuit con
sists of the red receive plug and cord, the se
lector magnets, and wiring in parallel with the
circuit.
b. LOCATION OF OPENS. With Test Unit I-236
or an ohmmeter, test for continuity of the re
ceive circuit. (See fig. 119.) Connect the test
equipment to the tip and sleeve of the red (re
ceive) plug. If there is an indication of an
open, the following tests should be made.
(1) Typing unit. Remove the typing unit
and with Test Unit I-236 or an ohmmeter
check the resistance between contacts 11 and
12 of the typing unit. The resistance should be
about 210 ohms. Testing across the coils of
selector magnet in series, the resistance should
be about 210 ohms. The resistance of each coil
when tested alone should be about 105 ohms.
Test Unit I-236 will not measure resistance but
it will indicate whether the resistance of the
two coils are approximately equal. If the mag
net circuit is clear, the open is in the base
wiring.
(2) Base iviring. If the above tests fail to
locate the open, then the open is in the receive
cord or in the base wiring. The following tests
will locate the open quickly and accurately.
Connect the leads of Test Unit I-236 or an
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ohmmeter to the tip and sleeve of the red (re
ceive) plug. Connect a 4-foot length of insu
lated wire to the sleeve of the red plug, and
with the other end of the wire short out various
parts of the receive circuit by touching in suc
cessive order the following terminals and con
tacts : terminals 41, 61, 46 (on Printer TG-7-A
only), 11, 12, 45 (on Printer TG-7-A only), 66,
42, and the red plug tip. The open will be be
tween the first contact which shorts the receive
plug when touched, and the preceding contact.
c. LOCATION OF SHORTS. Shorts in the receive
circuit will prevent the full line current from
reaching the selector magnets. Shorts may
occur between two wires or between wires and
metal parts. A short in the wiring will be in
dicated on the test set. Inspect the teletype
writer for shorts in the following sequence :
(1) Base wiring. Remove the typing unit
and open the line jack and measure the resist
ance between the tip and sleeve of the red re
ceive plug. If the meter indicates a short within
the wiring, open the wiring at each of the fol
lowing terminals in turn and measure the
resistance at the tip and sleeve of the red plug ;
terminals 41, 61, 46 (on Printer TG-7-A only).
11, 12, 45 (on Printer TG-7-A only), 66, 42,
and the plug terminals. The short is between
the first terminal opened which does not remove
the short indication of the meter, and the preceeding terminal tested. See the schematic dia
gram for the teletypewriter being tested when
tracing shorts.
(2) Typing unit. Remove the typing unit
and test the resistance between contacts 11 and
12. The resistance should be about 210 ohms.
A low-resistance reading indicates a short. Re
move one of the leads at either of the selector
magnets and measure the resistance of the two
magnets in series. If the resistance is about 210
ohms, the short is not in the selector magnets
but in wiring between the magnets and con
tacts 11 and 12 of the typing unit. Check the
resistance between contact 11 (or 12) and the
frame of the typing unit. The wiring is
grounded if a short is indicated on the test set.
Note. The above tests are for locating trouble in
teletypewriters which do not have the relay mounting
block wired into the receive circuit.

d. LOCATION OF CROSSES. See paragraph 128i
for the discussion of crosses between the motor,
send, and receive circuits.
e. LOCATION OF GROUNDS. Grounds in the re
ceive circuit may be the result of the same con

quicker when only one adjustment is faulty and
the remainder of the mechanism is in good con
dition. In such cases only the related adjust
ments need to be checked.
Caution: In some cases evidences of faulty
operation may be apparent only when the mech
anism is power-driven.
b. Additional aid in locating mechanical
troubles may be secured from records of pre
vious troubles and adjustments.

ditions described under the discussion of the
motor circuit in paragraph 128;. Except for
the following change, perform the same test to
locate grounds in the receive circuit : touch the
lead of Test Unit I-236 (or the ohmmeter,
whichever is used) to the tip and sleeve of the
receive (red) plug instead of to the terminals
of the power plug. All other conditions dis
cussed in paragraph 128; apply to the receive
circuit.
I
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Figure 119. Schematic diagram of receive circuit.

I33. Introduction to Localization of Mechani
cal Troubles

a. When a mechanical function has been ob
served either to fail to operate or to operate in
a faulty manner, it is necessary to localize or
isolate the trouble in a particular adjustment
or series of adjustments. The experience of the
repairman and the over-all condition of the
equipment will indicate which of the following
two methods is the better approach to various
troubles.
(1) One method involves checking the in
dividual requirement for all adjustments in the
subassembly or mechanism. Use the related
data found in the detailed requirements and
adjustment procedures, section XIV, to deter
mine the sequence to be followed.
(2) A second method involves setting up by
hand the vanes or selecting mechanism and
completing the operation by manually rotating
the motor, shaft, gear, or cam that normally
drives the assembly. This method is usually

c. The procedure for localizing mechanical
trouble is divided into the effects of the trouble
as follows :
(1) Teletypewriter does not start.
(2) Typing unit runs open.
(3) Transmitter runs open.
(4) Teletypewriter scrambles letters and
functions.
(5) Certain functions do not operate cor
rectly.
I34. Locating Trouble when Teletypewriter
Does not Start

The following conditions should locate trouble
if the teletypewriter will not start.
a.. ELECTRICAL TROUBLE. See paragraph 128
for electrical power troubles. Electrical trouble
in the motor circuit may be due to mechanical
adjustments of contacts, and the tests for elec
trical trouble will accurately locate these
troubles.

b. EXCESSIVE MOTOR OR MAIN-SHAFT TORQUE.
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With the teletypewriter cover removed, turn
the motor by hand in the direction of normal
operation. If the motor cannot be easily turned
by hand, make the following tests to locate the
cause of the binding.
c. BINDING AT MAIN-SHAFT DRIVE GEAR. Re
move screws that hold typing unit to the base.
Turn the motor by hand again. If the motor
turns easily, the motor pinion is binding on the
main-shaft gear.
d. MOTOR BEARINGS BIND. Remove the typing
unit, and turn the motor by hand. If the motor
does not turn easily, the motor bearings are
probably burned.
e. MAIN SHAFT BINDS. With the typing unit
removed, turn the main shaft by hand. If the
main shaft will not turn or if it turns with
great effort, perform the following:
(1) Hold the selector armature to the mark
position and turn the shaft, if possible, until
the selector sleeve and bail cam do not move
when the shaft is turned. If the main shaft still
binds, the trouble is within the main shaft.
(2) Remove the main shaft and check the
main-shaft bearings and the various friction
clutches for excessive friction or binding.
/. TRANSMITTER SHAFT BINDS. (1) Check
gear clearance of transmitter shaft drive gear
when typing unit and keyboard are fastened in
the base unit.
(2) Check binding of the transmitter shaft
bearings.
I35. Locating Trouble when Typing Unit Runs
Open

Examine for the following situations if the
typing unit runs open:
a. ELECTRICAL TROUBLE. With the teletype
writer cover removed, press the selector arma
ture to the mark position. If the armature does
not bind and the teletypewriter runs closed, the
trouble is electrical. If the teletypewriter does
not run closed with the armature in the mark
position, the trouble is mechanical and within
the typing unit.
b. SELECTOR TRIP-OFF MECHANISM. (1) Ex
amine the selector sleeve when the selector
armature is in the mark position. If the selector
sleeve rotates under these conditions, the trou
ble is in the selector trip-off mechanism.
(2) Loosen the trip-off eccentric screw and
turn the screw until the screw head does not
touch the trip-latch plunger. If the selector cam
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sleeve does not stop rotating, the trouble may
be in the stop lever.
(3) Remove the typing unit, and turn the
main shaft by han'd while holding the stop lever
from rotating. If the selector cam sleeve is
stopped after one revolution, the trouble may
be in the trip latch or in the trip-latch spring,
or in a worn-stop lever.
c. MAIN-SHAFT CLUTCH THROW-OUT LEVER.
If the selector sleeve does not rotate when the
selector armature is in the mark position, but
the bail cam continues to rotate, the trouble
is in the clutch throw-out lever.
(1) With the typing unit removed and the
selector armature held in the mark position,
rotate the main shaft slowly and examine the
throw-out clutch lever.
(2) If the clutch throw-out lever does not
engage the clutch throw-out cam, check for a
missing spring or a broken or missing clutch
throw-out lever.
(3) If the clutch throw-out lever does en
gage the cam, check the clearance between the
clutch jaws.
I36. Locating Trouble when Transmitter Runs
Open

If the transmitter runs open make the follow
ing checks on the transmitter clutch throw-out
lever :
a. See if clutch throw-out lever engages the
throw-out cam. Clutch throw-out lever spring
may be missing or the clutch throw-out lever
may be binding.
b. Adjustment of the clutch throw-out lever
eccentric.
c. Adjustment of repeat space rod.
I37. Teletypewriter Scrambles Letters and
Functions

a. There are several possible sources of trou
ble external to the teletypewriter when it scram
bles letters and functions. Such trouble may
be due to the external line characteristics, im
proper line current, or external relays which
cause a biased signal to be received even when
the signal is sent with the teletypewriter key
board. To eliminate line troubles, set up a
dummy signal circuit as explained in paragraph
129.
b. If a second teletypewriter in good work
ing condition is available, the trouble can be
localized to a given unit by replacing the major

units of the defective teletypewriter with units
from the equipment that is working properly.
The following procedure can be used to locate
trouble in a teletypewriter where replacement
of units is not practicable.
I38. Testing Teletypewriter with Test Circuit
Adaptations of test circuits will vary with the
experience of repair personnel. The sequence
of testing given below is recommended for gen
eral use by all personnel involved in the repair
of teletypewriters.
a. Set up a test circuit as explained in para
graph 129.
6. Type test sentences to see if errors still
occur.
c. With the cover removed, check the code
position of the vanes for each letter or opera
tion. See figure 23 for the teletypewriter code.
The first five vanes (counting from the top
down) set up the code and the front edges of
the vanes are tilted down for a mark signal
and up for a space signal. The front edge of
the sixth (bottom) vane tilts down when the
platen is in the letters printing position and
up for the figures printing position. The platen
should move up or down to correspond with
the desired function.
d. Use the RY combination to get complete
reversal of the five selectors and vanes. Any
vane that is sticking can be readily detected.
e. With the motor switch turned to OFF,
operate the R and Y keys and slowly turn the
motor in its normal direction of operation.
Watch the operation of the selector unit and
the selector armature. Poor transmitter con
tacts or contact adjustment may cause one or
more of the transmitter contacts to space in
stead of mark.
/. With the typing unit removed, hold the
vanes in the proper code positions for letters
that will not print correctly and turn the main
shaft by hand. If the letter is not operated,
check the code bars to see if they are sticking
or determine if the bell cranks require adjust
ing.
g. If no results are obtained from the test
described in a through / above, the trouble is
probably in the adjustment of the selector unit.
After checking the tension of the selector arma
ture spring, make a complete adjustment of the
selector unit according to the requirements
given in section XIV. Trouble in the selector

unit will be evident only if the teletypewriter
is power-driven.
I39. Locating Trouble when Certain Functions
Do not Operate Correctly

If the teletypewriter operates correctly with the
exception of one or two functions or letters, the
trouble is usually in the adjustments and parts
common to the operation of only these func
tions or letters. In such cases, trouble is seldom
found in the selecting mechanism, the vanes,
or the code bars. The trouble can be quickly
located by the following action.
a. With the typing unit removed, set the
vanes by hand to the code of the function or
letter, and the platen in the proper position,
making sure that the sixth vane is also in the
proper position. Turn the main shaft until the
function bail and printing bails have been op
erated.
b. Watch the operation of the function lever
or the code bars concerned. If the function lever
operates but the function is not completed, ex
amine the function bail as the main shaft is
turned again. The trouble can be found by
progressively following the action of the levers
from the function lever to the final action of
the function.
Section XIII. REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS
I40. General Repair Information

a. This section describes the repairing and
replacing of defective teletypewriter parts and
does not duplicate information on preventive
maintenance procedure furnished in part three.
The repair instructions furnished are not in
tended as a complete shop guide listing every
possible work operation that might be involved
in large scale dismantling and repairing of sal
vaged teletypewriters. The procedures included
are intended to prescribe the operations in
volved in replacing and repairing those parts,
assemblies, and units subject to the greatest
amount of wear.
6. Because of variations in service needs and
in the repair and supply facilities available, de
finite rules cannot always be given specifying
exactly which parts, assemblies, or units should
be repaired and which should be replaced. As
only a limited number of the many small tele
typewriter parts can be satisfactorily repaired,
the repair instructions consist primarily of de127

tailed disassembly, cleaning, replacement, reassembly, adjustment, and lubrication procedures to be followed in overhauling a complete
teletypewriter or repairing a single unit or assembly. Actual repair instructions are included
for those parts and assemblies which can be
satisfactorily repaired under average condi-

™Jin* and *cfini^ng .......... • ............
'" Instructions for base repairs ...............
Chests:
Instructions for repairing chests ............
Cover:
S^™*. °*.™P™a.™ ™.!."?!"!?!.*

tions.
c. Except in cases of extreme emergency, all
repairs to teletypewriters should be completed
, -t
,,
. , . , , ,

Keyboard:
Introduction to keyboard repairs ............ 165
Repair or "^cement of transmitter (sending) contacts ........................... 169

by personnel thoroughly trained in teletype-

Replacing key tops ........................ 166

writer maintenance. IT IS AS IMPORTANT

Replacement of transmitter shaft, cam sleeve,

182
179
181
180

TO KNOW WHAT NOT TO DO AS WELL

and clutches ............................ 168

AS WHAT TO DO, WHEN MAKING TELE-

Replacement of transmitter shaft drive gear. . 167

TYPEWRITER REPAIRS. Equipment operat-

Motor unit:

...
, ,,
,..,!,,
ing with minor faults may fail completely as a

Introduction to motor unit repairs ........... 148
Disassembly of motor for major repairs ..... 149

result of efforts by inexperienced personnel to
correct apparently simple defects.

Special cleaning instructions for motor ...... 150
.

General instructions for replacement and re-

d. Inspecting, cleaning, and lubricating com-

B Pair of motor armature

................ 151

pleted while making repairs should be per-

Resurfacing motor commutators ............ 152
General instructions for replacing motor

formed in accordance with preventive maintenance procedures described in part three and

brushes ................ 153
Surfacing and installing motor brushes ...... 154

additional instructions in this part. All adjust, ,j ,
, , , .
,
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Replacing armature bearings ............... 155
Reassembly of motor ....................... 156

section XIV. See section VIII for moisture and

Replacing governor contact points ........... 169

ments should be completed m accordance with
the detailed requirements and adjustments in

Introduction to governor repairs ........... 157
Disassembly of governor ................... 158

fungiprOOfing instructions.

Repair of contact points ................... 160

e. General instructions grouped in the paragraphs at the front of this section are intended

Reassembling governor ..... ... ......... 161
Inspection, cleaning, and repair of governor
contact disks ........................... 162

for use when a complete unit is removed and

Repair and replacement of end-ring governor

another (new or repaired) unit is installed.
The general instructions do not include disas, ,
,
.
,
j
sembly, cleaning, repair, replacement, and reassembly information which applies only to the

brushes ................ 163
Testine rePaired governors ................. 164
Type-bar carriage:
Instructions for disassembly of type-bar carriage ................ 176

repairing and replacing of individual parts.
/. See the special index in paragraph 141 for

Repairing and replacing type bars., ........ 177
Reassembling type-bar carriage parts ....... 178

the location in this section of detailed repair
,
,
.
..
.
. ,. -i ,
and replacement instructions for individual
parts and subassemblies. The paragraphs are

Typing unit:
Introduction of typing unit repairs .......... 170
Removing and disassembling type unit subassemblies .............................. 171

arranged to group the related topics for each
of the principal assemblies.

Removing and inspecting main shaft ........
Repairing and replacing main shaft ........
Repairing platen assembly .................
Reassembling typing unit subassemblies .....

I4I. Special Index of Repair and Replacement
Procedures (By Assemblies or Units)
Paragraph

General repair information ........... ..... 140
Instructions for removing principal teletype-

writer units

I42. Instructions for Removing Principal
Teletypewriter Units

,

a CovER Remove platen crank by pulling
. , ,
. . ..
... ,,
. ,
T ... ,

.142

straight out in line with the platen. Lift the

General disassembly and reassembly procedure 143
Instructions for special cleaning procedures.. 144

cover straight up. (See fig. 1.)
b. TYPING UNIT. Remove three thumbscrews

Inspection procedure for major repairs ....... 145

that fasten the typing unit to the base. (See

General reassembly procedure . .
.
146
Instructions for replacing principal teletype-

fi

writer units

147

Emergency repairs ............................ 183
128

172
173
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175

^ } Remove the t pj
,
, .

unit b lifti
.*,

^

vm^ straight up until it clears the base. (See
fig. 40. )

c. TYPE-BAR CARRIAGE. To remove type-bar
carriage from typing unit, operate carriagereturn lock bar and move type-bar carriage
to the extreme right. Operate the dash-pot lever
and lock the carriage in this position. Remove
the draw strap by grasping the carriage-return
drum in one hand to remove the strain from
the strap, and with the other hand, remove the
strap from the pin on the carriage, and hook
its eyelet on the margin bell hammer post. (See
fig. 83.) Move the right margin-adjusting screw
arm to the rear. Reoperate the carriage-return
lock bar and the carriage will slide off to the
right. (See fig. 120.)

(1) Arrange a clean place to work on a
bench, table, or box. Make sure that dust or
dirt will not fall or be blown into the mechan
ism while it is disassembled. When rough
boards or other rough surfaces are used as a
workbench, place several thicknesses of paper
or some kind of cloth material on the boards to
prevent small parts from becoming lost or dirty.
(2) Secure several small clean, cardboard,
wood, or metal containers to keep the parts of
different assemblies from becoming lost or
mixed together.
(3) Arrange the necessary tools and mate
rials where they will be readily accessible dur-

CARRIAGE- RETURN
SPRING DRUM

RIGHT MARGIN
STOP SCREW

CARRIAGE-RETURN
DRAW STRAP

Figure 120. Removal of type-bar carriage.

d. KEYBOARD UNIT. Loosen two knurled
screws fastening the keyboard to the base. (See
fig. 70.) Remove the keyboard by pulling
straight out to the front.
e. MOTOR UNIT. Remove three mounting
screws that fasten the motor to the base. (See
fig. 2.) Remove the motor.
I43. General Disassembly and Reassembly
Procedure

a. PREPARATION FOR DISASSEMBLY. Before
starting to disassemble the teletypewriter, take
the following preparatory steps.

ing the progress of the repair work. Be sure
the containers used for the special cleaning
operations are located where dirt will not enter
them and they will not be easily upset.
b. DISASSEMBLY PROCEDURE.
(1) Disconnect the power and signal line
connections, remove the teletypewriter cover,
and dismount the typing unit, keyboard, motor
unit, etc., in the manner described in subparagraphs below.
(2) Remove the ribbon, roll of paper, and
any paper tags or forms that may be subject
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to damage while the teletypewriter is being,
cleaned and repaired.
(3) Before disassembling the various units
and assemblies, clean any excess quantities of
oil, grease, or dirt from around the nuts, screws,
and fasteners that must be loosened or removed
so that the wrenches and other tools will fit
them properly.
(4) Proceed to disassemble the various
parti* and assemblies using the particular tools
designed for each item.
Note. Do not disassemble any units or assemblies
beyond the point necessary to thoroughly inspect and
clean the entire mechanism and repair or replace any
defective parts.

(5) When small parts are disassembled,
place them in a container and mark them to
identify their origin.
(6) See index in appendix III for illustra
tions showing location of parts and part num
bers.
(7) Vary the sequence with which the work
is completed in any manner that will make it
possible to speed up the work involved without
sacrificing the quality. As an example, most
experienced mechanics prefer to complete the
cleaning, washing, drying, etc., of as many
parts as possible before starting to repair, ad
just and lubricate the various units. This per
mits an early and accurate appraisal of the
number of parts requiring repair or replace
ment and the amount of time that will be re
quired to complete the work.
I44. Instructions for Special Cleaning
Procedures

a. GENERAL. Equipment that has been dis
assembled for major overhaul can be thor
oughly cleaned by immersing and brushing the
parts in containers of the appropriate cleaning
fluids.
Caution: Do not immerse equipment wiring,
resistors, capacitors, motor armature, or motor
windings.
b. USE OF SPECIAL CLEANING MATERIALS.
The following cleaning fluids normally avail
able through supply channels, are satisfactory
for use as described below.
(1) Use a soap and water solution to remove
nonoily dirt from nonelectrical rubber and cel
lulose parts.
(2) Use cleaning compound stock No. 6G236
to remove oil, grease, gummy dirt. Soak 10 to
15 minutes and flush with very hot water.
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(3) Use dry-cleaning solvent (SD) to re
move oil, grease, gummy dirt, and paper lint.
(4) Use carbon tetrachloride only for clean
ing electrical contacts.
(5) Use diacetone alcohol to remove ditto
or hectograph ribbon stain from metal, rubber,
or cellulose parts.
c. DRYING. (1) Air blast. Where compressed
air is available, dry the parts by the air-blast
method.
Caution: Use great care when using com
pressed air to prevent injury to personnel or
the loss of parts.
(2) Wiping. Dry parts by wiping with a
clean, dry cloth. Be careful to dry the cleaning
fluid from all the crevices of the parts.
(3) Oven drying. Dry the parts in an im
provised oven heated with electric lamps and
adjusted to maintain a temperature of about
160° F. Leave parts in the oven from 1 to 2
hours.
I45. Inspection Procedure for Major Repairs
a. GENERAL. The inspection procedures for
a major overhaul include all items listed in the
preventive maintenance check list in part three
together with additional items which may be
inspected while the teletypewriter is disassem
bled. The inspection will be made to determine
which parts are satisfactory for reuse, which
require repairs, and which must be replaced
with new parts. If the teletypewriter is dam
aged by foreign objects or during shipment, it
may only be necessary to disassemble and in
spect one of the principal units and give the
remainder of the teletypewriter a preventive
maintenance inspection.
6. FREQUENCY OF MAJOR OVERHAULS. Wide
variations in the age and general physical con
dition of the teletypewriter and the experience
of the lower echelon maintenance personnel
who complete the preventive maintenance work
will all affect the need for disassembling the
equipment for a major overhaul. Differences
in the climatic conditions under which the
equipment is operated will also affect the length
of time between major overhauls. Do not com
pletely disassemble teletypewriters until the
regular preventive maintenance inspection in
dicates that the general wear on the parts has
reached the point where they should be disas
sembled to permit a thorough inspection. Tele
typewriters operating from 8 to 12 hours per

day will ordinarily not require a complete over
haul by a higher echelon shop more often than
at 6 or 8 month intervals. Teletypewriters op
erating less than 8 hours per day may be main
tained in such condition that a complete over
haul is not warranted even at the end of a year
in service; every old and well-worn equipment
operating in tropical regions may require a
major overhaul every third or fourth month.
In all cases the thoroughness of the preventive
maintenance work performed by the second and
third echelon personnel is the principal factor
in determining how frequently the teletype
writer must be taken out of service and re
turned to a higher echelon shop for a- major
overhaul.
c. PROCEDURE. Make the inspection on tele
typewriters incidental to repairs after all parts
have been thoroughly cleaned. Include all re
lated items listed in the preventive mainten
ance check list in part three and in addition,
include a thorough inspection of the wearing
surfaces of gears, cams, levers, springs, bear
ings, etc., which can be inspected only after the
equipment is disassembled. While the parts are
disassembled, make a thorough inspection of
the surfaces Df all castings and supporting
parts to determine that no breaks or cracks
exist. Inspect the condition of all wiring, in
sulating strips, and terminal blocks while they
are accessible. Check carefully the surface con
dition of all clutches, commutators, contacts,
etc., and the end play of bearings in accordance
with detailed instructions in other paragraphs
of this section and related paragraphs in the
requirements and adjustment data in section
XIV.
I46. General Reassembly Procedure

All parts, subassemblies and units should be
reassembled in accordance with the following
provisions :
a. Replace all worn or broken parts that
cause malfunctioning of the teletypewriter and
adjust according to directions in the appro
priate paragraph in section XIV. Replace, while
the equipment is disassembled for checking and
repair, any worn parts that have not caused
trouble, but are likely to cause it before the
next complete overhaul of the teletypewriter.
.b. Assemble replaced parts and associated
parts firmly. Tighten all screws, nuts, and bolts
carefully.

c. All parts disturbed or replaced during re
pairs should be readjusted at the time of, or
immediately after their assembly.
d. When dented or flattened areas prevent
proper turning and adjusting, the damaged
parts should be removed and repaired or re
placed.
e. Bent or distorted parts may be restored
to shape and reused, provided that no cracks
result which would be likely to cause future
failure in service and that hardened surfaces
have not been softened by repairs.
/. If the locking edges of lockwashers re
moved during repairs are rounded, the lockwashers should be replaced by new ones.
g. Screws or nuts with damaged heads should
be replaced.
h. When screws, nuts, or other parts are
locked in place by locknuts, these parts should
not be loosened or removed without first loosen
ing the locknut. (Such a procedure is liable to
damage the threads.) Loosened or removed
parts should be set up tight on reassembly.
i. Slivers and sharp burrs that are a hazard
should be removed when observed.
I47. Instructions for Replacing Principal
Teletypewriter Units

The order of replacing the units will vary with
the amount of repair work involved but in all
cases the type-bar carriage should be mounted
on the typing unit before placing the typing
unit on the base.
a. REPLACEMENT OF TYPE-BAR CARRIAGE. (1)
Shift the platen to the figures position and
rotate the main shaft until the printing bail is
in its rear position.
(2) Move the right margin adjusting screw
arm on the carriage to the rear, so that it is
approximately 45 from vertical.
(3) Hold the carriage in the right hand and
rest the left front carriage support roller on
the right end tot' the front carriage track, and
make sure that the carriage guide screw en
gages the slot in the front carriage track.
(4) Move the carriage slowly to the left until
the rear carriage support roller rests on the
rear track.
(5) Operate the carriage-return lock bar,
and move the pull-bar bail to its farthest rear
position by pushing on the right pull-bar bail
roller with the right thumb.
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(6) Move the carriage farther to the left.
Make sure that the bell cranks engage their
respective vanes, that the right front carriage
support roller and guide screw properly engage
the front carriage track, and that the pull-bar
bail plunger roller is between the printing bail
blades.
(7) When the carriage has been moved far
enough to the left to permit the right margin
adjusting screw to clear the spacing stop lever,
restore the right margin adjusting screw arm
to its normal vertical position, and shift the
carriage to its extreme right position and lock
it in place by operating the dash-pot lever.
(8) Hold the carriage-return spring drum
so that the spring cannot unwind.
(9) Unhook the eyelet of the draw strap
from the margin bell hammer spring post, and
hook it over its mounting post on the carriage.
(10) Operate the carriage-return lock bar
to permit the carriage to return to its extreme
left position.
b. REPLACING THE MOTOR UNIT. (1) The
motor unit is mounted on the base after all
repairs and lubrication is completed. The unit
is placed on the base and pushed back against
the spring contacts. Holding it in this position,
put the three mounting screws in place. Tighten
the two front screws and then back them off
about 14 of a turn. Do not tighten the rear
mounting screw until the typing unit is in place.
(2) See paragraph 218 for requirements and
adjustments of the main-shaft drive gear clear
ances.
c. REPLACING TYPING UNIT AFTER REPAIRS.
(1) The typing unit should be completely as
sembled, all adjustments checked, and lubrica
tion completed before mounting the typing unit
on the base. If the motor unit has been removed
from the base, it is usually replaced before
mounting the typing unit.
(2) Lower the typing unit into place care
fully to avoid damaging the gears and contact
springs.
(3) Turn the motor shaft a few turns to
insure that the gears are properly meshed and
fasten the typing unit to the base with the
three thumb-screws.
d. REPLACING KEYBOARD AND COVER AFTER
REPAIRS. (1) Slide the keyboard into position
on the base and tighten the two knurled screws.
(2) Place the cover down over the teletype
writer and install the platen crank.
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I48. Introduction to Motor Unit Repairs

a. Complete disassembly and overhaul of the
motor unit should be made only when the motor
starts to give trouble and then only by specially
trained personnel.
6. The overhaul should include complete dis
assembly and cleaning of the motor, inspection
and replacement or repair of burned governor
contacts, worn end-ring brushes, worn commu
tator brushes, grooved or burned commutators,
worn motor bearings, or poor insulation. The
motor need not be completely disassembled to
replace or repair brushes or governor parts,
and these may require repairs or replacement
more often than once every 6 months.
I49. Disassembly of Motor for Major Repairs
(fig. 121)

Use the following sequence of steps when dis
assembling the motor for repairs.
a. Remove the motor unit from the base.
b. Remove the motor pinion, governor brush
bracet assembly, and the governor. Be careful
and do not lose any of the shims that may be
on the armature shaft between the governor
hub and the end frame casting of the motor.
c. Remove any external bearing retainer
screws.
d. Remove the brush-holder caps and remove
the brushes.
e. Remove the motor frame bolts or screws
and separate the parts by prying gently with
the blade of a screw driver. Lift out the arma
ture. Do not drop the armature or damage the
windings. Do not lose any of the parts, such as
bearing retainers, spring washers, etc.
/. Remove the armature bearings using the
No. 84020 bearing puller (not furnished as part
of Tool Equipment TE-50) .
Caution: Use the No. 84020 bearing puller
on bearings which have a built-in dust shield
with extreme care. Position the bearing puller
so that pressure is exerted on the outer bearing
race only. Pressure exerted on the dust shield
will crush the shield and thereby destroy the
bearing. Do not attempt to pry the bearings off
vvith a screw driver.
I50. Special Cleaning Instructions for Motor
The instructions given in this paragraph are
for the cleaning of the internal parts of the
motor. See 40c for instructions for cleaning the
external parts of the motor.

i
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a. Disassemble the motor. (See par. 149.)
b. Clean all dust, paper lint, nonoily dirt, etc.,
from the stator and armature windings by
brushing carefully with a clean, dry sash brush.
Caution: Be careful not to damage the wind
ings.
c. Clean all oil, grease, or gummy deposits
from the face of the armature and stator by
wiping with a piece of clean cheesecloth that
has been dampened with dry-cleaning solvent
(SD). Do not use an excessive amount of drycleaning solvent (SD).
d. Clean the end bells, bearings, motor pin
ion, and any other all-metal parts by immersing
in a container of appropriate cleaning fluid.
(See par. 144.) Be sure to dry and lubricate
the parts as directed for each of the cleaning
materials. Use a sash brush to remove dirt,
grease, or gummy deposits.
e. Clean all dirt, dust, oil, grease, gummy de
posits, or other foreign material from the com
mutator by rubbing with a piece of clean
cheesecloth dampened with carbon tetrachloride. Be careful not to damage the windings.
Note. Discoloration of the commutator segments
caused by carbon particles becoming imbedded in face
of the segments should not be removed unless the com
mutator must be refinished because it is badly grooved
or if the brushes spark excessively. See paragraph 152
for further information on resurfacing the commutator.

I5I. General Instructions for Replacement and
Repair of Motor Armature

a. After long periods of operation, the com
mutators of series motors become worn and
grooved by the brushes and require resurfacing
as described in paragraph 152. If the surface
of the commutator is not grooved deeply and
has a smooth, even, grayish coating of oxide,
no repairs are required unless there is exces
sive sparking at the brushes under load.
b. If theje is excessive sparking of brushes
on a commutator that is not grooved or pitted,
clean the commutator with cloth moistened
with carbon tetrachloride, turning the shaft
over by hand after the brushes are removed as
described in paragraph 153.
c. If there is still excessive sparking, remove
the armature from the motor and clean the
commutator lightly with #0000 sandpaper. To
do this, wrap a piece of sandpaper around the
commutator and rotate the armature in a lathe
or between other fixed centers, holding the
sandpaper lightly by hand.
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Note. The copper commutator segments frequently
become quite dark because of carbon particles from
th» carbon brushes which become imbedded in the com
mutator segments. This discoloration greatly increases
the life of the segments. DO NOT polish to remove the
discoloration unless the segments are deeply grooved.

d. Inspect the commutator carefully to deter
mine if it is necessary to undercut the segment
insulators. The top of the insulator must be
below the level of the adjoining commutator
bars, to prevent small carbon particles from
the brushes lodging in the separators and short
ing the bars.
e. Lower echelons should replace the motor
when the commutator requires resurfacing and
higher echelons should complete repairs or re
place the motor in accordance with local in
structions.
I52. Resurfacing Motor Commutators
When authorized by local instructions the com
mutator may be resurfaced by experienced per
sonnel as follows :
o. REFINISHING COMMUTATOR SURFACE, (l)
Mount the motor armature between centers on
a lathe so that the shaft does not run out of line
more than .0005 inches. Make a series of light
cuts across the entire width of the commutators
with a sharp cutting tool. Continue the cuts un
til enough metal is removed to eliminate the
grooves and rough spots in the surfaces. DO
NOT REMOVE MORE METAL THAN NE
CESSARY.
(2) Polish the commutator with a strip of
fine sandpaper (#000 or #0000) held in flat
contact with the armature as it revolves in the
lathe.
Caution: Do not attempt to smooth a rough
commutator with sandpaper unless a lathe is
available. DO NOT use emery cloth or carborun
dum paper as above carborundum particles
may cause trouble in the electrical circuits.
b. UNDERCUTTING COMMUTATOR BAR SEPA
RATORS (INSULATORS). (1) Tool equipments
furnished to the larger repair shops may be
equipped with any one of several types of un
dercutting tools. Do not attempt to use special
undercutting tools until the directions furnished
with them have been carefully studied.
(2) If no standard undercutting tool is avail
able, improvise a tool from a piece of hacksaw
blade. Grind the sides of the teeth so that the
total width of the teeth is a little less than the
width of the separators. Hold this improvised

tool at an angle so that only one or two teeth
are in contact with the mica, and draw the
tool in a direction away from the windings.
Repeat the process until the surface of the
mica is 14,4 to \{.., inch below the surface of the
metal segments. Repeat for all the segments.
Caution: After the mica has been undercut
between all segments, check to be sure that no
slivers of metal remain in the slots. These
slivers would short the commutator segments
and burn out the windings when the motor was
started.
I53. General Instructions for Replacing Motor
Brushes

spring is intact, free from kinks, and will allow
the brush spring to extend properly.
g. Clean out the brush holder with cloth
moistened with carbon tetrachloride and
wrapped around a screw driver blade or simi
larly shaped tool.
h. Reinsert old brushes in the same brush
holder and with the same side uppermost.
;'. Insert a new brush or a brush that has
just been resurfaced with the numbered side up.
j. See that the brush moves freely in the
brush holder. Check the pressure of the brush
springs and see that they meet the specified re
quirements.
I55. Replacing Armature Bearings

o. In removing the brushes, note or mark
the position so that the brush may be replaced
in the same holder and with the same side
uppermost. If the brush has a number stamped
on the carbon, this may be used as a guide.
6. Inspect the brushes as follows:
(1) Check to be sure at least ';'16-inch of
brush material remains.
(2) Check to be sure the surface bearing on
the commutator constitutes at least one-third
of the brush face.
(3) The brushes should make contact across
at least three-fourth of the long dimension of
the brush face.
c. If the above requirements are not met,
substitute a new brush which has been properly
surfaced as described in the next paragraph.
154. Surfacing and Installing Motor Brushes
The methods of shaping the brush face to the
proper curvature are as follows:
a. Wrap a piece of #0000 sandpaper around
a sector of the armature under the brush holder.
b. Place the brush in the holder with the
numbered or marked side up, bearing against
the sandpaper under the normal pressure of
the brush spring.
c. Turn the armature (around which the
sandpaper is wrapped) back and forth by hand
until the brush surface has the proper curva
ture. The last turning of the armature should
be in the normal direction of rotation.
d. Remove the brush and bevel the edges
slightly with sandpaper.
e. Wipe off the brush with a piece of cloth
slightly moistened with carbon tetrachloride.
/. See that the pig tail inside of the brush

a. GENERAL. (1) Install new bearings if in
spection of the old bearings indicates that the
bearings are. burned, cracked, badly worn, or
injured in any way.
(2) Exercise great care in handling the bear
ings both before and after they are cleaned so
that no dirt will get inside of the bearing races.
Lubricate all bearings, including old bearings
found to be in good condition by cleaning and
inspecting; also lubricate new bearings with
grease before being placed on the shaft. ' In
addition to the lubrication factor, the grease
aids in preventing dirt from entering the bear
ing while it is out of the motor. Use a paper
washer placed over the exposed side of the bear
ing as a further aid to prevent dirt from enter
ing the bearing.
b. INSTALLATION OF BEARINGS. (1) In the
larger repair shops some type of arbor press
or bench vise will, normally, be available. This
can be used to press the bearings onto the arma
ture shaft.
(a) Slip the bearings onto the armature
shaft as far as they will go fingertight with the
dust covers (when bearings are so equipped-)
nearest the windings.
(b) Prepare two blocks of hard wood of
equal length and about 1 inch longer than the
shaft extension. The hardwood block must be
shaped to avoid any pressure on the ball bear
ing or outer race. Place one of these blocks on
each side of the shaft, with one end bearing
against the inner bearing race and the other
against the rear vise or arbor press jaw. Place
another block between the other end of the
armature shaft and the other vise or arbor
press jaw. Tighten vise very slowly until there
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Figure 122. Pressing armature bearing onto its shaft by use of a vise.

is all even pressure exerted on both sides of
the bearings. Be careful not to bend the shaft.
Tighten the vise slowly until the bearing is
pressed completely against the shoulder on the
armature shaft. Repeat the procedure to mount
the bearing on the other end of the armature
shaft. Figure 122 shows the method of pressing
a bearing on the armature shaft using a vise.
(2) When a suitable press or vise is not
available and bearings must be installed on the
motor shaft the following method may be used
when authorized as a field expedient.
(a) Slide the bearings onto the armature
shaft as far as they will go fingertight with
the dust covers (when bearings are so
equipped) placed nearest the winding.
(b) Prepare a piece of copper or brass pipe
about 1 inch longer than the shaft extension
and having an inside diameter slightly larger
than the diameter of the armature shaft. Slip
the copper or brass pipe onto the shaft so that
it bears against the inner bearing race. If cop
per or brass pipe is not available, use iron pipe
and a brass washer to keep from damaging the
inner bearing race.
(c) Stand the armature on end with the
pipe resting on the bench or work table. (See
fig. 123.)
(d) Place a block of hardwood over the other
end of the armature shaft and pound with care
ful, even strokes until the bearing is forced
firmly against the shoulder of the shaft.
Caution: Be sure the pipe bears against the
inner race of the bearing. Also, be careful not
to bend or otherwise damage the armature or
shaft.
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Figure 123. Mounting bearings on the armature shaft
by use of hammer and soft metal pipe.

I 56. Reassembly of Motor

a. PREPARATION. Thoroughly clean and dry
the motor before reassembling. Examine the
bearings and parts which should be free from
dirt before the reassembling is started.

b. STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLING. (1) Position
the bearing retainer so that the holes match
the position of the retainer screws.
(2) Insert armature into stator so that the
bearing opposite the commutator end of the
shaft enters the end bell. Do not use force as
the bearing should enter the end bell without
excessive effort.
(3) Remove the commutator brushes if they
are still in the end bell, and place the end bell
on the commutator end of the shaft. Gently tap
the end bells into place.
(4) Replace the motor frame bolts and
tighten opposite sides at the same time so as
not to screw the end bells.
(5) Using a toothpick or piece of stiff wire,
move the bearing retainer ring into position
so that the retainer ring screws can be started.
Tighten both retainer screws at the same time.
(6) Replace the motor pinion and pilot
screw.
I57. Introduction to Governor Repairs
a. GENERAL. Governor contacts cause con
siderable trouble when they are not in good
condition. All governor contacts in good condi
tion have an over-all grayish color. When the
contacts become pitted, or if, for any other
reason, the grayish color does not cover 75
percent of the contacting surfaces, both con
tacts should be replaced with new contacts as
described in paragraphs 159 and 160.
(tuition: Always replace governor contacts
in pairs. Do not touch the contacting surfaces
with the fingers because even minute deposits
of moisture or dirt will cause arcing and pit
ting.
CONTACTING SURFACES
MATCH AT ALL POINTS

b. CONTACTS IN SATISFACTORY CONDITION.
The surfaces of governor contacts may be cov
ered with very small build-ups and craters and
the governors still operate satisfactorily. Figure
124A shows an enlarged view of small build
ups and craters on a pair of contacts that are
operating satisfactorily. The build-ups on one
contact almost entirely match the craters on
the opposite contact, thus giving a maximum
of contacting surface. Contacts in this condi
tion need not be replaced unless trouble is ex
perienced in securing and maintaining the
proper speed adjustment.
c. COMMON CAUSES OF CONTACT TROUBLE.
(1) Trouble due to poor surface condition is
frequently the result of a previous attempt to
burnish or file a new surface on old contacts.
In such cases the build-ups have been removed
as shown in figure 124B but the craters still
exist with the result that the amount of con
tacting surface is reduced.
(2) A shift in the position of either contact
(except while adjusting new contacts) will re
sult in build-ups and craters being positioned
as shown in figure 124C. This condition results
in extremely erratic motor speed since practi
cally all of the contacting surface has been lost.
I 58. Disassembly of Governor
When it is desired to completely disassemble
the governor and governor brush assembly,
proceed as follows :
a. Remove the screw holding the governor
adjusting bracket to the brush spring plate
bracket.
b. Remove the screw holding the governor
adjusting bracket to the brush spring plate,
and remove the adjusting bracket.

HILLS REMOVED CONTACTING
SURFACES REDUCED

CONTACTS MOVED ALL
SEATING LOST
J
NOT MOVED

J

REPOSITIONED

B
GOOD CONDITION

EMERGENCY
REPAIR
BY STONING

RESULT OF
REPOSITIONING

CONTACTS

TL 5387IA

Figure 124. Enlarged diagrams of governor contact surfaces.
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Note. When the governor brush assembly does not
require repair, merely loosen the screw in (2) above
and raise the left end of the governor adjusting bracket
so that it pivots (on the loose screw) to the right of
the governor.

c. Remove the screws holding the brush
springs in place, and remove the springs.
Note. If complete disassembly is not desired, the
springs may be pushed aside to allow removal of the
governor.

d. Loosen the screw holding the governor to
the switch end of the rotor shaft and slip the
governor from the shaft.
e. Remove the screws securing the target
and governor cover, and remove the target and
cover.
/. Unhook the No. 6326 spring. (See fig. 125.)
g. Loosen the screw which clamps the feather
spring on the end of the No. 6314 contact
spring (fig. 125), and lift the contact spring
out of the governor shell.
h. Remove the nut and lockwasher on the
No. 6320 contact screw (fig. 125) and lift out
the contact screw.
PIECE OF WHITE PAPER
BENT UP AT END

contacting surface of the new point is perpen
dicular to a line through the center of the con
tact screw. (See fig. 126.) The new point of the
contact spring is properly aligned when there
is no appreciable gap between any part of the
contacting surface of the new point and the
straight edge when checked in the manner
shown in figure 126.
Note. Old style No. 6314 contact springs were
equipped with contact points which screwed into the
spring and were bonded by a drop of solder at the
end of the spring. New style are not threaded and the
points are fastened to the contact springs only.
<"
\
\

6320
CONTACT SCREW
(APPROX 5 TIMES
ACTUAL SI2E)

63I4 CONTACT SPRING
(WITH 72835
CONTACT POINT)
FEATHER
Q\ SPRING

BEND HERE, 11= NECESSARY,
TO MAKE CONTACT LIE FLAT
AGAINST STRAIGHT EDGE

6320
CONTACT
SCREW

6345 NUT
2191 LOCK
WASHER

6319 BLOCK

6323
SPRING
6324
ADJUSTING
WHEEl

TL4689A
Figure 125. Internal view of governor.

I59. Replacing Governor Contact Points

a. The contact points are made of tungsten
material and are attached to the contact screw
and spring by solder. Heat the old contact
points with a soldering iron and remove the
points. When a contact requires replacement,
replace both the upper and lower contact points
at the same time. This procedure tends to elimi
nate difficulties in seating the contacts.
b. Solder new points onto the contact screw
and spring. Use a soldering iron. Do not heat
the points excessively. The new point on the
contact screw is properly aligned when the
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STRAIGHT
EDGE
TL

Figure 126. Alignment of new governor
contact points.

I60. Repair of Contact Points
For emergency operation when trouble is due
to build-ups or pitting and new contact points
are not available, remove both contacts and
lifjhtly dress them with a fine carborundum
stone (part of Tool Equipment TE-50). A par
ticularly large build-up may have to be knocked
off with a screw driver and then dressed with
the carborundum stone. BOTH CONTACTS
SHOULD BE REPLACED AS SOON AS POS
SIBLE. THIS IS NECESSARY TO AVOID
MORE TROUBLE FROM BUILD-UPS AND
PITTING WHICH FORM QUICKLY ON RE
SURFACED CONTACTS.

I6I. Reassembling Governor

a. Insert the No. 6320 contact screw into the
hole in its mounting block. Place a No. 2191
lockwasher and a No. 6345 nut on the end of
the contact screw. Tighten the nut securely.
b. Insert the feather spring of the No. 6314
contact spring under the clamp on its mounting
block and tighten the clamp screw until the con
tact spring is held friction tight. The contact
should remain slightly separated (approxi
mately 0.005 inch).
c. Hook the No. 6323 spring onto the con
tact spring and turn the adjusting wheel until
all tension is released. Contacts should return
to the slightly separated position (6 above).
d. Insert a piece of white paper behind the
contacts as shown in figure 125.
SLIDE SPRING IN OR
OUT TO KEEP CON
TACTS IN LINE

ADJUST BLOCK TO CLOSE
GAP AT EITHER SIDE.

WITH LONG NOSE PLIERS HERE.
GIVE SLIGHT TWIST TO FEATHER SPRING
TO CLOSE CONTACT GAP AT FRONT OR BACK
FEATHER SPRING

SPRING TENSION TO CAUSE
CONTACTS TO JUST MAKE
TL-489IA

Figure 127. 'Positioning governor contacts.

e. Illuminate the contacts with a flashlight,
or other small lamp, and turn the adjusting
wheel until the contacts just touch.
/. Slide the contact spring to the right or left
until the sides of the upper and lower contact
points are in line. If a gap can be seen on
either side of the contacts, loosen the contact
mounting block retaining, screw and move the
top of the block to the right or left. At the same
time, shift the contact spring to keep the con
tact points in line. (See fig. 127.) Tighten both
the contact spring clamp screw and the contact
mounting block retaining screw.
g. If a gap at the front or back of the con
tacts is noticed, use a pair of long-nose pliers
to twist the feather spring on the end of the
contact spring. (See fig. 127.) Repeat any of
the operations that may be required until the
contacts meet all requirements for position.
h. Turn the adjusting wheel so that the ten
sion of the No. 6323 spring is near the midpoint
of its range.
i. Reassemble the governor cover 1and target
on the governor and remount the governor on
the motor.

I62. Inspection, Cleaning, and Repair of
Governor Contact Disks

a. Governor contact disks should be cleaned
with a piece of cloth dampened with carbon
tetrachloride. A smooth, even grey coating of
oxide is a desirable condition, and the contact
disks should not be disturbed unless there is
excessive sparking at the brushes.
6. To remove pits or burned spots from con
tact disks, use #0000 sandpaper held by hand
and with the motor running at normal speed.
A piece of cloth should be held with the sand
paper in such a way as to immediately wipe off
the cuttings and particles.
c. The surface of contact disks should not be
touched with the hand, as minute deposits of
moisture or dirt will cause arcing and pitting.
I63. Repair and Replacement of End-Ring
Governor Brushes

a. Replace the No. 78403 carbon brushes on
the tips of the end-ring governor contact springs
when the brushes have worn down to y16 inch.
Replace the individual brushes in the follow
ing manner when it is not desired to replace
the entire brush assembly.
6. Unsolder the old brush from the spring.
Clean out any solder remaining in the hole from
which the brush was removed. Insert the new
brush in the hole and solder firmly in place.
c. Place the governor brush assembly in
proper position and tighten the mounting
screws.
I64. Testing Repaired Governors

a. After the governor is completely reassem
bled and adjusted new contacts are seated by
running the motor on test for at least 1 hour.
Check the speed every 15 minutes and imme
diately investigate any sudden change in the
motor speed.
b. If the motor speed is erratic, disassemble
the governor and recheck the contacts for build
ups and alignment. If build-ups are found, re
place the contacts. After realigning the contacts
reassemble the governor and run the motor
again for 1 hour.
c. The operation of the governor is satisfac
tory if the motor speed has not changed ap
preciably at the end of the test run.
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I65. Introduction to Keyboard Repairs

a. All inspection, cleaning, repairing, re
placement, and adjustment of keyboard parts
should be completed with the keyboard removed
from the base.
b. As most of the parts are exposed when
the keyboard is removed from the teletype
writer, no special disassembly is required for
general cleaning and inspection purposes. In
structions for disassembling the transmitting
shaft assembly and transmitter (sending) con
tacts are furnished in paragraphs 168 and 169.
c. For ordinary repair cleaning see preven
tive maintenance cleaning instructions in 39a.
When an excessive amount of dirt or gummy
deposit is encountered, the wiring may be re
moved and the entire mechanism immersed and
brushed, and then dried as described in para
graph 144.
d. For replacement of keyboard parts not
described in this section, see requirements and
adjustments, section XIV.
I66. Replacing Key Tops

a. Replace all key tops that are so worn they
are not readable and any missing key tops.
b. Key tops are removed from the key levers
by turning the tops one-quarter turn in a clock
wise direction and lifting them up. Replace the
caps by arranging the cap in the normal posi
tion and pressing the cap down on the key lever
while holding the key lever from underneath.
The cap will snap into the proper position.
I 67. Replacement of Transmitter Shaft Driven
Gear

a. Replace the driven gear if any of the teeth
are missing, if the gear is badly worn, and
when the requirements of paragraph 350 cannot
be met.
b. To replace the gear, remove the gear pilot
screw, and slide the gear from the transmitter
shaft. Slide the new gear on to the shaft and
replace the pilot screw.
c. The clearance between the driven gear and
the transmitter shaft driving gear will have
to be adjusted. (See par. 147.)

or the tips of the teeth are worn. Replace the
cam sleeve if the cams are badly worn, if the
cam bearing is badly scored, or if there is
noticeable play between the shaft and the cam
sleeve.
6. To replace transmitter shaft parts, loosen
the bushing adjusting screws nearest the key
board transmitter gear and remove the bush
ing. Move the transmitter contacts out of the
path of the transmitter cam sleeve, and re
move the cam sleeve from the transmitter con
tacts in the direction of the keyboard transmit
ter gear. Slide the cam sleeve, clutch spring,
and moveable clutch from the shaft.
c. Replace the new parts in the reverse order
that the parts were removed.
d. Adjust the transmitter shaft. (See par.
348.)
I69. Repair or Replacement of Transmitter
(Sending) Contacts

a. Do not clean or burnish transmitter con
tacts that are working properly. Clean contacts
that are out of adjustment or causing trouble
with carbon tetrachloride, remove build-ups
with a contact file, and adjust the contacts ac
cording to paragraph 346.
6. Replace the contacts if the contact springs
are broken or if the contacts are badly burned.
c. Replace transmitter contacts as a complete
assembly when possible.
d. Dismount the contact assembly by remov
ing two screws that fasten the contact assembly
to the frame.
e. Remove the wiring to the contacts by un
soldering the connections at the terminals.
Clean the wires of excess solder, attach to the
new contacts, and solder the connections. Exer
cise care so as not to change the electrical con
nections to the transmitter contacts.
I 70. Introduction to Typing Unit Repairs

a. Instructions required for a major over
haul of the typing unit are grouped in the para
graphs immediately following this paragraph.
The instructions are arranged by the principal
assemblies and subassemblies of the typing
unit for easy reference when repairs to a single
item are necessary.

I68. Replacement of Transmitter Shaft, Cam
Sleeve, and Clutches

Note. Instructions for repairing the type bar car
riage are furnished in paragraphs 176 and 177.

a. Replace the transmitter shaft if it is
scored. Replace the clutches if teeth are broken

6. The various assemblies should be disas
sembled only to the extent necessary to com
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plete the work involved. Complete disassembly
of the typing unit is warranted only when the
unit has been subjected to sand, grit, or some
corrosive element.
I7I. Removing and Disassembling Typing Unit
Subassemblies

a. RANGE FINDER ASSEMBLY. (1) Remove
the two screws that mount the range finder on
the selector assembly. (See fig. 128.)
(2) Remove the bell crank screw and remove
bell crank. Remove trip latch screw, and re
move trip latch and spring. Remove stop-lever
screw locknut and stop-lever screw. Remove
stop-lever spring and stop lever.
6. MOTOR STOP BRACKET ASSEMBLY. Remove
the two motor stop-lever-bracet mounting
screws. Remove motor stop lever bracket as
sembly (figs. 83 and 107).
c. REMOVAL OF SELECTOR ASSEMBLY. Remove
the three screws that mount the selector as
sembly on the typing unit frame. Carefully
remove the selector assembly. It is necessary to
move the vanes to separate the vanes from the
T levers, and to move the main shaft throw-out
clutch in a direction opposite to its spring pull
in order to free the assembly. Handle the selec
tor assembly with care so as not to damage the
small parts. (See fig. 130.)
(1) Removal of selector magnets. The selec
tor magnets may be removed from the selector
assembly before or after the assembly has been
removed from the typing unit. Remove the two
screws that connect the line leads to the selector
magnets. Remove the two screws that mount
the magnet bracket to the selector unit. Remove
the magnets and bracket as a unit. Replace the
contact screws.
(2) Removal of selector armature. The se
lector armature may be removed before or
after the selector unit has been removed from
the typing unit. Loosen the outside selector
armature pivot screw locknut, and remove the
pivot screw. Remove the selector armature
carefully by moving the armature in the direc
tion of the removed pivot screw until the arma
ture is clear of the opposite pivot screw, and
withdraw the armature.
(3) Removal of selector levers, swords, and
T levers. Remove the selector lever springs and
the locking lever spring. Remove the five nuts
and washers that clamp the separator plates
together. Remove the separator plates, the

sword, T levers, selector levers, and locking
lever.
d. REMOVAL OF MAIN SHAFT. The main shaft
may be removed independently of other disas
semblies. For detailed instructions see para
graph 172.
e. REMOVAL OF PRINTING BAIL ASSEMBLY.
DO NOT REMOVE THE PRINTING BAIL
ASSEMBLY UNLESS REPAIRS ARE NEC
ESSARY. The type bar carriage must be re
moved before the printing bail assembly can
be removed. Proceed as follows :
(1) Remove the printing bail spring and the
function bail spring.
(2) Remove the two nuts and washers that
fasten the function lever to the printing bail.
(3) Remove the two screws and lockwashers
that fasten the right-hand bail bearing to the
typing unit frame.
(4) Slide the bail assembly to the right until
the left end of the bail shaft clears the left bail
bearing, and then remove the assembly.
/. REMOVAL OF THE SPACING SHAFT. Remove
the nut and screw that joins the carriage-re
turn lock bar to the carriage-return bell crank.
Remove the two horizontal screws that fasten
the upper bearing block to the typing unit
frame. Remove the two screws that fasten the
upper bearing retainer plate. Remove the two
screws that hold the carriage-return bracket
against the typing unit frame. Remove the
shaft by moving the shaft upward and out. Re
move the carriage-return bracket and the at
tached parts.
I72. Removing and Inspecting Main Shaft

a. GENERAL. Most repairs to the main shaft
parts are made by replacing the part. Main
shaft parts between the main bearing locknuts
and the nearest shaft end can be replaced with
out removing the main shaft from the typing
unit. (See fig. 172.) If the main shaft must be
removed to get at the part that must be serv
iced or replaced, completely disassemble, clean,
inspect, and lubricate the shaft before assem
bling it.
.6. REMOVAL OF MAIN SHAFT FROM TYPING
UNIT. (1) Remove typing unit from the tele
typewriter base and place the unit on its right
side. (See fig. 128.)
(2) Remove the two screws that mount the
range finder on the selector assembly, and re
move the range finder.
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Figure 128. Removal of main shaft from typing unit.

(3) Remove the outer selector-cam frictionclutch plate, by turning the plate clockwise with
a large screw driver, and remove the selector
cam.
(-1) Place the typing unit so that it rests on
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its back side, and remove the four screws that
hold the main bearing caps in place.
(5) Hold the main-shaft clutch throw-out
lever away from the main shaft and remove the
main shaft from the* right end.

Figure 129. Main shaft parts in sequence of removal.

c. REMOVAL OF MAIN SHAFT PARTS (fig.
129). (1) Removal of selector cam. The selector
cam may be removed from the main shaft with
out removing the shaft from the typing unit.
See 6(1), (2), and (3) above.
(2) Removal of bail cam unit. After removal
of selector cam sleeve, remove selector unit
friction spring. Grasp main-shaft drive gear in
one hand and remove the main-shaft bearing
locknuts by turning the nuts clockwise from
the selector cam end. Remove the main-shaft
clutch plates, the main-shaft clutch spring, and
the bail cam unit. Remove the bail cam friction
clutch spring and friction disk and washer.
(3) Removal of space escapement ratchet.
Remove all parts from the main-shaft drive
gear end. Remove oil plug. Remove main-shaftgear clamping screw and remove main-shaft
gear. Remove main-shaft-bearing locknuts,
turning the nuts counterclockwise from the

main-shaft gear end. Remove main-shaft bear
ing. Remove transmitting-shaft driving-gear
mounting screw and remove gear. Remove fric
tion clutch, stop sleeve, and clutch spring. Hold
the shaft vertical and lift off the spacing es
capement ratchet and gear. Remove the thrust
bearing race mounting screw. Slide the bearing
race off the shaft carefully so as not to lose the
ball bearings.
(4) Removal of main shaft for replacement.
Steps 1, 2, and 3 will prepare the main shaft
for replacement as far as disassembly.
I73. Repairing and Replacing Main Shaft

a. INSPECTION AND REPAIR PROCEDURE. (1)
Gummy friction washers. Gummy friction
washers can usually be cleaned in dry-cleaning
solvent (SD). Thoroughly dry and lubricate
the washers with oil before reassembly. Replace
any washers that have a hardened surface or
have lost their absorbent qualities.
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(2) Selector cam unit. When the selector
cams become worn so that the requirements
and adjustments of the selector mechanism
given in section XIV cannot be met because the
points of the selector cam are worn, replace
the selector cam unit with a new unit.
(3) Drive gear. The main-shaft drive gear
may be replaced without removing the main
shaft. (See par. 172.) Replace the gear when
it becomes badly worn or when the proper
clearance cannot be obtained by adjustment.
(See par. 320.) Replace the gear if any of the
teeth are missing. If the new gear is supplied
without the hub, disassemble the old gear unit
by removing the three hub mounting screws
and lockwashers and the old hub used with the
new gear.
b. REPLACING MAIN SHAFT. (1) Remove the
typing unit from the teletypewriter and place
it on its back while the main shaft is being re
placed. The main shaft can be replaced with
the selector unit in place but the range finder
assembly must be removed as described in
paragraph 171.
(2) Remove the selector cam and preceding
components from the main shaft if they are
not already removed and slide the main shaft
into place from the right side.
(3) Move the throw-out clutch lever until
the main shaft will slide past and into place.
(4) Place the bearing caps on the main bear
ings and tighten screws just sufficiently to pre
vent the shaft from shifting. Be careful to
place the bearing caps so that the beveled cor
ner is on the same side as where the casting is
beveled.
(5) Place the selector cam and associated
parts on the end of the shaft. Make certain that
the friction clutch plates face in the right direc
tion, and that the selector cam ends fit into the
slots of the driven clutch plates. After the
driving clutch plate on the end of the shaft has
been tightened, check to see if the selector cam
can be turned by hand. The cam should turn
without difficulty.
(6) See related paragraphs in section XIV
for complete instructions on the adjustment of
the main shaft and range finder which must be
completed before the teletypewriter can be
operated.
1 74. Repairing Platen Assembly

a. GENERAL. Replace platens if they cannot
be repaired locally and if the condition of the
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platen is such that the paper will not feed, or
if the surface has become sticky or has split.
Keep the platen free from oils or cleaning sol
vents at all times. All repair work should be
done with the platen removed from the tele
typewriter.
6. REMOVAL OF PLATEN FROM TYPING UNIT.
A step-by-step procedure for removing the
platen follows :
(1) Remove the three pilot screws which
mount the detent ratchet, located on the right
side of the platen, to the shaft.
(2) Remove the platen shaft by sliding the
shaft and friction clutch out to the left.
(3) Remove the platen being careful not to
get oil or greasy dirt on the surface.
c. CLEANING THE PLATEN. Clean metal parts
of the platen with a cloth dampened in drycleaning solvent (SD). Clean the rubber parts
with soap and water, wipe off with a damp
cloth and dry with a clean, dry cloth.
d. PRESSURE ROLLERS. Release the pressure
roller springs, back out the shoulder screws,
and remove the pressure rollers. Do not wash
the pressure rollers.
e. REMOVAL OF SHINY OR ROUGH PLATEN
SURFACES. Do not attempt the removal of deep
cuts or breaks by the following method. Place
platens in a lathe, and cut a new surface with
rtOOOO sandpaper supported in back by a flat
block. Only remove as much surface as is re
quired to remove the rough spots. In the case
of smooth platens, remove sufficient surface to
feed paper.
/. REASSEMBLY OF PLATEN. Reverse the dis
assembly procedure when the platen is reas
sembled in the typing unit. The platen should
be in the proper position before the pilot screws
are inserted. With a flashlight or other small
light, look down a pilot screw hole of the platen
detent ratchet and turn the shaft until an in
dentation in the shaft can be seen. Screw in the
pilot screw until it is tight. Move the shaft to
determine if the pilot screw is centered and
retighten the screw. Repeat the process until
the screw will no longer turn. Insert the other
two pilot screws and tighten.
I 75. Reassembling Typing Unit Subassemblies

a. GENERAL. In general all subassemblies are
reassembled in the reverse order in which they
are disassembled. If the parts have been cleaned
and the surfaces are free from oil, relubricate
them as thev are reassembled. Particular at-

MOUNTING SCREWS TIGHTENED
WHILE RANGE FINDER IS HELD
UP AND TO THE RIGHT

RANGE FINDER
ASSEMBLY

Figure 111). Replacing range finder.

tention should be given to all parts which are
not easily accessible after the reassembling is
completed.
b. REPLACING THE RANGE FINDER ASSEMBLY.
By positioning the range finder in the following
manner the range finder may be removed and
reassembled without requiring the readjust
ment of the trip-off eccentric screw. After the
mounting screws have been tightened, they
should be backed off at least y% turn. The play
should then be taken up by exerting pressure to
the right and up. Tighten the mounting screws.
c. ADJUSTMENTS. Any adjustments which
have been altered in the process of disassem
bling, cleaning, repair, replacement, or reas
sembly of the parts must be completely read
justed according to the related instructions in
section XIV.

176. Instructions for Disassembly of Type-bar
Carriage

o. REMOVAL OF CODE BARS. Remove two
screws holding the bell-crank bracket to the
frame of the type-bar carriage. Remove the
four nuts and washers from the two studs that
hold the code bars to the carriage frame. Hold
ing the code bars together, slide the bars and
spacer washers out from the studs. Be careful
not to lose washers that may stick to the outside
of the code bars and fall off as the bars are
lifted.
b. REMOVAL OF PULL BARS AND TYPE BARS.
Remove the two fulcrum rod pilot screws. Slide
the fulcrum rod out endways. Remove type
bars. Remove pull-bar springs and pull bars.
(See fig. 91.)
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c. REMOVAL OF PULL-BAR BAIL PLUNGER. Re
move bell-crank bracket. Remove the two
screws that mount the pull-bar guide to the
carriage frame, and remove the pull-bar guide.
Remove the bail guide screws and remove the
bail guides. Remove the two screws that hold
the roller bracket and remove the roller
bracket. Remove the two screws and springs
that fasten the pull-bar bail to the plunger. Re
move the bail to the front and remove the
plunger to the rear. (See fig. 80.)
d. REMOVAL OF RIBBON OSCILLATOR MECH
ANISM. Remove two screws that mount the
ribbon oscillator mounting bracket to the car
riage frame. Remove the assembly including
the margin bell pawl, the ribbon oscillator, and
the ribbon oscillator springs and levers. (See
fig. 84.)
e. REMOVAL OF RIBBON FEED RATCHET
MECHANISM. Remove the two nuts that hold
the ratchet bearing cap. Remove the ratchet
shaft friction spring screw, and remove the
ratchet shaft. Remove the screw that mounts
the ribbon feed operating lever to the carriage,
remove the ratchet pawl spring, and remove the
ratchet pawl and lever.
I77. Repairing and Replacing Type Bars

a. GENERAL. The decision to repair or re
place faulty type bars should be made in ac
cordance with authorized maintenance instruc
tions for the organization involved.
b. REPLACING TYPE BARS. (1) Remove the
type bar carnage, the ribbon, and two screws
and the lockwashers that fasten the type-bar
guide to the adapter plate. Unhook the ribbon
carrier from the oscillator lever, and remove
the type bar guide.
(2) Raise the type bar and move the bar
beyond its operating top position. Hold the pull
bar and lift out the type bar.
(3) Replace the new type bar in the type
segment, and engage the pull bar so that the
pull bar is even with the other pull bars when
the type bar is in the rest position.
Note. New type bars that are oversize should be
stoned <!ovvn with a carborundum stone so that the
type bar does not bind and has not more than 0.003-inch
side play when against its backstop and 0 002-ineh side
play when in its typing posUion. Carefully clean all
abrasive from type bar before assembling.

(4) Reassemble the type-bar guide and rib
bon carrier and connect the oscillator lever to
the ribbon carrier.
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(5) Replace the type-bar carriage in the
typing unit (par. 147).
c. REPAIR OF TYPE-BAR PALLETS. (1) Straight
en toes with type-bar toe straightening tools.
(2) If necessary, reposition adapter plate.
(See fig. 84.) To reposition the plate loosen its
two mounting screws, adjust to proper position,
then tighten the mounting screws.
(3) Adjust horizontal alignment by heating
the pallet with the soldering tool and moving
the pallet up or down by tapping.
(4) Straighten pallets by gripping type bar
firmly with the short-nose pliers just below the
pallet and bending the end of the type bar.
I 78. Reassembling Type-bar Carriage Parts

a. In general all parts are reassembled in the
reverse order in which they are disassembled.
If the parts have been cleaned and the surfaces
are free from oil, relubricate them as they are
reassembled. Give particular attention to all
parts which are not easily accessible after the
reassembling is completed.
6. Any adjustments which have been altered
in the process of disassembling, cleaning, re
pair, replacement, or reassembly of the parts
must be completely readjusted according to the
related instructions in section XIV.
I 79. Instructions for Base Repairs

a. After the typing unit, motor unit, and
keyboard have been removed from the teletype
writer base, the base plate can be easily re
moved as follows :
(1) Remove four nuts from the bolts fasten
ing the teletypewriter base to the base of the
chest.
(2) Lift the base from the base of the chest.
(3) Remove the four screws which fasten
the base plate to the teletypewriter base.
b. All parts and wiring are accessible for
inspection and should be cleaned as described
in preventive maintenance cleaning instruc
tions, paragraph 35, and special cleaning in
structions in paragraph 144.
c. Inspect the wiring carefully for damage
at fasteners and where it passes through open
ings in the casting or other parts. When the
insulation has been seriously damaged or has
been softened by oil and grease, replace the
entire length of the wire. When several wires
have been damaged, replace the entire harness.

Use rubber and friction tape for temporary
repairs.
d. Clean all contacts with cloth dampened
with carbon tetrachloride. Burnish the con
tacts and reposition when necessary. Refer to
section XIV for instructions on spring tensions.
Note. See section VIII, moistureproofing and fungiproofing instructions, and treat the bottom of the base
before reassembling the base plate.

e. Reassemble the base plate to the teletype
writer base and the base to the base of the
chest in the reverse order of the instructions
for disassembly in a above.
/. Clean cords, plugs, and terminal block
connections on the top of the base as described
in section V and replace any parts found on
inspection to be seriously worn.
g. Instructions for the installation of a filter
unit to suppress radio-frequency induction
which may be transmitted from the teletype
writer to external power wiring are contained
in MWO SIG 11-353-1. These instructions ap
ply only to the earlier model teletypewriters
not equipped with a power leads filter.
I80. Instructions for Repair and Replacement
of Cover

a. The repairs to the various parts of the
cover are limited to cleaning as described in
preventive maintenance instructions, para
graph 42, and straightening bent parts before
refinishing as described in paragraph 182.
6. Replace a cracked or broken glass cover
and missing screws.
c. When a cover or door mounting screw is
broken and cannot be replaced, drill a hole with
a small drill and tap it to accommodate a new
flathead screw. Countersink the hole for the
head of the new screw.
d. Replace the padding and facing that has
become frayed which might drop into the mech
anism.
e. Replace broken lid stop arm and bracket.
Note. For instructions on replacing old style stop
arm (Signal Corps stock No. 4T82413) with later style
stop arm (Signal Corps stock No. 4T104572) refer to
MWO SIG 11-352-1.

I8I. Instructions for Repairing Chests

a. INSPECTION. The chest should be free from
splits, holes or open glued joints. The chest
handles and latches should operate without
binding. Replace any chests which are damaged
beyond correction by minor repairs. The follow

ing instructions may be used in making minor
repairs to the wooden chests.
6. REPAIR OF WOODEN PARTS. (1) Repair
glued joints as follows : spread the joint with a
wedge or screw driver, take care not to split
or distort the wood and apply glue as far as
possible in the open joint. Clamp the joint to
gether until the glue has dried.
(2) Repair holes by fitting plugs to the
holes and gluing the plugs in place. Cut the
plugs off even with the surfaces of the chest.
(3) Replace cracked or broken sections by
gluing or screwing in new pieces of wood. Use
metal strips or small pieces of wood to repair
holes which would allow moisture or dirt to
enter the chests. Temporary repairs which pre
vent further damage to the chests will fre
quently save time later when the mechanism is
overhauled.
c. REPAIR OF METAL FITTINGS. (1) Repair
latch loops by making a new latch loop from
heavy iron wire. Use one of the good latch
loops as a pattern to shape the wire as a re
placement loop.
(2) Bent latches may be removed, straight
ened, and replaced. Tighten any loose latches.
If the woodscrew holes become enlarged, insert
small pieces of wood so that the screws go in
tightly.
d. REFINISHING CHESTS. See paragraph 182
for instructions on repairing the painted sur
faces of chests.
I82. Painting and Refinishing

a. When a touch-up job is required on painted
surfaces of the chests or teletypewriters, apply
paint with a small brush. When numerous
scars and scratches warrant complete repaint
ing, remove the cover, panels, etc., and com
plete the work where there is no possibility of
damaging the teletypewriter mechanism. Use
dry-cleaning solvent (SD) to soften, and sand
paper to clean rust spots and corroded metal
surfaces.
Caution: Do not use steel wool. Minute par
ticles of steel wool frequently enter the case
and remain to cause harmful internal shorting
or grounding of the circuits.
b. Only paint authorized and consistent with
existing regulations should be used in painting
or refinishing the chests or teletypewriter.
c. See section VIII for information on mois
tureproofing and fungiproofing after repairs.
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I83. Emergency Repairs

a. GENERAL. Under emergency conditions
normal requirements for new replacement
parts may have to be set aside and any avail
able parts, assemblies, or units used to restore
service.
Note. LOCALLY CONSTRUCTED OR TEMPORA
RILY REPAIRED PARTS AND NONSTANDARD
ITEMS OR ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD BE USED
TO RESTORE SERVICE ONLY UPON PROPER
AUTHORITY AND SHOULD BE REPLACED OR
READJUSTED AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE
OPPORTUNITY.

be repaired by using the next larger size tap
that has the same number of threads per inch,
and by using the next larger size screw. For
example, a No. 8-32 thread that has been
stripped can be retapped with a No. 8-32 tap,
and a No. 8-32 screw used instead of the No.
6-32 screw.
(2) When the above method is not suitable,
repairs may sometimes be made by drilling a
clearance hole for the screw, and soldering a
steel hexagon nut over the hole on the side
away from the screw (fig. 132).

Figure 132. Repair of threads.

Figure 131. Repair by brazing.

b. CASTING REPAIRS. Frames of cast iron or
steel may sometimes be repaired by brazing.
Figure 131 illustrates a break repaired by braz
ing. Take great care in setting up broken cast
ings for brazing especially when small errors
in positioning cannot be corrected by adjust
ment.
c. STRIPPED THREADS. (1) When threads in
parts have been stripped they can sometimes

d. REPAIRS BY SOLDERING. Solder may be
used in joining any metals which can be tinned,
such as copper, brass, or steel ; but the repairs
must be made in such a way that there is little
strain on the solder. Figure 133 shows a repair
to a steel bar using solder and a piece of sheet
metal bent in the form of a U. Both the sheet
metal and the repaired part must be tinned
using an acid flux. In case of the above ex
ample, a large area of solder holds each side
of the broken part to the sheet metal, and the
sheet metal gives the joint strength. When acid
flux is used for tinning, the parts must be
cleaned in hot water to remove the traces of
acid left after soldering.

U SHAPED SHEET METAL
..

Figure 133. Repair by soldering.
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e. TEMPERED METAL PARTS. (1) Parts such
as small springs, broken near the ends, may
sometimes be used by turning up a new end
loop with a pair of pliers.
(2) Large springs and tools that are broken
near the ends can sometimes be heated and
bent into shape. Figure 134 shows a spring, the
end of which has been repaired by heating and
reshaping. Certain tools can be heated, re
formed, hardened, tempered and resharpened
in order to restore their usefulness.

Figure ISb. Repair of metal spring.

Section XIV
REQUIREMENTS AND ADJUSTMENTS
184. Introduction to Test Requirements and
Adjustment Procedures

a. GENERAL. The data in this section includes
all test requirements and adjustments for
Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B
and TG-37-B. The information is arranged in
the sequence that will normally be followed
when a test and adjustment of a complete tele
typewriter is undertaken.
b. INDEX. When a complete test and adjust
ment is not involved, reference should be made
to the special requirement and adjustment in
dex in this section to locate the desired infor
mation.
Caution: Always remember that a change in,
any one adjustment requires the checking of all
related adjustments.

c. REQUIREMENT AND ADJUSTMENT INDEX.
Assembly

Adjustment

Paragraph

Base Unit:
Keyboard jack springs adjustment
Line jack springs adjustment
Motor unit slip connection springs adjustment
Typing unit slip connection springs adjustment
Center Contact Governor:
Inner and outer disk contact spring adjustment
Governor brush bracket adjustment
Governor brush spring plate bracket adjust
ment
Governor shims adjustment
Motor speed adjustment
Speed adjusting lever stop plate adjustment. .
Keyboard:
Clutch throw-out lever eccentric adjustment. .
Intermediate pawl eccentric adjustment
Key lever spring tension adjustment
Lock-loop spring adjustment
Lock-loop roller (adjustable) adjustment
Lock-loop roller (nonadjustable) adjustment. .
Locking lever shaft bracket adjustment
Repeat-space rod adjustment
Repeat-space rod bracket adjustment
Transmitting cam cylinder end play
Trip-off pawl eccentric adjustment
Trip-off pawl spring adjustment
Trip-off pawl stop plate adjustment
Universal bar pilot screws adjustment
Send-Receive-Break Mechanism :
Break lever adjusting plate adjustment
Send-receive-break contact springs adjustment
Stop lever plate adjustment
Stop lever spring tension
Stop lug adjustment
Upper contact lever spring tension
Typing Unit:
Armature locking lever spring tension
Armature locking wedge adjustment
Armature stop adjustment
Armature trip-off eccentric screw adjustment
Bail cam unit friction clutch torque
Blank function lever spring tension
Blank printing and spacing cut-out function
lever spring tension
Blocking plate adjustment
Carriage guide screws adjustment
Carriage-return clutch spring tension
Carriage-return function lever spring tension
Carriage-return latch-bar-latch adjustment...
Carriage-return latch-bar-latch shims adjust
ment
Carriage-return lock-bar adjustment
Carriage-return lock-bar-latch eccentric screw
adjustment
Carriage-return lock-bar-latch spring tension
Carriage-return operating lever spring tension
Carriage-return operating lever stop screw ad
justment
Carriage-return reset-bar spring tension

366
365
364
367
377
381
378
376
26
375
356
355
360
344
351
352
345
361
362
349
357
359
354
353
369
373
368
372
370
371
238
237
236
252
342
325
260
225
315
311
309
303
302
306
304
305
310
307
308
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.\nneittbly

AdjuxttHent

Paragraiili

Carriage-return spring drum adjustment ....
Carriago support and pull-bar bail plunder
rollers adjustment
Clutch throw-out lever spring tension
Code-bars and bell cranks adjustment
Code-bar mounting plate adjustment
Dash-pot lever spring tension
Dash-pot vent screw adjustment
Figures, letters, and line-feed function lever
springs adjustment
Figures stop screw adjustment
Function bail blade adjustment
Function bail spring adjustment
Function lever bail adjustment (one piece) . .
Function lever bail adjustment (two piece) . .
Governor brush spring pressure
Governor brush spring tension
Governor contacts adjustment
Governor-speed-adjusting wheel friction
washer adjustment
Intermediate-lever spring adjustment
Intermediate-lever stop bracket adjustment...
Left margin adjusting screw adjustment ....
Left motor-stop contacts adjustment
Left pull-bar spring bracket adjustment
Letters stop screw adjustment
Letters and figures shift adjustment
Letters and figures push-bar springs adjust
ment
Line-feed check lever adjustment
Line-feed check lever spring adjustment
Line-feed check post stop screw adjustment..
Line-feed check screw adjustment
Line-feed detent lever adjustment
Line-feed detent lever spring tension
Line-feed link turnbuckle adjustment
Line-feed pawl spring tension
Line-feed push-bar spring tension
Locking function lever spring tension
Main shaft adjustment
Main-shaft clutch spring adjustment
Main-shaft clutch throw-out lever adjustment
Main-shaft clutch throw-out lever spring ad
justment
Magnet bracket adjustment
Margin adjusting screw-arm spring tension. . .
Margin bell hammer adjustment
Margin bell hammer spring adjustment
Margin bell pawl spring adjustment
Margin signal bell adjustment
Motor brushes adjustment
Motor plate adjustment
Motor stop adjustment
Motor-stop contact-lever spring tension
Motor-stop function lever
Motor-stop lever backstop screw adjustment. .
Motor-stop lever bracket adjustment
Motor-stop lever eccentric adjustment
Motor-stop lever spring tension adjustment. .
Motor-stop pawl backstop adjustment
Motor-stop pawl spring
Motor-stop release lever eccentric adjustment
Mounting of bell crank assembly
Orientation of range finder
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320
216
358
316
191
312
343
258
257
261
229
223
224
379
380
382
374
330
329
335
328
214
256
263
268
279
280
278
277
272
275
273
276
274
318
173
229
218
219
253
215
293
294
209
340
383
331
239
247
248
242
240
241
246
243
245
244
212
27

.-UwmMy

Adjuttment

Paragraph

Paper chute springs adjustment
285
Paper fingers adjustment
286
Paper-finger shaft spring tension
287
Paper guides adjustment
290
Paper spindle drag spring adjustment
321
Paper straightener rod springs adjustment... 289
Paper straightener rod stops adjustment .... 288
Platen balance spring tension
264
Platen friction assembly adjustment
322
Platen shaft adjustment
2G9
Platen-shift stop post adjustment
255
Platen unit pilot screws adjustment
254
Plunger guide roller bracket adjustment .... 187
Plunger-roller eccentric mounting stud ad- 1
justment
188
Pressure-roller release cams adjustment
282
Pressure-roller release lever shafts adjust
ment
284
Pressure-roller release shaft collars adjust
ment
281
Pressure-roller tension springs adjustment... 283
Printing bail adjustment
222
Printing bail spring tension adjustment
230
Pull bar spring tension
189
Range finder orientation
27
Repeat-space rod spring tension
363
Reset lever down stop screw adjustment
334
Reset lever lower adjusting screw adjustment 333
Ribbon-feed shaft bearing plates adjustment. . 190
Ribbon-feed shaft bearing plates adjustment 192
Ribbon-feed shaft detent spring adjustment. . 193
Ribbon-lock-out bar adjustment
338
Ribbon-lock-out bar detent spring (adjustable)
adjustment
211
Ribbon-lock-out bar detent spring (nonadjustable) adjustment
210
Ribbon-oscillator lever adjustment
337
Ribbon-oscillator lever spring adjustment . . . 207
Ribbon-reverse bail spring tension
204
Ribbon-reverse pawl springs tension
203
Ribbon-reverse shafts adjustment
200
Ribbon-reverse shafts collars adjustment .... 201
Ribbon-reverse shafts links adjustment
202
Ribbon-shift-lever bracket adjustment
206
Ribbon-shift-lever spring tension
208
Ribbon spool brackets adjustment
195
Ribbon spool cups adjustment
198
Ribbon spool shaft spur gears adjustment. . . . 196
Right margin adjusting screw adjustment
336
Right motor-stop contact adjustment
327
Right pull-bar spring bracket adjustment .... 213
Selector armature adjustment
233
Selector-armature bracket adjustment
235
Selector-armature bracket link adjustment . . . 234
Selector cams adjustment
217
Selector clutch torque
341
Selector lever springs adjustment
231
Selector separator plates adjustment
232
Selector vanes adjustment
228
Send-receive mechanism plate adjustment.... 326
Send-receive reset lever upper adjusting screw
adjustment
332
Send-receive T -lever friction washer adjust
ment
313

An*<nMii
AdjuKtinent
Panarai>h
Shift detent adjustment ................... 265

manual for clearances, spring tensions, etc.,
should be applied as necessary to give the best

Shift detent spring adjustment ............ 26o
Signal bell hammer backstop adjustment ..... 298
Signal bell hammer spring tension .......... 295

operation.
C. ADJUSTMENTS. Each adjustment is de-

Signal bell function lever spring tension ..... 301
Signal bell latch-bar-latch adjustment ....... 291

scribed in text and for emphasis is often indicated in the illustrations. The adjustments vary

Signal bell latch-bar-latch shims adjustment.. 296
Signal bell operating lever spring tension .... 299

in na

Signal bell reset-bar spring tension ......... 300
Single-double line-feed detent adjustment ..... 270

w»th a new one, bending a leaf spring with a
spring bender, repositioning an eccentric screw,

Single-double line-feed detent spring tension . . 271

inserting shims between parts, etc. As a start-

Sixth vane adjustment ..................... 227

ing point when making adiustments set the

Sixth-vane detent spring tension ........... 319
Sixth-vane extension adjustment ........... 26 <

Sixth-vane extension springs adjustment ..... 226
Space function lever spring tension ......... 259

including replacing an old spring
,.
, ..
.
...

l

fit
. '

mid

between the minimum
....

and maximum values until it can be determined
it more critical adjustments are required.

Spacing clutch torque ...................... 339

STuCstnmeenStCaPement'PaWl °perating "° *'.'' 291

I86. Preparation for Checking and Adjusting

Spadng-Tscapement pawl spring 'tension' '.'.'.'.'. 292
Spacing rack adjustment ................... 317
Spacing shaft lower bearing bracket adjustment ..... ,..... • • • • ; — • : .............. '^\
Spacing stop-lever bracket adjustment ....... >13
Spacing stop-lever spring tension .......... 314

a. GENERAL. Teletypewriter adjustments are
made on the basis of various units and assemblies. To faciltate checking and adjusting, it is
necessary to remove some of the units and as. .
.
sembhes, or to set up certain functions.

Stop-lever eccentric screw adjustment ....... 249
Stop-lever spring tension .................. 250

b. REMOVING AND REPLACING ASSEMBLIES
AND UNITS FROM ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT.

Trip-latch spring tension
............... 251
Transmittmg contact gap adjustment ....... 346
Transmitting-shaft clutch spring tension .... 348

Refer to disassembly and reassembly informa.
-U-TTT *
j j. -i j • t
*.•
tion in section XIII for detailed information

Transmitting-shaft clutch torque ...........
Type-bar backstop adjustment .............
Universal function lever spring tension .....
Unshift on space cut-out lever adjustment...

350
205
324
262

when required.
c SETTING UP CERTAIN CHARACTER OR FUNCTJON whgn ^ reparation for an adjustment
.

Vertica} ribbon-feed shafts adjustment ..... 194
Vertical ribbon-feed shafts spring tension ____ 199
Vertical ribbon-feed shaft spur gear adjustment ................ 197

specifies setting up a certain character or function, use the following method : Rotate the main
shaft until the printing bail is in its extreme
rear position. Hold down the front edges of the
vanes which correspond with the marking impuises of the code combination to be set-up.
(See fig. 23.) Then rotate the main shaft as
directed in the particular adjustment.
d. SPRING TENSION. Spring tension values
given in this manual were derived from measurements made with teletype spring scales,
which are calibrated for use in a vertical pull
position. When the scales are used in any other
position, the reading is an indicated value. To
get the proper spring value readings, use spring
scales included in the teletypewriter tool kit
a» shown in the illustrations.
«• FIXED PIVOTS. Solid black circles on illustrations indicate fixed pivots.

I85. Details of Requirements and Procedures
The information in each paragraph is arranged
under three headings: preparation, requirements, and adjustments.
a. PREPARATION. Necessary instructions for
arranging the unit for testing or adjusting are
furnished under this heading.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Measurements, spring tensions, setting, etc., that have been found to give
the best results are furnished under this heading. Some requirements have a very small working margin and others have a large working
margin. Owing to slight differences in various
machines of the same model, some teletypewriters function much better when clearances
are adjusted to minimum values recommended,
and other teletypewriters give better results
with clearances adjusted to maximum values.
The same is true for spring tensions, air gaps,
etc. Therefore, the requirements given in this

I87. Plunger Guide Roller
o. PREPARATION. Remove
age. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The
either the right or the left

Bracket (fig. 135)
the type-bar carriclearance between
end of the pull-bar
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bail and the stripper plate (fig. 138) should not
be more than 0.010 inch when the bail is moved
to its extreme forward position. Also, the
flanged guide roller should be paralleled, or
within 0.002 inch of being parallel, to the sur
face of the plunger, and both guide rollers
should turn freely.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) To adjust the position
of the pull-bar bail with relation to the stripper
plate, loosen the plunger guide roller bracket
mounting screws and move the bracket right
or left.
(2) To adjust the flanged roller with relation
to the plunger, move the roller end of the
bracket up or down with the mounting screws
friction-tight. Tighten the mounting screws.

I89. Pull-bar Spring (fig. 136)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type bar car
riage and the type bar segment assembly.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With any spring unhooked
from its pull bar and an 8-ounce scale hooked
in the spring eye, an upward pull of 2l/% to 3V2
ounces should be required to stretch the spring
to position length.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
I90. Ribbon-feed Pawl Spring (fig. 137)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage and the type-bar segment assembly.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the pull-bar bail in
its extreme rear position and the carriage held
in its normal position, unhook the ribbon-feed
pawl spring from its post. With an 8-ounce

UPPER ROLLER

SOME PLAY, NOT MORE THAN .004*

PLUNGER GUIDE
ROLLER BRACKET

L BAR BAIL PLUNGER

MOUNTING SCREWS

'PLUNGER AND ROLLER SHOULD
BE PARALLEL WITHIN .

=

FLANGED ROLLER
TL5360I-S

ECCENTRIC MOUNTING STUD

Figure 135. Plunger guide roller bracket.

PULL BAR

TYPE

2-1/2 TO JH12 OZS TO PULL
TO POSITION LENGTH

BAR

PULL BAR SPRING

MOUNTING SCREW

TYPE BAR StGMfNT
TL5360Z-S

Figure 136. Pull-bar spring.

I88. Plunger Roller Eccentric Mounting Stud
(fig. 135)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Play between the pull-bar
bail plunger and the roller should be not more
than 0.004 inch. Check the play throughout the
entire travel of the plunger.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Turn the eccentric mounting
stud right or left as required.
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scale held in a horizontal position and hooked
in the eye spring, a pull of 2Vi to 3Vi ounces
should be required to stretch the spring to its
position length. Rehook the spring and remount
the type-bar assembly, the type-bar backstop,
and the ribbon carrier. Be careful to get the
ribbon lockout bar and detent 'spring (fig. 148)
and the ribbon-oscillator lever (fig. 148) in
their slots.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

19I. Code-bar Mounting Plate (fig. 138)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage must
be on the typing unit.
b. REQUIREMENTS. .With the pull-bar bail in
its extreme rear position, move the code bars to
the right. Then move the code-bar bail opposite
the pull-bar humps. Clearance between the
humps on all pull bars (except the blank pull
bar) and the pull-bar bail should be 0.008 to
0.020 inch. With the code bars moved to their
left position, the clearance between the blank
pull-bar hump and the pull-bar bail should also
be 0.008 to 0.020 inch.

b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) The left end of the
ribbon-feed shaft should be flush with the inner
end of the left vertical feed shaft bevel gear
teeth. When the ribbon-feed shaft is in its left
position the left vertical feed-shaft bevel gear
is held in engagement with the ribbon-feed
shaft gear.
(2) A similar condition should exist when
the ribbon-feed shaft is in its right position
and the right vertical feed-shaft bevel gear is
held in engagement with it.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screws
on both right and left ribbon spool brackets,

PULL BAR BAIL PLUNGER

RIBBON FEED PAWL SPRING —

FEED PAWL

2-1/4 TO 3-1/4 OZS.TO PULL
TO POSITION LENGTH

SPRING POST-

FEED LEVER

TL53603-S

Figure 137. Ribbon-feed pawl and spring.

PULL BAR

CODE BAR

PULL BAR HUMP
CODE BAR MOUNTING PLATE
STRIPPER

PLATE

.008" TO .020"

PULL BAR BAIL
TL53604-S

Figure 1S8. Code bars.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Remove the bell-crank
mounting plate assembly (fig. 150) from the
type-bar carriage assembly, being careful not
to bend the bell-crank retainer. Position the
code-bar mounting plate to the specified clear
ance by means of its mounting slots. When
this adjustment is checked, all the play of the
pull-bar bail should be taken up in a direction
to make the minimum clearance.
I92. Ribbon-feed Shaft Bearing Plates (figs.
139 and 140)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)

and move the brackets up as far as the mount
ing slots permit. Tighten the mounting screws
with the brackets vertical. Adjust the right
bearing plate by means of its clamping nuts to
meet the first requirement. Adjust the left bear
ing plate the same way with the ribbon-feed
shaft in its right position to meet the second
requirement.
I93. Ribbon-feed Shaft Detent Spring (fig.
139)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)

b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) When the shaft is
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moved from its extreme left to its extreme right
position (or from the right to the left), the
center of the ribbon-feed shaft detent roller
should be just as high as the center of the
ribbon-feed shaft, and the shaft detent should
travel equally on both sides of the detent roller.
(2) Move the ribbon-feed shaft to its extreme
left position. Hook a 32-ounce scale over the
detent roller hub and pull horizontally toward
the rear of the type-bar carriage. A pull of
19 to 23 ounces should be required to start
the roller moving away from the detent. Move

I94. Vertical Ribbon-feed Shafts (fig. 140)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage (par 142).
b. REQUIREMENTS. The lower ends of the right
and left vertical ribbon-feed shafts should be
flush with the outside edges of their respective
bevel gears.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the bevel-gear setscrews. Move the bevel gears. Tighten the bevelgear setscrews, making sure that when the setscrews are tightened they bear against the flat
surfaces on the shafts.
SHAFT DETENT

EQUAL TRAVEL

RIBBON FEED SHAFT
LEFT BEARING
PLATE

MOUNTING SCREWS

DETENT ROLLER HUB

RIGHT BEARMG
PLATE

CLAMPING NUTS
CLAMPING;
NUTS

DETENT ROLLER
19 TO 23 OZS. TO STAR
ROLLER MOVING

RIBBON FEED SHAFT
DETENT SPRING

TLS36O5-S

Figure 139. Ribbon-feed shnft detent.

TYPE BAR BACKSTOP

VERTICAL RIBBON FEED SHAFT,

MOUNTING SCREWS

BRACKET MOUNTING SCREWS
RIBBON SPOOL BRACKET
RIGHT ANGLE
CASTINC
SOME END PLAY
~|
NOT MORE THAN 015 J

BEVEL
SET SCREW

RIBBON

FEED

GEAR
SHAFT

TL53606-S

Figure H0. Vertical ribbon-feed shafts.

the ribbon-feed shaft to its extreme right posi
tion and check the pressure of the detent spring
in the same way. The two pressures should be
within 2 ounces of being equal.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Loosen the mounting
screws of the ribbon-feed shaft detent spring
and move the spring.
(2) To increase or decrease the spring pres
sure, remove the spring and bend it. To equalize
the pressure, move the spring to the right or
the left.
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I95. Ribbon Spool Brackets (fig. 140)

o. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the ribbon-feed shaft
in its left position, the left vertical ribbon-feed
shaft should have some end play, but not more
than 0.015 inch, during one revolution of the
vertical ribbon-feed shaft bevel gear. The right
vertical ribbon-feed shaft should have the same
amount of end play when the ribbon-feed shaft
is in its right position. When checking the ver

tical feed shaft for end play, take up the bear
ing play of the ribbon-feed shaft in a direction
which makes the least possible end play of the
vertical feed shaft.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Move both the right and the
left ribbon spool brackets by means of their
mounting slots. Make sure the brackets are
vertical. Check the type-bar backstop adjust
ment.

I97. Vertical Ribbon-feed Shaft Spur Gears
(fig. 141)

a. PREPARATION. For convenience, remove the
type-bar carriage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Both the right and the
left vertical ribbon-feed shaft spur gears should
line up with their ribbon-spool shaft spur gears.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the setscrews and
move, the spur gears. Tighten the setscrews,

RIBBON SPOOL CUP
RIBBON SPOOL CUP BUSHING NUT
VERTICAL RIBBON FEED SHAFT
SOME END PLAY, NOT MORE THAN .006'SPUR GEAR
SPUR GEAR

GEARS LINED UP
SET SCREWS

RIBBON 'SPOOL SHAFT-

COLLAR
SPRING -

SET SCREW

TL S36O7-S

Figure H1. Ribbon-spool shaft.
RIBBON SPOOL CUP

BUSHING

IBBON SPOOL SHAFT
RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT SPUR GEAR

NUT

RIBBON SPOOL BRACKET
VERTICAL RIBBON FEED SHAFT
VERTICAL RIBBON FEED
SHAFT SPUR GEAR
TL53608-S

IRBBON ROLLER

Figure U2. Ribbon-spool cups.

196. Ribbon-spool Shaft Spur Gears (fig. 141)

a. PREPARATION. For convenience, remove the
type-bar carriage.
b. REQUIREMENTS. The ribbon-spool shafts
should have some end play, but not more than
0.006 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the setscrews of the
vertical ribbon-feed shaft spur gears and move
the gears out of engagement with their ribbonspool shaft gears. Loosen the setscrews on the
ribbon-spool shaft spur gears. Move the ribbonspool shaft spur gears. Tighten the setscrews.
When tightening the setscrews make certain
that they bear against the flat surfaces on the
shafts.

making sure that they bear against the flat
surfaces on the shaft.
v
I98. Ribbon-spool Cups (fig. 142)

a. PREPARATION. For convenience, remove the
type-bar carriage (par. 142) .
b. REQUIREMENTS. The centers of the ribbon
rollers should be % to % inch in front of a
line through the centers of the ribbon-spool
shafts. The ribbon-spool shaft spur gears and
the vertical ribbon-feed shaft spur gears should
not bind at any point in their engagement.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the nuts on the rib
bon-spool cup bushings; position each cup, and
tighten the nuts. When tightening the nuts,
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take up the play between the ribbon-spool cup
bushings and the brackets in a direction to make
the maximum play between the spur gears. (See
fig. 142.)
'

scale on the pin on the left ribbon-spool
and pull in a horizontal direction. A pull oil _„,
to Si/o ounces should be required to start the
shaft turning. Move the ribbon-feed shaft
OKTTOOZd
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SET SCREW
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,
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/ 1*Lf

(SOME END
H.NOT MORE

r
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RIBBON REVERSE SHAFT LINK

Figure U3. Ribbon-reverse shaft (old style).
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1-1/2 TO 4-1/2 OZS. TO START ARM MOVING
RIBBON REVERSE ARM

RIBBON SPOOL CUP

RIBBON REVERSE ARM BACKSTOP

RIBBON SPOOL BRACKET

RIBBON REVERSE YIELD SPRING
RIBBON RIBBON
REVERSE
REVERSE
SPRING SHAFT
BLOCK

BRACKET MOUNTING SCREWS

Figure m. Ribbon-reverse shaft (new style).

I99. Vertical Ribbon-feed Shaft Spring (figs.
141 and 142)

a. PREPARATION. For convenience, remove the
type-bar carriage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Move the ribbon-feed shaft
to the right disengaging its gear from the gear
on the left vertical feed shaft. Hook an 8-ounce
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to the left, and in the same way check the
spring tension of the right vertical ribbon-feed
shaft:
c. ADJUSTMENT. Tighten the setscrews. To
get the proper tension, loosen the setscrews and
move the collars on the vertical feed shaft (fig.
141).

200. Ribbon-reverse Shaft (figs. 143 and 144)
a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. The clearance between the
bottoms of the ribbon-spool cups and the upper
ends of the ribbon-reverse shafts should be
0.040 to 0.060 inch when the ribbon-reverse
arms are held up against the ribbon-spool
brackets.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the setscrew of the
ribbon-reverse arm and, if necessary, the setscrews of the collar and the link of the left
ribbon-reverse shaft. Position the shaft while
holding the ribbon-reverse arm up against the
ribbon-spool bracket; then tighten the ribbonreverse arm setscrew. Adjust the right ribbonreverse shaft in the same way.
20 I . Ribbon-reverse Shaft Collar (fig. 143)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The ribbon-reverse shafts
should have some end play, but not more than
0.008 inch. The ribbon-reverse shaft collars
should be positioned so that there is Vi to %6
inch between the centers of the setscrews and
the edges of their ribbon-spool brackets.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the collars by means
of their setscrews while holding both ribbonreverse arms forward against their ribbonspool brackets.
202. Ribbon-reverse Shaft Link (fig. 143)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. The ribbon-reverse bail
should clear both the left and the right ribbonreverse pawls by 0.015 to 0.040 inch when the
pull-bar bail is in its extreme rear position and
both the left and the right ribbon-reverse arms
are held forward against their stops. When
checking for the 0.015-inch clearance between

either ribbon-reverse pawl and the ribbon-re
verse bail, take up the play in the ribbonreverse bail in a direction to make the minimum
clearance. When checking for the 0.040-inch
clearance, take up the play in the ribbon-reverse
bail in a direction to make the maximum clear
ance.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the setscrews, posi
tion the ribbon-reverse shaft links, and tighten
the setscrews. At the same time make sure that
the ribbon-reverse pawl links do not bind at
their shoulder screws.
203. Ribbon-reverse Pawl Springs (fig. 145)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the ribbon-feed shaft
in its left position and the pull bar in its extreme
forward position, hold the carriage so that the
ribbon-spool cups are down. Hook an 8-ounce
scale in the notch of the left ribbon-reverse
pawl and pull horizontally toward the rear of
the carriage. A pull of 1 to 2 ounces should be
required to start the pawl moving. Move the
ribbon-feed shaft to its right position and, in
the same way, check the tension of the right
ribbon-reverse pawl spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with new springs.
204. Ribbon-reverse Bail Springs (fig. 145)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the type-bar carriage
held so that the ribbon-spool cups are down,
hook a 4-pound scale in the corner at the left
end of the ribbon-reverse bail ; pull horizontally
toward the front of the carriage. A pull of 2
to 4 pounds should be required to start the
ribbon-reverse bail moving. Measure the right
spring compression at the right end of the rib
bon-reverse bail the same way.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with new springe.

BAIL SPRINGS

.OB" TO .040T

RIBBON REVERSE PAWL SPRING
RIBBON REVERSE LEVER

2 TO 4 LBS. TO START
BAIL MOVING

RIBBON REVERSE PAWL
RIBBON REVERSE PAWL LINK

RIBBON REVERSE BAIL
PULL BAR BAIL
PULL BAR BAIL PLUNGER

RIBBON REVERSE SHAFT LINK

RIBBON REVERSE ARM

RIBBON REVERSE ARM STOP
I TO 2 OZS. TO START PAWL MOVING

SET SCREW
TL536II-S

Figure U5. Ribbon-reverse mechanism.
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205. Type-bar Backstop (fig. 140)

207. Ribbon-oscillator Lever Spring

a. PREPARATION. For convenience, remove the
type-bar carriage. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the pull-bar bail in
its extreme rear position, clearance between the
backstop and the pull bars should be not less
than 0.010 inch when the type bars are held
in the guide. Make this check on the two end
pull bars and the middle pull bar.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Set the up-and-down posi
tion of the type-bar backstop by means of its
mounting slots. (See fig. 140.) During this op
eration, it is desirable for the ends of the type
bars to rest against the backstop along its entire
width.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the ribbon-shift lever
spring removed, hook an 8-ounce scale over the
lower end of the ribbon-oscillator lever; pull
horizontally toward the rear of the type-bar
carriage. A pull of 2V£ to 3 Vfe ounces should be
required to start the oscillator lever moving.
Rehook the ribbon-shift lever spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new oscillator
lever spring.

206. Ribbon-shift Lever Bracket (figs. 146 and
147)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The ribbon-oscillator lever
should move freely in its slot when its spring
is unhooked.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the ribbon-shift
lever bracket by means of its enlarged mount
ing holes. Rehook the ribbon-oscillator lever
spring.

208. Ribbon-shift Lever Spring (fig. 146)

o. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the ribbon-oscillator
lever spring unhooked from the oscillator lever,
apply the push end of a 12-pound scale held in
a vertical position to the ribbon-shift lever at
the place where the ribbon-oscillator spring is
mounted. A push of 1 to 1% pounds should be
required to start the shift lever moving. Rehook
the ribbon-oscillator lever spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a ribbon-shift
lever spring.

RIBBON SHIFT LEVER

I TO l-3^> LBS. TO START LEVER MOVING

RIBBON CARRIER
IBBON OSCILLATOR
LEVER SPRING
RIBBON SHIFT LEVER SPRING

RIBBON OSCILLATOR LEVER

2-i/2 TO 3-1/2 OZS. TO
START LEVER MOVING
TL536I2-S

Figure U6. Ribbon-shift and ribbon-oscillator levers.
MARGIN BELL PAWL

1/2 TO 1-1/2 OZS. TO START PAWL MOVING

MARGIN BELL PAWL SPRING

RBBON SHIFT LEVER BRACKET
RIBBON SHIFT LEVER
BRACKET MOUNTING SCRE

RIBBON OSCILLATOR LEVER
TL 53613-S

Figure U7. Margin-bell pawl.
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(fig. 146)

209. Margin-bell Pawl Spring (fig. 147)

2II. Adjustable Ribbon Lockout Bar Detent
Spring (%. 149)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. Holding an 8-ounce scale
in a horizontal position, hook the scale over the
margin pawl, just above the stop; pull in line
with the spring. A pull of 1/2 to 1^ ounces
should be required to start the pawl moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a spring.
* TO 32 OZS TO PULL BAR
TO UNOPERATED POSITION

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Place the ribbon lockout
bar in its unoperated position (extreme right).
Apply the push end of a 12-pound scale against
the ribbon lockout bar and push directly in line
with the bar. A push of 1*4 to 2*,4 pounds from

I

RIBBON
OSCILLATOR LEVER
RIBB<

N

1

f~~c" "~

RIBBON LOCKOUT BAR

[LOCKOUT BAR
[DETENT SPRING

TYPE BAR SEGMENT CASTING

Figure U8. Nonadjustable ribbon lockout bar.
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LB1-1/4 TO 5 LBS
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,
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rv:
LOCKOUT

BAR

DETENT SPRING

'
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Figure U9. Adjustable ribbon lockout bar.
BELL CRANK RETAINER
LEFT MOUNTING SCREW

RIGHT MOUNTING SCREW

ECCENTRIC BUSHING
BELL CRANK

BELL CRANK
.MOUNTING PLATE
TL536I6-S

Figure 150. Bell crank assembly.

2I0. Nonadjustable Ribbon Lockout Bar De
tent Spring (fig. 148)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the ribbon-oscillator
extension held clear of the ribbon lockout bar
and the lockout bar pushed in, hook a 32-ounce
scale over the end of the lockout bar and pull
directly in line with the bar. It should require
16 to 32 ounces to pull the lockout bar out to
its unoperated position.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

its notch in the lockout bar should be required.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
2I2. Mounting of Bell Crank Assembly (fig.
150)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. This is a preliminary ad
justment only.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Place the bell cranks in their
lowest position, with respect to the code bars,
by means of the bell crank eccentric bushings.
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Mount the right end of the bell crank assembly
with one of its mounting screws so that it is
friction-tight. Then turn the assembly clockwise
and engage the five bell cranks with their re
spective code bars. Replace the left mounting
screw and tighten both screws. (See par. 316
for directions on final adjustment of the code
bars and bell cranks.)
2I3. Right Pull-bar Spring Bracket (fig. 151)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
Note. This paragraph applies only to teletypewriters
equipped with three-section pull-bar brackets.

6. REQUIREMENTS. With the pull-bar bail in
the extreme rear position, the right end pull bar
and the fourth pull bar from the right end
should have some play, but not more than 0.004
inch, between the right spring bracket and the
type bar when the type bar is in its guide.
PULL BAR SPRING BRACKET

2I4. Left Pull-bar Spring Bracket (fig. 151)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
Note. This paragraph applies only to teletypewriters
equipped with three-section pull-bar brackets.

b. REQUIREMENTS. With the pull bar in its
extreme rear position, the left end pull bar and
the third pull bar from the left end should have
some play, but not more than 0.004 inch, be
tween the left spring bracket and the type bar
when the type bar is in its guide.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screw
of the left pull-bar bracket and position the
bracket. Tighten the screw. The second or third
pull bar from the left end may bind against the
bracket when its type bars are moved to the
type-bar guide by hand. If so, readjust the
spring bracket and the type bar when the type
bar is in the type-bar guide.
SOME PLAY, NOT MORE THAN 004"

MOUNTING SCREW

Figure 151. Pull-bar spring bracket.
DETENT SPRING

DETENT SPRING
IGHT MARGIN ADJUSTING
[SCREW ARM
IGHT MARGIN ADJUSTING
CREW

RIGHT MARGIN ADJUSTING
SCREW ARM

2 TO 4 LBS TO DISENGAGE
ARM FROM DETENT SPRING
TL536I8-S

Figure 152. Right margin adjusting screw.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screw
of the right pull-bar spring bracket and position
the bracket. Tighten the screw. The second or
the third pull bar from the end may bind against
the spring bracket when its type bars are moved
to the type-bar guide by hand. If so, readjust
the spring bracket so that all four pull bars are
free and so that the end pull bar and at least
one of the other three pull bars have some play,
but not more than 0.004 inch, between the type
bars and the spring bracket. The type bars
should be in the type-bar guide when this clear
ance is measured.
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2 I 5. Margin Adjusting Screw-arm Spring (fig.
152)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the notch in the right
margin adjusting screw arm engaged with the
detent spring, hook a 4-pound scale over the
adjusting screw and pull at right angles to the
arm toward the rear of the type-bar carriage.
A pull of 2 to 4 pounds should be required to
disengage the arm from the detent spring.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

2I6. Carriage Support
Plunger Rollers (fig. 156)

and

Pull-bar

Bail

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The three carriage support
rollers and the pull-bar bail plunger roller
should turn freely without end play.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the locknuts and ad
just the cone nuts. The rollers should turn freely
without end play after locknuts are tightened.
(See fig. 156.)
2I7. Selector Cams

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the main shaft is
turned, the selector cams on the selector-cam
sleeve should line up with their respective se
lector levers.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the four screws that
hold the main-shaft bearing brackets and posi
tion the main shaft. Then tighten the bearing
bracket mounting screws.
2I8. Main-shaft Clutch Throw-out Lever (fig.
153)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the clutch-driven
member fully out of engagement with the driv
ing member, there should be 0.010 to 0.020 inch
clearance between the ends of the clutch teeth.
The clutch throw-out lever should not bind and
should have no end play.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Reposition the clutch throwout lever by means of its pilot screws.

2I9. Main-shaft
Spring (fig. 153)

Clutch

Throw-out

Lever

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base, remove the type-bar carriage, and
place the typing unit on its left side. Turn the
main shaft until the clutch teeth are fully en
gaged.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook an 8-ounce scale,
held in a horizontal position, over the clutch
throw-out lever at the spring hole. Pull at right
angles to the clutch throw-out lever. A pull of
21/2 to 4 ounces should be required to start the
lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
220. Main-shaft Clutch Spring (fig. 154)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base, remove the type-bar carriage, and
place the typing unit on its right side. Turn the
main shaft until the low part of the printingbail cam is toward the bottom of the typing unit.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the teeth of the
clutch-driven member resting against the teeth
of the driving member, but not engaged, hook
a 32-ounce scale on the driven member in line
with the lower part of the printing-bail cam;
pull straight down. A pull of 22 to 26 ounces
should be required to separate the clutch teeth.
After checking the pull with the clutch teeth
still separated, gradually reduce the tension of
the scale on the clutch-driven member. The
clutch teeth should engage, top to top, before
the scale reading drops to 10 ounces.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

PIVOT SCREW

CLUTCH THROWOUT
THROWOUT

LEVER

LEVER SPRING

010" TO .020'

PIVOT SCREW
DRIVEN MEMBER
DRIVING MEMBER
TL536I9-S

Figure 153. Main-shaft clutch.
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22I. Spacing-shaft
(fig. 155)

Lower

Bearing

Bracket

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. During one complete re
volution of the spacing-shaft gear, there should
be the least possible amount of play without
binding at any point of engagement between
the spacing-shaft gear and the main-shaft spac
ing gear.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Unhook the carriage-return
operating lever spring from the spring post.
Move the eccentric away from the bearing
bracket and turn the bracket by means of its
mounting slots. Rehook the carriage-return op
erating lever spring and reposition the eccen
tric against the bearing bracket.

extreme right and extreme left positions, and
with the play in the pull bars taken up in a
direction to make the least possible clearance,
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the printing bail by
means of its adjusting screw and locknut.
223. Function Lever Bail (One-piece) (fig. 157)
a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage from the typing unit after removing the
typing unit from the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With the carriagereturn combination selected, turn the main
shaft until the carriage-return function lever
is drawn completely into selection with the
vanes. At this point the travel of the functionlever bail should be blocked by the selected func
tion lever. The front edge of the right projec-
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Figure 154. Main-shaft clutch spring.

MAIN SHAFT SPACING GEAR
SPACING SHAFT GEAR
CARRIAGE RETURN OPERATING
LEVER SPRING

ECCENTRICBRACKET MOUNTING SCREWS

BEARING BRACKET

TL5362I-S

Figure 155. Spacing-shaft gear and lower bearing bracket.

222. Printing Bail (fig. 156)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. The pull bars should clear
the code bars by 0.010 to 0.050 inch when the
main shaft is turned until the printing bail is
in its extreme rear position. Check this adjust
ment with the type-bar carriage in both its
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tion of the function-lever bail should be flush,
within 0.005 inch, with the top front edge of
the rear prong of the carriage-return function
lever.
(2) With the line-feed combination selected,
turn the main shaft until the line-feed function
lever is drawn completely into selection with
the vanes. At this point the travel of the func

tion-lever bail should be blocked by the selected
function lever. The front edge of the left pro
jection of the function-lever bail should be
flush, within 0.005 inch, with the top front edge
of the rear prong of the line-feed function lever.
(3) Turn the main shaft until the printing
bail is in its extreme rear position, and hold the

(1) Select the carriage-return combination,
and reposition the right end of the functionlever bail to meet the first requirement. (See
6(1) above.)
(2) Select the line-feed combination and ad
just the left end of the function-lever bail to
meet the second requirement. (See b (2) above.)

010" TO .050"
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CARRIAGE GUIDE SCREW LOCK NUT
CARRIAGE GUIDE SCREW
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PRINTING BAIL OPERATING ARM
PRINTING BAIL
ADJUSTING SCREW

CARRIAGE
SUPPORT ROLLER
PRINTING BAIL

FRONT CARRIAGE!
TRACK
SOME CLEARANCE, NOT MORE THAN J
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Figure 156. Printing bail and front carriage track adjustments.
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Figure 157. One-piece function-lever bail.

No. 1 vane halfway between its marking and
spacing positions. There should be 0.040- to
0.060-inch clearance between the rear edge ofthe No. 1 vane and the front edge of the func
tion levers, except the universal function lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Remove the line-feed push
bar (fig. 176) and loosen the function-lever bail
mounting screw nuts. Move the function-lever
bail to its extreme rear position, and tighten the
mounting screw nuts.

(3) Turn the main shaft until the printing
bail is in its extreme rear position, and check
the third requirement. (See 6(3) above.) If
this requirement is not met, add or remove
shims between the function-lever bail and its
mounting brackets, and readjust both ends of
the bail. Replace the line-feed push bar.
Note. It is necessary to remove the line-feed push
bar because the blocking plate is a permanent part of
the one-piece function-lever bail.
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224. Function-lever Bail (Two-piece) (figs. 157
and 158)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142) ; then remove the type-bar
carriage from the typing unit.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position.
Hold the No. 1 vane midway between its mark
ing and spacing positions. There should be
0.040- to 0.060-inch clearance between the rear
edge of the No. 1 vane and the front edges of
the function levers.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the function-lever
bail by means of its mounting slots.

(2) With the line-feed combination selected,
turn the main shaft until the line-feed function
lever is drawn completely into selection with
the vanes. At this point the travel of the func
tion-lever bail should be blocked by the selected
function lever. The front edge of the left pro
jection of the function-lever bail should be flush,
within 0.005 inch with the top front edge of
the rear prong of the line-feed function lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Remove the line-feed push
bar (fig. 176), and position the blocking plate
by means of its slotted holes. Replace the line
feed push bar.
MOUNTING SCREWS

BLOCKING PLATE

FUNCTION LEVER BAIL
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Figure 158. Two-piece function-lever bail.

3/4 TO 1-1/4 OZS.

SIXTH VANE EXTENSION-

SIXTH VANE EXTENSION SPRING

Figure 159. Sixth-vane extension and springs.

225. Blocking Plate (figs. 157 and 158)

226. Sixth-vane Extension Springs (fig. 159)

Note. This adjustment applies only to typing units
equipped with two-piece function-lever bails.

Note. This paragraph applies only to those typing
units equipped with the new style sixth-vane extension.
The sixth-vane extension is a formed piece of st«el
mounted on the sixth vane by means of shoulder screws
and compression springs.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base; then remove the type-bar carriage
from the typing unit. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With the carriagereturn combination selected, turn the main
shaft until the carriage-return function lever is
drawn completely into selection with the vanes.
At this point the travel of the function-lever
bail should be blocked by the selected function
lever. The front edge of the right projection
of the function-lever bail should be flush, within
0.005 inch, with the top front edge of the rear
prong of the carriage-return function lever.
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a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base; then remove the type-bar carriage
from the typing unit. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Loosen the left pivot screw
and remove the sixth vane from the typing unit.
Hold the vane in a horizontal position, with the
vane extension up. Hook an 8-ounce scale over
the upper end of the extension. Pull at right
angles and toward the front of the vane. A pull
of % to 1*4 ounces should be required to start
the extension moving away from the vane.

Check the spring compression in the opposite
direction by hooking the scale over the end of
the extension and pulling toward the rear of
the vane. Replace the sixth vane.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with new springs.
227. Sixth Vane (fig. 157)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base; then remove the type-bar carriage
from the typing unit. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. Clearance between the
right edge of the sixth-vane extension and the
right end of the slot in the letters push bar
should be 0.008 to 0.030 inch. The vane should
have some end play, but not more than 0.004
inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the vane clamping
screws and position the sixth vane by means of
its pilot screws. Tighten the clamping screws.

6. REQUIREMENTS. With the function bail in
its extreme rear position, unhook the functionbail spring from the front spring post and hook
a 4-pound scale in the spring eye. A pull of 2
to 3 pounds should be required to stretch the
spring to its position length. Rehook the func
tion-bail spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace the spring.
230. Printing Bail (fig. 161)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage from the typing unit. (See par. 142.) The
typing unit may be removed from the base for
convenience.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position.
Hook a 12-pound scale over the left end of the
adjusting lever so that the hook on the scale
engages the lever directly in the rear of the

PRINTING BAIL BLADES
FUNCTION LEVER BAIL
LOCKING FUNCTION LEVER
PRINTING BAIL

VANE
2T03 LBS. TO PULL
TO POSITION LENGTH

FUNCTION BAIL

40TO 50 OZS. TO PULL
TO POSITION LENGTH

LOCKING FUNCTION LEVER SPRING
FUNCTION BAIL SPRING
TL 53626-S

Figure 160. Printing and function bails and function-bail spring.

228. Selector Vanes (fig. 157)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base; then remove the type-bar carriage
from the typing unit. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The forked arms of vanes
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 should line up with their
T-levers. When the printing bail is in its ex
treme rear position, each vane should have some
end play, but not more than 0.004 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the vane clamping
screws and position the vanes by means of their
pilot screws. Tighten the clamping screws.
229. Function Bail Spring (fig. 160)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the type-bar car
riage from the typing unit. (See par. 142.) The
typing unit may be removed from the base for
convenience.

spring notch in the lever. Pull in line with the
spring. A pull of 7^/2 to S1/^ pounds should be
required to start the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Increase or decrease the
spring tension by turning the spring-adjusting
lever screw.
23 I . Selector Lever Springs

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142), remove the type-bar car
riage from the typing unit, and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the vanes in the
marking position, turn the main shaft until the
function lever bail rests on the selected letters
function lever. Move the swords by hand to the
spacing position. Hook a 32-ounce scale over
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the end of each selector lever at the cam sleeve
assembly. Pull the scale in line with the selector
lever straight out from the main shaft. A pull
of 6 to 10 ounces should be required to start
each selector lever moving. Hold the swords
away from the T-levers and check each vane to
see that it moves freely.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace the new springs.

surfaces of their straight portions.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Remove the separator plates
and bend the narrow parts of the springs.
233. Selector Armature (fig. 164)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142), remove the type-bar car
riage from the typing unit, and place the typing

PRINTING BAIL
BLADES

PRINTING BAIL
PRINTING BAIL SHAFT
RIGHT BEARING
PRINTING BAIL SPRING
—SPRING ADJUSTING LEVER SCREW
SPRING ADJUSTING LEVER

6-1/2 TO 8-1/2 LBS. TO
START LEVER MOVING
TL53627-S

Figure 161. Printing-bail spring.

NOT OV^R 8 OZS.

SELECTOR ARMATURE BRACKET LINK
LINK SCREW HOLE
SWORD

ARMATURE BRACKET

SELECTOR LEVER

SELECTOR LEVER SPRINGS

6 TO 10 OZS
TLS3628-S

Figure 162. Selector lever springs.

232. Selector Separator Plates (fig. 163)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142), remove the type-bar car
riage from the typing unit, and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The leaf springs on all
separator plates, except the front and rear
plates, should exert a light pressure on the
swords. The ends of the leaf springs should
project 0.045 to 0.055 inch below the under166

unit on its right side; then remove the range
finder assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The armature should be
free on its pivot screws, and the end play should
be just noticeable. There should be some clear
ance, but not more than 0.008 inch, between
the No. 1 sword and the lower surface of the
armature locking wedge under the following
conditions.
(1) The No. 1 selector lever resting on the
peak of its cam.

(2) The No. 1 sword held against the upper
separator plate without bending the plate.
(3) Armature and play taken up in a direc
tion to reduce the specified clearance to a mini
mum.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) If there is no clearance
between the armature locking wedge and the
No. 1 sword, loosen the locknut on the upper
pivot screw and adjust the screw to get the
right clearance (a one-quarter turn of the screw
it equal to about 0.006 inch). Remove the arma
ture bracket and adjust the lower pivot screw
to get the correct armature end play. Mount
the armature bracket.
(2) If clearance is more than 0.008 inch, re
move the armature bracket and adjust the lower
pivot screw. Mount the bracket, and adjust the
armature end play by means of the upper pivot
screw.

the No. 72581 gauge pins, the position of the
armature bracket should be such that a line
through the center of the No. 1 sword extends
approximately through the centers of the arma
ture pivot screws.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Unhook the locking-lever
spring, loosen the magnet bracket mounting
screws, and move the bracket to its extreme
rear position. Loosen the armature bracket
mounting screws, loosen the link screw, and
back off the armature stops. Move the bracket
eccentric out of the way, so that it will not
interfere with the adjustment. Turn the main
shaft until the No. 1 selector lever rests on the
peak of its cam. Hold the swords in a position
midway between the two stop posts by means
of the gauge pins inserted between the stop
posts and the swords. Be sure that both arma
ture extension arms are between the arms of
SEPARATOR PLATE

045" TO .055"

,

-LEAF SPRING
TL 53630-S

Figure 163. Selector separator plates.

-ARMATURE
ARMATURE EXTENSION
ARMATURE BRACKET
MOTOR STOP PAWL
-I SWORO
LATCH

PIVOT SCREWS
ARMATURE LOCKING WEDGE
SOME CLEARANCE.NOT MORE THAN .008*
TL5363I-S

Figure 164. Selector armature.
234. Selector Armature Bracket Link (figs. 165
and 166)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142), remove the type-bar car
riage from the typing unit, and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the swords are held
midway between the stop posts by means of

the swords. With the swords held in this mid
way position, place the No. 73370 locating gauge
over the end of the No. 1 sword, so that the
two legs of the gauge are against the ends of
the sword arms. Move the bracket to a position
where both armature extension arms are
against the flat surface between the legs of the
gauge. Hold the bracket in this position and
tighten the link screw only. Remove the locat
ing gauge and the two gauge pins.
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Figure 1G5. Use of No. 7SS70 locating gauge.
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ARMATURE SPRING
ARMATURE BRACKET SCREWS
ARMATURE BRACKET

BRACKET ECCENTRIC
STOP POST
SOME CLEARANCE
NOT MORE THAN 040°

UNOPERATED STOP SCREW
OPERATED STOP NUT
ARMATURE
MAGNET CORE

SWORD

MAGNET BRACK
MOUNTING SCRE
MAGNET BRACKET

SELECTOR LEVER SPRINGS

SELECTOR CAM
#1 SELECTOR LEVER

-LOCKING LEVER SPRING
ARMATURE EXTENSION
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Figure 166. Selector magnet and armature mechanism.

235. Selector Armature Bracket (fig. 166)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base and place the unit on its right side.
(See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) The armature bracket
should be in a position which provides some
clearance, but not more than 0.040 inch, between
each sword and either stop post under the fol
lowing conditions: Turn the main shaft until
the No. 1 selector lever is resting on the peak
of its cam. With the armature in its unoperated
(spacing) position, move the spacing arm of
the No. 1 sword against the armature extension.
Place a 0.040-inch wire gauge against the spac
ing stop post and move the armature slowly
toward the marking position. The blade of the
sword should strike the 0.040-inch gauge before
the armature leaves the spacing arm of the
sword. Under these conditions, the armature
moves the sword to within not more than 0.040
inch of the stop post.
(2) Remove the 0.040-inch gauge and repeat
the procedure in (1) above. The armature
should leave the spacing arm of the sword be
fore the blade of the sword strikes the spacing
stop post. Under these conditions, there is some
clearance between the sword and the stop post.
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(3) Unhook the armature spring at its ad
justing screw. With the selector armature in
its operated (marking) position, move the
marking arm of the No. 1 sword against the
selector armature extension. Then move the
armature slowly toward the spacing position
until the armature just leaves the marking arm
of the No. 1 sword. Check the clearance between
the No. 1 sword and the marking stop post in
a similar manner.
(4) With each selector lever on the peak of
its cam, the associated sword should be tried
for the clearance of not more than 0.040 inch
between sword and stop post.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Tighten the armature
bracket mounting screws just enough to allow
the bracket to be moved by tapping it lightly.
The clearance between the sword and the stop
posts may be regulated by turning the bracket
on its pivot. If this clearance is more than 0.040
inch, move the bracket in a direction to bring
the armature toward the sword. If there is no
clearance, move the bracket in a direction to
bring the armature away from the sword.
(2) After the bracket is set and both screws
are tightened, move the bracket eccentric
against the bracket and tighten the screw. The

position of the bracket eccentric and link there
fore, decides the position of the bracket. The
bracket may be removed by simply removing
the two bracket screws. In replacing the
bracket, hold it against the eccentric stop while
the two bracket screws are tightened.
236. Armature Stop (fig. 167)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142) and place the typing unit on
its right side. Unhook the locking-lever spring.
b. REQUIREMENTS. The No. 1 sword arms
(right and left) should clear the associated
arms of the selector armature extension 0.040
to 0.042 inch when the front edge of the op
posite sword arm is against its armature exten-

b. REQUIREMENTS. There should be 0.008- to
0.012-inch clearance between the point of the
armature locking wedge and the point of the
locking lever when the locking lever is on the
long, high part of the locking cam and the two
points are in line. Rehook the locking-lever
spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the locking-wedge
locknut. Move the locking wedge forward or
backward in its slot in the armature extension.
Tighten the locknut. When making this adjust
ment on typing units equipped with mechanical
motor-stop mechanism, set the motor-stop pawl
latch so that the shoulder of the latch is against
the front face of the armature extension. (See
fig. 164.)

.040" TO .042"
*l SWORD
ARMATURE EXTENSION
STOP POST
SELECTOR CAM
*1 SELECTOR LEVER

TL53634-S

Figure 167. Sword arm clearance.

sion arm and the No. 1 selector lever is on the
high part of its cam. Rehook the locking-lever
spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) To adjust the right arm,
reposition the armature stop screw with the
armature in its unoperated position. (See fig.
166.)
(2) To adjust the left arm, reposition the
armature stop nut with the armature in its
operated position. If necessary, remove the nut
and pinch the slotted portion (fig. 168) to make
the nut fit tight on its screw. Recheck the right
arm.

ADJUSTING

238. Armature Locking Lever Spring (fig. 169)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142) and place the typing unit
on its right side.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the locking lever on
the high part of the locking cam, hook a 32ounce scale in the spring hole of the locking
lever and pull in line with the spring. A pull
of 10 to 14 ounces should be required to start
the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
239. Motor-Stop (fig. 170)

Some teletypewriters are shipped with mechani
cal motor-stops arranged for starting and stop
ping by impulses over the signal line. Para
graphs 240 to 250 inclusive, concerning motorstop adjustments, apply to teletypewriters so
equipped.

TL50089-S

240. Motor-Stop Lever Bracket (fig. 170)
Figure 168. Pinching the armature stop nut.

237. Armature Locking Wedge (fig. 169)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 142) and place the typing unit on
its right side. Unhook the locking-lever spring.

c. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit from
the base (par. 140) and place the typing unit on
its right side. Remove the range finder assem
bly. (See par. 171.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the platen in the
figures position, set the motor-stop combination
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and then turn the main shaft slowly until the
motor-stop function lever is completely selected.
The latching surface of the inner motor-stop
pawl should overtravel the extreme rear surface
of the motor-stop pawl latch 0.010 to 0.025 inch
when the armature is held in the marking posi
tion.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the motor lever
bracket by means of its enlarged mounting
holes. The motor-stop pawl backstop should not
be in contact with the inner pawl.
24I. Motor-Stop Lever Eccentric (fig. 170)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. Remove the range finder assembly.
(See par. 171.)

bail is in its extreme forward position. Be sure
that the motor-stop pawls are released from the
latch. There should be some clearance, but not
more than 0.002 inch, between the rear exten
sion of the motor-stop function lever and the
lower edge of the motor-stop lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the backstop screw
locknut and position the backstop screw.
Tighten the locknut.
243. Motor-Stop Pawl Backstop (fig. 170)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142) and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position and the motor-stop

.008' TO .012"—
LOCKING WEDGE
VANE
ARMATURE EXTENSION

LOCKING CAM

SWORD
LOCKING LEVER
LOCKING LEVER SPRING

K> TO 14 OZS. TO START
LEVER MOVING

TL53629-S

Figure 169. Armature locking wedge.

b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position
and the locking lever is on the high part of the
locking cam. Then, with the armature in the
marking position, engage the inner motor-stop
pawl with the motor-stop pawl latch. The
motor-stop lever eccentric should be in contact
with the lower arm of the motor-stop release
lever when the release lever stud touches the
locking lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the motor-stop
lever eccentric.
242. Motor-Stop Lever Backstop Screw (fig.
170)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142) and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the platen in the
letters position, set up the motor-stop combina
tion and turn the main shaft until the printing
170

release lever eccentric moved away from the
outer stop pawl, the motor-stop latch should
clear both motor-stop pawls by an approxi
mately equal distance (not less than 0.010 inch)
when the armature is moved from the marking
to the spacing position.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the backstop mount
ing nut and turn the backstop. Tighten the nut.
244. Motor-Stop Release Lever Eccentric (fig.

170)
a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142) and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position
and the locking lever is on the high part of the
locking cam. Then, with the armature in the
marking position, engage the inner motor-stop
pawl with the motor-stop latch. The motor-stop
release lever eccentric should just touch the
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TL53635-S
Figure 170. Mechanical motor-stop mechanism.

outer motor-stop pawl when the lower arm of
the motor-stop release lever is in contact with
the motor-stop lever eccentric and the outer
pawl is against the motor-stop pawl backstop.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the motor-stop re
lease lever eccentric mounting screw. Position
the motor-stop release lever eccentric. Tighten
the mounting screw.
245. Motor-Stop Pawl Spring (fig. 170)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142) and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position, hook an 8-ounce scale,
held in a horizontal position, over the inner
motor-stop pawl just in front of the backstop.
Pull at right angles to the pawl. A pull of Va to
1 ounce should be required to start the pawl
moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
246. Motor-Stop Lever Spring (fig. 170)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142) and place the typing
unit on its right side. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)

b. • REQUIREMENTS. Unhook the motor-stop
contact-lever spring. With the motor-stop lever
in the unoperated position, hook an 8-ounce
scale over the head of the screw which mounts
the motor-stop lever eccentric. Pull toward the
rear of the teletypewriter. A pull of 1 to !*/£
ounces should be required to start the lever
moving. Rehook the spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the spring bracket
on the post of the selector unit. Replace the
motor-stop contact-lever spring with a new
spring if moving the spring bracket does not
cause the old spring to meet the requirements.
247. Motor-Stop Contact-Lever Spring (fig.
170)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hold off the contact
spring if it rests on the motor-stop contact
lever. Hook an 8-ounce scale in the contact-lever
spring hole and pull in line with the spring. A
pull of 414 to 514 ounces should be required to
start the contact lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
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Figure 171. Mechanical motor-stop contacts.

248. Motor-Stop Function Lever (fig. 171)

250. Stop-Lever Spring (fig. 173)

o. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142).
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the motor-stop func
tion lever resting against the rear edges of the
vanes, but not selected, hook a 12-pound scale
under the extreme front end of the lever. Pull
at right angles to the lever and toward the top
of the teletypewriter. A pull of 5 to 6 pounds
should be required to start the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a ne,w spring.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the trip latch plun
ger held operated, hook an 8-ounce scale at the
end of the stop lever on the range finder as
sembly. A pull of % to 114 ounces should be
required to start the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

SOME CLEARANCE NOT MORE THAN O06'
AT LEAST .002.
•RMATURE TRIP OFF
ECCENTRIC SCREW

STOP LEVER PLATE
STOP LEVER ECCENTRIC SCRE

TRIP LATCH PLUNGER
STOP LEVER
TRIP LATCH SPRING
I TO 1-1/2 OZS TO START LATCH MOVING

TRIP LATCH
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Figure 172. Range finder and stop lever.

249. Stop-Lever Eccentric Screw (fig. 172)

25I. Trip Latch Spring (fig. 172)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The stop lever on the
range finder assembly should over-travel the
latching surface of the trip latch 0.004 to 0.006
inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the eccentric by
loosening its locknut and turning the screw as
required. When tightening the nut, be careful
not to change the adjustment.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the range finder
assembly. (See par. 171.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hold the range finder as
sembly in a horizontal position. Apply the push
end of an 8-ounce scale, held in a vertical posi
tion, to the trip latch as near to the stop lever
as possible. Push up. A push of 1 to 11/2 ounces
should be required to start the trip latch
moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
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252. Armature Trip-Off Eccentric Screw (fig.
174)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) There should be some
clearance, but not more than 0.002 inch, be
tween the stop lever and the trip latch when
the armature is in the unoperated position and
the main shaft is turned until the stopping
edge of the stop lever is directly below the
latching surface of the trip latch.
(2) The trip latch plunger should have at
least 0.002-inch end play (fig. 174) when the
armature is held against the marking stop and
the stop lever is clear of the latching surface of
the trip latch.

be parallel to the face of the armature and the
sides of the cores should align with the edges
of the armature.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the bracket by
means of its enlarged mounting holes.
254. Platen Unit Pilot Screws (figs. 175 and
178)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. The platen unit should be
midway between the side frames; it should be
free on its bearings, without side play.
c. ADJUSTMENT. With the typing unit in its
normal upright position, disconnect the line
feed and shift vertical links at the upper
TO I-I/JOZS.TO
START LEVER
MOVING

ECCENTRIC SCREW

STOP LEVER

STOP LEVER SPRING
STOP LEVER PLATE
TL53638-S

Figure 173. Stop-lever spring.
•ARMATURE TRIP-OFF
"CCENTRIC SCREW

SOME CLEARANCE
NOT MORE THAN 002"

TRIP- LATCH
STOP LEVER
TL53639-S

Figure 174. Armature trip-off eccentric screw.

c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Position the armature
trip-off eccentric screw by loosening its locknut
and turning the screw to meet the first require
ment. (See 6(1) above.) Tighten the locknut.
(2) The second requirement (6(2) above)
serves as a check on the trip-off eccentric screw
adjustment and also on the adjustment of the
armature stops.
253. Magnet Bracket (fig. 166)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. There should be 0.002- to
0.007-inch clearance between each magnet core
and the armature antifreeze strip when the
armature is against the operated stop nut
(marking stop). The faces of the cores should

shoulder screws. Unhook the platen balance
spring and the shift detent spring. Position the
platen unit by means of its pilot screws. Re
connect the line-feed and shift vertical links;
rehook the platen balance spring and the shift
detent spring.
255. Platen-Shift Stop Post (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. The top and bottom sur
faces of the platen-shift stop post should be
parallel to a line through the center of the
platen detent roller screw and the platen pilot
screw.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the platen-shift stop
post nut and turn the post. Tighten the nut.
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256. Letters Stop Screw (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage
should be in place on the typing unit.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the platen in the
letters position and the letter N type bar held
lightly against the platen, the curved surface
of the letter N should fit the curved surface of
the platen. To check this fit, sight along the
platen surface from one end of the platen. The
contact of the two surfaces can best be seen if
a light is placed on the side of the type bar
away from the operator. To check further, in
sert a sheet of paper with a carbon in the tele-

b. REQUIREMENTS. The top of the figure 5
typed with the platen in the figures position
should be in line with the top of the letter T
typed with the platen in the letters position.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Raise or lower the figures
stop screw.
258. Figures, Letters, and Line-Feed FunctionLever Springs (fig. 176)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142), remove the type-bar
carriage from the typing unit, and place the
typing unit on its right side.
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Figure 175. Platen-shifting mechanism.

typewriter and press the letter N firmly against
the paper and platen. The impression made by
the carbon on the paper should be of even
shade.
c. ADJUSTMENT. If the shading is lighter at
the bottom of the character, raise the letters
stop screw. If the shading is lighter at the top,
lower the screw.
257. Figures Stop Screw (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage
should be in place on the typing unit.
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b. REQUIREMENTS. Select the blank combina
tion and turn the main shaft until the printing
bail is in its extreme forward position. Hook a
32-ounce scale over the rear extension of the
figures, letters, and line-feed function levers
just in front of the lobes which engage the push
bars. Pull horizontally at right angles to the
rear extension. A pull of 15 to 19 ounces should
be required to start each of these function
levers moving. When checking the tensions, the
push bars should be held away from the func
tion levers.

c. ADJUSTMENT.
springs.

Replace with the new

259. Space Function Lever Spring (fig. 176)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base, remove the type-bar carriage
from the typing unit, and place the typing unit
on its right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the space function

260. Blank-Printing and
Function Lever Spring

Spacing

Cut-Out

Note. This adjustment applies only to teletypewriters
equipped with a special function lever (No. 74918) to
prevent printing and spacing when the blank combina
tion is selected.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base (par. 142) ; then remove the
type-bar carriage from the typing unit.

-FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION

PUSH BAR SPRING
PUSH BAR

UNE FEED FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION
LINE FEED PUSH BAR

UNSHIFT PUSH BAR
UNSHIFT FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION
SPACE FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION

UNSHIFT ON SPACE
"CUT-OUT LEVER

BELL LATCH BAR LATCH
SHIFT

PUSH BAR

SHIFT

FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION
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Figure 176. Function lever extensions.
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UNSHIFT RELEASE
FUNCTION LEVER

MOUNTING SCREW
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Figure 177. Function bail.

lever resting against the vanes, but not selected,
hook a 32-ounce scale over the rear extension
of the lever, just in front of the lobe. Pull hori
zontally at right angles to the rear extension.
A pull of 12 to 16 ounces should be required to
start the space function lever moving. When
checking the tension, hold the letters push bar
away from the function lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position.
Then unhook the blank-printing and spacing
cut-out function lever spring from the spring
plate. Hook a 32-ounce scale in the spring eye.
A pull of 22 to 30 ounces should be required to
stretch the spring to its position length. Rehook the spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
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26I. Function-Bail Blade (fig. 177)
Note. If the letters and figures shift mechanism has
not been adjusted, it will be necessary to loosen the
mounting screws of the shift bell crank operating lever
bracket, and move the bracket to its extreme rear posi
tion, before proceeding with the function-bail blade
adjustment.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base; remove the type-bar carriage
from the typing unit, and place the typing unit
on its right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With the figures,
line-feed, and letters function levers alternately
selected and the main shaft turned until the
travel of the function-lever bail is blocked by
the selected function lever, there should be
0.004- to 0.015-inch clearance between the rear
edge of the No. 1 vane and the bottom of a
notch in the selected function lever.
(2) With the unshift-on-space cut-out lever
(fig. 176) released from the lower extension of
the space function lever, place the platen in the
figures position. Select the space combination
and turn the main shaft until the functionlever bail roller just leaves the cam surface of
the space function lever. Under this condition
the clearance between the rear edge of No. 1
vane and the bottom of a notch in the space
function lever should be 0.004 to 0.015 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Select the figures func
tion lever. Raise or lower the right end of the
funetion-bail blade in its mounting slots to get
the specified clearance between the rear edge
of the No. 1 vane and the bottom of a notch in
the figures function lever.
(2) Select the line-feed function lever and
adjust the left end of the function-bail blade
up or down to get the specified clearance be
tween the rear edge of the No. 1 vane and the
bottom of a notch in the line-feed functio'n
lever.
(3) If the requirements are not met when
the letters and space function levers are se
lected, readjust both ends of the function-bail
blade until the requirements are met on all
function levers.
262. Unshift-on-Space Cut-Out Lever
176)

(fig.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) If it is desired that
the platen return to the letters position when
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the space combination is received, turn the un
shift-on-space cut-out lever counterclockwise
(as viewed from the bottom of the teletype
writer) against the stop. Tighten the locknut,
to hold the cut-out lever in this position.
(2) If it is desired that the platen should
not return to the letters position when the
space combination is received, turn the unshifton-space cut-out lever clockwise (as viewed
from the bottom of the teletypewriter) , so that
the hooked end of the cut-out lever is to the
rear of the space function lever extension and
the cut-out lever touches the side of the space
function lever extension.
(3) There should be some clearance, but not
more than 0.006 inch, between the rear surface
of the space function lever extension and the
cut-out lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Remove the T-lever and
the attached mechanism (fig. 171) from its
mounting post; loosen the cut-out lever eccen
tric screw nut. Position the cut-out lever and
the eccentric screw, and then tighten the locknut. Remount the T-lever and the attached
mechanism.
263. Letters and Figures Shift (figs. 175 and
176)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. (1) Remove the shift de
tent and platen balance springs. Place the
platen in the figures position (up). Select the
letters combination. Turn the main shaft until
the function-bail blade moves the selected push
bar to its extreme rear position. The shift stop
post should move to within 0.010 to 0.025 inch
of the letters stop screw.
(2) Place the platen in the letters position
(down). Select the figures combination. Turn
the main shaft until the function-bail blade
moves the selected push bar to its extreme rear
position. The shift stop post should move to
within 0.010 to 0.025 inch of the figures stop
screw.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Place the shift bell
crank operating lever bracket in the middle of
the adjustment provided by the mounting
slots. Tighten the mounting screws. Place the
typing unit on its right side and turn the main
shaft until the function bail is in its extreme
forward position. The clearance between the
function-bail blade and the shoulder on the let

ters push bar when the platen is in the figures
position should be equalized (within 0.010
inch) with the clearance between the functionbail blade and the shoulder on the figures push
bar when the platen is in the letters position.
Adjust the turnbuckle on the shift link to get
this equalization.
(2) Turn the main shaft until the rear face
of the function-bail blade is directly over the
shoulder on either the letters or the figures
push bar when that push bar is in its extreme
forward position. Shift the platen by hand
until the other push bar is in its extreme for
ward position. When the shoulder on one push
bar is directly under the rear face of the func
tion-bail blade, the shoulder on each push bar
must be within 0.010 inch of being directly
under the rear face of the function-bail blade.
Select the letters and figures combinations one
at a time and check for the specified clearances
between the shift stop post and the letters and
figures stop screws. (See b above.) If either of
these clearances is greater than 0.025 inch,
move the operating lever bracket toward the
front of the unit. If either clearance is less than
0.010 inch, move the 'operating lever bracket
toward the rear. After this operation a slight
readjustment of the shift-link turnbuckle may
be necessary to bring both clearances within
the specified limits. Rehook the shift detent
spring and platen balance spring.
264. Platen Balance Spring (fig. 178)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
6. REQUIREMENT. With the platen in the let
ters position, unhook the platen balance spring
from the platen unit side frame. Hook a 12pound scale in the spring eye. A pull of 31/2 to
5 pounds should be required to stretch the
spring to position length. Rehook the spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

266. Shift Detent Spring (fig. 175)

o. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook a 25-pound scale
over the extension on the shift detent and pull
in line with the spring. A pull of 10 to 14
pounds should be required to start the detent
moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
267. Sixth-Vane Extension (figs. 157 and 160)
Note. This adjustment applies only to teletypewriters
equipped with the old-style sixth-vane extension (a flat
spring formed from spring steel).

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Unhook the sixth-vane
detent spring from the spring plate. When the
platen is shifted from the figures to the letters
position, the sixth vane should travel equally
on either side of the detent in the W-notch of
the locking function lever. Rehook the sixthvane detent spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the sixth-vane exten
sion. After the extension is bent, the letters
push bar should not bind on the extension in
either the letters or figures positions.
268. Letters and Figures Push-Bar Springs
(fig. 176)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Select any character and
turn the main shaft until the printing bail is
in its extreme forward position. Place the push
end of an 8-ounce scale directly beneath the
notch on lock push bar and push horizontally
at right angles to the bar. A push of 3 to 5
ounces should be required to start either push
bar moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with new springs.

265. Shift Detent (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the platen is shifted
from the figures to the letters position, the de
tent roller should ride equally on both sides of
the detent.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the shift detent by
loosening the locknut and turning the shift de
tent eccentric shoulder screw. Tighten the locknut.

269. Platen Shaft (fig. 191)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
'
b. REQUIREMENTS. The platen shaft should
have some end play, but not more than 0.004
inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the friction assem
bly on the platen shaft by loosening the friction
assembly setscrews and moving the friction
assembly as required. Tighten the setscrews.
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270. Single-Double Line-Feed Detent (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the single-double
line-feed lever is shifted from the single to the
double line-feed position, the hump on the de
tent spring should travel equidistant on either
side of the detent.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the detent by loos
ening its mounting screw and moving the de
tent as required. Tighten the mounting screw.
27I. Single-Double Line-Feed Detent Spring

(fig. 175)
a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the single-double
line-feed lever in the single line-feed position,
hook a 4-pound scale, held in a horizontal posi
tion, over the extension of the lever; pull to
ward the front. A pull of 1^4 to 3*4 pounds
should be required to move the lever to the
double line-feed position.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
272. Line-Feed Detent Lever
178)

(figs. 175 and

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the single-double
line-feed lever in the single line-feed position
(up), and the line-feed bell crank operated by
hand, the line-feed pawl, when sliding off the
rear edge of the single-double line-feed lever,
should just miss the edge of a tooth on the
line-feed ratchet.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the detent lever ec
centric screw nut (fig. 178), and turn the
eccentric screw to move the platen. Tighten
the detent lever eccentric screw nut, and check
the adjustment for all the teeth on the line
feed ratchet.
Caution: There are two positions of the de
tent lever eccentric screw which give the cor
rect adjustment. Use the position which ap
plies the least tension to the detent lever
spring. Be sure that the detent roller rests in
the bottom of a notch on the detent ratchet.
273. Line-Feed Link Turnbuckle (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the single-double
line-feed lever in the single line-feed position,
178

select the line-feed combination; turn th
shaft until the line-feed push bar is
stripped from the function-bail blade. Under
this condition, the platen should turn one line
space, the detent roller should rest in the hoilow between two ratchet teeth, and there should
be some clearance, but not more than 0.015
inch, between the line-feed pawl and the front
face of a tooth on the ratchet for this clear
ance. When gauging clearances, the play in the
line-feed mechanism should be taken up in a
direction which will make the greatest possible
clearance (by pressing forward on the line
feed pawl).
c. ADJUSTMENT. Place the typing unit on its
right side. Adjust the length of the line-feed
link by means of its turnbuckle.
274. Line-Feed Push-Bar Spring (fig. 176)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
left side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position, apply the push end
of an 8-ounce scale to the push bar just to the
rear of the function lever extension. Push hori
zontally at right angles to the bar. A push of
11/2 to 2y% ounces should be required to start
the push bar moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
275. Line-Feed Detent Lever Spring (fig. 178)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the typing unit in
its normal upright position, hook a 12-pound
scale over the head of the detent roller mount
ing screw. Pull at right angles to the detent
lever. A pull of 5 to 6 pounds should be re
quired to start the detent lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
276. Line-Feed Pawl Spring (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the single-double
line-feed lever in the double line-feed position
and the line-feed pawl in its unoperated posi
tion, hook an 8-ounce scale under the line-feed
pawl, just to the rear of the notch. Pull straight
up. A pull of 2 to 4 ounces should be required
to start the pawl moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

277. Line-Feed Check Screw (fig. 178)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. The line-feed check screw
should drop in the twelfth notch from the de
tent roller when line-feed ratchets having 33
teeth are used, and in the fourteenth notch
when ratchets having 37 teeth are used. (When
counting the notches, start with the notch just
above the detent roller.) When the check screw
is held in the bottom of a notch on the ratchet
there should be some clearance, but not more
than 0.020 inch, between the front face of the
screw and the face of the tooth, at the point
of least clearance.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the line-feed check
screw locknut and turn the check screw to meet
the requirements. (See b above.) Tighten the
locknut. Turn the platen roll and check the
clearance in each notch of the ratchet. If neces
sary, loosen the clamping nut of the line-feed
check-post stop screw and back off the stop
screw before making the adjustment.

the line-feed check post is against the inner
side of the casting and that the end of the
line-feed check lever shaft is flush with the
outer surface of the casting. Tighten the clamp
ing nut.
279. Line-Feed Check Lever (fig. 178)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Select the line-feed com
bination and turn the main shaft until the line
feed pawl has reached its farthest travel in
turning the platen. The line-feed pawl lever
should be in contact with the check lever. There
should be some clearance but not more than
0.015 inch, between the lower edge of the line
feed check screw and the bottom of any notch
in the detent ratchet.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the check lever setscrew and position the check lever. (See fig.
175.) Before tightening the setscrew, make
sure that the shaft has some end play, but not
more than 0.004 inch. When checking the clear-
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Figure 178. Line-feed check mechanism and platen balance spring.

278. Line-Feed Check-Post Stop Screw (fig.
178)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hold the line-feed checkpost stop screw down against the casting. The
clearance between the line-feed check screw and
each tooth on the detent ratchet when the
platen is turned should be 0.015 to 0.030 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the check post
clamping nut and turn the stop screw. Before
tightening the clamping nut, make sure that

ance between the check screw and the ratchet,
take up the play of the line-feed check lever
shaft in its right bearing, obtaining the maxi
mum clearance.
280. Line-Feed Check Lever Spring (fig. 175)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the line-feed pawl
in the forward position, hook an 8-ounce scale
under the head of the check lever setscrew and
pull at right angles to the setscrew. A pull of
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2 to 3 ounces should be required to start the
lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
28I. Pressure-Roller Release-Shaft Collars (fig.
179)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. The pressure-roller re
lease shaft should have some end play, but not
more than 0.004 inch. With the right collar
against the casting, there should be %o- to
.no-inch clearance between the boss just to the
rear of the platen shaft boss and the pressureroller release-shaft arm when the arm is op
posite the boss.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Obtain the clearance of the
release shaft arm by moving the right collar;
adjust the end play by moving the left collar.

282. Pressure-Roller Release Cams (fig.

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be 'on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the pressure-roller
release-shaft arm in its rear position, the high
parts of both of the pressure-roller release
cams should rest on the high parts of their
release levers.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the cams on the
release shaft by loosening their setscrews and
moving the cams as required. Tighten the setscrews.
283. Pressure-Roller Tension Springs (fig. 180)
a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
h. REQUIREMENTS. With the release shaft
arm in its forward position, hook a 12-pound
scale over the lower end of the spring-adjust
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Figure 179. Pressure-roller release mechanism.
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Figure 180. Pressure-roller release cam* and tension springs.
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ing lever just above the spring. Pull in line
with the spring. A pull of 5 to 6 pounds should
be required to start the adjusting lever moving,
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the locknut and turn
the spring-adjusting lever screw. Tighten the
locknut.
284. Pressure-Roller Release-Lever Shafts (fig.
179)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the inner surface
of the paper chute mounting extensions against
the casting, the outer ends of the release-lever
shafts should project beyond the outer surfaces
of the paper chute mounting extensions by not
more than y32 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the release-lever
shafts by loosening their setscrews and moving
the shafts as required. Tighten the setscrews.
285. Paper Chute Springs (fig. 181B)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the pressure-roller
release-shaft arm in its rear position, hook an
8-ounce scale over the rear edge of the paper
chute, midway between the side frames. Pull at
right angles to the rear flat surface. A pull of
2 to 4 ounces should be required to start the
paper chute moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with new springs.
286. Paper Fingers (fig. 181B)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With both paper fingers
resting against the platen, the paper-finger
shaft stop arm should clear its stop post by
0.004 to 0.020 inch. When paper 8V2 inches
wide is used, the outer edge of the lower por
tion of each finger should be flush with the edge
of the platen. When paper less than 8^ inches
wide is used, the left finger should be moved
in toward the edge of the paper as much as
necessary.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the setscrew and
position the right paper finger to provide the
specified clearance between the stop arm and
the stop post. Tighten the setscrew. Set the
left paper finger in the same manner to cor
respond to the width of the paper.

287. Paper-Finger Shaft Spring (fig. 181B)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook a 32-ounce scale
over the paper-finger shaft stop arm, just above
the stop post; pull in line with the spring.
A pull of 14 to 18 ounces should be required
to start the stop arm moving.
e. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
288. Paper Straightener Rod Stops (fig.lSIB)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the paper straightener rod is in its extreme forward position, the
clearance between the straightener rod and the
blocking edge of the stops should be 0.030 to
0.050 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the stops by means
of their slots. Tighten the mounting screws.
289. Paper Straightener Rod Springs
181B)

(fig.

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook a 32-ounce scale
over the ends of the levers where the springs
are hooked; pull in line with the springs. A
pull of 8 to 12 ounces should be required to
start the levers moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with new springs.
290. Paper Guides (fig. 181A)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. The outer side of each
paper guide should be 0.040 to 0.050 inch from
the shoulder on its end of the straightener rod.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the guides on the
shaft by loosening their setscrews and moving
the guides as required. Tighten the setscrews.
29I. Spacing - Escapement - Pawl
Arm (fig. 182)

Operating

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit should be
on the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Select the line-feed com
bination and turn the main shaft until the func
tion lever bail rests on the line-feed function
lever. There should be 0.020- to 0.040-inch
clearance between the rear spacing-escapement
pawl and the low part of the spacing-escape
ment ratchet.
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Figure 181. Paper chute, paper fingers, and paper straightener rod.
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c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the spacing-escape
ment-pawl operating arm mounting screws and
position the arm. Tighten the mounting screws.
292. Spacing - Escapement - Pawl Spring (fig.
182)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position.
Hook a 32-ounce scale under the front spacingescapement pawl at the point where the pawl
rests against the escapement-pawl operating
arm ; pull straight up. A pull of 10 to 14 ounces
should be required to start the pawl moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
293. Margin Bell Hammer (fig. 183)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the bell hammer
arm resting against the stop post, the clearance
between the bell and the bell hammer should
be 0.020 to 0.060 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the bell hammer arm
along its entire length. Avoid a sharp bend at
any point.
294. Margin Bell Hammer Spring (fig. 183)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Hook a 32-ounce scale
over the bell hammer arm directly below the
spring, and pull in line with the spring. A pull
of 101/2 to ISVk ounces should be required to
start the arm moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
295. Signal Bell Hammer Spring (fig. 184A)
a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the bell latch bar in
its latched position, hook an 8-ounce scale over
the upper end of the bell hammer arm exten
sion. Pull at right angles to the inner straight
edge of the extension. A pull of 3 to 5 ounces
should be required to start the bell hammer
moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
296. Signal Bell Latch-Bar Latch Shims (fig.
184A)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the unit on its right
side. (See par. 142.)

b. REQUIREMENTS. With the platen in the
letters position (down), set up the letter S
combination; turn the main shaft until the
printing bail is in its extreme forward position.
When the front shoulder on the bell latch bar
is fully latched on the latch, the clearance be
tween the bell latch bar and the lobe on the
rear extension of the bell function lever should
be 0.004 to 0.010 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Add or remove shims be
tween the latch and the function lever comb.
297. Signal Bell Latch-Bar Latch

(fig. 184A)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the main shaft is
turned until the function bail is in its extreme
rear position, there should be a clearance of
0.010 to 0.020 inch between the front shoulder
of the bell latch bar and its latch. When check
ing this clearance, the shoulder on the bell reset
bar should be fully engaged with the functionbail blade.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screws
and position the bell latch-bar latch to the front
or rear by means of its mounting slots. Tighten
the mounting screws.
298. Signal Bell Hammer Backstop (fig. 184A)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the bell latch bar in
its latched position, the clearance between the
bell hammer arm extension and the bell operat
ing lever should be 0.020 to 0.040 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screws
and position the backstop by means of its
mounting slots. Tighten the mounting screws.
299. Signal Bell Operating Lever Spring (fig.
184A)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Unhook the bell reset-bar
spring. With the rear shoulder of the bell latch,
hook a 4-pound scale under the head of the
bell operating lever screw; pull parallel to the
latch bar. A pull of 1*4 to 2V4 pounds should
be required to start the lever moving. Rehook
the bell reset-bar spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
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300. Signal Bell-Reset-Bar Spring

(fig. 184B)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the function bail is in its extreme forward posi
tion. With the front shoulder of the latch bar
resting against the latch, hook an 8-ounce scale
over the reset bar just in front of the shoulder;
pull at right angles to the reset bar. A pull of
3 to 5 ounces should be required to start the
reset bar moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

302. Carriage-Return
185).

Latch-bar bhims

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the unit on its right
side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the letter 0 com
bination selected and the main shaft turned
until the printing bail is in its extreme for
ward position, there should be 0.004 to 0.010
inch clearance between the carriage-return
latch bar and the lobe on the rear extension of
the carriage-return function lever. When this
clearance is checked, the shoulder on the car-
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Figure 184. Signal bell mechanism.

30I. Signal Bell Function Lever Spring (fig.
184A)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the unit on its right
side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Select any character and
turn the main shaft until the bell function
lever rests against the vanes, but is not selected.
Hook a 4-pound scale over the rear extension
of the bell function lever, just in front of the
lobe that engages the bell latch bar; pull at
right angles to the lever. A pull of 1% to 314
pounds should be required to start the lever
moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
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riage-return latch bar should be fully latched
on the latch (similar to the signal bell latchbar latch shims adjustment. (See par. 296 and
fig. 184.)
c. ADJUSTMENT. Add or remove shims be
tween the carriage-return latch-bar latch and
the function-lever comb.
303. Carriage-Return
185)

Latch-Bar Latch

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the main shaft
turned until the function bail is in its extreme

rear position, the clearance between the shoul
der on the carriage-return latch bar and the
latch should be 0.010 to 0.020 inch. When this
clearance is checked, the shoulder on the car
riage-return reset bar should be fully engaged
with the function-bail blade (similar to the
signal bell latch-bar latch adjustment). (See
par. 297 and fig. 184A.)
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screws
and position the latch to front or rear by means
of its mounting slots. Tighten the mounting
screws.

c. ADJUSTMENT. There are two positions of
the lock-bar latch eccentric screw at which the
proper adjustment can be obtained. Use the
position which gives the greater tension on the
latch spring.
305. Carriage-Return Lock-Bar Latch Spring
(fig. 185)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the carriage-return
lock-bar latch unlatched (resting on the upper
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Figure 185. Carriage-return mechanism.
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Figure 186. Lock-bar latch.

304. Carriage-Return Lock-Bar Latch Eccentric
Screw (fig. 185)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the front end of the
dash-pot lever held in its extreme left position,
clearance between the lower edge of the car
riage-return lock-bar latch and the upper edge
of the lock bar should be 0.006- to 0.015-inch.
When checking this clearance, take up all the
play between the lock bar and the shoulder
stud in a direction to make the least possible
clearance.

part of the carriage-return lock bar) , hook a
32-ounce scale over the latch just below the
spring and pull parallel to the lock bar. A pull
of 7 to 10 ounces should be required to start the
latch moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
306. Carriage-Return Lock Bar (fig. 185)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the carriage-return
lock bar in its latched position and the shoulder
of the lock bar held against the edge of the
185

latch, the clearance between the teeth of the
carriage-return clutch members should be 0.010
to 0.020 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screw
of the carriage-return clutch-driven member
and take up the play between the driven mem
ber and its mounting screw counterclockwise
as viewed from the lower end of the shaft. Ad
just the length of the lock bar by means of its
sliding joint. Tighten the mounting screw.
307. Carriage-Return Operating Lever Stop
Screw (ng. 185)

o. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the carriage-return
combination selected and the main shaft turned
until the carriage-return function lever just
trips the carriage-return latch bar off its latch,
there should be some clearance, but not more
than 0.020 inch, between the lock-bar shoulder
and the edge of the lock-bar latch. When check
ing this clearance, take up all the play in the
lock-bar connections in a direction to make the
least possible clearance. This can be done by
pulling out on the lock bar.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Change the height of the
carriage-return operating lever stop screw.
308. Carriage-Return Reset-Bar Spring (ng.
185)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. Move the function bail to
its .extreme forward position, and trip the car
riage-return latch bar off its latch. Hook an
8-ounce scale over the reset bar, just in front
of the shoulder, and pull horizontally at right
angles to the reset bar. A pull of 3 to 5 ounces
should be required to start the reset bar mov
ing.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
309. Carriage-Return Function Lever Spring
(fig. 185)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Select any character and
turn the main shaft until the carriage-return
function lever is resting against the vanes, but
not selected. Hook a 4-pound scale over the
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rear extension of the function lever, just in
front of the lobe that engages the latch bar,
and pull at right angles to the lever. A pull
of 1% to 2*4 pounds should be required to
start the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
3I0. Carriage-Return Operating Lever Spring
(fig. 185)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the shoulder of the
carriage-return latch bar against the latch and
the carriage-return operating lever spring un
hooked from the spring post, hook a 12-pound
scale in the spring eye. A pull of 5 to 7 pounds
should be required to stretch the spring to posi
tion length. Rehook the spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
3II. Carriage-Return Clutch Spring

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base and place the typing unit on its
right side. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the shoulder of the
carriage-return latch bar resting against its
latch and the carriage-return lock-bar latch
held away from the lock bar, apply a 12-pound
scale to the carriage-return fork opposite the
place where the fork engages the carriage-re
turn clutch. A pressure of IVk to 2l/z pounds
should be required to start the driving clutch
member moving away from the driven member.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
3I2. Dash-Pot Lever Spring ( fig. 186)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Unhook the dash-pot lever
spring from the spring post in the dash-pot
lever, and hook a 32-ounce scale in the spring
eye. With the front end of the dash-pot lever
in its extreme right position, a pull of 18 to
24 ounces should be required to. stretch the
spring to its position length. Rehook the spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
3I3. Spacing-Stop Lever Bracket (fig. 187)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) The lower end of the
spacing-stop lever should clear the driving disk
of the main shaft by 0.060 to 0.080 inch.

(2) With the stop lever held against the
stop on the bracket by the stop-lever spring,
there should be a clearance of 0.040 to 0.080
inch between the lower left edge of the stop
lever and right side of a tooth on the spacingstop sleeve, when the tooth is opposite the lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the mounting screws
and move the stop-lever bracket up or down in
its enlarged mounting holes to meet the first
requirement. (See 6(1) above.) Move the stoplever bracket horizontally to meet the second re
quirement. (See 6(2) above.) Tighten the
mounting screws.

turn the guide screws up or down as required.
Tighten the locknuts.
3I6. Code Bars and Bell Cranks (fig. 188)

a. PREPARATION. Place the type-bar carriage
on the typing unit, and then place the typing
unit on the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Alternately select the
letters and blank combinations and turn the
main shaft until the function levers are lifted
from the rear edges of the vanes. When this is
done, the code bars should be carried firmly
against their stops in both the marking and the
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Figure 187. SpacAng-stop mechanism.

3I4. Spacing-Stop Lever Spring (fig. 187)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. Hook a 32-ounce scale
over the upper end of the stop lever, and pull
horizontally toward the right. A pull of 8 to 12
ounces should be required to start the lever
moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
3I5. Carriage Guide Screws (fig. 156)

a. PREPARATION. Place the type-bar carriage
on the typing unit. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position, there should be some
clearance, but not more than 0.008 inch, be
tween the upper surface of the guide screw
heads and the upper surface of the groove in
the front carriage track. Check for this clear
ance along the entire travel of the carriage.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the locknuts and

spacing positions. Select the letters combina
tion, move the vanes one by one from the mark
ing to the spacing position, and let the vanes
return slowly to the marking position. Check
any code bars not carried firmly against their
stops. Set up the blank combination, and re
peat the operation. Again check any code bars
not carried firmly against their stops.
c. ADJUSTMENTS. (1) If all the code bars are
carried against the stops in the spacing posi
tion and not in the marking position, or vice
versa, loosen the mounting screws and move
the bell crank mounting plate up or down. Mov
ing the plate up will cause the bars to move
farther toward the left (toward the marking
position) .
(2) If only one or two code bars fail to be
carried firmly against their stops in both mark
ing and spacing positions, correct the travel
of the code bars by turning the bell crank ec
centric bushings.
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(3) Make sure that the upper ends of the
bell cranks do not engage the code bars deeply
enough to bind.
3I7. Spacing Rack (fig. 189)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is in
place on the typing unit. The typing unit may
be on or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. There should be some
backlash, but not more than 0.006 inch, be
tween the spacing gear and the spacing rack
along the entire travel of the rack.

lever against its pivoting shaft. Hook a 12pound scale in the locking function lever spring
eye. A pull of 21/2 to 3^i$ pounds should be
required to stretch the spring to position length.
Rehook the spring.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
3I9. Sixth-Vane Detent Spring (fig. 157)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook an 8-ounce scale in
the sixth-vane detent spring hole and pull in
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Figure 188. Code bar and bell crank.
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Figure 189. Spacing rack.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the spacing rack
mounting screws and move the rack toward the
front or rear of the type-bar carriage. Tighten
the mounting screws.

line with the spring toward the rear of the
typing unit. A pull of 6 to 8 ounces should be
required to start the roller moving away from
the sixth vane.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

3I8. Locking Function Lever Spring (fig. 160)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is
placed on the typing unit. The typing unit may
be on or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position.
Unhook the locking function lever spring from
the spring plate and hold the locking function
188

320. Carriage-Return Spring Drum

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the main shaft until
the printing bail is in its extreme rear position.
Hold the carriage-return lock bar approxi
mately in its locked position to disengage the

carriage-return clutch teeth and hold the dashpot lever in its operated position. Hook a 12pound scale over the lower part of the right
ribbon spool bracket, and pull in a line parallel
to the carriage track. A pull of 3% to 4*4
pounds should be required to start the carriage
moving away from its extreme left position.
c. ADJUSTMENT. To increase the tension,
wind up the carriage-return spring by turning
the center shaft of the drum. To decrease the
tension, operate the carriage-return drum es
capement lever.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Increase or decrease the
amount of friction by turning the adjusting
nuts on the friction assembly.
ADJUSTING NUTS
PLATEN HANDLE
FRICTION ASSEM

5T090ZS.TO
START PLATEN
.ROTATING

32I. Paper Spindle Drag Spring (fig. 190)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Insert an empty paper
spindle in the slots, and lock it in place with
the retaining plates. With both ends of the
spindle shaft in the bottom of their slots, apply
the push end of a 12-pound scale to the left
end of the paper spindle shaft and push toward
the right side of the typing unit. A pressure of
5 to 8 pounds should be required to start the
spindle moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the spindle drag
spring.
PAPER SPINDLE

5T08LBS.TO START'
SPINDLE MOVING

-SET SCREWS
TL53656-S
Figure 191. Platen friction assembly.

323. Send-Receive T-Lever Friction Washer
(fig. 192A)

a.. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position, move the T-lever so
that the clearance between the T-lever and the
universal function lever extension is 0.040 to
0.060 inch. Hook an 8-ounce scale under the
right extension of the T-lever, just in front of
the universal function lever extension, and pull
straight up. A pull of 5 to G1/^ ounces should
be required to start the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new friction
washer.
324. Universal Function Lever Spring
192A)

SPINDLE DRAG SPRING
RETAINING PLATES
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Figure 190. Paper spindle.

322. Platen Friction Assembly (fig. 191)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Move the pressure-roller
release-shaft arm to its extreme rear position.
Unhook the line-feed detent lever spring, and
place the platen handle straight up. Hook an
8-ou nce scale over the end of the handle and
pull horizontally toward the front of the typing
unit. A pull of 6 to 8 ounces should be required
to start the platen turning. Rehook the detent
lever spring.

(fig-

o. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position, hook a 32-ounce scale
under the extreme front end of the universal
function lever extension and pull straight up.
A pull of 14 to 17 ounces should be required
to start the lever moving.
"c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new7 spring.
325. Blank Function Lever Spring (fig. 192A)

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit may be on
or off the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position, hook a 12-pound scale
under the extreme front end of the blank func-
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Figure 192. Blank intermediate lever.

tion lever extension and pull straight up. A pull
of 4V-j to 6 pounds should be required to start
the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
326. Send-Receive Mechanism Plate (fig. 171)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) Select the blank com
bination. Turn the main shaft until the blank
function lever is completely selected. Stop turn
ing the shaft when the function lever bail roller
just leaves the cam surface of the blank func
tion lever. Under these conditions and with the
left arm of the T-lever in contact with the blank
function lever extension, there should be some
clearance, but not more than 0.008 inch, be
tween the right arm of the T-lever and the
universal function lever extension.
Note. When setting up the above-named conditions
on typing units equipped with a blank printing and
spacing cut-out function lever, stop turning the main
shaft when the function lever bail conies' to rest on top
of the blank printing and spacing cut-out function lever.
(2) On typing units from which the blank
and universal function levers are omitted, the
vertical clearance between both ends of the
function lever spring plate and the send-receive
mechanism plate should be 0.020 to 0.030 inch.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Make sure that the inter
mediate lever is clear of the blank function
lever extension. Then position the send-receive
mechanism plate by loosening the mounting
screws and moving the plate in its mounting
slots. Tighten the mounting screws.
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327. Right Motor-Stop Contact (figs. 170 and
171)
Note. This adjustment applies only to teletypewriters
equipped with a mechanical motor-stop mechanism.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With the printing
bail in its extreme rear position, the selector
armature held in the marking (operated) posi
tion, and the inner motor-stop pawl engaged
with its latch, there should be a slight clear
ance, but not more than 0.006 inch, between
the insulated end of the light contact spring of
the right motor-stop contacts and the upper
end of the motor-stop contact lever.
(2) With the selector armature in the spac
ing (unoperated) position, and the outer motorstop pawl engaged with the latch, the clear
ance between the contact points should be 0.012
to 0.020 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Bend the light contact
spring, making sure that the heavy contact
spring does not bear against the light spring.
(2) Bend the heavy spring of the right
motor-stop contacts.
328. Left Motor-Stop Contacts (fig. 171)
Note. This adjustment applies only to teletypewriters
equipped with a mechanical motor-stop mechanism.

o. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)

6. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With the printing
bail in its extreme rear position, there should
be some clearance, but not more than 0.006
inch, between the insulated end of the light con
tact spring of the left motor-stop contacts and
the lobe on the front extension of the motorstop function lever.
/
(2) With the motor-stop function lever se
lected and the main shaft turned until the right
motor-stop contact is just at the point of open
ing, the left motor-stop contacts should be at
the point of closing.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Bend the light contact
spring, making sure that the heavy spring does
not bear against the light spring.
(2) Bend the heavy contact spring of the
left motor-stop contacts.
329. Intermediate-Lever
171)

Stop

Bracket

(fig.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Select the blank combina
tion and turn the main shaft until the inter
mediate-lever toe is under the blank function
lever extension. Make sure that the interme
diate lever is approximately vertical. Then
select the T-combination and turn the main
shaft until the printing bail is in its extreme
forward position. During this last operation
the left end of the intermediate-lever toe should
move to a point at least V16 inch to the right of
the blank function lever extension.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the intermediatelever stop bracket by means of its mounting
slots.
330. Intermediate-Lever Spring (fig. 192A)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the printing bail in
its extreme rear position, move the T-lever so
that its right end is in contact with the univer
sal function lever extension; hold the reset
lever so that its upper edge is horizontal. Hook
an 8-ounce scale over the intermediate lever
just above the spring arm and pull horizontally
toward the left of the typing unit. A pull of %
to ll/a ounces should be required to start the
lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

33I. Motor Plate

a. PREPARATION. The typing unit is in place
on the base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. The lateral alignment of
the motor pinion and the main-shaft gear
should be such that the center line of the gear
coincides with a vertical line through the cen
ter of the hole in the motor pinion. The back
lash between the motor pinion and the highest
point of the main-shaft gear should be barely
perceptible.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) When a teletypewriter
is equipped with a motor not having elongated
mounting holes, place the typing unit on an
adjusted base with motor assembly and tighten
the three mounting thumbscrews. Remove the
keyboard from the base. Face the front of the
base unit and visually check the lateral align
ment of the motor pinion and the main-shaft
gear to see if a centerline through the mainshaft gear coincides with a vertical line
through the center of the hole in the motor
pinion. If these lines do not coincide, remove
the typing unit from the teletypewriter base
and loosen the three motor mounting screws.
Replace the typing unit on the teletypewriter
base. Shift the motor by taking up the play
between the drilled motor mounting holes and
the motor mounting screws, until the two line?
previously mentioned coincide. If there is not
enough play in the motor mounting holes to
permit the motor to be properly aligned, shift
the motor to obtain the best possible lateral
alignment of the motor pinion and the mainshaft gear. The edges of the motor bases should
be parallel to the corresponding edges of the
motor plate. Remove the typing unit and
tighten the three motor mounting screws.
(2) To correct the amount of backlash,
loosen the rear motor plate mounting screw
and the locknut on the motor plate adjusting
screw. Slightly loosen the two front motor
plate mounting screws to prevent stripping the
threads while making the following adjust
ment. Replace the typing unit and tighten the
three mounting thumbscrews. Turn the motor
plate adjusting screw until the amount of back
lash between the motor pinion and the highest
point on the main-shaft gear is barely notice
able. The highest point may be found by turn
ing the main shaft for one complete revolution.
Start the motor and carefully readjust the ver
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tical position of the motor pinion by turning
the adjusting screw until the gear noise is re
duced to a minimum. Tighten the three motor
plate mounting screws and the adjusting screw
locknut. Recheck the backlash between the
gears.
Caution: Care should be exercised in adjust
ing the vertical position of the motor pinion
while the motor is running in order to avoid
damaging the main-shaft gear or reducing the
speed of the motor as the result of too close a
mesh between the gear and the pinion.
Note. When teletypewriters are equipped with motors
having elongated mounting holes: Make adjustments
(1) and (2) as described in the above paragraph, ex
cept that in making adjustment (1) the motor must be
shifted until the centerline of the gear also passes
through the center of the hole in the motor pinion as
nearly as it is possible to determine by eye.

333. Send-Receive Reset-Lever Lower Adjust
ing Screw (fig. 193A)
Note. Omit this adjustment when the typing unit is
not equipped with a mechanical motor-stop mechanism.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Place the platen in the
letters position (down). Select the motor-stop
combination. Turn the motor until the printing
bail is in its extreme forward position. Under
these conditions and with the SEND-RECBREAK key in the SEND position, there
should be some clearance, but not more than
0.002 inch, between the head of the lower ad
justing screws and the lower surface of the
front extension of the motor-stop function
lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Raise or lower the rese-t
lever lower adjusting screw.

INTERMEDIATE LEVER

STOP LEVER

MOTOR STOP FUNCTION LEVER
UPPER ADJUSTING SCREW

STOP LUG

RESET LEVER
NOT MORE THAN .002°
UPPERMOUNTING
CONTACT LEVER
LEVER
DOWNSTOP SCREW
STOP LEVER PLATE

LOWER ADJUSTING SCREW
BLANK FUNCTION LEVER EXTENSION

SOME CLEARANCE, NOT MORE THAN OO2.

TL53658-S

Figure 193. Reset lever adjustments.

332. Send-Receive Reset Lever Upper Adjust
ing Screw (fig. 192B)

334. Send-Receive Reset-Lever Down Stop
Screw (ng. 193)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. There should be a 0.004to 0.006-inch clearance between the upper edge
of the intermediate-lever toe and the bottom
of the blank function lever extension under the
following conditions : When the printing bail
is in its extreme rear position and the sendreceive-break key is in the SEND position
(up), move the toe of the intermediate lever
under the blank function lever extension. Se
lect the T-combination and turn the motor until
the intermediate lever is moved to where the
blank function lever extension overlaps the toe
of the intermediate lever by one-half the thick
ness of the blank function lever extension.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Raise or lower the reset
lever upper adjusting screw.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the SEND-RECBREAK key in the SEND position (up) and
the toe of the intermediate lever under the
blank function lever extension, select the blank
combination and turn the main shaft until the
function lever bail roller just leaves the cam
surface of the blank function lever. Depress
the break key and immediately release it. The
stop-lever plate should just latch the upper
contact lever. (On bases equipped with SENDREC-BREAK mechanism having two lower
contacts, the safety pawl should latch the op
erating lever.) There should not be more than
0.002-inch clearance between the stop-lever
plate and the upper contact lever (or between
the safety pawl and the operating lever on
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bases equipped with the send-rec-break mech'anism having two lower contacts) .
c. ADJUSTMENT. Raise or lower the resetlever down stop screw.
335. Left Margin Adjusting Screw (fig. 185)
a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. The first character of a
line should print within yl6 inch of the specified
margin, normally ~/s inch from the left edge
of the platen.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Turn the left margin ad
justing screw in. Move the carriage by hand
into position to print a character "•/% inch plus
or minus Vie inch from the left edge of the
platen. Operate the dash-pot lever to lock the

justing screw arm in engagement with its de
tent, space the carriage 71 spaces. The carriage
should then be in position to print the last
character of the normal 72-character line. Ad
just the stop screw so that the spacing-stop
lever is moved to within 0.015 to 0.030 inch of
a projection on the spacing-stop sleeve.
337. Ribbon-Oscillator Lever (fig. 194)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the ribbon lockout
bar in its unoperated position (pulled out
toward the right), the ribbon should cover
fully any character as it is being printed. When
the printing has been completed and the mainshaft clutch has disengaged, the top edge of

RIBBON OSCILLATOR LEVER SPRING
RIBBON OSCILLATOR LEVER
CLAMPING SCREW

RIBBON OSCILLATOR
LEVER CLAMPING NUT

RIBBON OSCILLATOR LEVER
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Figure 194. Ribbon-oscillator lever.

carriage in place. Turn the adjusting screw out
until there is a slight clearance (not more than
0.002-inch) between the end of the screw and
the dash-pot lever when the adjusting screw
locknut has been tightened and when a hori
zontal pull of 8 pounds is exerted on the dashpot lever (new style). The pull is applied with
a 12-pound scale at right angles to the curved
surface y32 inch behind the margin adjusting
screw. A pull of 10 pounds applied just in front
of the shoulder is required for old-style (with
out a milled notch) dash-pot levers. Turn the
left margin adjusting screw one-sixth turn in
a direction to eliminate the clearance. Tighten
the locknut.
336. Right Margin Adjusting Screw (fig. 187)
a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
6. REQUIREMENTS. The teletypewriter should
normally print 72 characters on a line before
spacing is blocked by the spacing-stop lever.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Return the carriage to the
left end of the line and back off the right mar
gin adjusting screw. With the right margin ad-

the ribbon should not be above the bottom edge
of the printed character.
c. ADUSTMENT. Shift the platen to the figures
position (up) and loosen the ribbon-oscillator
lever clamping screw and nut. Position the
ribbon-oscillator lever, and tighten the clamp
ing screw and nut. Check this adjustment with
the platen in the letters position (down) .
338. Ribbon Lockout Bar (fig. 195)
Note. This adjustment applies only to teletypewriters
equipped with the adjustable ribbon lock-out bar.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hold the ribbon carrier
down, and move the ribbon lock-out bar to the
left against its stop. The ribbon should be
locked far enough below the printing line to
prevent printing any portion of the characters.
c. ADUSTMENT. Remove the ribbon, ribbon
carrier, and type-bar guide from the adapter
plate, and loosen the ribbon lock-out bar adjust
ing screws. Move the platen to the figures posi
tion. Hold the ribbon oscillator down and move
the ribbon lock-out bar to the left against the
stop ; the lock-out bar extension slides over the
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top of the ribbon oscillator. Push the lock-out
bar extension down so that the ribbon-oscillator
extension is held firmly against the type-bar
guide adapter plate. Hold the right end of the
ribbon lock-out bar down and tighten the lock
out bar adjusting screws. Replace the type-bar
guide, the ribbon carrier, and the ribbon. With
the ribbon lock-out bar in its operated position,
hook a 12-pound ^cale over the end of the rib
bon lock-out bar, and pull directly in line with
the bar. A pull of not more than 5 pounds
should be required to move the lock-out bar to
its unoperated position.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Saturate the felt washer
with proper lubricating oil and recheck the re
quirement. (See b above.) If the requirement
is not met, replace the spacing clutch spring
with a new spring.
340. Margin Signal Bell (nj.;. 182)
'a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. The margin signal bell
should ring on the sixty-sixth printed character
for lines 72 characters long.

RIBBON LOCKOUT BAR EXTENSION

RIBBON CARRIER

ADJUSTING SCREW
STOP

NOT MORE THAN 5 LBS

'—RIBBON OSCILLATOR LEVER

RIBBON LOCKOUT BAR
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Figure 195. Ribbon lockout bar.
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MAIN SHAFT

Figure 196. Main-shaft spacing gear.

339. Spacing Clutch Torque ;fig. 196)
a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Run the motor for at
least 10 minutes. Operate the lock bar. Hook a
32-ounce scale at the bottom of the uppermost
projection on the spacing-stop sleeve. Pull hori
zontally toward the rear of the typing unit
until the leading edge of the spacing-stop sleeve
is approximately vertical. With the main shaft
turning, a pull of 14 to 19 ounces should be
required to hold the spacing-stop sleeve sta
tionary.
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c. ADJUSTMENT. Return the carriage to the
left end of the line. Space the carriage 66
spaces to the right. Loosen the margin-bell cam
thumbscrew. Adjust the cam so that its right
side is in contact with the margin-bell pawl ;
tighten the thumbscrew.
34I. Selector Clutch Torque (fig. 197)
a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Run the motor for at least
10 minutes. Hook a 32-ounce scale to the selec
tor-cam sleeve stop arm. A pull of 14 to 18

ounces should be required to hold the sleeve
stationary.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Saturate the felt washers
with the proper lubricating oil and recheck the
requirement. (See b above.) If the requirement
is not met, replace the cam-sleeve spring with
a new spring.

riage should return from its right margin stop
to its left margin stop without bouncing and
with minimum shock.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the dash-pot vent
screw locknut, and turn the screw in or out as
required. Tighten the locknut.
344. Lock-Loop Spring (fig. 198)

342. Bail-Cam Unit Friction Clutch Torque
(fig. 197)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Remove the function-bail
spring, and hold the printing bail away from
its adjusting screw. With the teletypewriter
running on a closed line (selector magnet ener
gized or selector armature held in marking
position by a toothpick to simulate a closed
line) , hook a 32-ounce scale over the screwhead
on the cam unit and pull horizontally at right
angles to the main shaft. A pull of 20 to 24
ounces should be required to move the cam in
a direction opposite to its normal direction of
rotation.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the transmittingcam sleeve until the lock-loop roller rests on
the low part of its cam. Hook an 8-ounce scale
in the lock-loop spring hole and pull in line with
the spring. A pull of 4 to 5 ounces should be
required to start the lock loop moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
345. Locking-Lever Shaft Bracket (fig. 198)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With all the contact
levers on the high parts of their cams, there
should be some clearance, but not more than
0.010 inch, between the contact levers and the

14 TO 18 OZS. TO HOLD
SLEEVE STATIONARY

ADO SHIMS BAIL CAM UNIT

SELECTOR CAM SLEEVE

STOP ARM

FELT OILER20 TO 24 OZS
TO MOVE CAM

FELT-FRICTION WASHER -J
FRtCTION CLUTCH SPRINO
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Figure 197. Bail-cam and selector-cam j'riction clutch.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Saturate the felt washer
with the proper lubricating oil and recheck the
requirement. (See b above.) If the requirement
is not met, replace the bail-cam spring with a
new spring.
343. Dash-Pot Vent Screw (fig. 186)

a. PREPARATION. The type-bar carriage is on
the typing unit, and the typing unit is on the
base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the carriage-return
lock bar is held in its latched position, the car-

locking levers. When measuring this clearance,
press the locking levers down by hand to make
minimum clearance.
(2) When the letters and blank keys are de
pressed alternately, the locking levers should
travel the same distance on either side of the
lock-loop blade.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Add or remove shims be
tween the locking-lever shaft bracket and the
keyboard casting to meet the first requirement.
(See b (1) above.) Before tightening the
bracket mounting screws, position the bracket
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from side to side to meet the second require
ment. (See b (%.) above.)
346. Transmitting Contact Gap (fig. 198)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With any contact lever on
the high part of its cam, the contact gap should
be 0.020 to 0.025 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the shorter contact
springs.
»

348. Transmittmg-Shaft Clutch Spring
200)

(fig.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook a 32-ounce scale to
the clutch-driven member projection and pull
directly in line with the shaft. A pull of 9 to
12 ounces should be required to separate the
clutch teeth.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace- with a new spring.

EQUAL CLEARANCE
LOCK LOOP ROLLER
LOCK LOOP CAM
4 TO 5 OZS. TO START
LOCK LOOP MOVING

CONTACT LEVER

LUCK LOOP
LOCK LOOP SPRING
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LOCKING LEVER
SHAFT BRACKET]
KEYBOARD.

LOCKING LEVER
/
(BRACKET ADJUSTING
^^--^nSCR

CASTING
J50ME CLEARANCE
NOT MORE THAN 010"

LOCKING LEVER SHAFT
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Figure 198. Transmitter contacts and lock loop.
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OPEN CONTACTS
SELECTOR CAM

INDENT OF CAM

CONTACT LEVER
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Figure 199. Transmitter contact springs.

347. Transmitting Contact Spring (fig. 199)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With any contact lever
on the low part of its cam, apply the push end
of an 8-ounce scale to each contact spring just
above the contact point. A pressure of 41/2 to
5y% ounces should be required to open the
contact.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the longer contact
springs. Recheck the contact gap. (See par.
346.)
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349. Transmitting-Cam Cylinder End Play
201)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The transmitting-cam cyl
inder should have some end play, but not more
than 0.002 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the bushing in the
rear bearing bracket by turning its adjusting
nuts.

350. Transmitting-Shaft Clutch (fig. 202)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. When the clutch is fully
disengaged, the clearance between the clutch
teeth should be 0.005 to 0.015 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the clutch throwout lever by adding or removing shims between
the throw-out lever post and the bracket.

lock-loop roller against its cam to disengage
the clutch teeth fully. Position the locking
levers directly below the lock-loop blade to
make the minimum clearance. The clearance
should be 0.008 to 0.015 inch between the lockloop blade and the locking lever having the
least clearance.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the roller pivot
screw by loosening its locknut and moving the

9TOI20ZS.TO
SEPARATE TEETH

DRIVING CLUTCH MEMBER

DRIVEN CLUTCH MEMBER
TL53665-S

CLUTCH SPRING

Figure 200. Transmitting-shaft clutch spring.
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Figure 201. Transmitting shaft.
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Figure 202. Clutch release mechanism.

35I. Lock-Loop Roller (Adjustable) (fig. 198)
Note. This adjustment applies only to keyboards
equipped with lock loops having slots for the roller
pivot screw.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the keyboard shaft
until the clutch teeth are disengaged. Press the

screw in the slot as required. Tighten the locknut.
352. Lock-Loop Roller (Nonadjustable)
198)

(fig.

Note. This adjustment applies only to keyboards
equipped with lock loops not havinp; slots for the roller
pivot screws.
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(i. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. Turn the keyboard shaft
until the clutch teeth are disengaged. Press the
lock-loop roller against its cam to disengage
the clutch teeth fully. Position the locking
levers directly below the lock-loop blade to
make the minimum clearance. The clearance
should be at least 0.008 inch between the lockloop blade and the locking lever having the
least clearance.
c. ADJUSTMENTS. Since the lock loops not
having slots for the roller pivot screws are de
signed in such a way that the hole cannot be
enlarged, the worn transmitting-cam sleeve
must be replaced with a new transmitting-cam
sleeve. In emergencies when new transmittingcam sleeves cannot be obtained, build up the
tip of the lock-loop cam with solder until the
requirements (b above) are met.
353. Universal-Bar Pilot Screws (fig. 202)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The universal bar should
have some end play, but not more than, 0.010
inch. The universal-bar extension should be
approximately in the middle of the space be
tween the P and CAR RET key levers. Operate
the trip-off pawl by depressing a key lever. The
trip-off pawl should clear the sides of the stopplate mounting screw and the locking-lever
bracket.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the universal bar
by loosening the pilot screw locknut and turn
ing the pilot screws as required. Tighten the
locknuts.

intermediate pawl is against its eccentric, the
clearance between the trip-off pawl and the
intermediate pawl should be 0.050 to 0.060 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the intermediatepawl eccentric by loosening the locknut and
turning the eccentric screw as required.
Tighten the locknut. There are two positions of
the eccentric screw that give the correct "clear
ance. Use the position where the high part of
the eccentric is toward the rear of the key
board.

356. Clutch Throw-Out Lever Eccentric <%.

202)
o. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the clutch throwout lever is resting on the low part of the
clutch-driven member, the intermediate pawl
should be held firmly between the clutch throwcut lever eccentric and the intermediate-pawl
eccentric.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the clutch throwout lever eccentric by loosening the locknut and
turning the eccentric screw as required.
Tighten the locknut. There are two positions of
the eccentric screw that give the correct clear
ance. Use the position where the high part of
the eccentric is toward the rear of the key
board.

357. Trip-Off Pawl Eccentric (fig. 203)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The clearance between all
key levers and the universal bar should be 0.040
to 0.060 inch when the trip-off pawl is resting
against the end of the stop plate.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the trip-off pawl
stop plate by means of its mounting slots.

b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With the clutch
throw-out lever held against the high part of
its cam and the clutch throw-out lever eccentric
held against the clutch throw-out lever, the end
of the trip-off pawl should clear the end of the
intermediate pawl by not more than 0.004 inch.
(2) With the trip-off pawl in its operated
position, the clearance between the formed-up
end of the stop plate and lower edge of the tripoff pawl should be at least 0.002 inch.

355. Intermediate-Pawl Eccentric (fig. 202)
a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
/>. REQUIREMENTS. When the trip-off pawl
rests against the end of the stop plate and the

c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Loosen the locknut on
the trip-off pawl eccentric screw and turn the
eccentric as required. Tighten the locknut.
(2) Bend the rear extension of the trip-off
pawl stop plate.

354. Trip-Off Pawl Stop Plate 'fig. 202)
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358. Clutch Throw-Out Lever Spring (fig. 202)

360. Key Lever Springs (fig. 205)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the clutch teeth en
gaged and the clutch throw-out lever resting
against the low part of the clutch-driven mem
ber, hold the intermediate pawl against its
eccentric. At the same time hook an 8-ounce
scale over the throw-out lever just above the
spring hole and pull in line with spring. A pull
of IVo to 2V;i ounces should be required to start
the lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. The openings between
the ends of all key lever springs, except the
spacer key lever (space bar) spring, should
measure !3/i6 inches. The distance across the
opening between the ends of the spacer key
lever (space bar) spring should be 115/16 inches.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the springs.

INTERMEDIATE PAWL

.-CLUTCH THROWOUT LEVER

CLUTCH THROWOUT LEVER
ECCENTRIC
TRIP-OFF PAWL ECCENTRIC
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Figure 203. Trip-off eccentric screw.
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Figure 204. Trip-off pau'l spring.
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Figure £OS. Key lever springs.

359. Trip-Off Pawl Spring (fig. 204)

36I. Repeat-Space Rod (fig. 206)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Unhook the trip-off pawl
spring. Hook an 8-ounce scale in the spring eye.
A pull of 3Vo to 41/0 ounces should be required
to stretch the spring to position length.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the space bar fully
depressed by being pushed down at the center,
the clearance between the clutch throw-out
lever and the high part of the throw-out cam
should be 0.010 to 0.020 inch.
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c. ADJUSTMENT. Move the repeat-space rod
by turning its adjusting nuts.
362. Repeat-Space Rod Bracket (fig. 207)
Note. This adjustment applies only to a keyboard
equipped with a repeat-space rod bracket having an
enlarged mounting hole (0.205 inch in diameter) and a
flat washer under the head of the bracket mounting
screw.

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the space bar is
fully depressed there should be some clearance,
but not more than 0.008 inch, between the
formed-up end of the repeat-space rod and the
flat side of the transmitter rear bracket
throughout the entire travel of the repeat-space
rod. The front face of the repeat-space rod
bracket should be parallel to the rear face of
the transmitter gear bracket.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the repeat-space
rod bracket by loosening the mounting screw
and moving the bracket by means of its en
larged mounting hole. Tighten the mounting
screw.

364. Motor Unit Slip-Connector Springs

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) With the motor unit
in position on the base, hook a 4-pound scale
under one of the motor unit slip-connection end
springs, just above the head of the terminal
screw on the motor connection block. Pull
toward the front of the base at right angles to
the spring. A pull of 2 to 4 pounds should be
required to separate the contacts. Measure the
pressure of the opposite end slip-connection
spring the same way.
(2) With the motor unit removed, place a
straight edge across the two end springs.
There should be some clearance, but not more
than 0.015 inch, between the two inner springs
and the straight edge.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Remove the motor unit
from the base and bend the two inner springs.
365. Line-Jack Springs (fig. 208)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit and
the keyboard from the base. (See par. 142.)

-.010' TO .020'

THROW-OUT CAM-

-CLUTCH THROW-OUT LEVER
TL5367I-S

Figure 206. Clutch throw-out lever.
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Figure 207. Space-repeat rod.

363. Repeat-Space Rod Spring (fig. 207)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the keyboard from
the base. (See par. 142.)
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook an 8-ounce scale
over the repeat-space rod, just in front of the
spring hole, and pull in line with the spring.
A pull of 1 to 2 ounces should be required to
start the rod moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.
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b. REQUIREMENTS. Apply the push end of a
12-pound scale to the curved part of the jack
spring. A pressure of 1 to 2 pounds should be
required to open the contacts. With the typing
unit in position on the base, the line-jack con
tact should be separated 0.020 to 0.060 inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the long contact
spring.

Figure 2O8. Teletypewriter TG-7-B base.

366. Keyboard Jack Springs Adjustment (fig.
208)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit and
the keyboard from the base. Remove the four
base plate mounting screws and the base plate.
Remove the four screws that hold the slip-con
nection mounting plate assembly to the base,
so that the bakelite cover can be removed, and
then replace the four screws.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Measure the pressure of
the two keyboard jack springs. With the key
board inserted in the base the keyboard jack
springs should now be separated by 0.005 inch
to 0.025 inch. This clearance may be measured
from above the base by inserting a wire gauge
between the contact springs.

c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the long contact spring
of the two jack springs to obtain this spring
tension and bend the short contact spring to
provide this contact gap. (After the bakelite
cover is replaced the jack contact springs
should be separated by 0.025" to 0.075".) Re
move the keyboard from the base and with a
straightedge laid across the two keyboard jack
springs, align the other slip-connection contact
springs by bending, so that they just touch the
straightedge. Remove the four slip-connection
mounting plate screws, and insert the bakelite
cover in its original position. Replace the four
mounting screws previously removed. Finally
install the base plate on the base by means of
its mounting screws.
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367. Typing Unit Slip-Connection Spring

a. PREPARATION. Remove the typing unit
from the base.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hold a straightedge flush
against the left rear milled surface on the base
and extend the straightedge over the typing
unit slip connections. There should be % inch
clearance (plus or minus l/64 inch) between the
straightedge and the top of the curved part of
the springs.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the slip-connection
springs to obtain the necessary clearance.

lever plate, when the break lever is slowly op
erated by hand until the two edges are just
opposite each other.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Position the break lever ad
justing plate by means of its adjusting screw.
370: Stop Lug (fig. 210A)

a. PREPARATION. None required.
b. REQUIREMENTS. When the stop lever is in
its unoperated position, the upper extension of
the stop lever should rest against the stop lug
on the mounting bracket. There should be
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Figure i09. Stop lever plate adjustment.

368. Stop Lever Plate (fig. 209A)'
0. PREPARATION. None required.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Hold the left end of the
upper contact lever up against the stop lug on
the stop lever plate. There should be 0.004 inch
to 0.015 inch clearance between the shoulder in
the notch in the upper contact lever and the
top of the lower contact lever.
o. ADJUSTMENT. Position the stop lever plate
by means of its mounting screw.
369. Break Lever Adjusting Plate (fig. 209B)

a. PREPARATION. None required.
b. REQUIREMENTS. There should be some
clearance, not more than 0.015 inch, between
the rear upper corner of the beveled edge on
the left end of the upper contact lever and the
lower front edge of the stop lug on the stop
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some clearance, not more than 0.030 inch, be
tween the rear side of the upper contact lever
and the front edge of the stop lever plate.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the stop lug on the
mounting bracket.
37I. Upper Contact Lever Spring (fig. 211B)

a. PREPARATION. None required.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Place the send-receive
handle in the SEND (up) position and hold the
No. 3 contact spring away from the extension
on the upper contact lever. Hook an 8-ounce
scale under the left end of the upper contact
lever at the spring hole and pull up vertically,
in line with the spring. It should require 3 to 5
ounces to start the upper contact lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

372. Stop Lever Spring (fig. 210A)

a. PREPARATION. None required.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Operate the stop lever so
that it rests against the stop lug on the mount
ing bracket. Hook an 8-ounce scale in the
spring mounting hole in the stop lever and pull
in line with the spring. It should require 1 to 2
ounces to start the stop lever moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace with a new spring.

the fiber insulator on the lower end of No. 1
contact spring and the extension on the lower
contact lever to the right of the contact spring.
When checking this clearance, hold the lower
contact lever firmly against its stop. (See fig.
211A.)
(2) Contact No. 1 should exert a pressure
against contact No. 2 (fig. 211A). Hook an
8-ounce scale around contact spring No. 1, just
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Figure 210. Stop lug adjustment.
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Figure 311. Upper contact lever adjustment.

373. Send-Receive-Break Contact Springs

a. PREPARATION. None required.
b. REQUIREMENTS. All contact springs and
points should be in line.
(1) With the send-receive handle in the
SEND (up) position, there should be some
clearance, not more than 0.008 inch, between

below the contact point, and pull horizontally
toward the left. It should require 1 to 2 ounces
to just separate contacts No. 1 and No. 2.
(3) Recheck (1).

(4) There should be a clearance of at least
0.015 inch between No. 3 and No. 4 contacts.
(See fig. 211A.)
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(5) Move the send-receive handle to the
RECEIVE (down) position and make sure
that No. 3 and No. 4 contacts close.
(6) There should be at least 0.015 inch
clearance between No. 1 and No. 2 contacts.
Recheck (1).
(7) Contact No. 3 should exert a pressure
against contact No. 4. Hook an 8-ounce scale
around contact spring No. 3 just above the
contact point and pull horizontally toward the
left. It should require 1 to 2 ounces to just
separate contacts No. 3 and No. 4. (See fig.
210C.)
(8) Recheck (4).
(9) Hold the left end of the upper contact
lever against the notch in the stop lever plate.
The fiber insulator on No. 6 contact spring
should clear the extension on the upper contact
lever by at least 0.008 inch. (See fig. 209A.)
Make certain that contact No. 5 and No. 6 are
separated by at least 0.015 inch when the break
lever is operated. (See fig. 210B.)

Hook a 32-ounce scale over the contact spring
near the contact (fig. 212) and pull in line with
the speed adjusting spring. Turn the speed ad
justing wheel to the right or left until a pull of
13 to 14 ounces just separates the governor
contacts.
b. REQUIREMENTS. Hook a 32-ounce scale
over a bank pin inserted radially in the leather
of the speed adjusting wheel and pull at right
angles to the radius. A pull of 16 to 20 ounces
should be required to start the wheel moving.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Remove the friction washer
and bend the large projections as required.
375. Governor Speed Adjusting Lever Stop
Plate (%. 213)

a. PREPARATION. None required.
b. REQUIREMENTS. There should be a clear
ance of 0.006 to 0.050 inch between the speed
adjusting wearing strip and the governor shell
when the speed adjusting lever is held against
the stop plate.
/e, row oss rosiwr r/f
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Figure 212. Governor-speed-adjusting wheel friction washer requirements.

(10) Contact No. 6 should exert a pressure
against contact No. 5. Hook an 8-ounce scale
around contact spring No. 6 just above the
contact point, and pull horizontally toward the
right. It should require 41/2 to 5Va ounces to
just separate contacts No. 5 and No. 6. (See fig.
210C.)
(11) Recheck (9).
c. ADJUSTMENT. Whenever an adjustment of
a contact spring is required (see b above), bend
the contact spring until it meets the require
ments given above.
374. Governor-Speed-Adjusting Wheel Fric
tion Washer (fig. 212)

o. PREPARATION. In order to check the re
quirements a preliminary adjustment must be
made. Remove the target and governor cover.
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c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the two stop plate
mounting screws and reposition the stop plate.
Tighten the mounting screws.
376. Governor Shims (fig. 213B)

a. PREPARATION. None required.
b. REQUIREMENTS. With the governor speed
adjusting lever in its unoperated position, there
should be a clearance of at least 0.006 inch be
tween the speed adjusting wearing strip and
the adjusting wheel when the adjusting wheel
is opposite the wearing strip and all the end
play of the motor armature is taken up in a
direction to make the clearance a minimum.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Increase or decrease the
number of shims on the armature shaft be
tween the governor hub and the end frame
casting of the motor. (See fig. 213B.)
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Figure 213. End ring governor requirements.

377. Governor Inner and Outer Disk Contact
Springs (figs. 213A and 214)

a. PREPARATION. Remove the governor brush
spring plate, and the governor cover. (See fig.
213A.)
6. REQUIREMENTS. (1) The distance from
the inner surface of the governor cover to the
highest point on the contact springs should
be 2%2 to -732 inch.
(2) Place a D socket wrench over the nut
located in the center of the governor cover.
Using a 6-inch scale, measure the radial dis
tance from the vertical surface of the wrench
to the point where the scale touches the curved
surface of the inner disk contact spring. This
distance should measure !%2 to !%2 inch.
(3) Measure the distance from the wrench
to the point of contact on the outer disk contact
spring in the same manner as described in 6(2)
above. This distance should measure %6 to %
inch.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Bend the inner and outer
disk contact springs as required. Avoid any
sharp bends or the springs may break. Replace
the governor cover.
378. Governor Brush Spring Plate Bracket
(fig. 213A)

a. PREPARATION. Remount the brush spring
plate if it was not remounted as part of the
previous adjustment.
6. REQUIREMENTS. (1) A line through the
center of outer disk should pass through the

center of each carbon contact brush. (See fig.
213B.)
(2) The surface of the brush spring plate
bracket on which the brush spring plate is
mounted, should be in line with the outer sur
face of that part of the governor cover on which
the target is mounted. (See fig. 213B).
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Figure 2U. Governor inner and outer disk contact.

(3) The brush spring plate bracket should
be parallel to the edge of the motor base plate.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the two brush spring
plate bracket mounting screws and reposition
the bracket. Tighten the mounting screws.
379. Governor Brush Spring Pressure
213B)

a. PREPARATION. None required.
6. REQUIREMENTS. (1) Apply an 8-ounce
scale to the brush springs near the carbon
brush and push (or pull) horizontally in line
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with the armature shaft. A push (or pull) of
4V£ to 51/2 ounces should be required to start
each brush moving away from its associated
disk.
(2) Both carbon brushes should lie flat
against their associated disks and the outer
edges of the brushes should be flush with, or
not more than 3f>4 inch inside of the outer edge
of the disks.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the two brush spring
clamping screws and slip the brush springs out.
Bend the springs as necessary. Remount the
springs and position properly. Tighten the
clamping screws.
380. Governor Brush Spring Tension (fig. 215)
a. PREPARATION. Remove the brush holder
from its bracket.
6. REQUIREMENTS. Apply the push end of an
8-ounce scale to the end of each brush and push
in line with the brush. A push of 3 to 4. ounces
should be required to depress each brush to
within 0.015 to 0.050 inch of the brush holder.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Replace the brushes having
weak springs with new brushes and springs.
Remount the brush holder on its bracket.

to facilitate inspection or repair. Place a
piece of white paper behind the contacts
in viewing them.
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) The contacts should
be positioned so that the top contact is directly
above the bottom contact and the edges should
be in line.
(2) The bottom surface of the upper contact
and the top surface of the lower contact should
be parallel when the contacts are touching (not
touching on one side only) .
(3) The surface of the contacts should be
free of build-ups but may have small pits.
c. ADJUSTMENT. The adjustment of governor
contacts generally is treated as a major repair
since they must either be resurfaced or be re
placed with new contact screws and springs.
See section XIII for detailed repair procedure
for governor contacts.
Caution: Do not attempt to make temporary
adjustment by filing, stoning, burnishing the
contacts, or changing the position of the con
tacts except for emergency operation.
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Figure 215. Peripheral ring governor
brush requirements.

38I. Governor Brush Bracket (fig. 215)
a. PREPARATION. None required.
b. REQUIREMENTS. The governor brushes
should be centrally located with respect to the
governor collector rings, and the ends of the
brushes should project 0.015 to 0.050 inch be
yond the brush holder.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Loosen the two brush-holder
bracket mounting screws and reposition the
bracket. Tighten the mounting screws.
382. Governor Contacts (fig. 216)
a. PREPARATION. Remove the target and gov
ernor cover. The governor also may be removed
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383. Motor Brushes
a. PREPARATION. Remove the brush-holder
caps.
b. REQUIREMENTS. (1) The motor brushes
should be free in their holders without exces
sive play and should be at least % inch long not
including the brush spring or the spring mount
ing extension.
(2) At least l3 of the area of the ends of
the brushes should be in contact with the com
mutator.
c. ADJUSTMENT. (1) Replace excessively
worn or damaged brushes and brushes having
weak springs with new brushes and springs.
(2) Resurface the ends of the brushes using
fine sandpaper. (See par. 154 for one method
that may be used.)

384. Selector Armature Spring (fig. 166)
ATofe. This adjustment is related to the setting of the
rang-e finder (par. 27) and should be made concurrently
with the adjustment of the range-finder setting.

a. PREPARATION. Make all necessary adjust
ments as prescribed in paragraphs 187 to 383
inclusive. Assemble the teletypewriter and con
nect to a power outlet and, if possible, another
teletypewriter.
b. REQUIREMENTS. A pull of 6 to &y^ ounces
should be required to lift the armature spring
from its hole in the adjusting screw.
c. ADJUSTMENT. Set the armature spring
(fig. 166) to a position where it measures 6 to
6*/2 ounces tension. To position the spring,
loosen the locknut on the adjusting screw and
turn the screw. Print (or receive from another
teletypewriter) the letters R and Y alternately
while the range is being taken. While RY is
being1 printed or received, loosen the index arm

thumbscrewr and shift the index arm toward
zero until errors begin to appear in the printed
letters RY. Move the arm back slowly until
these errors disappear. This position indicates
one limit of the orientation range. Note the
position on the scale. Repeat the same perform
ance toward the opposite end of the scale to
find the other limit. After the two limits (or
extreme positions of perfect printing) have
been found, set the index arm of the range
finder midway between these two points. Turn
the armature spring adjusting screw in a clock
wise direction until errors show in the RY.
From this point count the number of turns in
a counterclockwise direction necessary to bring
the spring to its high limit (where RY fails
to print properly) . Half this number of turns
backward (a clockwise direction) position the
adjusting screw midway between its two fail
ing points. Lock the screw in this position.
Recheck orientation.
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APPENDIX I
INTEROPERATION OF BRITISH AND AMERICAN TELETYPEWRITERS

I. Introduction
a. GENERAL. Joint military operations involv
ing British and American forces in the same
general area may require the interconnection
of their teletypewriter systems. (The British
use the term teleprinter rather than teletype
writer.)
b. FEATURES. The principal features of Brit
ish teleprinter equipment which affect the
operation of American teletypewriters are de
scribed in paragraph 385. The changes which
must be made in the adjustment for operation
of Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriter TG7-B to permit their interconnection with Brit
ish teleprinters are discussed in paragraph 386.
Teletypewriter TG-37-B is normally used in
systems which are not directly interconnected
with British teleprinters.
2. Features of British Equipment Compared
with Printer TG—7—A and Teletypewriter
TG-7-B

a. SELECTING CODE. The British teleprinter
uses the same 5 unit start-stop selecting code
as the American teletypewriters.
6. CHARACTER DIFFERENCES. There are very
few differences in the keyboards of the two
teletypewriters. In the lower case, there are
no differences and the keys have the same rela
tive position on the keyboards. In the upper
case there are differences in D, F, G, H, J, S,
V, and Z operations as listed in the following
table:
Keyboards
Upper case

I'ower case
American

D
F
G
H
J
S
V

/.
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Bntiah

American

D

S
!
&
STOP
<

F
G
H
J
S
V
Z

British

\\ho are von

%
@(£)
(Pound symbol)
Rell
1

Ik-11
It

1
1

=

c. PRINTING. American teletypewriters select
and print each character in the same operating
cycle. The British teleprinters however, do not
print a character until the succeeding one is
being received, with the result that a character
is always stored in the teleprinter. The length
of the line typed by the British teleprinter is
70 characters which cannot be changed, there
fore, the change must be made in the American
teletypewriter.
d. TRANSMITTING. The teleprinter ordinarily
transmits polar impulses compared with the
neutral impulses transmitted by Printer TG7-A and Teletypewriter TG-7-B. Teleprinters
are equipped with an automatic send-receive
mechanism. When any keyboard key is de
pressed the circuit is put in the transmitting
position, and as soon as the character has been
sent the circuit returns automatically to re
ceiving position. Therefore the machine is al
ways in the receiving position except when a
key is depressed.
e. ANSWER-BACK FEATURE. Some teleprinters
are equipped with a special answer-back fea
ture. When the upper case D is operated, the
teleprinter receiving it automatically sends
back its code station call.
/. SIGNAL BELL. A signal bell is not standard
equipment on the British teleprinter. However,
an attachment can be added to the teleprinter
so that when upper case J is operated a contact
is closed to operate an external signal bell.
g. MOTOR CONTROL. The British teleprinters
are not designed for remote electrical motor
control. These teleprinters have a timing device
which, when the line remains marking for a
period of approximately 90 seconds, automati
cally stops the motor. To restart the motor it
is necessary to open the line.
h. SPEED DIFFERENCES. (1) Normal American
speed. American equipment normally operates
at 368.1 operations or characters per minute.
This is equivalent to approximately 61 words
per minute. The length of the signaling code

for each character is 7.42 units in which the
start and five selecting impulses are each 1 unit
in length, while the stop impulse is 1.42 units
in length.
(2) Normal British speed. The teleprinter
motor is a 24-volt d-c governed shunt motor
designed to operate at 3000 revolutions per
minute and does not have provision for easily
adjusting the speed to 2740 revolutions per
minute corresponding to the normal American
speed of operation. British teleprinters nor
mally operate at 400 operations per minute or
approximately 67 words per minute. The length
of the signaling code for each character is
7.50 units, in which the start and five selecting
impulses are each 1 unit in length, while the
stop impulse is 1.50 units in length.
(3) Summary. Since the British speed is 400
operations per minute, it is necessary to adjust
the American equipment to operate at 404 op
erations per minute, in order to correct for
the differences in length of the character signal
ing codes. Thus, if the British equipment trans
mits 7.5 unit characters at the rate of 400 opm
(operations per minute), it will be necessary
for the American equipment to transmit 7.42
unit characters at the rate of 404 opm.
3. Changes Necessary in Printer TG-7-A and
Teletypewriter TG-7-B
Note. The information in this paragraph contains
only the necessary mechanical changes needed to modify

the American teletypewriter for interoperation with
British teleprinters. See the related teletypewriter set
or system manual for information on installation and
operation of American and British equipment connected
in the same teletypewriter system. No internal electrical
changes are involved.

a. SPEED. It is necessary that all machines on
a network be adjusted to an equivalent number
of operations per minute. The American ma
chine must be speeded up to 404 operations per
minute. To do this the motor speed is increased
by changing the adjustment of the motor gov
ernor. A tuning fork which vibrates at 96.1
vibrations per second is used. The procedure
for adjusting to the new speed is the same as
that used with the regular tuning fork. See
paragraph 26 for instructions on adjusting the
motor speed.
b. LENGTH OF TYPED LINE. It is also neces
sary to change to number of characters per line
on the American machine to correspond to the
British line of 70 characters. This is done by
resetting the right margin adjusting screw. A
corresponding adjustment must be made on
the end-of-line indicating bell, so it will ring
on the 64th character.
c. UNSHIFT-ON-SPAC& FEATURE. The unshifton-space feature (par. 94) of the American
teletypewriter must be made inoperative as the
British machines are not equipped with such
a feature. This concludes all of the mechanical
changes necessary for interoperation.
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APPENDIX II
REFERENCES

Note. For availability of items listed, check FM 21-6
and ASF Catalog SIG 2. Also see FM 21-6 for appli
cable Technical Bulletins, Supply Bulletins, Modifica
tion Work Orders, and Changes.

I. Parts List

SIG 1, Introduction to ASF Signal Supply
Catalog (when published).
SIG 3, List of Items for Troop Issue.
SIG 4-1, Allowances of Expendable Supplies.
SIG 4-2, Allowances of Expendable Supplies
for Schools, Training Centers, and Boards.
SIG 5, Stock -List of All Items.
SIG 6, Sets (when published).
SIG 7, Organizational Spare Parts.
SIG 8, Higher Echelon Spare Parts.
SIG 10, Fixed Plant Maintenance List.
SB 11-10, Signal Corps Kit and Materials for
Moisture-resistant and Fungi-resistant
Treatment.
2. Technical Manuals on Auxiliary Equipment
and Test Equipment

TM 11-353, Installation and Maintenance of
Telegraph Printer Equipment.
TM 11-354, Telegraph Printer Sets (Teletype
writer) EE-97 and EE-98; Teletypewriter
Sets EE-97-A, EE-98-A, and EE-102.
TM 11-355, Telegraph Terminal CF-2-A
(Carrier).
TM 11-355B, Telegraph Terminal CF-2-B
(Carrier).
TM 11-356, Radio Teletype Terminal Equip
ment, AN/FGCI or AN/FGC-1X.
TM 11-358, Technical Manual for Telegraph
Central Office Set TC-3.
TM 11-359, Line Units BE-77, BE-77-A, and
BE-77-B.
TM 11-954, Rectifier RA-43-B.
TM 11-955, Rectifier RA-37.
TM 11-957, Rectifier RA-87.
TM 11-2004, Repeater Set TC-18 (Terminal).
TM 11-2005, Repeater Set TC-19 (Intermedi
ate).
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TM 11-2042, Volt-ohm-ammeter per D166852).
TM 11-2056, Test Unit I-236.
TM 11-2201, Reperforator Teletypewriter
Sets TC-16 and TC-17).
TM 11-2203, Teletypewriter Set AN/TGC-1.
TM 11-2208, Test Set TS-2/TG.
TM 11-2215, Teletypewriters- TT-5/FG and
TT-6/FG.
TM 11-2216, Teletypewriters TT-7 'FG and
TT-8/FG.
TM 11-2217, Distortion Test Set TS-383/GG
(Teletype Signal Testing Equipment).
TM 11-2220, Reperforator Transmitters TG26-A and TG-27-A.
3. Shipping Instructions

U. S. Army Spec No. 100-14A, Army-Navy
General Specifications for Packaging and
Packing for Oversea Shipment.
4. Decontamination

TM 3-220, Decontamination.
5. Demolition

FM 5-25, Explosives and Demolitions.
6. Camouflage

FM 5-20,' Camouflage, Basic Principles.
7. Other Technical Publications
FM 21-8, Military Training Aids.

FM 21-40, Defense Against Chemical Attacks.
TB SIG 13, Moistureproofing and Fungiproofing Signal Corps Equipment.
TB SIG 25, Preventive Maintenance of Power
Cords.
TB SIG 64, Expedient Means of Determining
Power Supply Frequency in the Field Using
Line Unit BE-77-A or BE-77-B.
TB SIG 66, Winter Maintenance of Signal
Equipment.

TB SIG 69, Lubrication of Ground Signal
Equipment.
TB SIG 72, Tropical Maintenance of Ground
Signal Equipment.
TB SIG 75, Desert Maintenance of Ground
Signal Equipment.
TM 1-455, Electrical Fundamentals.
TM 11-453, Shop Work.
TM 11-456, Wire Telegraphy.
TM 11-462, Signal Corps Reference Data.
TM 11-486, Electrical Communication Sys
tems Engineering, General Information.
TM 11-487, Electrical Communications Sys
tems Equipment.
TM 37-250, Basic Maintenance Manual.
8. Forms

WD AGO Form 468, Unsastisfactory Equip
ment Report. AAF Form 54, Unsatisfactory
Report.
9. List of Abbreviations
Abbrev. (or symbol)

AAF
ac__
a-c
-_ .
AGO
..
..
upprox
...
..
.
AR
. .. .
_..
ASF
' . .. - .
assem.
.._
i
contd
|
rps.
_
. .
<lc
d-c _ _
..
dwg
. .
F. ... _
,_'
fig
-hex
hp
. _.
__
H-.
.
ma_ .
__
mf, n I
_
mtg
!
No. ,Xos..
..
- ..]
U
.
opm
.
oz., ozs
._
par
.
rec
.
..,
ref._ .._
rpm
I
SIGCV
!
SPOT. ..
_
spec. .
....
.
SPST . - _
...
subpar
.
term
.,
vps.
.
.
w
.. ..
.
TO
.i

Term or quantity

Army Air Forces.
alternating current (n).
alternating current (a).
Adjutant General's Office.
approximately.
Army Regulations.
Army Service Forces.
assembly.
continued.
cycles per second.
direct current (n).
direct current (a).
drawing.
Fahrenheit.
figure.
hexagonal.
horsepower.
micro (1/1,000,000).
milliampere.
microfarad,
mounting.
number, numbers.
ohm.
operations per minute.
ounce, ounces.
paragraph.
receive.
reference.
revolutions per minute. •
Signal Corps.
single-pole, double-throw.
specification.
single-pole, single-throw.
subpnragraph.
terminal.
volt.
vibrations per second.
watt..
War Department.

I0. Glossary

The following glossary contains explanations
of the technical terms used in this manual.
Battery. The term battery is normally used
when referring to a group of dry cells or
storage cells. In teletypewriter communica
tion, it is common usage to refer to any d-c
source used in the production of teletype
writer signals as battery.
Function. The term function refers to an opera
tion performed by a teletypewriter such as
carriage return, line feed, figures (shift),
letters (shift), motor stop, bell, etc., that
normally is not associated with a printed
character.
Mark impulses. In neutral operation the term
mark impulse refers to the closed circuit
signal and the term space impulse refers to
the open circuit signal. In other than neutral
operation, the term mark impulse is applied
to the circuit condition which produces the
same result in the terminal equipment that
a mark impulse produces in neutral opera
tion. Similarly, the term space impulse is
applied to the circuit condition which pro
duces the same result in the terminal equip
ment that a space impulse produces in neu
tral operation.
Neutral operation. The term neutral operation
refers to the system whereby marking sig
nals are formed by current impulses of one
polarity, either positive or negative, and
spacing signals are formed by reducing the
current to zero or nearly zero.
Operations per minute. The term operations
per minute refers to the number of func
tions performed or characters printed per
minute. The equipment goes through one
complete cycle of operation for each func
tion performed or character printed.
Polar operation. The term polar operation re
fers to the system whereby marking signals
are formed by current impulses of one polar
ity and spacing signals by current impulses
of equal magnitude but opposite polarity.
Space impulses. See mark impulse.
Turn down. The term turn down refers to
machining the part in a metal-turning lathe
to resurface the part.
Undercut. The term undercut refers to the
operation of removing a portion of the in
sulation between the segments of motor
commutators so that the insulation is below
the surface of the adjoining segments.
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APPENDIX III
MAINTENANCE PARTS

I. ASF Signal Supply Catalog Pamphlets
The following information was compiled on 17
July 1945. The appropriate pamphlets of the
ASF Signal Supply Catalog for Printer TG7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B
are:
Organizational Spare Parts
SIG 7-EE-97, or
SIG 7-EE-98, or
SIG 7-EE-102.
Higher Echelon Spare Parts

SIG 8-TG-7-A, TG-37, TG-15 through
TG-22
For an index of available catalog pamphlets,
see the latest issue of ASF Signal Supply Cata
log SIG 2.
2. Maintenance Parts for Printer TG-7-A and
Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B

a. GENERAL. The maintenance parts for
Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B
and TG-37-B are divided into the five principle
groups of the equipment which are presented

in paragraphs 399 through 403. The group.covered are listed in b through / below.
6. GROUP 1. Group 1 covers all maintenance
parts for the typing unit and also maintenance
parts that are common to the units covered in
c through /.
c. GROUP 2. Group 2 covers all maintenance
parts for the base with filters, but excludes any
parts covered by b above.
d. GROUP 3. Group 3 covers all maintenance
parts for the keyboard with filters, but excludes
any parts covered by 6 and c above.
e. GROUP 4. Group 4 covers all maintenance
parts for the cover, front plate, copyholder,
and chests, but excludes any parts covered by
b, c, and d above.
/. GROUP 5. Group 5 covers all maintenance
parts for the motor unit MU-25 using the No.
77953 motor, but excludes any parts covered
by b through e above.
.Vofc. The lists contained in paragraphs 399 through
403 contain first, second, and third echelon maintenance
parts. Reference symbols are manufacturer's part
numbers.

3. Group I. Maintenance Parts for Typing Unit and All Common Maintenance Parts
Major
compo
nent

Ref.
symbol

Signal Corps
stock No.

8508

4T8508

2451
74199

4T2451
4T74199

74279

4T74279

8507

4T8507

177M.... 4T177M
73588

4T73588

73593.... 4T73593
4812
72521
74755
74756
89881
94693
41341..
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4T4812
4T72521
4T74755
4T74756
4T89881
4T94693
4T41341..

Name of part and description

ARMATURE, electromagnet: steel, chromium plated; selector;
irregular shape, 2" Ig x l%" wd x I5i6" h approx overall.
BALL, bearing- steel' spherical; 0 09375" ±0.00025" diam
BEARING, sleeve: eccentric; hardened steel; natural finish; 5£" Ig
overall.
. BUMPER: leather; type-bar backstop bumper; 5.875" Ig x 0.438"
wd x 0.125" thk overall.
CAM ASSEMBLY: sleeve; steel, soldered dipped; main shaft; %"
Ig x %" OD x 1J£" h overall; hole for shaft 0.2515" ID. 5 cams
stamped #75230.
COIL, solenoid: electromagnet; selector; single wound; DC 105
ohms DC resistance; 1J g" Ig x 1" wd x IJg h overall.
CONTACT, switch: phosphor bronze, copper contact; 2Js" Ig *
%" wd x n.6" h overall.
CONTACT, switch: phosphor bronze, bakelite insulated tip, copper
contact; 2%" Ig x % wd x %" h overall.
WICK, oiling: 3s" Ig x JV diam overall
WICK, oiling: ^4" Ig x ^2" diam overall
WICK, oiling: white; %" ID, 3%" OD, i%" thk; (tight matted).
WICK, oiling: white; %" ID, 0.728" OD, W thk; (tight matted).
WTC'TC nilincr- 3Z» Hiam v >xi" Iff

WICK. oilinir: white wool felt: shaft oiler: ^iL" lg x !•«" OD_
HANDLE, crank: black fibre; 1" Ig x 0.547" diam overall...

Fig.

225
226, 227
228
226
219
225
223,232
223, 232
220
219
219
219
219
220
223

3. Group I. Maintenance Parts for Typing Unit and All Common Maintenance Parts—Con.
compo
nent

Ref.
s> moot

Signal Corps
stock No.

74161- .

4T74161

34-4
34-11

.

4T34-11

34-51

4T34-51

34-56

. . 4T34-56

3598-

4T3598

3599

4T3599

3606

4T3606

71045 .

4T71045 -

80516
71046

4T80516. 4T71046

33-111

4T33-111

1026

4T1026

1028

4T1028

1160

4T1160

1161

4T1161

1162

4T1162

1168

4T1168

1176-

4T1176

6745

4T6745

6746

4T6747

6810

4T6810

6811

4T6811

6942-

4T6942

8472

4T8472

8539

4T8539

8543

4T8543

74059. .... 4T74059
74986
91600

4T74986
.

4T91600

Name of part and description

LATCH, lever: steel, nickel-finish; operates lock bar; IlHz" -8 x W
wd x 0.344" thk overall, 0.065" thk stock. Carriage-return latch
lever.
NUT, hexagon: steel, zinc-plated, w/chromate finish; No. 10—32
thd; %" thk; %" across flats.
NUT, hexagon: steel, nickel finish; No. 2-56 thd; H6" thk; ^f6"
across flats.
NUT, hexagon: steel; zinc-plated, chromate finish; No 6-40 thd'
%" thk; %" across flats; special.
NUT, hexagon: steel, nickel finish; No. 4-40 thd; Hi" thk; %"
across flats.
NUT, hexagon: steel; zinc-plated, with chromate finish; 6-40 thd;
%i" thk; W across flats, special.
NUT, hexagon: steel, zinc-plated, w/chromate finish; #4-40 thd;
%" thk; 3/f6" across flats.
NUT, hexagon: steel, zinc-plated, w/chromate finish; No 6-40 thd'
H6" thk; y\" across flats.
NUT, hexagon: brass, chromium finish; 6-40 thd; %" thk overall,
hex. section 0.375" across flats; 0.031" thk.
PIN, cotter: steel; 0.047" diam x •%" Ig overall
SCREW, adjustment: brass, chromium-plated; hex. No. 6-40 thd
class 3 fit x %" Ig on each end; i5ii" Ig overall; hex. center Ha"
thk x %" across flats, shoulder Hz" w'd x %" diam, spcl.
SCREW, machine: FH; iron, nickel finish; 2—56 thd; 'H6 Ig overall
threaded %" Ig; head 0.160" diam.
SCREW, machine: Fil H; steel; zinc-plate, w/chromate finish*
6-40 thd; %" Ig under head; thd full Ig; head %." diam x J^" thk;
special.
SCREW, machine: binding head; steel, zinc-plated w/chromate
finish; 4-40 thd; %" Ig under head; thd 0.219" Ig; head K"
diam x 0.063" thk, special.
SCREW, machine: Fil H; steel, zinc-plated w/chromate finish;
6-40 thd; %" Ig; head 0.217" diam x 0.119" thk.
SCREW, machine: Fil H; steel; oxidized-copper finish; No. 6-40
thd; W Ig; thd full Ig; head 0.217" diam x 119" thk.
SCREW, machine: Fil H' steel, zinc plate, chromate finish* No 4-40
thd; ><"lg under head; thd full Ig; head 0.175" diam x 0.096" thk;
special.
SCREW, machine: Fil H; steel: zinc-plated, w/chromate finish*
4-M thd; %" Ig under head; thd %" Ig; head 0.176" diam x %"
thk; special.
SCREW, machine: Fil H; steel, zinc-plated w/chromate finish*
6^0 thd; s/ijj" Ig; head 0.217" diam x 0.119" thk.
SCREW, machine: slotted hex. head; steel, zinc-plated, chromate
finish; #10-32 thd; %" Ig under head; head 0.313" across flats,
0.125" thk.
SCREW, machine: slotted hex. head; steel, nickel finish; #6-40 thd'
s/fa" Ig under head; head K" across flats, %" thk.
SCREW, machine: slotted hex. head; steel, zinc-plated w/chromate
finish; #10-32 thd; ?£" Ig; head %" across flats, %" thk.
SCREW, machine: slotted nex head' steel, nickel finish* No 6-40
thd; %" Ig; head yi," across flats, '/&" thk.
SCREW, machine: eccentric; flat top, bind H; hardened steel,
nickel finish; No. 4-40 thd; 0.281" Ig with 0.250" Ig thd; head
0.094" thk x 0.312" OD.
SCREW, machine: special; drill-rod steel, zinc plate chromate
finish; round V-milled head; No. 2-56 thd; 0.188" Ig with 0.188"
Ig thd; shoulder 0.093" square with one side rounded on 0.062"
rad w/max thickness of 0.030" and located 0.010" from head;
head 0.130" thk x 0.1875" OD w/2 milled surfaces 27° on each
side of center line to a depth on head of 0.100"; armature locking
stud.
SCREW, machine: slotted hex. head; steel, nickel finish; No. 6-40
thd' %" Ig under head; head y4" across flats, 0.094" thk.
SCREW, machine: Bind. H; steel, zinc-plate, w/chromate finish;
No. 6-40 thd; K" Ig under head; head K" diam x 0.062" thk.
SCREW, machine: slotted hex head; steel; zinc-plate, chromate
finish; No. 6^0 thd; %" Ig under head; head W across flats x
%•" thk, (chamfered head).
SCREW, machine: slotted hex. head; steel, nickel finish; No. 6-40
thd; %" Ig with %" Ig thd; head 0.040" thk x 0.250" across flats.
SCREW, machine: stop, hex. head; steel, hardened, zinc plate,
chromate finish; No. 6-40 thd; •%" Ig with %" Ig thd; head 5»"
thk x y4" across flats.

Fie.

217
217, 218, 220227, 229, 231
225, 234, 237
221
220, 224, 225,
233, 236, 237
217, 220, 221,
223 to 229
223, 224, 226,
227, 230, 235
227, 228, 235
225
217
225
226
221, 222, 224,
227
229, 232
220, 222, 225,
228
217, 223, 224,
226
224, 225, 226,
227
218, 226, 227,
230
224, 229, 231
217, 218, 220,
222, 223, 226
217, 218, 220,
221, 222, 225
217, 218, 221,
223, 229, 230
217, 218, 219,
220
225, 236
225

219, 220, 224
to 230
224
222, 224, 229,
231, 232
219, 220, 226,
227, 235
221

213

3. Group I. Maintenance Parts for Typing Unit and All Common Maintenance Parts—Con.
Major
compo
nent

Ref.
symbol

Name of part and iiesmption

Fix

6801 ..

4T6801.

SCREW, pilot: cheese head; steel; nickel finish; No. 4-40 thd;
i%" lg with if6" thd; head %" diam x %" thk; pilot 56" diam x

225

70803

4T70803

225

74170.

4T74170

74536.

4T74536

1030 _ .

4T1030

6800..

4T6800

74020.

4T74020

74171.

4T74171

74361 .

4T74361.

8896.

4T8896-

7602. .

4T7602

74073-

4T4703.

4703 ..

4T4703.

7603

4T7603.--

7612. _

4T7612

7614_ .

4T7614

7615. .

4T7615

7634..

4T7634

45104.

4T45104

55063.

4T55063

5508S.

4T55088

74015.

4T74015...

74707.

4T74707

74710.

4T74710

74712.

4T74712

74760.

4T74760.

74882.

4T74882

74961.

4T74961

74962-

4T74962

74988.

4T74988

I 76295-

4T76295

I SCREW, pivot: headless w/screwdriver slot; steel; No. 6-40 thd;
0.307" lg x 0.137" diam overall; thd 1%" w/60 deg taper and
0.031" diam pivot point.
SCREW, pivot: spcl slotted head; steel; nickel finish; No. 10-32 thd;
V%" lg w/Mj6" thd; head JIB" diam x l/fa" thk; pivot %j" diam x
• 3/»" Us.SCREW, set: flat Fil H; CH steel, nickel finish; No. 6-40 thd;
0.I56" lg under head; thd full Ig; head 0.156" diam x 0.078" thk;
(slot 0.028" wd x 0.040").
SCREW, shoulder: cheese head; steel, nickel finish; No. 6-40 thd;
thk; shoulder
lg. 1A" lg thd; head
diam
diam x i3:" lg.
SCREW, shoulder: flattop Bind H; hardened steel; zinc plate,
rhromate finish; No. 6-40 thd; s" lg with ',4" Ig thd; head %jj"
thk x ?32" diam; shoulder 5-16" diam x }-i" lg.
SCREW, shoulder: eccentric; spcl head; hardened steel; chromate
finish; No. 6-40 thd; »!&" 1« 2'4" lg thd; head %" diamx%"
thk; shoulder ^" diam x l/%" lg.
SCREW, shoulder: eccentric; flattop Bind H; hardened steel;
chromate finish; No. 6-40 thd; K" lg w/Ji6" lg thd; head 5ii"
diam x %" thk; shoulder ly," diam x !i'6" lg.
SCREW, shoulder: cheese head; case hardened, zinc plate, chromate
finish; No. 6-40 thd; 0.629" IR w, J&" IK thd; shoulder 0.187"
OD x 0.254" lg; head 0.100" thk x 0.281" OD; (head chamfered
0.015").
SHIM: contact mounting; steel; 6 vane extension shim; 0.140 ID,
5/f6" CD, 0.005" thk.
SPRING: compression; 0.012" music wire; i%" lg x %" diam
overall; special; (approx .i1/> turns w open ends).
SPRING: compression; 0.011" music wire; 5i6" lg x fg" diam
overall; special; (approx 14 turns w closed ends).
SPRING: extension; 0.013" music wire; %" lg x 5s;" diam overall;
special; (approx 26 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.014" music wire; '%" lg x 5j>" diam overall;
special; (approx 15 turns w hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.018" music wire; 1'Jfc" lg x ls/6" diam
overall; special; (approx 37 turns w hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.020" music wire; 0.775" lg x 0.133" diam
overall; special; (approx 25 turns \v hook terminals indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.020" music wire; 1" lg x Ijj" diam overall;
special; (approx 29 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.014" music wire; I'g" lg x ll^" diam
overall; special; (approx 55 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.016" music wire; K" lg x §&" diam overall;
special; (approx 14 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.020" music wire; i!«" lg x
diam
verall; spcl; (approx 21 turns w hook term, indexed 90°).
.-- SPRING: extension; 0.035" music wire; l!3/w" lg x "li" diam
overall; special; i approx 42 turns w/hook term, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.063" music wire; li5w" lg x %" diam
| overall; special; (approx 14 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
i SPRING: extension; 0.020" music wire; Ii5y/' x n^i" diam overall;
special; (approx 54 turns w/hook terminal's, indexed 90°).
| SPRING: extension; 0.063" music wire; l7^" lg x l%" diam
overall; special; (approx 27 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).
! SPRING: extension; 0.022" music wire; 1'4" lg x i%" diam
overall; special; (approx 38 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.024" music wire; 1 i-4" lg x %" diam
overall; special; (approx 37 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.185" music wire; ll/fo" lg x } •*" diam
overall; special; (approx 15 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.030" music wire; 1" lg x %" diam overall;
special; (approx 21 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.024" music wire; <%" lg x 5f6" diam
overall; special; (approx 21 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.012" music wire; 1%" lg x %" diam
overall; special; (approx 29 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.018" music wire; %" lg x */fa" diam overall;
(approx 15 turns; hook ends indexed at 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.0165" music wire; V lg x J^" diam overall;
special; (approx 18 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).

78824.

214

Signal Corps
stock No.

4T78824...

222
223, 224, 228
225, 237
217, 218, 220,
224, 227, 236
224
217
224

220. 228, 236
225
225
227
225
225
225
225
226, 227, 224
224
224
220,221
220
224
224
217
220
221
222
222
225
217
225

3. Group I. Maintenance Parts for Typing Unit and All Common Maintenance Parts—Con.
!

-VI aj or
compo
nent

SiKiuiI Torpp
stock No.

Ref.
symbol

Name of part and description

Fiis.

/

80926
80945
82442... _
82463
82788
82999
84575
86873

.

74272
74330
74359
103-27. ..
123-244 ..
3438
6861
7001
7002
8330
34432...72.563
74085
74100
74800
76084
94694
2191
2322
2669
3640
3646
' 74283

.. SPRING: extension; 0.035" music wire; 25i" Ig x *W diam
overall; special; (approx 41 turns w 'hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.016" music wire; 0.600" Ig x 0.150" diam
4T80945
overall; special; (approx 20 turns, w /hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.022" music wire; ^fa" Ig x ?y/' diam overall;
4T82442
special; (approx. IS turns w hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.013" music wire; %" Ig x i&' diam overall;
4T82463
special; (approx 28 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.019" music wire; life" Ig x '/£" diam overall;
4T82788 special; (approx 15 turns w hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.010" music wire; ll-G" Ig x %" diam overall;
4T82999
special; (approx 2f> turns w hook terminals,- parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.010" music wire; 33^" Ig x i.s" diam overall;
4T84575
(approx 25 turns w/hook terminals, parallel).
SPRING: extension; 0.027" music wire; 6l/ii" Ig x *-fa" diam overall;
4T8fi873
special; (approx 22 turns w, hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING : motor; carriage return; 0.020" clock spring steel, *^" wd;
4T74272
2J-s" diam x 3s" thk overall including shipping clamp; special.
SPRING: torsion; 0.034" music wire; coil %" OD x i%" Ig; J'g" OD
4T74330 .
overall; spcl; (approx 5 turns, right hand; one end hook parallel
to coil; opposite end straight and tangent to coil).
4T74359
STRAP, carriage: black cotton webbing; 9I£" Ig x %" wd x 3/&"
thk overall.
4T 103-27
. WASHER, flat: steel, zinc plate, chromate finish; No. 4, %" ID x
y4" OD x 0.035" thk.
4T 123-244
flat: hardened steel, zinc plate, chromate finish; %" ID
j WASHER,
x 8s" OD x 0.036" thk.
WASHER, flat: steel hardened; zinc plate, chromate finish; Jf6" ID
4T3438
x K6" OD x 0.053" thk.
4T6861.
WASHER, flat: felt, white; ;4" ID x %" OD x >K" thk
WASHER, flat: steel, zinc plate, chromate finish; %" ID x %"
4T7001
OD x 0.055" thk.
WASHER, flat,: steel, dull-nickel finish; %" ID x %" OD x 0.032"
4T7002
thk.
WASHER, flat: steel, hardened; zinc plate, chromate finish; 0.170"
4T8330
ID x '4" OD x 0.037" thk.
WASHER, flat: steel, hardened; zinc plate, chromate finish; */fa" ID
4T34432
x 11/32" OD x 0.036" thk.
WASHER, flat: felt; }/>" ID x i!/,6" OD x \{6" thk
4T72563
WASHER, flat: white felt; %" ID x 15(6" OD x %" thk
4T74085
WASHER, flat: leather; V6" ID x 3g" OD x i.,'6" thk
4T74100
WASHKR. flat: white felt: V," ID'x HU7' OD x %" thk
4T74800 .
4T76084
' WASHER. flat: felt, white: ?f«" ID x 1 V*" OD x l,k" thk
WASHER, flat : white felt; %" ID, «^" OD, Y*" thk; (soft felt)..
4T94694
4T2191 Same as WASHER, lock: split ring "Never Slip" type; spring steel, white
nickel finish; Xo. 6; %" ID x %" OD x 0.032" thk.
4A2900/2191&
4A2279/W28
4T2322
WASHER, lock: split ring, "Never Slip" type, spring steel, zinc
plate, chromate finish; 0.259" ID x ./fa" OD x 0.045'rthk.
WASHER, lock: split ring, "Xever Slip" tvpe, spring steel, dull
4T2669
nickel finish; 0.200" ID x %" OD x 0.047"" thk.
WASHER, lock: split ring, "Never Slip" tvpe, spring steel, white
4T3640
nickel finish; 0.120" ID x 0.210" OD x 0.035" thk.
4T3646
WASHER, lock: split ring "Never Slip" type; steel, nickeled; Xo. 8,
ij*i" ID x %" OD x %" thk.
WASHER, spring: steel, hardened, parkerized; i%" ID x ?%" OD x
4T74283..
0.010" thk stock, 0.025" thk overall; (curved shape).

4T80926

.

220
224
218
224
222
226
223
222
221
226
221
224, 226, 227,
230
217, 224
221,222,231,
232
219
225, 228
218, 220 to 230
226, 227, 238
217, 218, 220,
221
219
219
219
219
223
217
217 to 238,
240, 245, 246
217, 221, 22(i,
227
217 to 224, 226
218, 220, 223
to 227
223, 231
217, 218, 223

4. Group 2. Maintenance Parts for Base with Filters, Excluding Parts Covered in Paragraph 3
103286... 3Z2601.31
35-70

4T35-70

75229.... 4T75229
2438
3650

4T243X
4T3650

FUSE, plug: 1.6 amp, 125 v; one time; ceramic body, medium
screw nase; H-as"h x 1J s"dmm; (fusel run, time lag).
SPRING: extension; 0.010" music wire; */%" Ig x 0.130" diam
overall; (approx 37 turns whook terminals indexed 90°).
: SPRING: extension; 0.014" music wire; 3?M" Ig x lWi" diam
overall; special; lapprox 20 turns w hook terminals, indexed 90°).
WASHER, flat: brass; %" ID x '4" ID x 0.034" thk
WASHER, flat: brass; %" ID x h6" x 0.034" thk

229
230
230
232
229, 232

215

5. Group 3. Maintenance Parts for Keyboard with Filter, Excluding Parts Covered in Para*
3 and 4
Major !
compoBent

Ref.
symbol

Signal Corps
etock No.

7381

4T7381

90438

4T90438

78946

4T78946

78947

4T78947

78948

4T78948

Name of part and description

1
78949.... 4T78949....
78950

4T78950 .

78951

4T78951.

78952

4T78952

.:

78954-... 4T78954
78955

4T78955

78956

4T78956..

78957

4T78957

78958.... 4T78958

.

78959. ... 4T78959.
78960...

4T78960

78962

4T78962 .. ..

78963.... 4T78963 ...
78964

4T78964.

78965

4T78965

78966

4T78966
j

78967.... 4T78967
78968

4T78968

78969

4T78969
(

78970

4T78970.. .

78971

4T78971..

78972

4T78972

78973

4T78973. ..

78976

4T78976

.
..

.

4T78978
j 78978....
78980
4T78980
82607
•
216

4T82607

.
|

CONTACT ASSEMBLY, switch: spring type; keyboard trans
mitting contacts; 6 sets form A; 2^" lg x 2H6" wd x •%" d
overall including screws.
FELT, oiling: white back check felt: cam sleeve shaft; i5*," OD x
.%"lg.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (A —); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x y*" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (B ?); green composition top with black
metal base; */%" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (C :); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion (D $) ; green composition top with black
metal base; % diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (E 3); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (F !); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (G &); green composition top with black
metal base; M" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion : (I8); green composition top with black
metal base; */%" diam x #" h overall.
IvEYTOP, spring cushion: (J '); green composition top with black
metal base; %," diam x K" h overall; (used on TG-7-A and
TG-7-B only).
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (K (); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall; (used on TG-7-A and
TG-7-B only).
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (L )); green composition top with black
metal base; %," diam x %" h overall; (used on TG-7-A and
TG-7-B only).
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (M .); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (N ,); green composition top with black
metal base; %," diam x %" h overall; (used on TG-7-A and
TG-7-B only).
KEYTOP, spring cushion : (O 9) ; green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (Q 1); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (R 4); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
IvEYTOP, spring cushion: (T 5); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x >£" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (U 7); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (V ;); green composition top with black
metal base; %," diam x >*" h overall; (used on TG-7-A and
TG-7-B only).
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (\V 2); green composition top with black
metal base; 5^" diam x l/*" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion' (X ); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (Y 6); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (Z "); green composition top with black
metal base; %" diam x %" h overall; (used on TG-7-A and
TG-7-B only).
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (Blank); green composition top with
black metal base; ?-i" diam x %" \\ overall; (used on TG-7-A
and TG-7-B only).
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (FIGS); green composition top with
black metal base; %," diam x J4" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (LTRS); green composition top with
black metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion : (CAR RET) ; green composition top
with black metal base; %" diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (LI\K FEED); green composition top
with black metal base; ^g" diam x y^" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (S BELL); green composition top with
black metal base; */%' diam x %" h overall.
KEYTOP, spring cushion: (STOP-H): green composition top with
black metal base; %" diam x >*" h overall; (used on TG-7-A
and TG-7-B only).

Fie-

236
236
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244

5. Group 3. Maintenance Parts for Keyboard with Filter, Excluding Parts Covered in Paragraphs
3 and 4—Con.
Major
romponent

Ref.
symbol

99564

Signal Corps
stock No.

4T99564

7409

4T7409

89917

4T89917

35-89

4T35-89

2623

4T2623

80392.... 4T80392
90260

4T90260-...
4T25fi.j;

2565

Name of part and description

KEYTOP, spring cushion: (P 0); green composition top with black
metal base; ^ij" diam x %" h overall; (press fit over disk on key
lever).
LEVER: hardened steel, zinc plate chromate finish; keyboard
clutch; irregular shape; 1.500" Ig x 0.810" wd overall, formed
from 0.065" stock.
SCREW, machine: eccentric; flattop Bind H; steel, nickel finish;
No. 4-40 thd; %" Ig; Head J-8'" thk.
SPRING: extension; 0.010" music wire; %" Ig x J^" diam overall;
special; (approx 28 turns w/hook terminals indexed 90°).
SPRING: extension; 0.018" music wire; %" Ig x i%" diam overall;
special; (approx 23 turns w/hook terminals indexed 90°).
SPRING: loop; 0.049" diam music wire; key lever spacer; 2^" x
2yg" x %? h overall; ("U" shape loop one end 0.063" wd x
0.188" d; opposite end formed into hook 0.188" Ig on 100° radius).
SPRING: extension; 0.014" music wire; X" Ig x %" diam overall;
(approx 30 turns w/hook terminals, indexed 90°).
SPRING: loop; key lever; 0.035" music wire; 1%" Ig x 1iH6" wd x
%" d approx overall; (one end w/hook bend, other end w/ right
angle bend).

Fig.

244
236
236
217, 222
236
235
236
235

6. Group 4. Maintenance Parts for Cover, Front Plate, Copyholder, and Chests, Excluding
Parts Covered in Paragraphs 3, 4, and 5
80985

4T80985

74759
and
104990

4T82425

SCREW, machine: FH; steel, oxidized copper; No. 4-40 thd ; 5-4"
Ig/head 0.175" diam x 0.096" thk.
WINDOW: %' thk; laminated nonshattering glass; 11%" Ig x
6J4" wd x "W thk overall; (consists of one T^fo 104990 cover
glass and two No. 74759 felt strips).

237
237

7. Group 5. Maintenance Parts for Motor Unit MU-27, Excluding Parts Covered in Paragraphs
3 through 6
78399

4T78399

78400

4T78400

8094.

4T8094

95936

3C1988

6314

4T6314

6320

4T6320

74557...

4T74557

.

.

ARM ASSEMBLY, contact: nickel silver or steel w/zinc plate,
chromate finish; u/a outer disk; 3%" Ig x %" wd x %" h overall.
ARM ASSEMBLY, contact: nickel silver or steel w/zinc plate,
chromate finish; u/w inner disk; 3%" Ig x %" wd x %" h overall.
BRUSH, electrical contact: carbon; w/compression spring and end
cap; 2%" Ig x %" OD overall; GE No. 5052405AA7.
COIL, RF: choke; single winding layer wound; unshielded; 1.1 ohm
DC resistance, 180# turns #26 DCC wire; %" diam x %" Ig;
(WECo 225A).
CONTACT ASSEMBLY, switch: governor; single tungsten cont
%" OD x H6" thk; 1%" Ig x Ji" h x %" thk overall.
SCREW, adjustment: steel, zinc plate, chromate finish; 0.385" Ig
w/hex head l/£" across flats.
LAMP, incandescent: 115V 15W; 17 clear; 25^)" Ig overall; inter
mediate screw base.

240
240
238
233
240
240
231

8. Alphabetical Index to Parts Identification Illustrations

Following is an alphabetical index to the parts identification illustrations for Printer TG-7-A
and Teletypewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B.
Part or assembly

Base
Base plate
Basket, type bar
Bells
Bell cranks..
Bell push bar...
Cables

Figure number

229, 241
229, 241
226, 227
218, 221
228
220
223, 229, 231,
235,238

Part or assembly

Cam sleeve, keyboard shaft
Cam sleeve, main shaft
Capacitors
Carriage-return lock bar
Carriage-return spring drum iassemj
Center contact governor (assem)
Chests CH-50-A, CH-50-B, and CH-50-F.
Chest CH-62-A..
.

Fiffurt numbtr

236
219
232, 233
221
221
238, 240
229, 241
242

217

Part or assembly

Chests CH-62-B and CH-62-F .
Clamps, cable
Code bars_ Connection strip (assem)
Contact mounting (assem)
Control relay (assem)
Control switch
Copyholder (assem)
Cords (assem)
-. Cover (assem)
Cover front plate (assem)
Cover local i ng studs . _ _
Dash pot . .
Draw strap. Filters
Frame, left side. _
•.
Frame, right side..
Function bail
Function levers. .
Function lever bail (assem).
Fusetron
Fuse block
Gears _ .

Figure number

242, 243
229
244

230
236
232

229
237

234
2:57
237
229
217
221
233, 246
217

218
220

Part or aurmblj

Platen (asscm)
Platen crank (assem) ..
Platen roll
Plugs
Power cords (assem)...
Power leads filter (assem)
Printing bail...
Printing bail guides
Pullbars
Pull-bar springs
Pull-bar stripper. .
Range finder (assem)
Rear cross bar
Relay base
Relay connecting block
Relay mounting bracket
Resistor unit (assem)
Resistors

Figurr number

•

*

-.

222

224
223, 242
223
234
234
246
220
228
244
244
228
225
220
231
231
229, 231
232
231, 232, 233.
234
234
226
227, 228
235
225
222
230
238
244
244
220
220, 222
230
235
221
227
221
244
221
238
231
229, 232, 235
220
225
235
229, 231, 234
1. 230
226
236
233
241
244
226
236, 237
244
235
222

222
229
229
219, 221, 228,
236, 238
Governor
240
Governor brush and speed adjusting bracket 238, 240
(assem).
240
Governor . . _
Guards
231
Keyboard base
235
Keyboard shaft
236
Keyboard tracks
_ _ 230
Key levers
235
Key tops
_
244
Letters push bar
... 220
Line and selector jack (assem)
. 231
Line cords (assem)
234
Line-feed push bar
217
Line relay radio filter (assem)
..
. 233
Lord mounting (assem)
229, 241, 242
Magnet
.
225
Main shaft _
219
Margin adjusting screws
227
Margin bell
218
Message line guide (assem )_
237
Motor
238, 23! I
Motor-governor filter (assem).
._ __ 233, 238
Motor plate.
229, 238
Motor stop
. 245
Motor-stop contacts (assem)
223
Motor-stop locking (assem). .
225
Motor unit (assem)
238
Nameplates
237, 238
Operating bail roller (assem)
..... . . 227
Pads, felt. .
229, 237, 241
Paper roll spindle
_ 223
Pinion _ _
238

Resistor cage
Ribbon lockout lever (assem)
Ribbon-reverse mechanism
Selector bars
Selector unit
Selector vanes
Send-receive-break mechanism (assem)
Set of gears
Set of key tops
Set of type-bar pallets
Shift push bar
Sixth vane, with extension (assem)
Slip-connection mounting plate (assem)
Spacer bar
Spacing cross bar
,
Spacing rack
Spacing shaft
Spring cushion key tops. .
Spring drum (assem)
Target
,
Target lamp
Terminal blocks (assem)
Terminal block and cable (assem)
Terminal strap..
Testkey
Toggle switch (assem)
Tracks, keyboard
Tracks, type-bar basket
Transmitter (assem)
Transmitting contact filter (assem) ...
Tuning fork.
Type bars
Type-bar backstop (assem)
Type-bar basket (assem)
Type-bar pallets
Universal bar. . .
Vanes...

9. Parts Identification Illustrations
All parts used in Printer TG-7-A and Tele
typewriters TG-7-B and TG-37-B are illus
trated in figures 217 to 244. The parts are
shown in relation to the other parts of their
immediate units or assemblies since identifica-

tion of individual parts is often difficult, if not
impossible to make. The parts are common to
Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters TG-7-B
and TG-37-B unless otherwise noted. Parts
used in older models only or in later model?
only are also noted.

218

*& ! i. 1 7*
"-!«* Ukl $ i e| $ I*

*fll ijlii ||| § |ll ||IS il ^|ii
> t£

55
'

219

220

eC7»IMA/ff OISK-

73S/7
BALL
745O2 CLUTCH6993 CLUTCH

/»/ toe* tvsssjee
74346
LOCK

Figure £19. Main shaft parts.

221

746ft SMHffS

74016 COUMI
ri9i LOCK watt*

T40I7 3HOUUXR XtlClit

7<tfoaeu den*™* Lctro

JOTWAt/T

60*44 3AOTN6
SZ075 JMWMT

74066 Mrr i UK OOACKCT
tSSf SOU*
tin LOCK MASHfP
TOO! AMSAB?
140SC SHIFT LMK.

747?* jMOacaeP scan/
2f» LOCKMHSMf0
74146 Ofit HSMMfP
74H2 PILOT SCPfW
2669 LOCK VASHfP
74413 MCK STOP

6600 SCKfM
tttt LOCK WSHfP
3596 NUT
74O77 SMOULDfP SOKM

78301 SHOULOfP X0fM
2*69 LOCK MASHO?

7494* M3ULATO*

*t7¥7 INSULHTOH BLOCK

vuesaxM

ZI9I LOCK HMStftl

2191 LOCK KMSMfa
TOO* mitKta

5296 KCCHTPK STOP
1160
2I9/ LOCK *M3Mftr

6745
J4432 MSHCff
2669 LOCH M/UHCP
6800 SHOUUXB SCfiflt

74/74 KLL PUSH BAP
74t73 BfLL LATCH SAP
74165 3MFT PUSH B*P

3598 NUT
74254 RCAP CHOSS BA*

screw
tf69

74I44 SMCMS PAUL
S559 SCKM
7002 HH43HT0
2I91 LOCK

J4-4 NUT

74013 fUftTMO MIL 8LJIIf
9O5II SCPfN
2191 LOCK H4SHff>

3S98 mrr

8539 XSfM
2I9I LOCK
74O89 PRINTING BA/L AffH
9II7S POLLfP (ASSlM)-t

867V OH CUP
3603 NUT

8539 SCBl*
2191 LOCK KMSHfP

74O97 SPACt MHL-KAP
74095
74O96 SPMCf MM
747*0 SPOHG

74966 SCPfHt

7002 mstre
2J9I LOCK HMSMOt

74503 FVHCTION

%»w Mot
rvst funcnoM DM. OL*OC

80926 SPOOK

Figure 220. Rear eross-bar assembly parts and printing bail assembly parts.
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TL53744-S

8I89S SPPIHG POST74882 SPf?ING
74 73 7 SPACING STOP LflfP-

\6g1O SCPfH
\2669LOCK WASHfP
\3438 VASHO?
74143OALL Bf*M\G PfWIHfB

33-41 SHOULDf/f SCfifW
2191 LOCK WISHft?
3598 1Vl1r
J
74736 STOPLft/fl? Sff/KKfT-

2I91 LOCK WSHfP
I208 SCPfW
LOCtf

'IO8 SCOfiv
2669 LOCK MASHfa

74300 SPBIHG
73276 SHOJLOfP SCPfH
219/ LOCK MASHfP
3598 Mr
78 fXAPfitf/vr LfffP
74733 SHOULDfG STUD
725O9 LOCK
'3649

\I245 SCffftV
i-^ 2669 LOCK HASHfR
\84578 BfAPING BL
^-74124 SPACING CPOSS

3594 HUT

rQj—74359 DPAW STMP
34 4 NUT
4852 LOCK VASHflf
74192 VPPfV SPACING G£A0
415*3 BALL BfAXING
74/64 SPACING SHAFT
IO26 SCPfW
2191 LOCK
5446
219I LOOT
3S9S HU7
74793 PfTJINIMG PLATE
74190 SPACING CLUTCH
74154 LOKZO SPACING 6£AP
74548 SPRING
74i'JO
74241

74793 jcef*

74272 3PPIMG
74271 CLAMPIMG
74276 BALL BfAQlNG
NUT

\

2I91 LOCK HASHfP]

6746
7OO2
2191 LOCK #ASH£O

74297 LATCH PLATf
74/62 SL1DlIVG JOINT
H96 SHOi/LOfP jeOfW\
2191 LOCK H/A.SHCP
\3598 NUT
J
74i21 LATCH B£U. CP/lMK
74072 Of>t/?ATlNG LfVfP
1196 SHOULDfO X0f*r
2?91 LOCK WSHfP
3598 NUT
74O78 LATCH LINK
76T96 SPQIU6
694O SPP.ING POST

LOCK BAP
'74ItO POST
232i LOCK IVASHfP
34-1 AW
7OO2 HA5H£I?
2191 LOCK VASMfff
3398 NUT
74071 CLUTCH FOf?K
89896 OIL Ci10
89497 LOCK NUT
74069 PfSfT BAG
74O68 LATCH BAP
74412 &VSHINS
70886 M4SHfP
2449 LOCK HASHfP
3595 NUT
55O88
'740t7 SHOULOfP SCPf*
74026 COLLJP
Z191 LOCK MJSHfP
3596

H96 IHCVLDfl) SCPfH
219I LOCK
3598 HUT
91600STOP SCVfH
2I91 LOCK
34-S1 NUT

Figure 221. Carriage-return assembly parts.

223

•-*-.
<-**
*i»i LOCK MMWMOT

-I**** maarrfr
_---,«•

sifit BUXKIMS f**. (A)
-*f7St

HMSffJf-fCiT

-*J7f7

*f~f

•:-

-93839 FUNCTION LEVER BAIL (ASSEM.)-

©

*'7
134 ruHCTrOH LtVl* ** • BfU.
7+IJP SLitvCTiOH ~C'f€ *3
T+i3I rUNCTIOK Lfyff *f- CM,

7-HJ0
MO/t fVMCTtOM LfKff

®

7*1f* rvMcrtOM irvt* f/1-ifT7tts
7>*U7 ruNcnoH ifnef *a-uMf rrro
rvucrioM teyfe *ij-o f/uorof STOP

XK?*O m»cr>oH ifvee •»/ - tot
7f9f* SPf'f*?
fVST

74O4r SfLfCTVB
7404S SfLlCTOH Hinf 4
14O44 SILCCTOe UIHC *>
7404S SflKTOe tOINf +4
7*011 SfifCTOf MNt *i

74fit starr MM

7496I SPRING

PARTS INDICATED BY

©,®tETC, ARE REPLACED

IN THE

T6-37-8

BY

THE

FOLLOWING

©
®
(C)
©

<0536< BLOCKING BAIL
84986 FUNCTION LEVER * 12 • LINE FEEOl OPERATE IN LETTERS
2 - CAR RET J POSITION ONLY
81927 FUNCTION LEVER
84060 FUNCTION LEVER * 7 ( BLANK- SUPPRESSES PRINTING AND
LETTERS_POSJTION ONLY)

(f)

4708
84061

PARTS:

SPACING

SPRING
FUNCTION

LEVER * 7 - BLANK ( WITH

SPRING) TLS3746-S

Figure 8£2. Function lever assembly parts.

224

f£T<f)

S4S7S

74789 CAOL£

<

foa Moroe STOP canimen*
33-38 SCIKKf
364O LOCK IVASHff?
3S99 NUT

73S93 CONTACT SP*V*

nil

3S71
arscT Levety
74538 O0ACKfT
795I3 PL/ITS
36I8 injUlATae
3647 INSULATOR
INSULATOP
73588 CONTACT SPOIHS
8t74O CONTACT (ASJ£M)—I

K>97 SCPCW

364O LOCK Mitre
3599 NVT
'lOSS SCafW

364O LOCK MASHfP
3599 HUT
89O77 STUD
34-4 NUT
Z669 LOCKWASHf'
S9O7* BRACKfT
89442 SfTOFPHPTS FOP

itcsrr LCVO> DONNSTOP
'79513
73593 CONTACT SPOtNG
73588 CONTACT SPMNG

iltl scafM
357i
36I8 INSULATOR

74*88 IMSHFT ON SfUCf CUTOVTIfyOr&IOKT

7489O MO TOff S
67*5 SCHfH
2669 LOCK
34431 MASHfP
IO35 XPfM
3640 LOCK tMSMfP

7469S fOKTIOM SUfff
8O?SS ICOfM Of IO499S PM76084 WASHft-FCLT
74694 FetCTIOH ARM
76084 WASHCS-FCLT
76085 WHCTtON DISC
76086 FPICTIOH SP&N6
76087 NUT3219 NUT
*>40 LOCK M4SHEP
74556 SCPtM

74876 P4PO? ffOU.
(iftCLUOfS 74877

ce/r/ue-

3646

-80466

LOCK

PLATEN CRANK (ASSEM.)TL53747-S

Figure £23. Motor-stop assembly parts and platen roll parts.
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6iit scaext

8O478 SPITIHG POST
74613 SCPfU

1I9I LOCK K/ASHfa
3Sf8 HUT

74519 PAPta rirvste

74S6iLiHf neo CHfCK POST

S5O63 SPPING

74559 SHAFT
74473 STO4IOtTff>f fOD STOP

74679 SPflfJG POST
74562 SCtffM
2I9I LOCK WASHfO
3S98 NUT

SCPfft
4/675 HfA3tff>
36 4O LOCK WASHfP
74O3I PiATfH gflACXeT- a'KJfT

74449

7678 PILOT SCPfH
7679 POLLfP
8/84 HASHfP
2248 PIN
S64OLOCK WASHfP

697O HUT
1ii-t7 30etVG POST
74S54 SPeaJti POST
74IS6 DISK
747O9 SPOHG
H6* SCHfH

74564 OfTfNT LfffP
74020 fCCfNTHK SHOULIX8 iCPfW
2I9I LOCK WASHf8
3593 NUT

74733 SHOULDta STUD
723O9 LOCK VASHftf

747IO SPRING

8O7Z4 PAPfe POO Lfrter
744S2 PlLfASf SHAFT
7444S BUSHING
697O iJtST

80294 SPfMO POST
747O6 SPffING

8543 SCJffW
2191 LOCK HASHfO)

'ltt-t44 WASMC0
2I91 LOCK KfASHftt
3S98 Hl/r

74f13 SCP.fH
364O LOCK MASHfft
103-27 K/ASHfO
7446O SHAfT

'74732 STUD
2I91 LOCK KMSHfa
7492S SP#iHG POST
4SIO4 SPBrtS
7445t PfLfsaf LfVfP SHAfT

7O36 COiL1V?
74536 SCPtH

a-zrrSHOM-oen scar*
1269 SCPfH
3598 NUT

744SS PAPfB CHUTf
H76 SCOftf
74494 SP4Cf&-LONG
74339 PLATIH CH03S BA/f
74336 IKlfASt CIMMK
74708 SPf*M6

ii9t SHomoca scaf*
?I9I LOCK HASHfP
3S98 MIT

74039 SOTTM

744S 7 GUKf LfVtP

Tt*f
34-4 tft/T

74493 SMCflt-

74f4g POLLfVSTVO
2#4t LOCK VASHfP

7*4f7 UUX »A#
7448I OfTV/T BOLLfe
744*7 LIHf PUD /MM
IO3-.
364O LOCK hfASHfIf
34-56 NUT
\

744.54 ItfLfASe CAM

(74361 SMOULDeO SCIftU
\2I9I LOCK WASHfP
\3598 NUT

74693 POST

OO945SPPV*:
745** SCOCW
2669 LOCK KIASMfP
34-4 NUT

ttOO SCIftN
1/91 LOCK
3S98

1I61 SCPfM
2I9I LOCK WASHfa
TOtttMASHBt

14465 LIHfFUD LntP
'740l1 SMOUWOf XXfU
2I91 LOCK HHSHffr
3S98 NUT

74470 MPC* n*«fi?-Lerr
74479 BUSHHS
74fS9 DfTfftT
2t91 LOCK MfHtP
6539 SCPTK
74430 fffTMHMS 3PPHa/

7443S PLATTM BPHOteT-LtrT
'8S39 SCHfW
219t LOCK MASHfP

80*94 SPHMS POST
74*74 SMSLf-OOUBLt iff]

na> ififif^

74563 UMf fCfP CMeCXLe*e»

)

3599 NUT
3640
Ktf-n MMSMOf

74613 SCJffft

TL53748-S

Figure 224- Platen assembly parts.
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7484I TfPNIN41 STPAP ,
788?6 MOUNTING BLOCK
G7O6 MAGNfT BRACKfT
6811 SCPfW
31493 WASHfP
2I9I LOCK HASHEP,
6746 SCRtW
2I9? LOCK WASHfP
6811 SCPfW
^002 WASHEP
2I9I LOCK WASHfR.
W-177 MAGNfT COIL • 1OS OfiMS
708O3 SCPtW
3598 HUT
6746 SCPfW
2I9I LOCK WASHfR'r
6»42 fCCfNTPIC SCPfW
36 4O LOCK
34-56 NUT
9AOiS CLUTCH LEVEP BPACKfT
699O SCPfW
34-1 NUT
6971 CLUTCH THROWOUT LtVfP
76IS SPPING
74SS4 SPfMc POST
8SO8 APMATURf
847? LOCKING IVfDGf
34-11 NUT
90791 LOCK WASHfO
71073 WASHfP
7OOO9 .=/P/fi LBTCH
76I4 SPPING
74OO3 SfLECTOR MOUNTING
PLATt (WITH POSTS)
7B8^4 SPUING

71045 STOP HUT
7I046 STOPSCOfW

•»s9a wrr
H9I LOCK WASHfR
*aS39 SCPeW
7471J WASMIP
2I91 LOCK WASHEP
76I2 SPHIH6
74724ADJUSTIHG SCPEW
71*45 LINK
<329S fCCfNTPK STOP
\I16O SCRfW
\2I91 LOCK WASHfP
665S SWORD
'6998 POST
2191 LOCK WASHfP
3598 HUT
74I33'T'LfVfP*1
74134'T'Lfr£P*2

74I35 7'tevf/ry
74136 'i"UHflfy
74137 ~T'LfVEP*5
74399 PILOT SCPfW
2191 LOCK WASHCP
'847O POST
3598 NUT
2I9I LOCK h/ASHFP
7OOI WASHfP

3S9S
S157 SfiKTOP LfI/CP-PI6HT
8I58 S£LECTOP LtVCP-LEFT
85tl LOCKING LfVfP
7614 SPPING

t073 THUMB SCXfHt
1030 SHOULDfP SCPfW
3443f WSHfe
SS98 NVT
34-56 NUT
364O LOCK
7/976 STOP LfffP PL4Tf
7607 f.OtLAP
6966 ECCfNTHIC STOP
76 O3 SPffMS
69O9 STOP LftT/f
6799 SHOULDfP SCOfU

7?*97 CLAMPING H.4TE
[78597 SHOULDfP SCPfW
\78596 WASHtP

7007 TPIf PLUNSfP
6aSO SCLL CPANK
680l PHOT SCRfW,
364O LOCK WASHfP
'€930 TRIP LATCH
f801 PILOT SCPEW
364O LOCK MASHEP

\74246 MOTOP STOP PAWL- INNfP
\ :•'•12£9 BACK STOP

SPRING

74SS& MOTCtrSTOPfHWL-OUTfP
74703 SORING
'74O49 SCPfW
tff-K WASHfP
364O LOCK WASHfP
34-S6 NUT

74988 SfKtHS

74037 MOTOR STOP LEVER

(itez scfiew
364O LOCK WASHfP
74599 ECCfNTRIC
\tOJ4 WASHfP

3746 SCPtW
2191 LOCK WASHfP

'S67/ SCPfW
\t191 LOCK WASHEP
W NUT

82300

MOTOR STOP LOCKING (ASSEM)

TL53749-S
Figure 225. Selector unit parts and motor-stop locking assembly parts.
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1*933 PULL BAP STHIPPfP

cooe BAPS (sec PAGf
74187 PULL BAPGUtDf
'74689 &U>Of POST
3GOf. HUT- goT TOivl
6987 SPACfP
6859 SPACfP COLLAP
3596 NUT(g)
2I9I L-OCK
^•^2a(> BAIL
\8S39 SCPfH
I LOCK UA1HfP
'6745 SCOfW
2669 LOCK M4SHfP
34432 UASHfP
748O5 SCPfH
2669 LOCK VASHfP
34432 k/ASH£O
'6746 SCPfM
^
2191 LOCX tvASHfO-.TOO
^OO2 HASHff?
-'
700I >VASHfPi
8396. SHIM /**
V16£> SCPfH
7*I99 fCCfVTPIC BUSHIfSG
.2.191 LOCK KfASHfP
74994 MOUNTING PLA7f

BAIL GUIOC
8539 SCPfH
219l LOCK HASHIP

6 745 SCPfH
\
2669 LOCK HASHfPl
34432 VASHfP
1161 SCPfH
2I91 LOCK W45H£P
74O2I BfLL
74022 a£LL CPAtJH *?
74023 BfLL CBANK+3
74O24 BfLL CPANK +4
74O^5 BfLL CPAHK
7499S

7835 eiBBON-BLACK

74345 PfVFITSf APM- Lff T
74394 SPOOL SHAFT
70796 SPOOL CUP
7O793 WASHfH
3?88
4814 LOCK
ZZOI NUT —
749f>9 BUSHING —
74385 SPUP GfAP
74536 3CPfN
743S4 4POOL SfAP
74536 SCPfM
74526 COLLAf
74536 SCPfWISO4+J Scect
\jeoe, /vi/r
749S7 SPIMHG
74179 VfWTlCAL fffO SHAFT
8539
2I9t LOCK H/ASHfP

7168< PlBBOH SPOOL-fiffrr
74394 SPOOL SHAFT
7O794 SPOOL CUP
7O793 HASHfP @
3266 WASKSO
481« LOCK *4SHfI>
iZOl HUT
74969 BVSHOVG
7438S SPUP G£*P

74536 sceeu
74384 SPOOL
74S3t SCPfH
74526 COLLAP
74536

4167S
74S2I BCItfL GfAP
74536 SCfffW
74392 SPOOL BPACKfT
745K COLLAP
74329 PfffflSf SHAFT
71536 SCPfH@ NOT USED WHEN 110352 SET
OF PARTS IS USED

&>

^3

74987 SP8IHG
74179 I/fPT1CAL FffO SHAFT
'8539 XPt*
2I9I LOCK WASHEP
7OO2 H/ASHfP
'I675 H/ASHfP
74521 BfffL GfAP
74536 SCPfH
74392 SPOOL BPACtrfT
74526 COLLAP
74329 PfffGSf SHAFT
74S36 SCPfH

BACKSTOP'
SPRINO
(AIGH T)

@ 107273 SPR1NS-

SPPIMG BLOCK
(WITH PIN )
@

1176

SCK£W

I1O352 SET OF PARTS
{INCLUDES PARTS MARKED®)
Figure 228. Bell crank parts and ribbon-feed mechanism parts.
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TL53752-S

tato

-tttCIt <3L,OSS
Ft1Sf BLOCK

2191 LOCK MASHfH
3S98 NUT
745*7
HA3HfB
2449 lOCIT WASHfl

2669 LOCK UfASHfO
74422

8S39
£l9/ LOCK UAiHfP
H4S SCDfM
2669 LOCK MSHfP

74014 SCPfKI
2669 LOCK KtASHff

scof*
78287 SPACING COLIAP
1191 LOCK NASHfP
-73670 TCOHNAL

iI60 XPfHI
2I» LOCK MASHCP
(1 03411 LOCATING STVD
4H4LOCM
COVfP LOCATING

srtio (Aiie

r-74583 rCRHMAL
[6811 XOfW
II 1O94 CONNKTIOH

2669 LOOt HA3HTO
H60XOfH
TOOl KASHfft
7442S PfCfPTXCtf

74StS TOftUHtL

5599 HVT

744'fo
74S3t SftTTOt COtar
7<776
746fO COttTVOL StfTCH

22*1 CONTACT SPPIH6- LOHCO
2914 CONTACT 5AWW57399
tHSULATOO
72fOS SCOfN
2I9I LOCK MASHfP
7J94 Sffiva PLATS
CABLC

CLAMP

'Na lojS4H'-\
- SC-OOV
|

i17e sctterv

f MOUNTfO

ON UNDCatlBf.

TOfMHUL

— IOSSTB OAse

LOCK*VASH£#
7001 WASHER
)

J_I

tacx HfffMff)

Of

\74-SZO CONTROL SWITCH
2/9> LOCK MASHOf

USED ON T6 • 7- g
AHO 7S-37-B

THREE 73670 TERMINAL BLOCKS USED ON TG-7-A. THIRD TERMINAL
BLOCK (ON TOP) NOT USED IN TG-7-B AND TG-37-B
103288

FUSETRON (1.4 AMP)

USED ON

OLDER

MODELS

USED

ON

OLDER

MODELS

ONLY

TL53753-S

Figure 219. Base parts.
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lift SCOT*
3640 LOCK
IO3-n
3S9t NUT
(7495? XPfM
76146 auinm6
364O tOCIt H/43MOT
4I731
747Z7

82922 AOJUSTH6 PLATf
2OO I348 HASHftf
8292O
IOSI

Iofm CONTACT stxtevs
ar»rs

7*727
ems
82»23

IOSltl COMT4CT
at927 CONTACT SffHH6
74964 COHT4CT SfVmfS

35-7O
41733 WSVLATOO
74SI4 SCOfU
76333 et13M>
364O LOCK K/ISMft>
732 CLAMP PLATf
74727 TfHUIMAL
7O529 STIFFfHfP
74727 TfPHIIML
SZ9ia BHACKfT
33-38 SHOUtOBf SCPflf
3S99 HUT
SZ93O COHTACT SP&HG
I03t13 COHTACT 3POIN6

-829I7

SEND-REC.-BREAK MECHANISM (ASSEM)

4293 INSUUITOe
4293fi3t/LAT00
•74432 MOUVTMS STOIC
68XJ SCOfH
2669 LOCK WASHf0
68H SCPfN
7O96
2191 LOCK HA5HfP

7002 VASHfO
7398 SP0ING PLATf
74684 CONTACT SP&NG
74685 COHTACT yx?UtS
COVfP

7399 SPPING
74685 CONTACT SPPIVG

"
f
74053 SLIP CONNECTION MOUNTING PLATE (ASSEM)
USED ON TG-7-A (WITH CONTACT ASSEMBLIES IN POSITIONS INDICATED BY ®)
^
(EXCLUDES PARTS MARKED ©)
T
105264 SLIP CONNECTION MOUNTING PLATE (ASSEM)
USED ON TG-7-B (WITH CONTACT ASSEMBLIES IN POSITIONS INDICATED BY ®)
AND TG-37-B
1
(EXCLUDES PARTS MARKED ©)
r7O93 TfPMINAL BLOCK
_| 74OI4 SCPf*
\f669 LOCK WASHfO

68H SCPfHt
7094 CONNtCTION 3P0ING
7O9S

-917f6

CAOLf CLAMP

-74627 CONNECTION STRIP (ASSEM)
(USED TO MAKE CONTACT WITH TERMINAL BLOCK ON MOTOR UNlf)

LOCK
WAIS

TL 53754-S

Figure 2S0. Send-receive-break mechanism parts and slip-connection mounting plate
assembly parts.
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-99745 LINE AND SELECTOR JACK (ASSEM)(USEO ON TG-7-A ONLY)

'fn
**-' Z19J

WASHEa
t-OCX WASHf*

\I

r]
M4f LOCK WJSHfP

tf97 sceem
TSTSO

X.

rop SINO-BK. -se?a<

(USED ON TG-7-A ONLY)

74J95 K-CLir GUAOD-

9400S TOGGLf JW7EW

1

9307f

atS4t CONTACT SPfMHS

eerr coNNKTiue BLOCK
,.
HUT
'(OS9I2
LOCK W4SHfB @

7«ei« acrctv
26*9 LOCK HA5HCP
34-4 HUT

744*4
'(USCD OH TS-7-A]

(USED ON TG-7-A
(J) USED ON LATER MODELS ONLY

ONLY)

§ REPLACES 75436 RESISTOR (3000 OHMS) ON LATER MODELS
NOT USED ON LATER MODELS
REPLACES 73I7S LOCK WASHER ON LATER MODELS ONLY

ONLY
TL

53755-5

Figure £31. Relay mounting bracket parts and target lamp parts.
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-33-15 SCPfH
6S39 3C0fM
2i91 ,
'-I69 MAGNCT -

{"

aesr

-3899 COUHf!
-2449 LOCH WASHfP
-3595 NUT

3616 INSULATOa
3647 INSUUIJOa
36i6 WSULATOQ

73593 CONTACT •-•-.•,
7«^S' CONTACT SfVXNG
73S9? SPHIHS PLJTf

79S/3

-72484 CONTROL RELAY (ASSEM.V
(WITH MOUNTING SCREWS)

(USED IN TG-7-A ONLY)
7320S /ecsisroe-jpo OHMS ft
\X

\707g& vv^vt.&T'.'eA

r-733S7 TffMtNOL [HO (aSSfft\~^_

\<Ioze SCPfW

\^-«.

\

\

\

L 364O LOCK VASMfP)

~

X

. D^

(«»7/ scecw

'I

~^
\899iS TfOMIHAL fMO

_y
S B
~ H-

§ J3:_

(6746 SOX*
<"" LUIH HASHtH-

— 782O6 RESISTOR UNITfASSFM) I50-300-6OO OHMS

^^s ^^^^y1
'OX- l/4 MF

.
^v^^

^^

^
\\v
(USED IN TG-7-A ONLY)
Figure 232. Resistor unit assembly parts and terminal block assembly parts.
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TL.53756-S

"LSI
SCf£W(11/fLS)
70OI HfASMff
2191 LOCK
HUT
93883 CAPA CITOK fasf*!i

-93884 TRANSMITTING CONTACTS FILTER (ASSEM)

X1Sl
7OO2

LOCK WASHff
VMSHt/g

74014. scsew

-92227 LINE RELAY RADIO FILTER (ASSEM)
(USED ON T6-7-A ONLY)

LOCK

*v/*
n>/9
77S1I BRUSH HOLOfR CAP

9S93S CAPACITOR

l*tt

9J937 CAPACITOR

•o> Mr.

99250 MOTOR-GOVERNOR FILTER (ASSEM)
TL 53757-S
Figure 233. Filter assemblies parts.
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4*71 SCffW

IOJS44 ffS1STO* C*<tt

iaCDWTG-7-*
(9307S NUT-BHJO(l)
r\9
*-

5? 3 a ffsisro/e-

-

r2O OMttS (60-fo)f*CM;
IOS237

iisfo av rs-7-e
fJLTr-MeX.fi)

/OS42O
tOS419 THUMB SCff*

—U3CO W TG-7-& MO TO -37- B

1Of6O+ MAMf f>L#T£ (MQUNrCO ON flPC Of
CASE <V£Aif SWITCH BY \

1oirat oBircii

' T« X

S

»746 SCfCtV
LOCK
TOO*
USfD OH TS-7-A
_

\
PLATE fM(X/Mr£0 OM sice or
Att1STOK CAGE NCAIt SWITCH
SY
\
TCH *Y
rout
34-u
NUTS\
roun

(JttO 0*1

T6-7-B ANO TS-J7-O-

.
PLUS (Mt.*CK SHCiC)}

103605 LINE CORD (ASSEM.) - 48" LONG APPROX. (RED SHELL PLUG)
"103606 LINE CORD (ASSEM.) - 48" LONG APPROX. (BLACK SHELL PLUG)

103422 POWER CORD (ASSEM.) - 72" LONG APPROX.

|1o35i7 CORD (ASSEM.)
USED ON TG-7-A\ (WITH 8Z<74 TERMINALS)

fl05284 CORD (ASSEM.)
USED ON TG-7-B-

I (WITH 82074 TERMINALS)

Figure 234. Power selector unit -parts and cord assemblies parts.
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TL53758-S

-

-BLAci/ GLOSS
TfHMHJAL
--J052X TfPHMAL BLOCK (ASSfM) -5 7EeMO4US(TS-7-e AND
74569 TCPHINAL BLOCK---TG-37-B)
96333 TfPMIHAL

(6746 SCPfH
\2I9I L OCK W/UHfP
\74892 SHIM
POST
3S9S HUT
6539 SCPftV
36273
2I91 LOCK

31-48 HUT
II69SCPZN
2I91 LOCH HASHfP

746O5 BP/ICKfT
35-89 SPfftHG
70324 BfAPING

IO38 XPfW

2191 LOCK HASHfP\

72SO1 SHAFT
72472 3H/M
8763 LOCKMG LfVEO
6746 SCPfW
7OO2 WASHfO

74529 BPACKfT
6746 SCPfW
2191 L OCK MASHfP

75437 resT KEY

747+3 STOP &.#7f
74525 SCG>£W
74594 PfTAIMHG PIH6
'74751 TPtP OfF PAWL
6746 SCPfV
219t LOCK WASHfp
746O9SFHCfP BAP SH4FT
3599 NUT
237S JPACfP Xff LfVfP.
72643 STUD
74528 SfHCIK B*P LOOP
74S?3 SfUCfP BAP
6746 SCPfW
2I9I

USED ON TG-7-A ONLY

746O4 /TfPCAT SfHCfOOD
'74808 BUSHIMG
364O LOCK WASHfP
.3599 NUT

stoa
74701 KfY LCVCa - LO*C#

KEYBOARD BASE
TOP VIEW

74S32 KEYBO&ffO SASf
72545 POST
2I91 LOCK WASHfP
3598 HUT
2574 UP STOP

2663 aurrce 'SfLKTOP BAPS
fff BOTTOM OF FM6C
1248 SCPf*
7459O PLAT*
'7OI77 SC0e»>

7C177 3CPfW
36O6 HUT
8539 SCPetf
2I9I
7396 BPACKfT

II9ILOCK HASHfP
-73978PACKfr-PlSttT

. 3458 SHIM
) 93 73 7 SHIM

34.fg SHIM _
93737
SHIM ff)
"

219l
80392 SPACCP KfrLfVfP SP0IHG
2S6S KfY LfffP SPPING (Jl)

2191 LOCK *ASHfP\
3598 MT

® NOT

USED ON OLDER MODELS

[74986
<74f» XPfW
\2l9lt
>l LOCK MSHf0

74582 SfLfCTOP BAP^
74583 SfLfCTOP 6AP+3
74584 SfLfCTOP BAP**

USEDONTG-7 A 74572 CABLf - XCM

74585 SfLfCTOP BAp'5-r»C*T

US£D ONT&.7.g %£/%£f*Z*
AND TG-37-B

KEYBOARD BASE
BOTTOM VIEW

TL 53759-S

Figure 2S5. Keyboard parts.
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68II SC0EM
2191 LOCK HASHED
2S2« SPACHG COLLA0
7654 SHIM
7S6O7 UASHfO
7S6O6 SPPlVS
7373 BCAOIHG BUSMN6
24O7 LOCK »!4SHfZ>
7383 OILeP
89897LOCK NUT
89896 OIL CUP

]fHf LOCK
9I8! CONTACT LfVTO SHATT
W/T
7O8I POST

7409 CLUTCH LfVO!
HUT
7002 MSHfP

lift
POST
36S6

7MI FlfOfJT BffACKfT
7081 POST

89917 XJtf*
HUT
64O LOCX WASHfP
(•94? fCCfNTP1C SCPftv
J* S6
.36*0

73I8 CONTACT LfVfH

'eeoo seemeoLt.ee
70C2

6814
2I9I LOCKVASHfP
6746 SCfXU
2191 LOCK Mi
41663
7387 Offsef
fn*O SPGiH
fff, SCPfW

LOCK

21S1 LOCK MSHfP
73 77 LOCK LOOP
6895 SHOULOfO Xfft*
7O»2 P4HL

219t LOCK
74492 SHIM

74690 TRANSMITTER
(WITH 7381 CONTACT MOUNTING ASSEM )

2191 iCCJf M4W0J

\^
^T|

ttO2 IfOMTWG STMP

_,

—-*-*

89S97 LOCK NUT
'89896 OJL CUP
46IO tlflCK 71I61 BUSHING
'8S39 SCOfH
700! WASHfP
2I9I LOCK Mj

2199 Ht/T

6746 SCf/eU
2I9I LOCK UMSHff?
7489I SHIM
1071IZ SHIM (A)

S047t CLUTCH
7391
7389

(NOT

(6746 SCZEW
\2I9I LOCKWASHER

USED ON OLDER MODELS

Figure 236. Keyboard trannmitter assembly parts.
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9I77 CCWTOCTSrOP

TL53760-S

»1 7si copy *ot.o£e
SCiffyv

sta* rit.i.ce-wooD-

UPCOPY HOLDER -6" (ASSEM.)-WITH ACCESSORIES -BLACK WRINKLE -

STOP ABM (suPfeseoes arsis)

corce perf/vr MOB

a*41f cofff'fferf/vr s&eIA/f

'3Iet oooe(mm 74&)7 Mtuof ye/tins^

£19I LOCK HWSMf*
NUT

uur
iOCf
03-17 HTASHfO

foe UTS

tt4OO P4O-iCFT Sloe

92407
a8877

C-I46 COVER (ASSEM.)- BLACK WRINKLE

-103443

COVER FRONT PLATE (ASSEM) BLACK WRINKLETL5376I-S

F\gure 237. Cover assembly parts.
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y

co*rr#cr scfftv
'vur

LOCK

4C&
4.0CAC Wfffff

78443 OVTfP CONTACT CK5K78436 BU3HNG -BaiffL I TC
76137 MSilLATOft
7O497 INNfP DtSK CONTACT SfVXMS
78439 SCVrPMOP JHCU

78*96 OU7CD U3K CONTACT SP&N6

34-4 WT
26*9

£979

3438

80352 CENTER CONTACT GOVERNOR <£SSEM.)-

COifTACT B0U3H

B0338 GOVfPUCa 4OJU3TINe

•8O33&

78399 OUTfP DtSKBWSft SPPIN6 (tf/TH UPVStS)

8O334 CCW/KT Tfi^teWL

78400 MNfP U5K&WSMSPPIH6 (WITH BOUS^

78398 BVSHII/S -SffxtCt. IT?

S0340 BSVSH 3PG--V6 « iTf\
f«7«T- SCBfM

OOJ42 Xfffltf
2191 LOCK H/ISHU>
8O335 ClAMfWS Pt/tTf

LOCK

T, ,Af8034l GOVERNOR BRUSH 8r SPEED ADJUSTING BRACKET

ustp QNTg-7-Ai

(INCLUDES PARTS MARKED ®)
GOVERNOR BRUSH 8r SPEED ADJUSTING BRACKET (ASSEM)
(EXCLUDES PARTS MARKED ®)
^

AND TG-37-B

TL53763-S
Figure 240. Governor parts.
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-IOJ9iS HOHOLf

mw-rcir

L
\ t

sruo

IO261O

103370 CHEST CH-50-A (ASSEMJ
(EXCLUDES PARTS

MARKED ®)

105229 CHEST CH-50-B OR CH-50-F (ASSEMJ
(EXCLUDES PARTS MARKED ® AND (§))

TL53764-S

Figure 241. Chest CH-50-(*) parts.
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•Oj-a-' g*ta fMTH nWCD ffOLCS)

ttvr
tato toe*
103368 CHEST CH-62-A (ASSEM.)
(EXCLUOES_PARTS
MARKED ®)

105367 CHEST CH-62-B OR CH-62- F (ASSEM.)
(EXCLUDES^PARTS
MARKED ® )
REPLACED BY 107091

LORD MOUNTING

IN LATER MODELS OF CHEST

NOT USED

IN

LATER MODELS

OF CHEST CH-62-B

REPLACED

IN

LATER

OF CHEST CH-62-B OR CH-62-F

CHANNEL CLAMPS

MODELS

AND ASSOCIATED

OR

CH-62-F

PARTS

Figure 242. Chest CH-62-(*) parts.
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CH-62-6 OR CH-62-F

BY 107078 AND 107079
TL 5376S-S

IO7O78 CHANNEL CLAMP
SHORT-LEFT SIDE
IO7O79 CHANNEL CLAMPLONG-RIGHT SIDE
IO7O8O CLAMP PL ATE LEFT SIDE

I07083 BOLT
IO7O8Z WING NUT
107084 LOCK WASHER
IO7O8I CLAMP
PL ATE-

RIGHT
SIDE

107083 BOLT
IO7O8Z WING NUT
I07084 LOCK WASHER1

PARTS LISTED ABOVE REPLACE 103630 SCREWS AND ASSOCIATED
103621 WRENCH IN LATER MODEL OF CHEST CH-62-B OR CH-62-F TO
IMPROVE MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT OF TYPING UNIT FOR TRANSPORTATION

91239 SPRING HOOKLEFT

9I24O SPRING HOOKRIGHT

SPRING HOOKS ARE USED IN LATER MODELS OF CHEST
CH-62-B OR CH-62-F TO HOLD TYPE BAR CARRIAGE
SECURELY DURING TRANSPORTATION,

TL5377I-S

Figure 243. Improved parts for base of Chest CH-62-B or CH-62-F.
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Figure 244. Pull bars, type bars, and key tops parts.
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sn1D
<&7J407 SftiD-freetve Pese T Levee

87403 SET OF MECHANICAL MOTOR STOP PARTS
OPERATING ON FIGS -BLANK- STOP
(EXCLUDES MRTS HARKED®)
(USED IN TG-37-B ONLY)

TLS3772-S

Figure 245. Motor-stop parts for Teletypewriter TG-S7-B.

102874 POWER LEADS FILTER (ASSEM)
(EXCLUDES PARTS MARKED ®)

TL53773-S

Fiyure 24U. Power leads filter parts.
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10. Numerical Index to Parts Identification
Illustrations

All the parts used in teletypewriter equipment
are assigned basic part numbers that remain
fixed regardless of the equipment in which they
are used. The part number is usually the only
means

of definite identification

because

of

similarity of parts. This is especially true of
springs, bolts, screws, nuts, washers, lockwash
ers, etc., which look alike but are different in
material, tension, etc. The same parts are also

Name of part

Part No.

Fig. Nos.

C–146----|
M-169---|
M-1774-MU-27--33–15----|

Cover (assem.); black wrinkle-- 237
Magnet: 355 ohms----------- 232
Magnet coil: 105 ohms-------- 225
Motor unit (assem.)---------- 238
Screw: 2–56 x 38"------------ 232
33–38----| Screw: 4–40 shoulder.--------- 223, 230
33–41----| Screw: 6–40 shoulder.--------- 221, 227
33–43----| Screw: 2–56 x 34-"----------- 232
33-50----| Screw: 4–40 shoulder.--------- 237
33–86---- Screw: 4–40 x 96"------------ 233
33–111___l Screw: 2–56 x
226

ãº

------------

33–168--- Screw: 6–40 pilot.-------------

226

33–170--- Screw: 4–40 shoulder.--------- 226
33–179--- Screw: 8–32 x 3%"------------ 229
33-227--- Screw: 4–40 shoulder.--------- 224, 237
33–280--- Screw: 2–56 x 36"------------ 237
33–344--- Screw: 10–32 x 34"----------- 218
34–1----- Nut: 34"–32 hex------------- 221, 225, 226,
227

34-4-----' Nut: 10–32 hex-------------- 217, 218, 220 to

227, 229, 231,

238,240
34-10----|
34-11----'
34-48----|
34–51----|
34-56.----|

Nut:
Nut:
Nut:
Nut:
Nut:

8–40
2–56
6–32
6–40
4–40

hex--------------hex--------------hex--------------hex--------------hex---------------

227

225, 234, 237

217, 218, 222

43-10---- Plunger stop----------------

232

103–27- - -] Washer--------------------- 224, 226, 227,

230, 233,237,
245
225

122–29_ _ _
122–67___

217, 218

123–244__

217, 224

126-123-- Outlet bushing--------------- 238

1030 ---- Screw:

1035-----| Screw:

230
227
219

221, 222, 224,
227, 229, 232
4–40 x 34"------------ 229, 232
6–40 shoulder -------- 225, 237
4–40 x 38"---------- __ 223
6–40 x 96"------------ 235

1038----- Screw:
1051_____ Screw: 4-40 x 4"------------

1064----- Screw: 6–32 x 34"------------

230
240
237

1072._____ Screw: 6–40 thumb___________
1073-----| Screw: 6–40 thumb___________ 225

1097 -----| Screw: 4-40 x 1%."----------- 223, 245
1100----- Screw: Jº'-32 pilot.---------- 238
1160 - - - - Screw: 6/40 x 5'6"------------ 220, 222, 225,

* ** * * *** ** ** *

Screw: 6–40 x 34"------------ 217, 223, 224,
226, 228
1162----- Screw: 4-40 x 34”------------ 224, 225, 226,
227, 245
1163----- Screw: 4-40 x 36"------------ 233
1166----- Screw: 4–36 x 34”------------ 229
1168----- Screw: 4–40 x 36"------------ 218, 226, 227,
230, 240
1169---- Screw: 6–40 x 746"------------ 235, 245
1161.-----

1174----- Screw: 4–40 shoulder--------1176----- Screw: 6–40 x 36"-----------1193,----- Screw: 10–32 x 7%"----------1196–1--- Screw: 6–40 shoulder.---------

Screw:
1208-- - - - Screw:
1222----- Screw:
1224----- Screw:
1226----- Screw:

1206-----

4-40 x %"-----------10–32 x 9%"----------2–56 x 34"-----------6–40 special----------6–40 x 3%"------------

228, 229

227

224, 229, 231
229

217, 221, 224,
226
233

220, 221, 230
223
229

220, 229

1245----- Screw: 10–32 x 1"------------ 218, 221, 229
1248----- Screw: 6–40 x 34"------------ 221, 223, 235
1266----- Screw: 6-32 x 346"------------ 233

Screw: 6–40 x 34"------------ 224, 246
1272-----| Screw: 6–40 x 1%."----------- 238

1269-----

Screw----------------------- 246

1274----1291,-----

36–150--- Dowel----------------------

1028----- Screw:

Fig. Nos.

1294-----| Screw: 4–36 x 34"-----------1297- - - - - Screw: 6–40 x 2%"----------2034----- Washer--------------------2191----- Lockwasher-----------------

35-89----| Spring----------------------

200–1348-| Washer--------------------1010_____ Screw: 6–40 shoulder -------1020----- Screw: 6–40 x 4"-----------1026_____ Screw: 6–40 x 3%"------------

Name of part

Part No.

235
221

230
235

122–26___

numerical order with the basic name and de

scription of the part and parts identification
illustrations in which the parts appear. A figure
number is listed only once after a part regard
less of the number of times the part appears
in the same figure.

220, 224, 225,
233,236, 237

34–59----' Nut: 10–32 hex-------------- 238
34-66----. Nut: 4–36 hex--------------- 237

35-70----| Spring----------------------

used in different assemblies and frequently use
the name of the assembly as part of the descrip
tive name for each particular use. Some parts
with the same name are different parts with
different part numbers. Parts are listed in

2199_ _ _ _ _
2201----2247-----

Screw: 6–32 x 34"------------ 237
237
231
225

217 to 238, 240,
245, 246

Nut: %"-32 hex------------- 236
Nut: %"-32 hex------------- 228

Washer--------------------- 233
2248----- Pin------------------------- 224
2291----- Contact spring: lower--------- 229
2322- - - - - Lockwasher
2378-- - - - Spacer key lever
2382----- Lockwasher
2407- - - - - Lockwasher
2438----- Washer--------------------2449_ _ _ _ _ Lockwasher----------------- 217, 220, 221,

227, 229, 232,
241
2451-----

Ball------------------------ 226, 227

2502- - - - -

Mounting strip--------------

2503_____ Plate----------------------- 236
2504_ _ _ _ _ Insulator strip--------------- 236
2525----- Key lever guide: front-------- 235
2526----- Spacing collar--------------- 236
2528_ _ _ _ _ Spring plate----------------- 235
2529_ _ _ _ _
2539_ _ _ _ _ Nut: %"-32 hex------------- 217, 218

Rºhing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

- -

- -

- - - - - -

Key lever spring------------2574----- Upstop--------------------- 235
2623_ _ _ _ _ Spring---------------------- 236
2565- - - - -

2663_____ Buffer: rubber--------------- 235
2666_ _ _ _ _ Lockwasher----------------- 227
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Part No.

2669

- -

Name of part

Fig. Nos.

Name of part

Lockwasher----------------- 217 to 224, 226

Fig. Nos.

Screw: 6–40 x 5'6"------------ 217, 218, 220,

to 232, 238,
240, 24
719_____ Washer--------------------- 223
2846 - - - - Washer--------------------- 229, 238
2920 ----- Lockwasher----------------- 229, 241, 242
2924----- Contact spring: upper-------- 229
3106_____ Turnbuckle------------------ 217
31.10_____ Nut: 10–32 hex-------------- 217
3.131----- Link end: short-------------- 217
3288_____ Washer--------------------- 228
3298----- Eccentric stop--------------- 220, 225
3339_____

Nut: %"—32 hex-------------

3340-----| Lockwasher----------------Washer---------------------

3438-----

223
223

221, 222, 231,
232, 234, 237,
240

3458----- Shim----------------------- 235

3571-----| Bushing: bakelite------------ 223
3595-----|Nut: 34"–32 hex------------- 217, 221, 232
3598----- Nut: 6–40 hex--------------- 217, 220, 221,
223 to 229,
231, 233,235,
236, 237,246
3599-1--- Nut: 4-40 hex--------------- 223, 224,226,
227, 230, 235,

Screw: 6–40 shoulder--------Screw: 6–40 shoulder---------

Screw: 4-40 pilot.------------Screw: 6–40 shoulder.--------- 227, 236

Screw: 10–32 x 38"----------- 217, 218, 221,
223, 229, 230,
231, 246
Screw: 6-40 x 96"------------ 217, 218, 219,
220, 224, 225,
229, 230, 236,
238,240
Screw: 8–40 pilot.------------- 225, 236
Connecting block------------ 231
Trip latch-------------------

Spacer collar----------------

-

Washer: felt----------------Cam sleeve disk--------------

Stop lever-------------------

245
3603_____

Nut: 34"–32 hex------------- 217, 220
3606_____ Nut: 6-40 hex--------------- 227, 228, 235

Spring post------------------

Washer--------------------- 232
3618----- Insulator-------------------- 223, 232
3628_____ Bushing: bakelite------------ 234
3640_____ Lockwasher----------------- 218, 220, 223,

Eccentric stop---------------

224, 225,
227, 230,
233,235,
237, 240,
3646----- Lockwasher----------------- 223, 231
3647 ----- Insulator-------------------- 223, 232

Spacer---------------------Screw: 94"–32 pilot.---------Clutch spring----------------

3617 -----

226,
232,
236,
245

Washer---------------------- 221
3650----- Washer--------------------- 229, 232
3897 ---__ Bushing-------------------- 230
3899_____ Collar---------------------- 232
4293----- Insulator------------------- 229, 230
4323----- Ball------------------------ 219

-

Screw: 4-40 eccentric--------Nut: %"-32 hex------------Clutch throw-out lever--------

Post-----------------------Washer--------------------Washer---------------------

3649_____

4703_____
708_____

Spring---------------------Spring----------------------

4810----- Wick: felt------------------4812----- Wick: felt; %" long---------4814_____ Lockwasher----------------4852_____ Lockwasher----------------4871_ _ _ _ _ Screw: 346"-24 x 4"-----------

227
222

221

232, 234

Nut: 8–32 hex--------------- 229

Contact spring (assem)------Contact spring clamp--------Block----------------------Screw: 6-32 contact----------

240
240
240
240

Spring---------------------Adjusting wheel--------------

240
240

Connection spring-----------Spring plate----------------Bushing: bakelite---------Target: 10 spots-------------

--

Contact lever----------------

-

- -

-

-

Bearing bracket-------------Bearing bushing------------Lock loop

Post------------------------

Screw: 6–3.2 x 1%."-----------

-

Screw: 6-32 x 36"-----------Screw: 4–36 x 34"------------

240

240, 246

Clutch: driving--------------

240
240

Clutch: driven ------------Bracket: left-----------------

6685----- Sword---------------------- 225

Separator plate-------------- 225
6706-----| Magnet bracket-------------- 225
6745_____ Screw: 10–32 x 34"----------- 217, 218, 220,
6689-----

222, 223, 226
to 230

250

Reverse pawl: right----------

Screw: 94"–20 x 5%"---------- 229, 241

6345- - - - Nut: 6–32 hex-------6347 ----6348_____

Reverse pawl: left------------

228, 229

6330_____ Bearing (assem): upper and
lower.
6344-----

Reverse lever: right----------

236

Spring backing--------------- 236
5061----- Ball bearing----------------- 238
5446----- Screw: 6-40 x 9%"------------ 221

6323---__
6324-----

----------

Reverse lever: left------------

220

4881-----

5599 ---6035_____
6314----6318----6319.--___
6320-----

Trip plunger-------

Bracket: right--------------Spring plate----------------Spring stiffener-------------Clutch lever

Spring
Spring----------------------

-

Part No.

Name of part

Fig. Nos.

7607..
Collar
7612
Spring
7614.
Spring
.
Sr>rini£
7615
kjpiiii6_
7634
opring
7654Shim
.
...
Adjusting Iftvpr
7661
7678Screw: 4-40 pilot
_ _
7679.
Roller
7835
Ribbon : black
7959
Magnet bracket
8O94.. . Brush: (with spring)
8O97
Cam sleeve
8157
8158-..
Selector lever: left
8165
Washer
8184
Washer
8222
Wearing strip
8254
Cable clamp
8330.
Washer
8451
Terminals
8470
Post
8472Ix>cking wedge .
8507
Cam sleeve
8508
Armature
8511
Locking lever
8513
Message line guide (assem)
8514
Stop plate
8539
Screw: 6-40 x K"
.
8543
8671.
8686
8783
8884
8896
8990
9177
9178..
9182
9203
9209
9210
9695
34432

Screw: 6-40 x >4"
Screw: 6-40 shoulder
Filler : wood Locking lever
Terminal block
Shim
Retainer
Contact stop .
.
. Contact spring
Contact lever shaft
Bracket : with rollers
Key lever: center
Key lever: upper
Plunger
_
Washer

36826..
35858
36273
41341
41342
41543
41663
41675
41732
41733
43954
44048 .
45104...
46092
49158.
.55063
55088
58221
70177
70324
70529
70593
70707
70724 ...
70771
70793
70796. -

Washer
_
Margin bell
Washer
Platen crank
Screw: 8-40 x \%"
Ball bearing.
Washer
Washer
Clamping plate .- ._
Insulator
Bell
Washer
Spring
_
Nut: 10-32 hex
Screw
Sorine
Spring..
Screw
Screw: 6-40 pi lot Bearing
Stiffener
Screw: 6-40 thumb
Bracket
Insulation strip
Oiler
..
Washer
Soool cun.

.

225
225
225
225
226, 227, 244
236
238
224
224
228
232
238
236
225
225
240
224
238
226
226, 227, 238
225
225
225
219
225
225
237
237
219, 220, 224 to
230, 232, 233,
235, 236
224
225
237
235
220, 238
220 228 236
237
236
236
236
235
235
235
232
217, 218, 220,
221, 223, 225,
226, 227, 228,
230, 246
217
218
227, 235
223
223
221
236
224, 227, 228
230, 240
230, 240
221
246
224
217
234
224

220, 221
246
235
23..>

230
218
._ 232
232
23S

228
22S

Name of part

Part No.

70803. .
70872
70873
70886
70887
70892
70893
71045
71046
71073
71161
71189
71445
71449...
71505
71659
71681
71696

Screw: 6—40 pivot. .
Brush holder: (with insulator) .
Brush-holder cap
Washer
Nut: %"-24 hex
Nut: % "-27 hex
Nipple
Nut: 6^0 special.
Screw: 6-40 special
Washer
Bushing
Copper bearing retainer
Link
Key lever guide: rear.
. ..
Oil wick: felt.
Screw : 6-40 shoulder
Ribbon spool: emptv
Range scale: (with bell crank
mounting).
Clamping plate
71697..
St op lever plate . _
71976
Brush-holder: with 80706 screw
71998
End play spring
71999
Shim
72472
Control relay (assem): (with
72484
mounting screws).
Shaft.
-72501..
Screw : 6-40 x ?<"
72508
Lockwasher
.
72509
Driving disk
725 13..
72514... Spring
Nut: 5/ii"-32 hex
72515
Retaining disk
72516
Nut: 5i6"-32 special
72517
Oil wick: felt
72521
72545.... Post
Clutch: driving
72562
Washer: felt
72563
Stud
72643
Ball bearing
72644..
Contact point
72835 .
Lockwasher
- .
73175
Switch (assem) . 73180
Steel bearing retainer
73231
Washer: felt
73232
Screw
73235
Field frame: (with oiler)
73236..
End shield : (with oiler) _
73237
Insulation: for one field coil
73242..
Lockine wedse
73243
73244
Sr.rpw 10-32 x t-o"
Screw: 6-40 shoulder
73276..
Terminal end (assem) .
73357
Shim_
73427
73497.... Plug: red shell
Contact spring
73588
Spring plate
73592
Contact spring
73593
Clamping rod
. ..
73595
Message line guide
73641..
Terminal block (asseml
73670
7400 1
Keyboard shaft
74003
Selector mounting plate: (with
posts).
74005
Shnft.
Bushing
74006
Roller
74008..
Pawl latch 74009
Roller
74010 __
Screw: 6-40 shoulder
74011
Printing bail blade
74013..
Screw: 10-32 x i<"
74014
74015. 74016 -.

Spring
Post...

Fig. NOB.

225
238
238
221
232
231
231
225
225
225
236
238
225
235
219
218
228
225
225
225
238
228
235
232
235
229
221, 224
219
219
219
219
219
219
235
219
219
235
219
240
217, 218, 231
234
238
238
246
238
238
238
238
238
221
232
226
234
223, 232
232
223, 232
238
237
229, 232
236
225
222
226
226
225
226
217, 224
220
222, 229, 230,
231, 233
220
217, 218

251

Part No.

Name of part

Fig. Nos.

74017---- Screw: 6–40 shoulder.--------- 220, 221,
74018____
|21.

§. º
74019.----| Spring plate-----------------

Name of part

Part No.

74130----| Function lever No. 9: space--- 222
74.131----| Function lever No. 2: carriage 222

-----------------

222

return.

jº gear: 6 teeth---------

74025 III sºrº: ºo eccentric III 324
74021----| Bell crank No. 1.------------- | 228
74022----| Bell crank No. 2.------------- 228

74132----

#:
24----| #:
Bell º:
crank N.
No. 3------------4.-------------

#:---- #. N:
4136____ T-lever No.

---

74029---- Piston head.-----------------

217
217

#
§. bracket: right--------74032----| Washer---------------------

224
217

----

74033----|
74036----'
74037 ---74039----|

----| lype DaSket-----------------

Selector
Selector
Selector
Selector
Selector

#.

§: º

----

-

I

74.140---- Printing and function cam----

;

74.148____ Be

74151----| Gear: 35 teeth---------------

74152---- Spring---------------------74153---- Bearing--------------------____.

74160----| Carriage-return lock bar------

#:

#.
222

74171---74172----|
74.173----|
74.175----|
74.178----|
74179----|
74180----|
74181 ----|
74.182----|
74183----|
74.184----|

1
217
220

219

74062.----|
74066----|
74068----|
74069----|

Track: lower---------------- 226
Shift link bracket ------------ 220
Latch bar------------------- 221
Reset bar-------------------

#

3. º

|33i

74072.__ __
rating lever-------------- 221
74076---- Screw: 34"–32 shoulder.------- 217
shoulder-------- 217, 220

Screw: 10–32 eccentric-------- |
Bell latch bar---------------Bracket--------------------Bracket--------------------Vertical feed shaft------------|
Code bar No. 1-D------------ |
Code bar No. 2-D------------ |
Code bar No. 3-D------ ----Code bar No. 4-D----------Code bar No. 5–D----------74.185 –
standard-----------74186---- Disk----------------------- |

220
218
228
244
244
244
244

ºf

#
2

74.187 ---- Pull bar guide--------------- 227, 228
74190 - - -

---

221
217
220

§. !";
#
Screw: 6–40 eccentric---------

Fºllº

| ?:

#. i. º
----. Latch link------------------#.
º: bail---------------4080---- Shift link------------------#. : º
push bar----------ift lever-------------------

----------------

74.169---- Pivot clamp----------------74.170____
pivot-----------

231, 232

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

;º

218

74056.---- Retaining plate-------------- 217, 218
74058----. Detent lever----------------- | 217
74059---- Screw: 6–40 x 7%"------------ 222, 224, 229,

----

- - -

5---- Driving disk-----------------

217

74061----' Clutch----------------------

-

18

230

...-----------------

221

74.161----| Lock bar latch--------------- 217
74.162----| Sliding joint.----------------- 221
74.163---- Shift push bar--------------- 220

assem J.

74055--- Roſier

Special----------

Norew :

74.158----| Function bail blade----------- 220

#.

Lever-----------------------

;

Inner----------------

74150----| Bell operating lever---------- 220

, ZZ

74053----| Slip connection mounting plate

219

74.142---- Cylinder head--------------- | 217
74143----| Ball bearing retainer---------- | 221
74.144---pawl arm------------

vane No. 1.---------- 222
vane No. 2.---------- | 2:
vane No. 3.---------- 222
vane No. 4.---------- 222
vane No. 5---------- 222
shoulder---------

----| Margin bell cam------------74051

74137 ----| T-lever No. 5
74.138----| Function lever No. 4: bell----- 222

Washer: leather-------------- | 217
Nut: 10–32 hex--------- ----- 226, 227
Motor-stop lever------------- 225
Function lever No. 10: blank222

74042____
74043---74044----|
74045---74046-- --

219

74.133____ T-lever No. 1
74.134____ T-lever No.

228
74025----| Bell crank No. 5------------- 228
74026----' Collar---------------------- 220, 221
740.27---- Screw: 34"–32 special--------- | 217

74028----. Dash-pot cylinder------------

Fig. Nos.

-

jº clutch---------------

74191----| Latch-----------------------

221
222

217
217
217

74195____
74196----| Studi----------------------74197 ---- Roller----------------------

-

§
;

74085----| Washer: felt----------------- 219

74.198-- - - Ball race--------------------

2
227
227

----

---

82----

74083----| Vertical link-----------------

#;

----

4091 --__

º

arm------------

otor plate----------------- 229, 238

74095---- Spacing collar---------------

74096---- Space pawl: front-----------74097 ----| Space pawl: rear------------74098--__

220

§.

- - - - -

-

-

- - -

-

- - - - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

220
220
220

220

74099,----| Ball retainer ring-------------| 219
219
74.101---- Oil plug--------------------- 219
74.107---- Bearing--------------------- 220
74.109----| Function lever No. 5: universal- 222, 245

74100----| Washer: leatherl-------------

221

74.192----| Upper spacing gear----------74194----| Stud------------------------

º

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fº

2

74199 –
bushing-----------74200----| Track: upper----------------

228
226

.." No. 3: without pallet -

244

74203____ Type

74204----. Type bar No. 4: without pallet - 244
74205----. Type bar No. 5: without pallet - 244
74206----. Type bar No. 6; without pallet- 244

74207 ----. Type bar No. 7: without pallet- 244
74208----. Type bar No. 8: without pallet-

244

74209____ Type bar No. 9; without pallet - 244
74210----. Type bar No. 10: without pallet 244
74211----. Type bar No. 11; without pallet

244

74212----. Type bar No. 12: without pallet 244

74.110---- Post-----------------------74111---- Shaft-----------------------

21.

74213____ Type bar No. 13: without pallet

244

74112---- Screw: 10–32 pilot.--------- _ _ _
74119----. Bail shaft bearing------------

220
217

74214----.
74215----.
74216----.
74217----.

Type bar No.
Type bar No.
Type bar No.
Type bar No.

244
244
244
244

74218-- - 742.19 74220----.
74221----.
74222----.
742.23 ---.
742.24
-

Type bar No. 18: without pallet 244
Type bar No. 19: without pallet 244
Type bar No. 20; without pallet 244
Type bar No. 21 without pallet 244
Type bar No. 22 without pallet 244
Type bar No. 23 without pallet 314
Type bar No. 24 without pallet 244

74121----| Latch bell crankli----------- 221
74.122---- Screw: 6–40 x 34"------------ 220
74124----| Spacing cross bar: (assem) -- 221
74.126----| Support--------------------- 226
74127____ Function lever No. 12: line feed- 222

74128----| Function lever No. 3: figures

222

shift.
74129____ Function lever No. 11: letters
shift.

222

252

14: without pallet
15: without pallet
16; without pallet
17: without pallet

Name of part

Par-No.

Fig. Nos.

244

Type bar No. 25: without pallet

742.25 -

742:26----. Type bar No. 26: without pallet 244
742.27--Type bar No. 27: without pallet 244

74228____ Type bar No.28: without pallet 244
74230----' Clutch: driving------------- |
74239---- Clutch bushing--------------

221

219
|3:

Part No.

Fig. Nos

Name of part

74345____l Reverse arm: left------------ 228
74358----| Bracket--------------------- 226

74359----| Draw strap.------------------

221

74361---- Screw: 6–40 shoulder.--------- 224
74363----| Bail------------------------ 226, 227

74366----| Spacing rack----------------74367 ---- Screw: 10–32 x 76"-----------

227
227

74240---- Roller---___________________
74241 ----' Clutch: driven -----________ 221

74368----|Qperating bail roller: (assem)-- 227

74243----| Basket guide roller (assem)--- 227
7+244.
- Printing bail: (with 87.509 220

74371----| Ribbon carrier--------------- 226
74372----| Link----------------------- 227

spring-post).
Motor stop pawl: inner------- | 225
:
14247---- Shift stop post---------

74373----. Type-bar segment------------

-

74246

–

74248____ Roller

-----*P*--------------

224
224

#434 III Scrº-32 pilot. I | 217
74251---- Dash-pot lever---------------| 217
£4:----

Screw: 3.3"-32 pilot.---------- 217, 218

74253. ---

§ºud-----------------------

227

74254---- Rear cross bar--------------- 220
74255---- Function lever comb---_______, 222

74259---- Detent-------------223
74264---- Platen shaft: (with 104995 pin)- 223
- - - -

- - - -

74269----| Washer--------------------- 221

74271----| Clamping washer-------------

226
227

7.4374---- Pull-bar bail plunger---------

74376----| Bracket--------------------- 227
74378-- - bell pawl ------------ 226
74379____l Bracket----------226

Nº.

----------

74380____
74381----|
74383----|
74384----|
74385----

Shaft: (with detent and gears)- 227
Feed pawl------------------- 227
Bearing: right--------------- 227
Spool gear------------------- 228
Spur gear------------------- 228

74390---- Reverse bail----------------- 227

74392----| Spool bracket---------------- 228
74394----| Spool shaft------------------ 228
74395----| Relay guard----------------- 231
7.4397 ----|Draw strap post------------- 226

7.4272---- Spring----------------------

221
221

74275---- Shaft-----------------------

221

# I ºf "I

227

74276----| Ball bearing-----------------

221
221
226

74399____ Screw: (6–40 pilot)-----------

225

74278---- Escapement lever-----------74279----| Strip: leather----------------

7428ill Type-bar backstop (assem)

226
74283----| Spring washer--------------- 217, 218, 223
74286----| Bail guide----------------- I 32s
74289----| Back stop--------225
-

-

- -

-

-

-

- -

-

74291---- Spring bracket---------------

225

74292---- Screw: 10–32 shoulder -------- 227

74294---- Adapter plate---------------74296---- Screw: 6–40 pilot.-------------

74297----| Latch plate-----------------74300---- Spring drum (assem)---------74303----. Type-bar pallet: Z”----------

226
226
221
221
244

74304----. Type-bar pallet: K(------- ---, 244
74305----. Type-bar pallet: B2- - -------- | 244
743.07----. Type-bar pallet: Y 6--------- 244
74308----. Type-bar pallet: M. . . . ------ 244

74309----. Type-bar pallet: U 7 --------

244

74310----. Type-bar pallet: L)---------- 244
74311----. Type-bar pallet: H E--------- 244

74312----.
743.13----.
743.14----.
74315----.

Type-bar pallet:
Type-bar pallet:
Type-bar pallet:
Type-bar pallet:

O 9---------- | 244
I 8---------- | 244
N, --------- 244
E 3---------- 244

743.16----. Type-bar pallet: T 5----------| 244
74317----. Type-bar pallet: A ----------- 244
74318----. Type-bar pallet: J' -------- 244

743.19.----. Type-bar pallet: R. 4.------74320----. Type-bar pallet: D S---------

244
244
244

74321----. Type-bar pallet: C :---------74322. I Type-bar pallet; F | --------- 244
74323----. Type-bar pallet: W 2-------- 244

74324----. Type-bar pallet: G &_________
74325----. Type-bar pallet:
74326----. Type-bar pallet:
Type-bar pallet:
74327
74328----. Type-bar pallet:
74329_ _ _

:

244
244

V ;---------Q 1---------- 244
X /_________ 244
S ' --------- 244

Reverse shaft---------------- 228

74330---- Spring---------------------- 226

74331---- Lockout spring-------------74332,---- Roller: flanged---------------

226
227

74401----| Ribbon oscillator------------- 226

74407____ Sending-receiving reset lever-- 223, 245
74408---- Post------------------------ 223
74409----| Contact lever---------------- 222

64410----| Frame: left (with bearing cap, 217
screws, and lockwashers).
74412----. Bushing--------------------- 221
74413----| Back stop------------------- 220

74414----. Type-bar guide--------------

226

74415----| Guide bracket--------------- 222

74.416---- Sending-receiving intermediate

223, 245

lever.

74417----| Send-receiving T-lever--------

223

74420----| Bracket--------------------- 229, 246
74421----| Bracket--------------------- 231

74422----|
74425----|
74430----|
74432----|

Relay mounting bracket------- 229,231
Receptacle.------------------ 229
Strap.----------------------- 232
Mounting strip-------------- 230

74433----|
74435---74437 ---74438---74446----|
74447 ---

Cover----------------------Platen bracket: left----------Slide bar-------------------Platen: rubber--------------Line-feed ratchet------------Detent ratchet-------

-

-

-

-

- -

-

74448----. Bushing---------------------

230
224
224
223
223

223
224

74449 --- Bushing--------------------- 224
74451____ Release lever shaft------------ 224
74452---- Release shaft---------------- 224

74454---- Release cam--------------- __
74455---- Paper chute-----------------

224

74457 ---- Guide lever-----------------74460---- Shaft-----------------------

74463---- Adjusting lever-------------74465----| Line-feed lever---------------

74467 ----| Line-feed pawl -----74469---74470____
74473____
74476____
74478----|

Paper finger: right-----------Paper finger: left------------Straightener rod stop
Straightener rod------------Single-double line-feed lever--- 224
-

74334---- Washer--------------------- 226

74479----. Bushing---------------

74335---- Shift lever-----------

74480____. Retaining spring------------- 224

74337___ -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Roller: upper-----------

74338---- Release crank

226
227

-

-

- - -

-

224

74481---- Detent roller---------------- 224

224

74490

- Roller: rubber; front---------- 224

74339---- Platen cross bar ------------ 224
74342---- Eccentric stud ------------- 227
227
74343---- Studi-

74491

- Roller: rubber; rear----------- 224

74344 Il Reverse arm:

right-----------

228

74493----| Spacer: short----------------

32.

74494---- Spacer: long----------------- 224
74499 - Bearing cap: left------------- 227

-

Part No.

Fig. Nos.

Name of part

Name of part

Part No.

-

14500----|Bearing: left-----------------

227

74501----| Bearing cap: left-------------

227
219

74502____l Clutch: driven

------------

74503____ Function bail: (with 87.509

74644----. Type bar No. 4:
with pallet, K (-----------74645___

-

with pallet, B 2----------- - 244

220

spring post).
74511----| Friction spring---------------

227

74512----. Basket support roller (assem)-- 226
74513----| Fulcrum rod----------------- 226

74514---- Screw: 4-40 x 38"------------ 230
74517---- Screw: 6–40 x 34"------------ 223
74519---- Paper-finger shaft------------ 224
74520---- Screw: 6–40 eccentric_________ 223

74521----| Bevel gear------------------ 228
74523----| Spacerbar------------------- 235
74525____ Screw: 34"–32 thumb--------- 235
235

74529----| Bracket--------------------- 235
74531----| Switch cover---------------- 229

74532----| Keyboard base: black gloss----| 235
74534----| Bearing bracket-------------- 221
74535---- Screw: 6–40 x 34"------------ 223, 224, 228
74538----| Bracket--------------------- 223
74539---- Plate----------------------- 223
74545---- Release lever---------------- 225

6;
Y 6------------| 244
8:
M.------------ 244
9:
U7--------------| 244
10:
L)------------ 244

74651----|Type bar No. 11:
... with pallet, H. E------------

244

74652----|Type bar No. 12;
with pallet, O 9--------- ___

244

74653----. Type bar No. 13:

with pallet, I 8--------- ___l

74526----| Collar----------------------- 238

74528----| Spacer bar loop--------------

-

Type bar No.
with pallet,
7.4648----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
74649____ Type bar No.
with pallet,
7.4650----. Type bar No.
with pallet,

74647 ---

74505---- Pinion---------------------- 238
74508---- Spring drum----------------- 221

244

Type bar No. 5:

244

74654----. Type bar No. 14:
with pallet, N, ------------ 244
74655----. Type bar No. 15:

with pallet, E 3-----------74656.----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
74657----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
74658----. Type bar No.

244

16:
T 5-----------17:
A ------------18:

244
244

II. Spring...I.
#
ver: bakelite-------------74551----

221

with pallet, J'-------------

244

229

74552----| Vane frame: (with post)------

222

74659----. Type bar No. 19:
with pallet, R. 4-----------74660----. Type bar No. 20:

244

with pallet, D $------------

244

74554---- Spring post------------------ 217, 224, 225
74556.---- Motor-stop pawl: outer-------

74557----| Lamp: clear; 115 volts--------

225
231

74558---- Socket---------------------- 231
74559----| Shaft----------------------- 224

74561.----| Line-feed check post---------- 224
74562---- Screw: 6–40 special----------- 224
74563----| Line-feed check lever--------- 224
74564----| Detent lever-----------------| 224
74566---- Screw: 10–32 shoulder--------

74661.----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
74662.----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
74663----. Type bar No.

1: rear------2.-----------3.-----------4.-----------5: front------

235

74588---- Terminal block (assem)------74589---- Terminal block (assem)-------

229
235
235

74581----|
74582---74583---74584---74585- - -

Selector
Selector
Selector
Selector
Selector

bar
bar
bar
bar
bar

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

74590---- Plate-----------------------

235
235
235

235

244
244

with pallet, W. 2.-----------| 244
74664----. Type bar No. 24:

withºlº-----------|244

|224

74567 ---- Screw: 34–20 x 96"----------- 229, 238
74568----| Terminal block-------------- 229
74569---- Terminal block-------------- 235
74572---- Cable: keyboard------------- 235
74573----| Power cable: (in base).-------- 229
74574----| Line cable: (in base).---------- 229
74575---- Cable: line relay------------- 231

21:
C :-----------22:
F -----------23:

74665----. Type bar No. 25:
with pallet, V ;------- -----| 244
74666----. Type bar No. 26:
with pallet, Q 1------------ 244
74667 ----. Type bar No. 27:
244
with pallet, X
74.668----. Type bar No. 28:
with pallet, S ------------- 244
74670----| Strap.----------------------- 232
74682---- Screw: 10–32 x 1%."---------- 232
74684----| Contact spring--------------- 230
74685---- Contact spring--------------- 230
74686---- Shift vane No. 6 ------------ 220, 222
74687 ---- Screw: 6–40 x 96"------------ 227

!------------

74688----|Upshift-on-space cut-out lever: 223

74594---- Retaining ring--------------- 235

short.

-

74595----| Gear: 24 teeth--------------- 236

74689---- Guide post------------------|228

74596----| Driving gear: 21 teeth --------

74599----| Eccentric------------------- 225
74601----| Universal bar---------------- 235

(assem): (with 236
7381 contact mounting).
217, 220
post-----------------Spring
74692----

74604---- Repeat space rod-------------

74693---- Post---------!---------------

224

74694----| Friction arm----------------- |

223

219

235

74605----| Bracket--------------------- 235
74609----| Spacer bar shaft------------- 235

74610----| Key lever shaft-------------74613---- Screw: 4-40 x 4"------------

235
224

74614---- Resistor: 2,600 ohms--------- 231,233
74620----| Control switch---------------

220

74621. III Cover locating stud (assem)

229

74625-l-- Cable: selector magnet-------- 220
74626---- Shim-------------------

--- 222

74627---- Connection strip (assem)-----74628----| Fuse block-----------------

74637 ---- Hinge spring --------74643----. Type bar No. 3:
with pallet, Z "--------

-

-

-

-

-

230
229

237
244

74690----|Transmitter

74.695----| Friction sleeve -------------- 233

74700---- Spring----------------------

226

74703---- Spring---------------------

225

74704---- Spring --------------------- 217
74705---- Spring --------------------- 222
74706---- Spring---------------------- 224
------------------- 217
74707---- Spring
74708---- Spring --------------------- 224
74709--- Spring --------------------- 224

747 10---- Spring---------------------- 224
747.12---- Spring --------------------- 217
74720---- Screw: A-20 thumb__________ 229, 242
74721---- Spring --------------------- 227
74722- - - Washer--------------------- 225, 228
-

254

Part No.

Name of part

Fig. Nos

- Screw: 10–32 thumni_______- 225
- Screw: 6–40 shoulder_________ 220
- Extension
226
74727---- Terminal_------------------- 230
74730
- Screw: 6–40 shoulder --------- 226
74731
- Nut: 6–40 hex. -------______ 226
74732
- Stud
--------------- 224
74.733
– Shoulder stud
221, 224

74995---- Retainer____________________

74.736----| Stop lever bracket-----------74737----| Spacing stop lever-----------74739---- Screw: 6–40 special-----------

75436----| Resistor: 3,000 ohms--------75437----| Test key-------------------75606---- Spring----------------------

74724
7472574726

-

74744

221
221
227

– Guard______________________ 231

74991----. Insulator

------____________

74992----. Bushing: bakelite-----------74994----| Mounting plate-------------75052----| Keyboard track-------------75229---- Spring---------------------75231----| Bushing: bakelite-----------75400---- Screw: 6–40 x 1",_____________ 233

74749–1- Stop plate--------------- ----|-235
74751---- Trip-off pawl---------------- 235
74754---- Detent spring---------------- 227

75607----|
75750----|
76084----|
76085----|

74755
74756

76086----| Friction spring--------------76087 ----| Nut: %"–32 special----------

- Wick: felt ----_____
- Wick: felt-----______________

----------

219
219

74759----| Strip: felt------------------- 237
74760 --- Spring---------------------- 220
74762.----| Key lever: lower------------- 235
74776.

Insulator-------------------- 229

74783---- Sixth-vane detent lever (assem): 222

Washer--------------------Washer: bakelite------------Washer: felt----------------Friction disk----------------

76099,----| Washer---------------------

76246----|
76295---76296---76333.----|

Bushing: bakelite-----------Spring---------------------Spring---------------------Bushing: bakelite------------

with roller.
Cable: motor---------------- 238

76461----| Washer--------------------76555----| Washer---------------------

74789---- Cable: for motor-stop contacts. 223

76699---- Screw: 10–32 special----------

74798---- Screw: 6–40 x 3%"--------- __
74799 -- Retaining plate--------------

77953---- Motor, series: "A25

74788.

74800----| Washer: felt ------__________
74801---- Friction disk sleeve ----______

221
221
219

219
219
74804---- Post----____________________ 227

74802---- Spring----------------------

74805---- Screw: 10–32 x 34"----------- 219, 227, 228
74806----| Guide post mounting strip- - - - 227
74807____. Nut: 10–32 hex

-------- 227

74808----. Bushing---------------------

235

748.21____ Resistor: 2,810 ohms. -------- 231

77911____ Brush holder

78011---78025---78028-- - 78103____

ºp

-------------

º

115-v,

60-cycle a-c, (GE model
32989 or 5BA65AA29).
Capacitor: 1 miſ-------------Screw: 4-40 x 36"-----------Screw: 6–40 x 1%"----------Screw: 6–40 x 1%’’-----------

78.205----| Resistor: 300 ohms-----------

78.206----| Resistor unit (assem): 150–

74838----| Bearing cup----------------- 217
74841---- Terminal strap: (with 8,451 225
terminals).

300–600 ohms.
78239---- Armature------------------78240----| Field coil-------------------78241----| Field coil--------------------

74876---- Paper roll spindle: 8" to 8%";

78287 ----| Spacing collar---------------

223

(includes 74877 spring).
74877 ---- Spring---------------------- 223
74878
drag spring-----------| 218
74879 -- Spring post------------------ 218, 224

§.

74882---- Spring----------------------

221

74885- - - - Send-receive lever---------- __ 230
74889----. Block_______________________ 226

|

Name of part

Part No.

74890---- Motor-stop contact (assem) -- 223
74891----| Shim----------------------- 236
74892. --- Shim----------------------- 235, 236
74898----| Stud ------_________________ 229

74899----| Ball bearing-----------------

219

74900----| Washer--------------------- 219

74901----| Nut: 1%"—32 hexl ---------74904----| Main shaft.------------------

219
219

78301---- Screw: 10–32 shoulder--------

78398----| Bushing: bakelite------------

78399----| Outer disk brush spring: (with
brush).
78400----| Inner disk brush spring: (with
brush).

240

78.403----| Contact brush--------------- 240
78437 ----. Insulator-------------------- 240

78438---- Bushing: bakelite------------

240

78439----| Governor shell--------------- 240
78443____. Outer contact disk------------ 240
78451-L - Governor cover-------------- 240

78.496---- Outer disk contact spring----78497 ----| Inner disk contact spring------

240
240
225

218

78596----| Washer--------------------78597
- Screw: 10–32 shoulder -------- 225

74916----| Gear hub------------------- 219
74917 ---- Retainer____________________ 237

78826----| Mounting block-------------- 225
78858----| Washer--------------------- 233

74928---- Spring post------------------

78905----|
78946 --78947 ---78948____
78949
78950 - ||

74909----| Frame: right (with bearing cap,
screws, and lockwashers).

78824---- Spring----------------------

224

74932 --- Function lever No. 7: blank. -- 222
74933---- Pull-bar stripper------------ 228
74946----| Insulator-------------------- 220
74949____ Contact lever: lower__________ 230

74952---- Screw: 4–40 x 96"-----------7.4955

-- Retainer

230

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 228

74961---- Spring---------------------- 222
74962.---- Spring---------------------- 222
74964__ __
ntact spring--------------- 230
74965----| Spacer---------------------- 233
74969 --- Bushing___________________ 228

Washer: bakelite------------Spring cushion key top: A ----|
Spring cushion key top; B 2 Spring cushion key top: C :----|
Spring cushion key top: D $ _
Spring cushion key top: E 3___

78951 - Spring cushion key top; F 1

233

244
244
244
244
244

- 244

78954 --- Spring cushion key top: I 8----| 244

74986____ Screw: 6–40 x 1%."

78955 --78956.---78957 ---78958 --78959 --

227, 235
74987 ---- Spring - - ------------------ 228
74988---- Spring
------------- __ 225

78962.---- Spring cushion key top: Q 1 - 244
78963---- Spring cushion key top: R 4__ – 244

74972----| Studiº

--------------- __ 227
------- 219, 220, 226,

78960

cushion
cushion
cushion
cushion
cushion

key
key
key
key
key

top:
top:
top;
top:
top:

-

225

78952 --- Spring cushion key top: G & – 244
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring

-

J'----|
K (- - L ) -M N, ---

244
244
244
244
244

- Spring cushion key top: O 9- 244

-

Part No.

78964---78965---78966---78967----|
78968----|
78969---78970----|
78971---78972----|
78973----|
78976----

Name of part

Fig. Nos.

Spring cushion key top: T 5--Spring cushion key top: U 7--Spring cushion key top: V, ----|
Spring cushion key top: W 2 -Spring cushion key top: X /---|
Spring cushion key top: Y 6---|
Spring cushion key top: Z."---|
Spring cushion key top: blankSpring cushion key top: FIGSSpring cushion key top: LTRS
Spring cushion key top:

§§ RET----------------

244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244
244

78978---- Spring cushion key top:
LINE FEED_____________ 244

78980---- Spring cushion key top
S BELL-----------------79513---- Plate----------------------- 223, 232
79523---- Screw: 2–56 x *%"----------- 231
80225---- Screw: 4–40 x *64"----------- 223

80294---- Spring post------------------

224

80312----| Washer--------------------- 238
80334----| Contact terminal------------- 240

80335---- Clamping plate-------------80336----. Insulator-------------------80337 ----| Bracket---------------------

240
240
240

80338----| Governor adjusting bracket--- 240
80340----| Brush spring plate----------- 240

80341----| Governor brush and speed ad- 238,240
justing bracket (assem).
-

80342---- Screw: 6–40 x *%;"----------- 228, 229, 238
80352----| Center contact governor 238,240
(assem).
80374----| Set of gears----------------- 238

80392----| Spacer key lever spring-------

235

80444---80466---80471----|
80478----|
80508----|
80509----

234, 240

Screw: 6–40 x 34"-----------Platen crank (assem)--------Clutch spring---------------Spring post-----------------Screw: 4-40 x *%"----------Spring post------------------

223, 242

236
224

233
218
80510----| Margin bell hammer---------- 218
80511----| Margin bell shaft------------- 218

80516----| Cotter pin-------------------| 217
80706---- Screw: 6–40 x 96"------------ 238

80724---- Paper rod lever--------------

224

Name of part

Part No.

82.271---

|

Function

lever

motor stop on

Fig. Nos.

No.

13-D:

222

º case H.

82420----. Type-bar pallet: B (P --------82421----|Type-bar pallet: V (D--------82423----. Type-bar pallet: C O---------

244
244
244

82440---- Screw: 6-40 x 24'------------

233,235
82702---- Screw: 6–40 x 9%" flathead----| 233
82751--- .

Type-bar pallet: Z +

82925----| Contact lever: upper--------82964____
82965----| S
8.2999__ __

g

82300---- Motor-stop locking (assem)----|225
82399----| Pad: right lower------------- 237
82400----| Pad: left side---------------- 237
sºil II. Pai: ºr lower III. 237
82402----| Pad: rear upper-------------- 237
82403---- Pad: front-lº-L-------------- 237
82.404----| Spring----- ----------------- 237
82406---- Spring---------------------- 237
82407 ---- Spring---------------------- 237

82408---- Spring---------------------82409___ . Spring---------------------82410---- Spring---------------------82.411--82412----|
82413___ I
82414----|

237
7
7

Bracket--------------------- 237
Bracket--------------------- 237
Cover stop arm-------------- 237
Cover detent knob------------ 237

82415----| Cover detent spring
82442---- Spring----------------------

82463---- Spring---------------------82474---- Terminal-------------------82493----| Washer--------------------82607_ _ _ _
cushion key top:
H STOP------------------

SPH'g

82733---- Bearing cap-------82740----| Contact (assem)

82750----| Set of type-bar pallets
82787 ----| Spring---------------------82788---- Spring---------------------82865----| Bracket--------------------82917 ----| Send-receive-break mechanism

(assem
82918----| Bracket--------------------- 230

80757---- Screw: 10–32 x 34"----------- 217, 218
80848---- Spring---------------------- 220

82.919.----| Bearing--------------------- 230
82920----| Bushing-----------230

80875- - - - Cover arm------------------ 237
80926---- Spring---------------------- 220

82921----| Break lever------------------ 230

-

80945---80985---80986----|
81006----|

Spring---------------------- 224
Screw: 4–40 x 34"------------ 237
Lockwasher------------------|237
Stop post------------------- 218

81123----| Set of parts: for converting
Teletypewriter TG-7-B to
Teletypewriter TG-37–B.

222

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

82922---- Adjusting plate-------------82923----| Stop lever-------------------

230
230
230

82925----| Contact lever: upper---------

230

82924---- Plate----------------

-

-

-

- -

-

82927 ----| Contact spring--------------- 230
829.30----| Contact spring--------------- 230
82.963---- Sixth-vane extension---------- 220

82966----| Letters psuh bar-------------

81596---- Screw: 10–32 x 1%."---------- 232
81684----| Strip----------------------- 237

220

82986---- Screw: *-32 pilot.----------- 220
83355----| Washer: bakelite-------------

234
229

81747 ----| Insulator block-------------- 220

83412----| Locating stud----------------

81825---- Capacitor: 0.01 mſ-----------

83413---- Buffer---------------------- 229
835.71 - - - - Eccentric------------------- 225

233

81836----| Washer: bakelite------------- 232

81841---81889---81893---81895---81936----|
81956.----.

Capacitor: 114 mſ------------ 232
Spring bracket: end---------- 226
Spring bracket: center-------- 227
Spring post------------------ 221
Feed lever------------------- 227
Blocking bail------------- _ _ _ 222

82075---- Spring---------------------- 220

83718 - Sixth vane with extension

220, 222

(assem).
83884---- Screw: 10–32 x 34"------------

217

83885- - - - Nut: 6–32 hex--------------- 237
225

83920---- Top separator plate----------

s3976 Il Piºten' rank

II.

82151___

Type-bar pallet: A
Type-bar pallet: D
Type-bar pallet. F
Type-bar pallet: G
Type-bar pallet: H

-------- 244
2 ------- 244
→ -------- 244
> -------| 244
! -------- 244

82152----. Type-bar pallet: J &

--

82153----. Type-bar pallet: K ---

244
244

82154----. Type-bar pallet: L * -----

31,

256

223

83977- - - Spring clip___________
223
84025____ Type-bar pallet: ------------ 244
- -

82147----.
82148,----.
82149----.
82150----.

-

-

-

-

-

84047---- Stop------------------------

238

84060----| Function lever No. 7: blank-- 222
84061 --- Function lever No. 7: blank

222

(with spring).

84009 - Type bar paſſet N 0----- 244
84351----. Type-bar backstop----------- 226
84575---- Spring---------------------- 223

Part No.

Name of part

Fig. Nos.

84578----| Bearing block----------------

221

84579____ Washer_____________________ 234

84734----. Type bar No. 2: with pallet -- 244

84735----. Type bar No. 3:
with pallet,
84736----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
S4737----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
84738----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
84740----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
84742----. Type bar No.
with pallet,
84723----. Type bar No.
with pallet,

Z +-----------4:
K -----------5:
B (B----------10:
L * ---------11:
H 1 ---------14:
N (ID----------17:
A 1 -----------

84745----. Type bar No. 18:
with pallet, J &

---------

244

894.26----| Spring cushion key top: N () -- 244
89.442----| Set of parts for reset lever 223
down stop.
89468---- Plug------------------------ 234
89548----| Contact spring--------------- 231
89881----| Oil wick: felt---------------- 219

89896---- Oil cup--------------------- 221, 236
89897 ----| Nut: 10–32 hex-------------- 221, 236

244

899.17----| Screw: 4-40 eccentric--------- 236
899.25----| Terminal end---------------- 232
90260-___ Spring
236
90273____ Cord
229
90438----. Button: felt----------------- 236

244

º

----------------------

244

-----------------

90511----| Screw: 6–40 x 1%."-----------

220

244

90752----| Washer: felt----------------- 229
90791----| Lockwasher----------------- 225

244

91099,----|
91120---91175---91222----|
91223---91239----|
91240----|

244
244

84747----| Type bar No. 21:

with pallet, C O-----------

Fig. Nos.

244

84746----. Type bar No. 20:

with pallet, D / ---------- |

Name of part

Part No.

244

84749----| Type bar No. 22:

Spacing collar--------------Spring---------------------Roller (assem)--------------Covering strip--------------Paper guide plate-----------Spring hook: left------------Spring hook: right------------

246

235, 236
220
237

237
242
242

91514---- Rail: left-------------------- 237

with pallet, F → ----------

244

84750----| Type bar No. 24:
with pallet, G. N.-----------

244

84752----. Type bar No. 25:
with pallet, V (D-----------

244

84894----|Arm------------------------ 227

84895----| Detent spring----------------

227

91515---- Rail: right------------------

237

91600---91617---91658----|
91659----|

221

Screw: 6-40 x 3%"-----------Shim----------------------Extension------------------Lockout lever----------------

238

226
226

91683----' Nut: 1%"—32 hex------------ 231, 234
91739----. Insulator--------------------

235

84896----| Screw: 10–32 shoulder.-------- 227

91751----| Copyholder------------------ 237

849.27----| Function lever No. 2: carriage

91752---- Copyholder (assem) (with ac-

222

return.

84928----| Function lever No. 12: line feed

222

85595----|Nut: 34"–16 hex------------- 229, 241
86710---- Oil cup--------------------- 217, 220
86850----| Screw: 10–32 x 1%."---------- 232
86868----| Bushing: bakelite------------ 240
86869----| Post------------------------ 240

88873----| Spring----------------------

222

87389----| Terminal

220

block

and

cable

(assem
87401---- Spring----------------------

91766---- Cable clamp----------------91767 ---- Cable clamp-----------------

230
239

91837 ----| Washer: fiber---------------- 238
92.170----| Bracket--------------------- 233
92216----| Filter (assem)--------------- 233

92.222- - - - Transmitting contact filter 233
(assem).
922.27----| Line relay radio filter (assem)- 233
92264---- Screw.---------------------- 233

92.291----| Capacitor: 0.1 mſ-------------' 233

87402---- Spring----------------------

222
222

92309 --- Resistor: 400 ohms----------- 233

87403---- Set of mechanical motor-stop

245

92505---- Shielding tube---------------

parts.

7509---- Spring post-----------------87851----. Bushing: bakelite-----------87936----| Bracket--------------------87937 ----| Bracket: with rod - - - - - - - - -

87993---- Screw: 6–40 x 32"-----------88856.----| Stud------------------------

220
232
237
237
222
217

88857----| Spring washer--------------- 217
88877----| Lacing------------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

237

88959----| Guide bracket: stamped “X” - 245

88962.---- Adapter plate-------------- 245
88963____

-

237

cessories): black wrinkle;6".

.# bracket

-- 245

88966----| Blocking lever--------------- 245
88967 ----| Clamp plate----------------- 245
88968----| Studi______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ 245

88969---- Spring--------------------89.076----| Bracket____ _ _ _ _ _ _
89077----| Studill-----------

245

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 223
- - - 217, 223

930.75- - - - Nut: 133"-32 ring------------| 231, 234
93.181 ---- Range finder door------------ 237
93737---- Shims: 0.004" thick --------- 235
93754----. Bail------------------------ 222

93755 --- Roller --------------------- 222
93756----| Housing-------------------- 222
93757 ---- Bearing--------------------- 222
93758-- - -] Washer: felt ---------------- 222

9.3839 --93882. --93883----|
93.884 -

89413---- Spring cushion key top: - - 244
89.414---- Spring cushion key top: A
- 244
89415---- Spring cushion key top: D 2 - 244

Function lever bail (assem) -- 222
Capacitor plate-------------- 233
Capacitor (assem)------------ 233, 246
Transmitting contacts filter 233
(assem).

94.009 - Toggle switch__________
94.015--- Clutch lever bracket

89416---- Spring cushion key top: F - 244
894.17---- Spring cushion key top: G > - 244

94693

894.19.--- Spring cushion key top: J &

94694

244

233

92511----| Roller---------------------- 236
92747 ----| Bracket--------------------- 231, 233
92748---- Screw: 6–40 x 1746"----------- 233
92749----| Wire------------------------ 233
92750----| Wire----------------------- 233
92814---- Cable: base------------------ 229

9.4095 -

231

-------- |225

--

Oil retainer: bakelite---------- 221
220
- Button: felt ---------- _ _ _ _ 217

- Wick: felt; 36”---------- _____

89420---- Spring cushion key top: K - 244

95935 -- Bushing: bakelite------------

$942ill spring cushion key top; L

95.936 - Retard coil…--------|233

244

894.22---- Spring cushion key top Z + - 244

89423---- Spring cushion key top: CO - 244

233

95.937 --- Capacitor: 0.01 m f___________ 233
Capacitor: 0.1 mſ ----------- 233

95938 -

89424---- Spring cushion key top; V (D-- 244

96.258–BIX Wire

89.425---- Spring cushion key top: B (P - 244

96.559 -- Type-bar pallet: P 6 -------- 244

---------------------

231

257

Name of part

Part No.

Fig. Nos.

96.883---- Terminal-------------------- 235
97.306----| Lockwasher----------------- 219

99250---- Motor-governor filter (assem)-- 233,238
99354----| Container------------------- 233
99355----| Bracket--------------------- 233
99356----| Bracket--------------------- 233
99.357. - Clip------------------------ 233

99564---- Spring cushion key top: P 6. --

Name of part

Part No.

103607- - - Cord (assem): (with 82474
terminal).
103608___ Screw: 3%"—16 x 3’----------103609--- Screw: 3%"—16" x 234”-------103610---| Washer--------------------103611--- Spacer----------------------

103612--- Nut: 3%"—16 hex-------------

244

103620--- Screw: 34”–20 special---------

99.744---- Resistor: 8,000 ohms--------- 231

103621--- Wrench---------------------

99.745

- Line and selector jack (assem). 231

103628--- Tuning fork-----------------

99.802---- Plate----------------------- 231
99.803----. Insulator: 0.094”------------- 231
99804----. Insulator: 0.062"------------- 231

103651--- Set of type-bar pallets------103652--- Set of spring cushion key tops
103745 -103746--103779---|
103782 --

231

99.805---- Plunger: bakelite-------------

99.806----| Bracket----------------- ---- 231

99.807.----| Contact spring---------------

231

99.809---- Contact spring--------------- 231

104.451--- Lockwasher----------------- 2

101456--- Screw: 6–32 x %"------------ 235

104572- -- Stop arm------------------104990 - Glass: 111%" x 694" x 16”---

I.

1025.10.
Lord mounting--------------- 229, 241, 242
102874--- Power leads filter (assem)----| 246

102.907 --- Spool retainer--------------- 228
102914---| Filter bracket---------------- 246
102915- - - Insulator-------------------- 246

102916---|Bracket---------------------

-

102918102925- - 102.940---|
102946---

104995--- Pin------------------------105045- - - Oil wick: felt ---------------

105.221--- Contact spring---------------

246
246

105.229 -

Chest CH-50–B or CH-50–F

(assem).

-

105230 - Set of type-bar pallets-------105235- Nameplate------------------

105236- Terminal block (assem): 5

102985-1-. Type bar No. 6; with pallet P 3- 244

terminals.

103146--- Ring----------------------- 241, 242
103147--- Ring----------------------- 241, 242
103148,--- Pad: felt-------------------- 229, 241
103236--- Plug: black shell------------- 234
103286---| Fusetron: 1.6 amp------------ 229
103288--- Fusetron: 1.4 amp------------ 229

105237 --- Switch (assem)-------------105238___ Resistor: 120 ohms (60–60)---105239 - || Cable: keyboard-------------

105241 --- Power cable: in base----------

105242--- Line cable: in base-----------Slip-connection mounting plate

105.264

241, 242

(assem).

105284- Cord (assem): with 82474 ter

103364---| Clip------------------------ 242
103368__ – Chest CH-62-A (assem) ------ 242
103370___| Chest CH-50-A (assem)------ 241

minals.

105.367.

103371--- Pad: felt-------------------- 241
103376--- Stud----------------------- 229, 241
103377--- Washer--------------------- 229, 241, 242

103378-- - Base: black gloss------------- 229, 241
103422--- Power cord (assem): approx 234
72” long.
103443---| Cover front plate (assem): 237
-

black wrinkle.

| 103468-- - Cord (assem): (with 82474 ter-

Chest CH-62–5 or CH-62–F

(assem).
105381 - - Blocking bail----------------

105399 - Hinge. ---------------------

ióšiū

Sºrº io-32 thumb II

105420

Guard

I.

105421--- Retaining ring--------------105447 - Governor brush and speed ad
adjusting bracket (assem).

234
minal).
103.503--- Resistor: 120 ohms----------- 234
103505---| Bracket--------------------- 234

105526 -- Cable: resistor
-- - - - - - -105912 - Lockwasher-----------------

103517--103524--103542---|
103601--103602___.
103603---

106040 - Set of spring cushion key tops
107005- - - Set of
cushion key tops
107078 - Channel clamp: short; left side
107079 -- Channel clamp: long; right side
107080 - Clamp plate: left side----107081 - Clamp plate: right side - - - - - -

Cord (assem)---------------- 234
Resistor cage---------------- 234
Base plate------------------- 229,
Nameplate
237
Nameplate
237
Nameplate
237

106019 - Spring cushion key top:
H STOP

º

234, 241

-

103604--- Nameplate

234

107082

103605--- Line cord (assem): approx 48"

234

107083
107084

long; (red shell plug).
103606___| Line cord (assem): approx 48’’
long; (block shell plug).

258

234

2

105.222- -- Contact spring-------------105223--- Contact spring---------------

Terminal block-------------- 246
Handle_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 241, 242
Ground lead----------------- | 246
Power leads filter------------ | 246

103362.--- Latch-----------------------

-

103796--- Spring---------------------103969 -- Screw: 10–32 x 7'3" flathead---

99.816---- Relay base------------------ 231
99.818-- - - Cord guard------------------| 229

102917--- Insulator--------------------

Holder---------------------- 241
Resistor; 5 ohms------------Washer--------------------Drive screw.-----------------

107091 -

-

-

-

Wingnut
-

Bolt------------------------ Lockwasher-----------------

Lord mounting--------------

107112 - Shims; 0.002” thick

-----

-

| N. D. E X
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Abbreviations----------------------------- App. II
Additional tools------------------------------- 105

211

Characteristics, Printer TG-7-A and Teletypewriters

Adjust operation, preventive maintenance--------30f
Adjustment procedures:

46

Index------------------------------------ 184
Introduction------------------------------ 184

149
149

Preparation------------------------------- 186
Air blast, use------------------------------ 144cſ1)
Application of:

151

107

130

TG-7–B and TG-37–B________________________ 1b

Page

I

Chart. (See Sequence chart.)

Check list for preventive maintenance------------ 44
Checking and adjusting motor speed by timing
method ------------------------------------26d
With target and tuning fork--------------- 26c

Checking. (See Testing.)

54

40
39

-

Checking circuit continuity------ 130, 127c, 126d

122, 118

Grease-----------------------------------46b
Oil---------------------------------------46c

55

Motor fuse------------------------------ 128e
Motor-stop contacts---------------------- 128d

119
119

Armature, motor, replacement and repair--------- 151
Armature bearings, replacing-------------------- 155
Assembly procedure----------------------------- 19
Associated equipment:

134

Preparation-------------------------- _____186
Voltage with Test Unit I-236-------------- 127b.

151

Connections-------------------------------23
Technical Manuals-------------------- App. II

135
31
35

210

Checks, physical------------------------------- 20
Chests, maintenance parts-----------------App. III.
Preventive maintenance--------------------- 32

3
147

Maintenance parts--------------------App. III

212

Continuity tests--------------------------- 130
For testing------------------------------ 126e
Clamps------------------------------------- 105c

Repairs---------------------------------- 179
Teletypewriter TG-7–B--------------------- 4b

146

Classes of troubles-----------------------------106

10

Cleaning, commutator------------------------- 151

Battery, explanation----------------------- App. II

211

Bearing puller-------------------------------- 105b
Use------------------------------------- 149f

109

Bearings, armature, replacing------------------- 155

135

Governor contact disks------------------- __162.
Materials, special, use-------------------- 144b
Motor----------------------------------- 150
Preventive maintenance--------------------30e

Margin, detailed functioning----------------- 80
Signal, detailed functioning------------------ 98

100

Blank function, detailed functioning------------- 101

103

Sequence chart---------------------------- 101
Brazing equipment--------------------------- 105d

103
109

British equipment (See Interoperation.)

For moistureproofing and fungiproofing----- 51c
Clips, special, type-bar carriage-------------- 21a(6)
Clutch, transmitter shaft, replacement----------- 168
Code, teletypewriter--------------------------- -13
Commutator bar separators, undercutting------- 152b.

End-ring governor, repair and replacement---103

135

Cleaning--------------------------------- 151
Resurfacing------------------------------ 152
Components, table------------------------------2
Compound, cleaning, use-------------------- 144b(2)

135

Connecting facilities and equipment, common

106

Motor:

Installing---------------------------- 154
Replacing---------------------------- 153
Surfacing----------------------------- 154
Cable, preventive maintenance procedure--------- 35
Cam sleeve, transmitter, replacement------------ 168
Camouflage----------------App. II

135

48
140

23

Cords, preventive maintenance------------------- 35

Manual---------------------------------- 89c
Sequence chart---------------------------- 89b

97

- - -

68
34

140
18

134

-

-

210

- -

134
134
2

130

Contact points, governor:

117

-

130

18

130

-

46
130

35

Carbon tetrachloride, use-------------------- 144b (4)
Cardboard carton, opening--------------------- 15c
Carriage. (See Type-bar carriage.)
Carriage-return, function, detailed functioning----- 89

-

132

features------------------------------------- 12

Capacitors, testing--------------------------- 126c

-

134
139
130

Connections to other equipment------------------ 23
Repair----------------------------------- 160
Replacing-------------------------------- 159
Contacts, transmitting, repair or replacement----- 169
Continuity, circuit, testing---------- 126d, 127c, 130

-

122
118
109
110

Commutator:

Brushes:

- -

12

Circuit:

Procedures, special------------------------ 144
Cleaning compound, use-------------------- 144b(2)

Bell:

47

Repair----------------------------------- 181.
Teletypewriter TG-7–B---------------------4g
58

132

33

217

Printer TG-7-A----------------------------- 3.

Base:
Lubrication chart-------------------------48a
Preventive maintenance--------------------- 42
Printer TG-7-A----------------------------3b

118

138
138
140

122
48

Carrying chests, unpacking---------------------- 18

28

Casting repairs------------------------------- 183b
Catalog pamphlets, references to------------App. III

148

Cover, maintenance parts------------------App. III
217
Printer TG-7-A---------------------------- 3f
8
Removing------------------------------- 142a
128
Replacing----------------------- 147d, 180 132,147
Teletypewriter TG-7-B -------------------4f
12
Crosses, location----------------------------- 128c.
119

212

Cross-fire interference, reducing----------------- 22d

96

96

35

259

Paragraph
Decontamination.-------------------------- App. II
Demolition________________________------- App. II
Description of governor target------------------ 26b

Page

Preventive maintenance techniques----------- 30

45

Printer TG-7-A----------------------------- 3

3.

210
210
38

Teletypewriter TG-7–B---------------------- 4

9

Teletypewriter TG-37–B--------------------- 5
Tuning fork------------------------------ 26b

12

38

Paragraph

Fºº

Packing cases, unpacking-------------------- 17
Shipments, packaging data.------------------- S.

28
16
109

Domestic:

Drills----------------------------------.

105c

Dry-cleaning solvent, use.------------------- 144b (3)
130
Drying-------------------------------------- 144c
130
For moistureproofing and fungiproofing------ 51e
69
Dummy test circuit--------126e, 129c. 118, 121
---------

Detailed functioning of:
Carriage-return function-------------------- 89

Electrical:
96

Equipment:
Index--------------------------------- 56
Introduction---------------------------55

73
71

Figures-shift function----------------------- 90

97

Function bail------------------------------86
Governor---------------------------------- 59

139

94

75

Exterior, preventive maintenance---------------- 33

47

Feel operation, preventive maintenance---------- 30b
Figures-shift function, detailed functioning-------- 90
Filling:
Grease gun----------------------------46b01)
Oiler---------------------------------- 46cſ1)
FITCAL, explanation-------------------------- 30a
Five-unit start-stop teletypewriter code.----------- 13
Flat surfaces, greasing-----------------------46b(3)
Forms------------------------------------ App. II

45.

Main shaft-------------------------------- 60
Clutch throw-out lever------------------75

75
83

Margin signal bell-------------------------- 80

90
101

Paper feeding------------------------------ 97
Printing operation-------------------------- 76

-

-

-

-

- - - -

-

Universal bar------------------------- _____64

148
15

97.
55
56
45

18
56

211

Function
74

100
83

Ribbon-feed mechanism--------------------- 81
90
Ribbon-oscillator mechanism----------------83
92
Ribbon-reverse mechanism------------------82
92
Selector:
Bars---------------------------------- 63
78
Unit------------------------------ 71, 73 80, 81
Sixth vane-------------------------------- 92
98

Space repeat---------------------69
Spacing function---------------------- _____79
Start-stop cam-----------------------------66
Transmitting cam sleeve--------------------62
Type-bar carriage printing mechanism-------- 77
Typing unit------------------------------- 7

118

117

Emergency repairs---------------------------- 183.
End-ring governor brushes, repair and replacement—163
Export shipping, packaging data.------------------ 7

Keyboard--------------------------------- 61
76
Letters (unshift) function------------------- 91
98
Line-feed function--------------------- 95, 96 99, 100
Locking cam and locking lever--------------- 74
83
Locking function lever---------------------- 78
85
Lock-loop cam----------------------------- 67
79

Mechanical motor control-------------------99
Motor unit--------------------------------58

Power trouble, localization----------------- 128
Troubles, localization----------------------126

Bail, detailed functioning-------------------- 86

94

Blank------------------------------------ 101

103

Carriage return---------------------------- 89
Explanation--------------------------App. II
Figures-shift------------------------------- 90
Levers, position----------------------------87

79

97
95.

Line-feed---------------------------------- 95

99.

Motor control (mechanical)------------------99

101

Signal bell--------------------------------- 98
Spacing----------------------------------- 93

100
98.
96
98.
17

96
86

96

211

Suppression-------------------------------- 88
Unshift-on-space--------------------------- 94
Function of transmitting and receiving mechanism--10

76

Functioning of equipment. (See Detailed functioning.)
85

Functions:
Failure----------------------------------- 139
-

80

127

78

Operations-------------------------------- 85

Fuse, motor, checking------------------------ 1286

94
119

130

Gear, transmitter shaft drive, replacement--------167

140

Dies---------------------------------------- 105c

109

General:

Differences in earlier and later models------------- 6b

13

Equipment-------------------------------- 6c
Operating features-------------------------- 6c

14

Unshift-on-space operation------------------ 94
Vertical locking levers---------------------- 65
Diacetone alcohol, use---------------------- 144b(5)

98
78

14

Repair information------------------------ 140
Theory of teletypewriter transmission--------- 11
Glossary-----------------------------------App. II

127
18

211

Governor:

Disassembly and repacking----------------------21
Disassembly for moistureproofing and fungi
proofing------------------------------------ 51b

34

Brushes, end-ring, repair and replacement----163
Contact disks, inspection, cleaning, and repair-162.

139
139

68

137
132

Range-finder assembly--------------------- 176
Type-bar carriage------------------------- 176
Typing unit subassemblies------------------ 171
Preparation------------------------- __ _ _143a

145

Procedure-----------------

_ _ _ _ 143

129

Contact points, replacing------------------- 159
Contacts, testing for open----------------- 128g
Detailed functioning------------------------ 59
Disassembly-------------------------- _ _ _ _158
Reassembling----------------------------- 161
Repairs, introduction---------------------- 157
Testing---------------------------------- 164
Target, description-----------26b

138

Governor--------------------------------- 158
Motor----------------------------------- 149

Distortion Test Set TS-383/GG_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 104c.

106

Use -------------

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

145
141
129

----------

260

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-----

26c

120
75
137
139
137
139
38
39
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--------------------------- 46b

55

Grease gun, filling--------------------------46b(1)
Greasing:

55

Local:
Circuit---------------------------------- 126e

118

Flat surfaces------_____________________ 46bſ3)

56

Operating test-----------------------------ºš
Transportation, packaging data.--------------- 9

Grease, applying

Pressure fittings.------------------------46b (2)
56
Grounds, location---------------- 128, 131e, 132e 118, 124
Grounds and grinding arrangements_-___________22d
35
Handwheel -------------____________________ 105b

109

I-236, Test Unit----------------------------- 104e

107

43
17

Localization of:
Trouble--------------------------------- 106f

Electrical power trouble-------------------- 128

110

In receive circuit---------------------- 132
In send circuit------------------------ 131
Electrical troubles------------------------- 126

118
124
123
- 117

Mechanical troubles, introduction----------- 133

125

Locating trouble when:

Index to:

Detailed functioning of equipment------------ 56

73

Parts:

Alphabetical---------------------App. III
Numerical----------------------- App. III

Repair and replacement procedures---------- 141
Requirements and adjustments.------------- 184
Sequence charts--------------56
Trouble analysis charts-------------------- 107
Inspect operation, preventive maintenance-------- 30c
Inspection:
Preventive maintenance--------------------- 34
Procedure for major repairs----------------- 145
Inspection of:
------------

Governor contact disks-------------------- 162.
Main shaft------------------------------- 172

217
249
128
149

73
111
45

48

130

Certain functions do not operate correctly----139

127

Teletypewriter does not start--------------- 134

125

Teletypewriter scramblesletters and functions-137

126

Transmitter runs open--------------------- 136
Typing unit runs open--------------------- 135

126
126

Location of crosses---------------------------- 128,
120
Grounds------------------- 128i, 131e, 132e 120, 124

Opens-------------------------- 131b, 132b
Shorts-------------------------- 131c, 132c
Locking:

123, 124
123, 124

Cam, detailed functioning------------------- 74
Function lever, detailed functioning---------- 78

83
85

Lever:
139

Detailed functioning-------------------- 74

141

83
78

Installing:
Armature bearings------------------------ 155

135

Vertical, detailed functioning------------ 65
Lock-loop cam, detailed functioning-------------- 67
Lubricate operation, preventive maintenance----- 30g

Motor brushes---------------------------- 154

135

Lubricants------------------------------------45

Paper------------------------------------- 24
Ribbon-----------------------------------25

35
37

Application------------ --------------------46

55

Lubrication, preparation------------------------ 47

56

Interoperation with British equipment--------App. I

208

79
46
55

Lubrication chart for:

Keyboard--------------------------- 48b, 48c 58, 59

Introduction to:

Trouble shooting-------------------------- 106
Detailed functioning of equipment------------ 55

110

Isolation of trouble to send and receive circuits____129

121

71

Main shaft-------------------------------48e
Motor unit and base----------------------- 48a.
Selector mechanism------------------------ 48e
Type-bar carriage------------------------- 48d

58
62

Typing unit------------------------------ 48e

62

62

59

Key:
Polar-neutral----------Send-receive-break----------------

------------------

-

-

- - -

-

-

-

102

106

100

102

Keyboard:
Detailed functioning------------------------ 61
76
Lubrication chart----------------------- 48b, c 58, 59
Maintenance parts--------------------App. III
216
Preventive maintenance--------------------- 40
Printer TG-7-A, description_________________ 3d
Removing------------------------------- 142d

50
6

Main shaft:

Detailed functioning-----------60
Inspecting-------------------------------- 172
Lubrication chart------------------------- 48e

141
62

Removing---------------------------171d, 172
Repairing-------------------------------- 173
Replacing-------------------------------- 173

143
143

1290

121

Main shaft clutch throw-out lever, detailed
functioning------------------------------ 75
Maintenance. (See Preventive maintenance, Trouble
shooting, and Repair.)
Maintenance parts for:
Base-------------------------------- App. III
Chests------------------------------ App. III
Cover------------------------------- App. III
Keyboard---------------------------App. III
Motor unit-------------------------- App. III
Typing unit--------------------------App. III
Manual carriage return ------------------------ 89c
Margin signal bell, detailed functioning----------- 80
Mark impulse, explanation------------------App. II

Line voltage, testing-------------------------- 128a

118

Marking after moistureproofing and fungiproofing--51h

129

Repairs, introduction---------------------- 165
Replacing------------------------------- 147d
Sequence chart for functioning------------ ___68
Teletypewriter TG-7-B, description --------- 4d

140
132

Keys, preventive maintenance------------------- 37

49
140

Keystops, replacing--------------------------- 166

Letters (unshift) function, detailed functioning

- 91

79
10

98

Line feed:

Detailed functioning---------------------- 95
Sequence chart---------------------------- 95b
Single-double------------------------------ 96

Line Unit BE-77-A, setting up test circuit with

99
99

100

75

------------

141

-

83

215
217
217
216
217
212
97
90

211
69

26.

Paragraph

Cleaning, special, use--------------------- 1445

130

Preventive maintenance---------___________43b

53

Mechanical:

Motor control, detailed functioning----------- 99
Troubles, introduction--------------------- 133
Localization-------------------------- 133

101
125
125

13
Models, difference in-----------------------------6
Moistureproofing and fungiproofing-49, 50, 51, 52 67,68, 69
69
After repairs------------------------------ 52
68
Cleaning--------------------------------- 51c
68
Disassembly------------------------------51b
69
Drying----------------------------------- 51e
69
Marking--------------------------------- 51h
Preparation------------------------------ 51a : 68
69
Reassembly------------------------------ 51g
69
Warnishing-------------------------------- 51f

Motor:

Armature, replacement and repair----------- 151

134

Brushes:

Installing---------------------------- 154.
Surfacing----------------------------- 154.
Replacing---------------------------- 153
Cleaning--------------------------------- 150
Disassembly-------------------------- 149
Reassembly--------------------------156

Paragraph

Pºº

Open governor contacts, testing---------------- 128,

120

Page

Materials:

135
135
135
132

132

136

Opening:

Cardboard carton and waterproof paper
barrier---______________________________ 15c.
15d.
Sheet metal containers---------------

23.

23.

Opens:
Location------------------------ 131b, 132b 123, 124
120
Testing--------------------------------- 128 h

Operating tests, local--------------------------28

43

Operation:
Basic principle----------------------------- 57

73

Functions--------------------------------- 85

94.

Perminute, explanation----------------App. II
Selecting mechanism (range finder)-----------72

210

144c (3)

130

Oven drying-------------

-----------------

S1

130
Overhauls, major, frequency------------------- 1455
Overlap of selecting cycle and printing of function
93.
cycle.----------------------------------- 84
Oversea packing cases and shipping containers,
unpacking------------------------- 15a, 15b 21, 22

Packaging data for:
Domestic or short-distance shipments.---------- 8
Export shipment---------------------------- 7
Local transportation and storage-------------- 9

16
15
17.

Commutator:

Resurfacing-------------------------- 152
Cleaning----------------------------- 151
Control (mechanical):
Detailed functioning-------------------- 99
Sequence chart------------------------ 99e
Fuse, checking--------------------------- 128e
Governor (see also Governor):
Disassembly-------------------------- 158
Reassembly-------------------------- 161
Repairs, introduction------------------ 157
Speed:
Checking and adjusting----------------- 26
26e
Quick recheck----------------- - - -

- - -

134
134
101
102

119

35

100

Parts:

Alphabetical index--------------------- App. II
Illustrations-------------------------- App. II
Lists, references------------------------App. I
Numerical index----------------------- App. II
Physical checks-------------------------------- 20
Placing typing unit on base------------------ 19bó)
Platen assembly, repairing---------------------- 174:
Pliers, short-nose----------------------------- 105b

42

21

146

Feeding, detailed functioning---------------- 97
139
137
38

28

Paper:
Installing--------------------------------- 24

137

Stop:
141
Bracket assembly, removing----------- 171b
119
Contacts, checking------------------- 128d
119
Terminal voltage, testing------------------ 128ſ
Unit, description------------------------3c, 4c 5, 10
74
Detailed functioning-------------------- 58
Lubrication chart--------------------- 48a

Packing cases:
Domestic, unpacking-----------------------17
Oversea, unpacking------------------------ 15a
Pallets, type-bar, repair----------------------- 177c.

210
210
208
210
33
32

144
109

Polar-neutral key, detailed functioning-----------102

106

Polar operation, explanation---------------- App. II

210

Position of function levers-----------------------87

95.

58
Power:

Maintenance parts-----------------App. II

212

Preventive maintenance----------------- 41
142e
Removing-------------------

51

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

119

Selector switch-----------------------------22

35

Testing------------------------------128c.
Supply------------------------------------ 22

119

129

Repairs, introduction------------------ 148
Replacing--------------------------- 147b
Multimeter TS-380/U___________________ _____104d
MU27 motor unit. (See Motor unit.)

132
132
107

Neutral operation, explanation--------------App. II
Nomenclature, Printer TG-7-A and Teletype

211

writers TG-7-B and TG-37-B ------------ 1c

2

Oil, applying---------------------------------- 46c

56

Oiler:

262

Cord and plug, testing-------------------- 128b.

Filling--------------------------------- 46cſ1)

56

Use----------------------------------- 46cſ2)

56

Printer TG-7-A----------------------- 22c

Teletypewriter TG-7–B________________22b
Teletypewriter TG-37–B_______________22b
Trouble, localization----------------------- 128
Preparation for:
Checking and adjusting-------------------- 186
Disassembly----------------------------- 143d
Lubrication--------------------------

-----

47

Moistureproofing and fungiproofing----------51a.
Preventive maintenance inspection----------- 34
Pressure fittings, greasing-------------------- 46b (2)

35
35
35
35
118

151
129
56
68
48
56

-

Paragraph.

Page

Page

---------____________________ 142d

128
129

---------_____ 44

54

Cover

Inspection, preparation--------------------- 34
Meaning
--------------------- 29
Preventive maintenance procedure

48

Keyboard------------------------------- 142d
Main shaft-------------------------- 171d, 172

141
129
141

45

--------___________ 42
-----___________ 32

47

Motor:
Unit-------------------------------- 142e
Stop bracket assembly---------------- 171b

Cords, cables, and wiring--------------------35

48

Principal units---------------------------- 142

128

Exterior_______________
33
Introduction
-------________________ 31

47

Printing bail assembly-------------------- 171e

141

47

Range-finder assembly-------------------- 171a
Selector assembly------------------------- 171e
Spacing shaft---------------------------- 171ſ
Type-bar carriage------------------------ 142c
Typing unit----------------------------- 142b

Base
Chests

------------------

Keyboard ------------------------------- 40
Keys and switches-------------------------- 37

53

50

Motor unit ------------------------------- 41

49
51

Terminal blocks and slip connections--------- 36
Type-bar carriage-------------------------- 39

50

Subassemblies------------------------ 171

49

Repacking and disassembly---------------------- 21
Repacking for shipment------------------------ 21b

Typing unit------------------------------- 38
Preventive maintenance techniques:

48

Adjust ----------------------------------30f
Cleaning--------------------------------- 30e

46

Feel ------------------------------------30b

45

Inspect----------------------------------- 30c

45

Lubricate--------------------------------- 30g
Tighten---------------------------------- 30d

46

Preventive maintenance materials---____________ 43b
Schedules and records______________________ 43c
Tools------------------------------------ 43a

46

Emergency------------------------------- 183.
End-ring governor brushes----------------- 163

53

General information----------------------- 140

148
139
127

53

Base--------------------------------------3b
Chests------------------------------------ 3g

3
S

Coverlºº-------------------------- 3f

8

Keyboard--------------------------------- 3d

6 .

Casting------------------------

--------

.

Contact disks------------------------- 162.
Introduction-------------------------- 157
Index- ----------------------------------- 141
Inspection
for------------------- 145
introduction-------------------- 165
shaft--------------- ---------------- 173

139
137
128
130
140

69

procedure

Keyboard,
Main

Motor unit-------------------------------- 3c

5

Power supply----------------------------- 22c

35

Moistureproofing and fungiproofing after----52

Typing unit-------------------------------- 3e

7

Motor:
Armature---------------------------- 151

t_------

Printing:
141

-

Disassembly-------------------------- 149
Unit. i
Init, introduction to------------------ 148
Platen assembly
174
T
Y-------------------------ransmitter contacts---------------------- 169

Prºcess of elimination in trouble shooting-------- 106

110

Type bars-------------------------------- 177

Publications, technical, references--------- ---App. II

210

Typing unit, introduction------------------ 170

-

85

-

-

Range finder. (See Selecting mechanism.)
-

Range-finder assembly, disassembly----------- 171 a
Removing
171 a
Replacing
175c
--

-

---

- -

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Setting------------------------------------ 27
Reassembling, governor------------------------ 161

|

Motor----------------------------------- 156

141
141
145

143

134
132

-

83

--

34

Repairs:

Governor;

-

34

54

46

3

-

141
129
128
141

146
148
147
138
147

Description--------------------------------- 3

Bail assembly, removal--------------------171e
Mechanism, sequence chart------------------ 78
Operation, detailed functioning--------------- 76

141
141

Base------------------------------------- 179.
183b
Chests----------------------------------- 181.
Contact points---------------------------- 160
Cover------------------------------------ 180

Printer TG-7–A:

-

Paragraph

Removing:

Preventive maintenance:
Check list

132
144

-

140
146
140

Replacing armature bearings-------------------- 155
135
Cover--------------------------- 147d, 180 132,147
End-ring governor brushes ----------------- 163
139
Governor contact points------------------- 159
138
Index to procedures----------------------- 141
128

42

Keyboard------------------------------- 147d

132

139
136

Key tops--------------------------------- 166

140
143

Type-bar carriage parts-------------------- 17S
146
Typing unit subassemblies------------------ 175
144
Reassembly:
After moistureproofing and fungiproofing_-_519
69
Procedure, general__________________ 143, 146 129, 131

Receive circuit, localization of trouble-----------132
Receiving mechanism, functioning--------------- 106

124

Rechecking motor speed----------------------- 26e
Records for preventive maintenance------------ 43c.
References-------------------------------App. II
Refinishing-----------------------------------182
Repainting----------------------------------- 182

42

110

Main shaft------------------------------- 173
Motor:
Armature---------------------------- 151.

134

Brushes------------------------------ 153
Unit-------------------------------- 147b

135
132

Principal units---------------------------- 147
Range-finder assembly -------------------- 175c

131
145

Transmitter:
Cam sleeve--------------------------- 16S

140

210
147

Contacts-----------------------------169
Shaft-------------------------------- 168
Clutch--------------------------- 168

140
140
140

147

Drive gear----------------------- 167

140

54

263

-

Paragraph.

Page

Repairing type bars--------------------------- 177

146
131

Type-bar carriage------------------------ 147a
Typing unit------------------------------ 147c.
Report, unsatisfactory equipment------54

, 71

Requirements, introduction--------------------- 184

149

Requirement and adjustment index-------------- 184

149

-------

132

Resistors:

Line voltage dropping, testing-------------- 128c.
Testing--------------------------------- 126d
Resurfacing motor commutators---------------- 152

Ribbon, installing------------------------------ 25
Ribbon-feed mechanism, detailed functioning------ 81

119
118
134
37
90

Ribbon:

Paragraph

Sixth vane, detailed functioning------------------92
Slip connection, preventive maintenance procedure 36
Soap and water solution, use----------------1445(1)
Soldering--------------------------- 183b
Solvent, dry-cleaning, use------------------- 1445(3)
Space impulse, explanation-----------------App. II
Space repeat, detailed functioning---------------- 69
Spacing:
Operation--------------------------------- 93
Detailed functioning----------79
Sequence chart------------------------ 79b.
Shaft, removal--------------------------- 171ſ
Special:

Page
98.

130
148
130
21.

98.
sº

--------

87
111

Clamps, typing unit----------------------- 18b.

Lockout, detailed functioning--------------- 103
Oscillator, detailed functioning---------------83
Reverse mechanism, detailed functioning of ---82
Reversing eyelet--------------------------- 25

106
92
92

Schedules for preventive maintenance------------ 43c

54

Clips, type-bar carriage------------------21a(6)
Speed, motor:
Checking and adjusting--------------------- 26
Quick recheck of—------------------------- 26c
Start-stop cam, detailed functioning-------------- 66

Scope of manual------------------------------- la

1

Storage, packaging data.-------------------------- 9

-

Scrambled letters, trouble location--------------- 137
126
Selector bars, detailed functioning---------------- 63
78
Selector unit (range finder):
Detailed functioning--------------------71, 73 78, 81

Stripped thread, repair------------------------ 183c
Suppression of functions------------------------ 88
Surfacing motor brushes----------------------- 154
Switchboard BD-100, setting up test circuit

148

59

with---------------------------------- 129e

121

81

Switch, power selector, positioning--------------- 22
Switches, preventive maintenance procedure------- 37
Synchronism------------------------------------ 4.

35

37

141

Sequence chart----------------------------- 73

81

Send circuit, localization of trouble-------------- 131

123
102
140

Sending contacts, repair and replacement--------- 169
Sequence chart for:
Blank function----------------------------101

103

Carriage return--------------------------- 890

96
99

Line feed--------------------------------- 95b

79
-

Lubrication chart------------------------- 48c
Orientation-------------------------------- 72
Removal-------------------------------- 171C

Send-receive-break key, detailed functioning------ 100

39

Table of components for:

96.

135

49

-

Printer TG-7-A---------------------------2a

Teletypewriter TG-7–B---------------------2b
Teletypewriter TG-37–B-------------------- 2c
Taps----------------------------------------105e
Target, governor:
Use-------------------------------------- 26c
Description------------------------------- 26b

i

Keyboard functioning----------------------- 68
Printing mechanism------------------------ 78
Selecting mechanism------------------------ 73
Signal bell-------------------------------- 98b.
Spacing operation-------------------------- 79
Sequence charts, index-------------------------- 56

79
85
81
100

Set, test-------------------------------------- 104

106

TG-7-B, description------------------------- 4.

42

Base----------------------------------4b
Chests-------------------------------- 4g
Cover--------------------------------- 4f

12

Keyboard----------------------------- 4d

10

Motor unit---------------------------- 4c
Power supply-------------------------22b

10

Typing unit---------------------------- 4e
TG-37-B, description------------------------5
Power supply------------------------- 22b
Transmission, general theory.---------------- 11
Terminal blocks, preventive maintenance pro

10

Setting range finder----------------------------- 27
Setting up test circuit-------------------------- 129
With Switchboard BD-100---_____________ 129e

86
73

Teletypewriter (see also Printer TG-7–A):
Code.------------------------------------- 13

121
121

Shaft, main:
Inspecting-------------------------------- 172
Removing--------------------------- 171d, 172
Repairing-------------------------------- 173
Replacing-------------------------------- 173

141

141
143
143

Shaft:

Spacing, removal------------------------- 171ſ

141

Transmitter, replacement------------------ 168
Sheet metal containers, opening----------------- 15d

140
23

Shift, figures, detailed functioning----------------90
Shipping instructions------------------------App. II

97

Short-distance shipments, packaging data.---------- 8
Shorts, location---------------------- 1316, 132c 123,
Signal bell:
Detailed functioning------------------------ 98
Sequence chart---------------------------- 98b.
Single-double line feed, detailed functioning------- 96

264

210

39

Technical Manuals, references----------- la, App. II 1, 210
210
Technical publications, references------------App. II

cedure----------------------------------36

18

10
12

12

35
18
4s

Test:

Circuit:
1295

121

124

With Switchboard BD-100-------- 129e

121

100
100

Testing with-------------------------- 138
Equipment, Technical Manuals on-------App. II
Requirements and adjustments procedures,

127
210

100

introduction---------------------------- 184

149

16

Setting up--------------

-

-

-

- -

- - ------

Paragraph

Page

Distortion, TS-383/GG--------------- 104.c
TS-2/ TG--------------------------- 104.h

106

Trouble–Continued

Paragraph

Test—Continued
Sets:

Shooting, introduction--------------------- 106

Unit 1–236____________________________ 104e
Use
---------------------- 127

TS-380/U, Multimeter----------------------- 104d
TS-383/GG, Distortion Test Set--------------- 104.c
Tuning fork, description----------------------- 26b

118

117

Use----------------------________________26c

Electrical troubles______-------------- 1260

117

Turning down, explanation.----------------- App. II
Type-bar carriage, disassembly------------------176

Open governor contacts--------------- 1289
Opens------------------------------ 128h
Line voltage----------------------------- 128a.
Dropping resistors-------------------- 128c
Motor terminal voltage-------------------- 128f

120
120
118
119
119

Power:

Cord and plug----------------------- 128b
Selector switch----------------------- 128c

119
119
139

Repaired governor------------------------- 164
Resistors-------------------------------- 126d
With a test circuit------------------------- 138
Tests:

118
127

Circuit continuity------------------------- 130

122

Local operating----------------------------28

43

Theory of teletypewriter transmission, general----- 11
Threads, stripped, repair---------------------- 183c
Tighten operation, preventive maintenance------- 30d
Timing method of checking and adjusting

18

Lubrication chart------------------------- 48d
Preventive maintenance--------------------- 39

Reassembling----------------------------- 178
Removing------------------ ------------- 142c
Replacement---------------------------- 147a
Special clips for------------------------- 21a(6)

Type bars, repairing and replacing-------------- 177
Typing unit:
Detailed functioning------------------------ 70
Lubrication chart for---------------------- 48e

Maintenance parts-------------------App. III
Method of holding---------------------- 19b(4)
Placing on base------------------------- 19b(5)
Preventive maintenance--------------------- 38
Printer TG-7-A--------------------------- 3e

46

Removing------------------------------- 142b
Repairs, introduction---------------------- 170
Replacing------------------------------- 147c

140
132

motor speed--------------------------------26d

40

Subassemblies---------------------------- 175

144

Tools, additional----------------------------- 105b

Removing and disassembling----------- 171
Teletypewriter TG-7–B--------------------- 4e
Uncrating--------------------------------- 16

141

Transmission, teletypewriter, general theory.------- 11

109
53
18

Transmitter:
Cam sleeve:
Detailed function----------------------62

Uncrating typing unit-------------------------- 16
76

25
109

Preventive maintenance-------------------- 43a

-

_106e

107

For:

|

_

TS-2/TG, Test Set--------------------------- 104th

Testing (see also Checking):—

Capacitors------------------------------ 126c

Process of elimination_____ _ _ _

106

148

Undercutter, mica---------------------------- 105.5
Replacement------------------------- 168
Contacts, repair and replacement------------ 169

140
140

Shaft:
168
167

140
140

Transmitting mechanism, function-------------- 10a

17

Replacement-----------Drive gear, replacement-------

|

- - - - - - - -

-

-

- - -

- - - -

-

-

-

-

-

Trouble:
Classes------------------------

106

110

Detected by inspection-------------------- 106c
Electrical, localization--------------------- 126
Electrical power, localization of------------- 128

110

Isolation to send and receive circuits--------- 129
Localization----------------------------- 106f
In receive circuit---------------------- 132
In send circuit------------------------ 131

121

- - - -

-

-

-

-

- -

-

Undercutting:
Commutator bar separators--------------- 152b
Explanation---------------------------App. II
Universal bar, detailed functioning--------------- 64
Unpacking:
Carrying chests---------------------------- 18
Domestic packing cases--------------------- 17

10

25

134
211
78

Oversea:

Mechanical, introduction to localization------ 133
Use of Test Unit I-236 for localizing---------127
Trouble:

118

110

124
123

21

98
98

Use of:
Oiler---------------------------------- 46cſ 2)

125

Wire for applying oil--------------------46cſ2)

71

56
56

118

110

Warnishing for moistureproofing and fungiproofing--51

111

Vertical locking levers, detailed functioning------- 65
Voltage at motor terminals, testing------------- 128ſ
Voltage checking with Test Unit I-236---------- 1.27b.

Location when:—

Certain functions do not operate cor
rectly------------------------------ 139
Teletypewriter does not start----------- 134

Packing cases, general----------------- 15a
Shipping container-------------------- 150
Unsatisfactory equipment report----------------- 54
Unshift, letters function, detailed functioning------ 91
Unshift on space, detailed functioning------------ 94

117

68
78
119
118

127
125

Teletypewriter scrambles letters and
functions--------------------------- 1:37

126

Transmitter runs open----------------- 136
Typing unit runs open----------------- 135

126
126

Waterproof paper barrier, opening--------------- 15c
Welding equipment--------------------------- 105d
Wiping----------------------------------- 144c (2)
Wire, use of for applying oil------------------ 46cſ 2)
Wiring, preventive maintenance procedure-------- 35
ºr u. s
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